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This Dissertation ollets results of my own work on the interpretation, haraterization, quan-
tiation and appliation of bipartite and multipartite entanglement in Gaussian states of
ontinuous variable (CV) systems.
1
In the ontext of investigating onnetions between bipartite entanglement and global and
loal degrees of information [GA1, GA6℄, we show how entanglement of two-mode Gaussian
states an be aurately quantied in terms of the global and loal amounts of mixedness
[GA2, GA3℄, and eiently estimated experimentally by diret measurements of the assoiated
purities [GA2, GA8℄. More generally, we disuss dierent measures of bipartite entanglement
and show their inequivalene in ordering two-mode Gaussian states [GA7℄. For multimode
Gaussian states endowed with loal symmetry with respet to a given bipartition, we show
how the multimode blok entanglement an be ompletely and reversibly loalized onto a
single pair of modes by loal, unitary operations [GA4, GA5℄.
We then analyze the distribution of entanglement among multiple parties in multimode
Gaussian states [GA12℄, introduing a new entanglement monotone, the `ontangle', adapted
to a CV senario [GA10℄. We prove that, in all Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes,
entanglement distributes (as already observed for qubit systems) aording to a monogamy
law [GA10, GA15℄. Fousing on three-mode Gaussian states, we study their genuine tripartite
entanglement by means of the residual ontangle [GA10℄, we disuss their usefulness for quan-
tum ommuniation implementations [GA16℄, and we investigate in detail their distributed
entanglement struture [GA11℄, evidening how, under a strong symmetry, an arbitrary tripar-
tite entanglement oexists with a limited, nonzero bipartite entanglement: a feature named
`promisuous' entanglement sharing [GA10℄. We then unfold how in four-mode Gaussian states
with more relaxed symmetry onstraints, entanglement an be innitely promisuous (at vari-
ane with the orresponding states of qubits), with a oexistene of an unlimited four-partite
entanglement and an unlimited residual bipartite entanglement in two pairs of modes [GA19℄.
We moreover study entanglement distribution in harmoni latties with an underlying `va-
lene bond' struture [GA13, GA17℄, and, in the general ase of pure N-mode Gaussian states,
we provide standard forms under loal operations [GA18℄, whih yield an eient harater-
ization of generi entanglement, together with an optimal sheme to engineer suh states in
the lab with minimal resoures [GA14℄. Operationally, multipartite entanglement in symmetri
N-mode Gaussian resoures is qualitatively and quantitatively proven to be equivalent to the
suess of multiparty CV quantum teleportation networks [GA9℄. We onlude with an applia-
tion of our mahinery to a relativisti setting: namely, we study Gaussian entanglement sharing
between modes of a free salar eld from the perspetive of observers in relative aeleration,
interpreting the entanglement loss due to the Unruh eet in the light of a redistribution of
entanglement between aessible and unaessible ausally disonneted modes [GA20℄. Suh
studies are of relevane in the ontext of the information loss paradox in blak holes [GA21℄.
1
Most of the researh ahievements presented here are published in (or under onsideration for) sienti
papers, as listed on page 271. My publiations will be quoted as [GAx℄ throughout the Dissertation. Some
results, exluding the most reent advanes, are also summarized in a book hapter [GA22℄. The strutural and
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Brian's guide to quantum mehanis. John Walker, 2006.
http://www.briansguide.net/index.gi?ID=1140392885-C-CSI
Introdution
About eighty years after their ineption, quantum mehanis and quantum theory
are still an endless soure of new and preious knowledge on the physial world
and at the same time keep evolving in their mathematial strutures, oneptual
foundations, and intelletual and ultural impliations. This is one of the reasons
why quantum physis is still so speially fasinating to all those that approah it
for the rst time and never eases to be so for those that are professionally involved
with it. In partiular, sine the early nineties of the last entury and in the last
ten-fteen years, a quiet revolution has taken plae in the quantum arena. This
revolution has progressively indiated and laried that aspets one thought to be
problemati, suh as quantum non-separability and spooky ations at a distane,
are atually not only the origin of paradoxes but rather some of the key ingredients
that are allowing a deeper understanding of quantum mehanis, its appliations
to new and exiting elds of researh (suh as quantum information and quantum
omputation), and tremendous progress in the development of its mathematial and
oneptual foundations. Among the key elements of the urrent re-foundation of
quantum theory, entanglement ertainly plays a very important role, also beause it
is a onept that an be mathematially qualied and quantied in a way that allows
it to provide new and general haraterizations of quantum properties, operations,
and states.
The existene of entangled states, stemming diretly from the superposition
priniple, an be regarded as a founding feature, or better the harateristi trait
(aording to Shrödinger) of quantum mehanis itself. Entanglement arises when
the state of two or more subsystems of a ompound quantum system annot be
fatorized into pure loal states of the subsystems. The subsystems thus share
quantum orrelations whih an be stronger than any lassial orrelation. Quan-
tum information siene was born upon the key observation that the exploitation
of suh nonlassial orrelations enables enoding, proessing and distribution of
information in ways impossible, or very ineient, with lassial means. Hene
the possibility of implementing entangled resoures resulted in futuristi proposals
(quantum teleportation, quantum ryptography, quantum omputation, ...) whih
are now made, to a ertain extent, into reality. On a broader perspetive, it is now
reognized that entanglement plays a fundamental role in the physis of many-body
systems, in partiular in ritial phenomena like quantum phase transitions, and in
the desription of the interations between omplex systems at the quantum sale.
Despite its prominent role in the physis of mirosopi but also marosopi
systems, it still stands as an open issue to ahieve a onlusive haraterization
and quantiation of bipartite entanglement for mixed states, and espeially to
provide a denition and interpretation of multipartite entanglement both for pure
3
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tion
states and in the presene of mixedness. While important insights have been gained
on these issues in the ontext of qubit systems (two-level quantum systems tradi-
tionally employed as the main logial units for quantum omputing and quantum
information in general), a less satisfatory understanding has been ahieved until
reent times on higher-dimensional systems, as the struture of entangled states
in Hilbert spaes of high dimensionality sales exhibiting a formidable degree of
omplexity.
However, and quite remarkably, in systems endowed with innite-dimensional
Hilbert spaes (where entanglement an arise between degrees of freedom with on-
tinuous spetra), reent advanes have been reorded for what onerns the under-
standing and the quantiation of the entanglement properties of a restrited lass
of states, the so-alled Gaussian states. Gaussian states distintively stand out of
the innite variety of ontinuous variable systems, beause on one hand they allow
a lean framework for the analytial study of the struture of non-loal orrela-
tions, and on the other hand they are of great pratial relevane in appliations to
quantum optis and quantum information. Two-mode and multimode oherent and
squeezed Gaussian states are indeed key resoures, produible and manipulatable
in the lab with a high degree of ontrol, for a plethora of two-party and multi-party
quantum ommuniation protools, ranging from deterministi teleportation and
seure key distribution, to quantum data storage and luster omputation.
This PhD Dissertation ollets my personal ontributions to the understanding,
qualiation, quantiation, struture, prodution, operational interpretation, and
appliations of entanglement in Gaussian states of ontinuous variable systems. Let
us briey mention some of the most important results, the majority of whih have
appeared in Refs. [GA2GA20℄.
In the rst plae we enrihed the well-established theory of bipartite entan-
glement in two-mode Gaussian states, providing new physially insightful onne-
tions between the entanglement and the degrees of information assoiated with
the global system and its subsystems. We thus showed that the negativity (an
entanglement monotone) an be aurately qualied and quantitatively estimated
in those states by diret purity measurements. We also proved that dierent en-
tanglement quantiers (negativities and Gaussian entanglement measures) indue
inequivalent orderings on the set of entangled, nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian
states. We then extended our sope to investigate multimode, bipartite entangle-
ment in N -mode Gaussian states endowed with some symmetry onstraints, and
its saling with the number of the modes; this study was enabled by our entral
observation that entanglement in suh states is unitarily loalizable to an ee-
tive two-mode entanglement. We ould thus extend the validity of the neessary
and suient positive-partial-transposition ondition for separability to bisymmet-
ri Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes, and exatly quantify the blok
entanglement between dierent mode partitions, revealing signatures of a genuine
multipartite entanglement arising among all modes. Under these premises, we de-
veloped ex novo a theory of multipartite entanglement for Gaussian states, based
on the ruial fat that entanglement annot be freely shared and its distribution
is onstrained to a monogamy inequality, whih we proved to hold for all (pure
and mixed) N -mode Gaussian states distributed among N parties. To this aim, we
introdued new ontinuous variable entanglement monotones, namely (Gaussian)
`ontangle' and Gaussian tangle, for the quantiation of entanglement sharing in
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Gaussian states. Impliations of this analysis inlude, in partiular, the denition
of the `residual ontangle' as the rst bona de measure of genuine multipartite
(speially, tripartite) entanglement in a ontinuous variable setting, a omplete
quantitative analysis of multipartite entanglement in the paradigmati instane of
three-mode Gaussian states, the disovery of the promisuous nature of entangle-
ment sharing in symmetri `GHZ/W ' Gaussian states, and the demonstration of
the possible oexistene of unlimited bipartite and multipartite entanglement in
states of at least four modes.
Our investigation was not onned to theoretial and strutural aspets of en-
tanglement only. Along parallel lines, we got interested on one hand in how to
produe bipartite and/or multipartite entanglement in the lab with eient means,
and on the other hand in how to optimally employ suh entanglement for pratial
appliations, endowing the entanglement itself with an operational interpretation.
In the ase of two-mode Gaussian states, we joined an experiment onerning pro-
dution, haraterization and manipulation of entanglement in the ontext of quan-
tum optis. In the three- and four-mode instanes, we proposed several shemes to
eiently engineer family of Gaussian states with relevant entanglement properties.
In general, we devised an optimal sheme to produe generi pure N -mode Gaussian
states in a standard form not enoding diret orrelations between position and mo-
mentum operators (and so enompassing all the instanes of multimode Gaussian
states ommonly employed in pratial implementations); suh an analysis allows
to interpret entanglement in this sublass of Gaussian states entirely in terms of the
two-point orrelations between any pair of modes. In this respet, one theoretial
result of diret interest for the haraterization of entanglement in Gaussian states,
is the qualitative and quantitative equivalene we established between the presene
of bipartite (multipartite) entanglement in two-mode (N -mode) fully symmetri
Gaussian states shared as resoures for a two-party teleportation experiment (N -
party teleportation network), and the maximal delity of the protool, optimized
over loal single-mode unitary operations performed on the shared resoure. In the
speial ase of three-mode, pure GHZ/W states, this optimal delity is a mono-
tonially inreasing funtion of the residual ontangle (whih quanties genuine tri-
partite entanglement), providing the latter with a strong operational signiane.
Based on this equivalene, we presented a proposal to experimentally verify the
promisuous sharing struture of tripartite Gaussian entanglement in suh states
in terms of the suess of two-party and three-party teleportation experiments.
Teleloning with three-mode Gaussian resoures was also thoroughly investigated.
We nally onsidered two appliations of the Gaussian mahinery to the om-
panion areas of ondensed matter/statistial mehanis, and relativity theory. Con-
erning the former, we studied entanglement distribution in ground states of trans-
lationally invariant many-body harmoni lattie systems endowed with a Gaussian
`valene bond' struture. We haraterized the range of orrelations in suh har-
moni models, onneting it to the degree of entanglement in a smaller Gaussian
struture, named `building blok', whih enters in the valene bond onstrution.
We also disussed the experimental prodution of Gaussian valene bond states of
an arbitrary number of modes, and their usefulness for multiparty teleloning of
oherent states. On the other hand, in a relativisti setting we studied the distri-
bution of entanglement between modes of a free salar eld from the perspetive
of observers in relative aeleration. The degradation of entanglement due to the
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Unruh eet was analytially haraterized for two parties sharing a two-mode
Gaussian state in an inertial frame, in the ases of either one or both observers
undergoing uniform aeleration. Within the monogamy framework, we preisely
explained the loss of entanglement as a redistribution of the inertial entanglement
into multipartite quantum orrelations among aessible and unaessible modes
from a non-inertial perspetive.
This Dissertation is organized as follows.
Part I is devoted to introduing the main ingredients of our analysis, entan-
glement on one side, and Gaussian states on the other. In partiular, Chapter
1 ontains the basis of entanglement theory: how to quantify quantum informa-
tion, the separability problem, dierent entanglement measures, and a disussion
on entanglement sharing. In Chapter 2 we give a self-ontained introdution to
phase-spae and sympleti methods in the study of Gaussian states of innite-
dimensional bosoni systems, we disuss the ovariane matrix formalism, and we
provide a lassiation of pure and mixed Gaussian states aording to the various
standard forms that the assoiated ovariane matries an take.
We ollet in Part II all results onerning bipartite entanglement of Gauss-
ian states with two or more modes. In Chapter 3 we illustrate the mahinery of
bipartite entanglement qualiation and quantiation in Gaussian states. The
massive Chapter 4 ontains our spei results on two-mode Gaussian states, in-
luding the existene of extremally (minimally and maximally) entangled states at
given degrees of mixedness, and the dierent orderings indued on entangled states
by dierent measures of entanglement. In Chapter 5 we desribe the unitary (and
therefore reversible) loalization of bipartite multimode entanglement to a bipartite
two-mode entanglement in fully symmetri and bisymmetri multimode Gaussian
states, and its saling with the number of modes.
Multipartite entanglement of Gaussian states is the topi of Part III. In Chap-
ter 6 we present our ruial advanes in the understanding of entanglement sharing
in multimode Gaussian states, inluding the proof of the monogamy inequality
on distributed entanglement for all Gaussian states. Multipartite entanglement of
three-mode Gaussian states is analyzed in Chapter 7 by disussing the strutural
properties of suh states, and the main onsequenes of the monogamy inequality,
suh as the quantiation of genuine tripartite entanglement, and the promisuous
nature of entanglement sharing in Gaussian states with symmetry properties. Chap-
ter 8 deals with the remarkable property of multipartite entanglement in Gaussian
states (as opposed to low-dimensional systems), to oexist to an arbitrary extent
with bipartite entanglement, in simple families of states of at least four modes,
within the holding of the monogamy inequality.
In Part IV we show how to engineer multimode Gaussian resoures with optial
means. Chapter 9 ontains shemes for the prodution of extremally entangled two-
mode states, as well as experimental results on the prodution, haraterization and
manipulation of two-mode entanglement with a novel optial setup. In Chapter 10
we provide a systemati investigation on the preparation of several families of three-
and four-mode Gaussian states with peuliar entanglement properties, providing
eient shemes. Chapter 11 deals instead with the general instane of pure N -
mode Gaussian states, in whih ase for the relevant family of `blok-diagonal'
states an optimal state engineering reipe is proposed, whih enables to onnet
generi entanglement to operationally meaningful resoures.
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The ompanion Part V looks at entanglement from a pratial perspetive for
quantum information and ommuniation implementations, and other less onven-
tional appliations. Bipartite and multipartite teleportation-based ommuniation
(inluding teleloning) with Gaussian states is studied in Chapter 12, where the
equivalene between optimal teleportation delity and shared entanglement is es-
tablished, together with an experimentally testable onnetion between teleporta-
tion eieny, multipartite entanglement, and promisuous sharing struture. En-
tanglement distribution and the investigation of the orrelation range in many-body
harmoni rings with a Gaussian valene bond struture is addressed in Chapter 13.
The degradation of Gaussian entanglement as deteted by aelerated observers is
instead investigated in Chapter 14, and interpreted in terms of an entanglement
re-distribution in multipartite form among aessible and unaessible modes from
a non-inertial perspetive.
Part VI onludes this Dissertation with a summary on the various appliations
of Gaussian entanglement not overed by our personal researh, a brief disussion
about reent advanes in the qualiation and quantiation of entanglement in
non-Gaussian states  a eld of investigation that is to a large extent yet to be
fully explored  and an overview on open problems and urrent researh diretions.
Appendix A ontains some tools of sympleti analysis neessary for the strutural
haraterization of the ovariane matrix of pure Gaussian states.
CHAPTER 1
Charaterizing entanglement
Aording to Erwin Shrödinger, quantum entanglement is not one but rather the
harateristi trait of quantum mehanis, the one that enfores its entire departure
from lassial lines of thought [201℄. Entanglement has been widely reognized as
a fundamental aspet of quantum theory, stemming diretly from the superposition
priniple and quantum non-fatorizability. Remarkably, it is now also aknowl-
edged as a fundamental physial resoure, muh on the same status as energy and
entropy, and as a key fator in the realization of information proesses otherwise
impossible to implement on lassial systems. Thus the degree of entanglement and
information are the ruial features of a quantum state from the point of view of
Quantum Information Theory [163, 111℄. Indeed, the searh for proper mathemati-
al frameworks to quantify suh features in general (mixed) quantum states annot
be yet onsidered aomplished. In view of suh onsiderations, it is lear that the
full understanding of the relationships between the quantum orrelations ontained
in a multipartite state and the global and loal (i.e. referring to the redued states
of the subsystems) degrees of information of the state, is of ritial importane.
In partiular, it would represent a relevant step towards the lariation of the
nature of quantum orrelations and, possibly, of the distintion between quantum
and lassial orrelations in mixed quantum states [112, 13, 101℄.
We open this Chapter with a disussion about the interpretation and measures
of information in quantum systems. We then move to a detailed disussion about
quantum entanglement, its denition, qualiation and quantiation in the bi-
partite and, to some extent, in the multipartite setting. Speial attention will be
devoted to the fundamental property of entanglement to be distributed in a so-alled
monogamous way, and the impliations of suh feature for the haraterization of
many-body entanglement sharing.
1.1. Information ontained in a quantum state
Both disrete-variable and ontinuous-variable systems, endowed respetively with
a nite-dimensional and a innite-dimensional Hilbert spae, an be eiently em-
ployed in quantum information theory for the enoding, manipulation and transmis-
sion of information. In this ontext, it is natural to question how muh information
a quantum state ontains.
Suppose we have prepared a physial system in a ertain state and we would
like to test the system somehow, for instane with a measurement. Before perform-
ing the experimental veriation, we an only predit the probabilities p1, . . . , pN
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assoiated to the N possible outomes. After the measurement, one of these out-
omes will have ourred and we will possess a omplete information (ertainty)
about the state of our system.
The degree of information ontained in a state orresponds to how muh er-
tainty we possess a priori on prediting the outome of any test performed on the
state [177℄.
1.1.1. Purity and linear entropy
The quantiation of information will in general depend not only on the state
preparation proedure, but also on the hoie of the measurement with its assoiated
probabilities {pk}. If for any test one has a omplete ignorane (unertainty), i.e. for
a system in a N -dimensional Hilbert spae one nds pk = 1/N ∀ k, then the state is
maximally mixed, in other words prepared in a totally random mixture, with density
matrix proportional to the identity, ̺m = 1N/N . For instane, a photon emitted
by a thermal soure is alled `unpolarized', reeting the fat that, with respet
to any unbiased polarization measurement, the two outomes (horizontal/vertial)
have the same probability. The opposite ase is represented by pure quantum states,
whose density matrix is a projetor ̺p = |ψ〉〈ψ|, suh that ̺2p = ̺p . A pure state of
a quantum system ontains the maximum information one has at disposal on the
preparation of the system. All the intermediate instanes orrespond to a partial
information enoded in the state of the system under onsideration.
A hint on how to quantify this information omes from the general properties
of a quantum density operator. We reall that
Tr ̺2
{
= 1 ⇔ ̺ pure state ;
< 1 ⇔ ̺ mixed state .
It is thus natural to address the trae of ̺2 as purity µ of a state ̺,
µ(̺) = Tr ̺2 . (1.1)
The purity is a measure of information. For states of a Hilbert spae H with
dimH = N , the purity varies in the range
1
N
≤ µ ≤ 1 ,
reahing its minimum on the totally random mixture, and equating unity of ourse
on pure states. In the limit of ontinuous variable systems (N →∞), the minimum
purity tends asymptotially to zero.
Aordingly, the impurity or degree of mixedness of a quantum state ̺, whih
haraterizes our ignorane before performing any quantum test on ̺, an be quan-
tied via the funtional
SL(̺) =
N




1− Tr ̺2) . (1.2)
The quantity SL (ranging between 0 and 1) dened by Eq. (1.2) is known as linear
entropy and it is a very useful measure of mixedness in quantum information the-
ory due to its diret onnetion with the purity and the eetive simpliity in its
omputation. Atually, the name `linear entropy' follows from the observation that
SL an be interpreted as a rst-order approximation of the anonial measure of
lak-of-information in quantum theory, that is Von Neumann entropy. In pratie,
the two quantities are not exatly equivalent, and dierenes between the two will
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be singled out in the ontext of haraterizing entanglement, as we will see in the
next Part.
1.1.2. ShannonVon Neumann entropy
Let us go bak to our physial system and to our ensemble of a priori known proba-
bilities p1, . . . , pN , assoiated to the possible outomes of a partiular measurement
we are going to perform on the system. If we imagine to repeat the measurement
on n opies of the system, all prepared in the same state, with n arbitrarily large,
we an expet the outome system in state j be obtained ∼ nj = n pj times.
Based on our knowledge on the preparation of the system, we are in the position
to predit the statistial frequenies orresponding to the dierent outomes, but
not the order in whih the single outomes will be obtained. Assuming that, on n
measurement runs, outome 1 is obtained n1 times, outome 2 n2 times, and so on,
the total number of permutations of the n outomes is given by (n!/
∏
k nk!) . For
n → ∞, also the individual frequenies will diverge, nj = n pj → ∞, so that by




≃ n logn− n−
∑
k
(nk lognk − nk) = −n
∑
k





pk log pk (1.3)
is named entropy assoiated to the probability distribution {p1, . . . , pN}: it is a
measure of our ignorane prior to the measurement.
The notion of entropy, originating from thermodynamis, has been reonsid-
ered in the ontext of lassial information theory by Shannon [213℄. In quantum
information theory the probabilities {pk} of Eq. (1.3) are simply the eigenvalues of
the density matrix ̺, and Shannon entropy is substituted by Von Neumann entropy
[258℄
SV = −Tr [̺ log ̺] = −
∑
k
pk log pk . (1.4)
Purity µ, linear entropy SL and Von Neumann entropy SV of a quantum state
̺ are all invariant quantities under unitary transformations, as they depend only
on the eigenvalues of ̺. Moreover, Von Neumann entropy SV (̺) satises a se-
ries of important mathematial properties, eah reeting a well-dened physial
requirement [260℄. Some of them are listed as follows.
• Conavity.
SV (λ1̺1 + . . .+ λn̺n) ≥ λ1SV (̺1) + . . .+ λnSV (̺n) , (1.5)
with λi ≥ 0,
∑
i λi = 1. Eq. (1.5) means that Von Neumann entropy
inreases by mixing states, i.e. is greater if we are more ignorant about
the preparation of the system. This property follows from the onavity
of the log funtion.
• Subadditivity. Consider a bipartite system S (desribed by the Hilbert
spae H = H1 ⊗H2) in the state ̺. Then
SV (̺) ≤ SV (̺1) + SV (̺2) , (1.6)
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where ̺1,2 are the redued density matries ̺1,2 = Tr2,1 ̺ assoiated to
subsystems S1,2. For states of the form ̺⊗ = ̺1⊗̺2, Eq. (1.6) is saturated,
yielding that Von Neumann entropy is additive on tensor produt states:
SV (̺1 ⊗ ̺2) = SV (̺1) + SV (̺2) . (1.7)
The purity, Eq. (1.1), is instead multipliative on produt states, as the
trae of a produt equates the produt of the traes:
µ(̺1 ⊗ ̺2) = µ(̺1) · µ(̺2) . (1.8)
• ArakiLieb inequality [9℄. In a bipartite system,
SV (̺) ≥ |SV (̺1)− SV (̺2)| . (1.9)
Properties (1.6) and (1.9) are typially grouped in the so-alled triangle
inequality
|SV (̺1)− SV (̺2)| ≤ SV (̺) ≤ SV (̺1) + SV (̺2) . (1.10)
It is interesting to remark that Ineq. (1.6) is in sharp ontrast with the analo-
gous property of lassial Shannon entropy,
S(X,Y ) ≥ S(X), S(Y ) . (1.11)
Shannon entropy of a joint probability distribution is always greater than the Shan-
non entropy of eah marginal probability distribution, meaning that there is more
information in a global lassial system than in any of its parts. On the other hand,
onsider a bipartite quantum system in a pure state ̺ = |ψ〉〈ψ| . We have then
for Von Neumann entropies: SV (̺) = 0, while SV (̺1)
(1.9)
= SV (̺2) ≥ 0. The global
state ̺ has been prepared in a well dened way, but if we measure loal observ-
ables on the subsystems, the measurement outomes are unavoidably random and
to some extent unpreditable. We annot reonstrut the whole information about
how the global system was prepared in the state ̺ (apart from the trivial instane
of ̺ being a produt state ̺ = ̺1 ⊗ ̺2), by only looking separately at the two sub-
systems. Information is rather enoded in non-loal and non-fatorizable quantum
orrelations  entanglement  between the two subsystems. The omparison be-
tween the relations Eq. (1.6) and Eq. (1.11) learly evidenes the dierene between
lassial and quantum information.
1.1.3. Generalized entropies
In general, the degree of mixedness of a quantum state ̺ an be haraterized
ompletely by the knowledge of all the assoiated Shatten pnorms [18℄
‖̺‖p = (Tr |̺|p) 1p = (Tr ̺p) 1p , with p ≥ 1. (1.12)
In partiular, the ase p = 2 is diretly related to the purity µ, Eq. (1.1), as it is
essentially equivalent (up to normalization) to the linear entropy Eq. (1.2). The
p-norms are multipliative on tensor produt states and thus determine a family of
non-extensive generalized entropies Sp [17, 232℄, dened as
Sp =
1− Tr ̺p
p− 1 , p > 1. (1.13)
These quantities have been introdued independently Bastiaans in the ontext of
quantum optis [17℄, and by Tsallis in the ontext of statistial mehanis [232℄.
In the quantum arena, they an be interpreted both as quantiers of the degree of
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mixedness of a state ̺ by the amount of information it laks, and as measures of
the overall degree of oherene of the state.
The generalized entropies Sp's range from 0 for pure states to 1/(p − 1) for
ompletely mixed states with fully degenerate eigenspetra. We also mention that,
in the asymptoti limit of arbitrary large p, the funtion Tr ̺p beomes a funtion
only of the largest eigenvalue of ̺: more and more information about the state is
disarded in suh an estimate for the degree of purity; onsidering for any non-
pure state Sp in the limit p → ∞, yields a trivial onstant null funtion, with no
information at all about the state under exam. We also note that, for any given
quantum state, Sp is a monotonially dereasing funtion of p.




1− p , p > 1. (1.14)





SRp = −Tr (̺ log ̺) ≡ SV , (1.15)
so that also the Von Neumann entropy, Eq. (1.4), an be dened in terms of p-norms
and within the framework of generalized entropies.
1.1.4. Mutual information
The subadditivity property (1.6) of Von Neumann entropy is at the heart of the
measure typially employed in quantum information theory to quantify total 
lassial and quantum  orrelations in a quantum state, namely the mutual in-
formation [101℄
I(̺) = SV (̺1) + SV (̺2)− SV (̺) , (1.16)
where ̺ is the state of the global system and ̺1,2 orrespond to the redued density
matries. Mutual information quanties the information we obtain on ̺ by looking
at the system in its entirety, minus the information we an extrat from the separate
observation of the subsystems. It an in fat be written as relative entropy between
̺ and the orresponding produt state ̺⊗ = ̺1 ⊗ ̺2,
I(̺) = SR(̺‖̺⊗) , (1.17)
where the relative entropy, a distane-like measure between two quantum states in
terms of information, is dened as [243℄
SR(̺‖σ) = −SV (̺)− Tr [̺ log σ] = Tr [̺ (log ̺− log σ)] . (1.18)
If ̺ is a pure quantum state [SV (̺) = 0℄, the Von Neumann entropy of its
redued states SV (̺1) = SV (̺2) quanties the entanglement between the two par-
ties, as we will soon show. Being I(̺) = 2SV (̺1) = 2SV (̺2) in this ase, one says
that the pure state also ontains some lassial orrelations, equal in ontent to the
quantum part, SV (̺1) = SV (̺2).
In mixed states a more omplex senario emerges. The mere distintion between
lassial orrelations, i.e. produible by means of loal operations and lassial om-
muniation (LOCC) only, and entanglement, due to a purely quantum interation
between subsystems, is a highly nontrivial, and not generally aomplished yet,
task [112, 101℄.
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We are now going to summarize the most relevant results to date onerning
the qualitative and quantitative haraterization of entanglement.
1.2. Entanglement and non-loality
From a phenomenologial point of view, the phenomenon of entanglement is fairly
simple. When two physial systems ome to an interation, some orrelation of a
quantum nature is generated between the two of them, whih persists even when
the interation is swithed o and the two systems are spatially separated
2
. If we
measure a loal observable on the rst system, its state ollapses of ourse in an
eigenstate of that observable. Surprisingly, also the state of the seond system,
wherever it is (in the ideal ase of zero environmental deoherene), is modied
instantly. Responsible for this spooky ation at a distane [73℄ is the non-lassial
and non-loal quantum orrelation known as entanglement.
Suppose we have a bipartite or multipartite quantum state: well, the answer
to an apparently innoent question like
Does this state ontain quantum orrelations?
is extremely hard to be ahieved [111, 13, 188℄. The rst step onerns a basi
understanding of what suh a question really means.
One may argue that a system ontains quantum orrelations if the observables
assoiated to the dierent subsystems are orrelated, and their orrelations annot
be reprodued with purely lassial means. This implies that some form of in-
separability or non-fatorizability is neessary to properly take into aount those
orrelations. For what onerns globally pure states of the omposite quantum sys-
tem, it is relatively easy to hek if the orrelations are of genuine quantum nature.
In partiular, it is enough to hek if a Bell-CHSH inequality [19, 58℄ is violated
[96℄, to onlude that a pure quantum state is entangled. There are in fat many
dierent riteria to haraterize entanglement, but all of them are pratially based
on equivalent forms of non-loality in pure quantum states.
These equivalenes fade when we deal with mixed states. At variane with a
pure state, a mixture an be prepared in (generally innitely) many dierent ways.
Not being able to reonstrut the original preparation of the state, one annot
extrat all the information it ontains. Aordingly, there is not a ompletely
general and pratial riterion to deide whether orrelations in a mixed quantum
state are of lassial or quantum nature. Moreover, dierent manifestations of
quantum inseparability are in general not equivalent. For instane, one pays more
(in units of Bell singlets) to reate an entangled mixed state ̺ entanglement ost
[24℄  than what one an get bak from reonverting ̺ into a produt of singlets
 distillable entanglement [24℄  via LOCC [276℄. Another example is provided
by Werner in a seminal work [264℄, where he introdued a parametri family of
mixed states (known as Werner states) whih, in some range of the parameters,
are entangled (inseparable) without violating any Bell inequality on loal realism,
and thus admitting a desription in terms of loal hidden variables. It is indeed
an open question in quantum information theory to prove whether any entangled
state violates some Bell-type inequality [1, 229℄.
2
Entanglement an be also reated without diret interation between the subsystems, via
the so-alled entanglement swapping [22℄.
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In fat, entanglement and non-loality are dierent resoures [42℄. This an
be understood within the general framework of no-signalling theories whih exhibit
even more non-loal features than quantum mehanis. Let us briey reall what
is intended by non-loality aording to Bell [20℄: there exists in Nature a hannel
that allows one to distribute orrelations between distant observers, suh that the
orrelations are not already established at the soure, and the orrelated random
variables an be reated in a onguration of spae-like separation, i.e. no normal
signal (assuming no superluminal transmission) an be the ause of the orrelations
[73, 19℄. A onvenient desription of the intriguing phenomenon of non-loality is
already known: quantum mehanis desribes the hannel as a pair of entangled
partiles. But suh interpretation is not the only one. In reent years, there has
been a growing interest in providing other desriptions of this hannel, mainly
assuming a form of ommuniation [227℄, or the usage of an hypothetial non-loal
mahine [189℄ able to violate the CHSH inequality [58℄ up to its algebrai value
of 4 (while the loal realism threshold is 2 and the maximal violation admitted by
quantum mehanis is 2
√
2, the Cirel'son bound [57℄). Usually, the motivation for
looking into these desriptions does not ome from a rejetion of quantummehanis
and the desire to replae it with something else; rather the opposite: the goal is
to quantify how powerful quantum mehanis is by omparing its ahievements to
those of other resoures. The interested reader may have a further look at Ref. [98℄.
1.3. Theory of bipartite entanglement
1.3.1. Pure states: qualiation and quantiation
Denition 1. A pure quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ H = H1 ⊗H2 is separable if it an be
written as a produt state, i.e. if there exist |ϕ〉1 ∈ H1 and |χ〉2 ∈ H2 suh that
|ψ〉 = |ϕ〉1 ⊗ |χ〉2 ≡ |ϕ, χ〉 . (1.19)
Otherwise, |ψ〉 is an entangled state.
Qualifying entanglement means having an operational riterion whih would
allow us to answer our original question, namely if a given state is entangled or not.





λk|uk, vk〉 , (1.20)
where d = min{d1, d2} , (1.21)
λk ≥ 0 ,
d∑
k=1
λ2k = 1 . (1.22)
The number d of non-zero terms in the expansion (1.20) is known as Shmidt
number, the positive numbers {λk} are the Shmidt oeients, and the loal
bases {|uk〉} ∈ H1 and {|vk〉} ∈ H2 are the Shmidt bases.
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have the same nonzero eigenvalues (equal to the squared Shmidt oeients) and
their total number is the Shmidt number d. One an then observe that produt
states |ψ〉 = |ϕ, χ〉 are automatially written in Shmidt form with d = 1, i.e. the
redued density matries orrespond to pure states (̺1 = |ϕ〉〈ϕ| , ̺2 = |χ〉〈χ|). On
the other hand, if a state admits a Shmidt deomposition with only one oeient,
then it is neessarily a produt state. We an then formulate an entanglement
riterion for pure quantum states. Namely, a state |ψ〉 of a bipartite system is
entangled if and only if the redued density matries desribe mixed states,
|ψ〉 entangled ⇔ d > 1 , (1.24)
with d dened by Eq. (1.21).
We thus retrieve that bipartite entanglement of pure quantum states is quali-
tatively equivalent to the presene of loal mixedness, as intuitively expeted. This
onnetion is in fat also quantitative. The entropy of entanglement EV (|ψ〉) of a
pure bipartite state |ψ〉 is dened as the Von Neumann entropy, Eq. (1.4), of its
redued density matries [21℄,






The entropy of entanglement is the anonial measure of bipartite entanglement in
pure states. It depends only on the Shmidt oeients λk, not on the orrespond-










It an be shown [190℄ that EV (|ψ〉) annot inrease under LOCC performed on the
state |ψ〉: this is a fundamental physial requirement as it reets the fat that
entanglement annot be reated via LOCC only [245, 249℄. It an be formalized as
follows. Let us suppose, starting with a state |ψ〉 of the global system S, to perform
loal measurements on S1 and S2, and to obtain, after the measurement, the state




pkEV (|ϕk〉) . (1.27)
Note that entanglement annot inrease on average, i.e. nothing prevents, for a
given k, that EV (|ϕk〉) > EV (|ψ〉). On this the onept of entanglement distillation
is based [23, 24, 97℄: with a probability pk, it is possible to inrease entanglement
via LOCC manipulations.
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1.3.2. Mixed states: entanglement vs separability





Eq. (1.28) tells us how to reate the state desribed by the density matrix ̺: we
have to prepare the state |ψ1〉 with probability p1, the state |ψ2〉 with probability
p2, et. For instane, we ould ollet N opies (N ≫ 1) of the system, prepare
nk ≃ Npk of them in the state |ψk〉, and pik a random system.
The problem is that the deomposition of Eq. (1.28) is not unique: unless
̺ is already a pure state, there exist innitely many deompositions of a generi
̺ in ensembles of pure states, meaning that the mixed state an be prepared in
innitely many dierent ways. One an expet that this has some onsequene on
the entanglement. Let us suppose we have a bipartite system and we detet, by loal
measurements, the presene of orrelations between the two subsystems. Given the
ambiguity on the state preparation, we annot know a priori if those orrelations
arose from a quantum interation between the subsystems (meaning entanglement)
or were indued by means of LOCC (meaning lassial orrelations). It is thus
lear that a mixed state an be dened separable (lassially orrelated) if there
exist at least one way of engineering it by LOCC; on the other hand it is entangled
(quantumly orrelated) if, among the innite possible preparation proedures, there
is no one whih relies on LOCC only [264℄.
Denition 2. A mixed quantum state ̺ of a bipartite system, desribed by the Hilbert
spae H = H1 ⊗ H2, is separable if and only if there exist oeients {pk | pk ≥
0,
∑




pk (σk ⊗ τk) . (1.29)
Otherwise, ̺ is an entangled state.
For pure states, the expansion Eq. (1.29) has a single term and we reover
Def. 1, i.e. the only separable pure states are produt states. For mixed states, not
only produt states (ontaining zero orrelations of any form) but in general any
onvex ombination of produt states is separable. This is obvious as the state of
Eq. (1.29) ontains only lassial orrelations, sine it an be prepared by means of
LOCC.
However, Def. 2 is in all respets impratial. Deiding separability aording
to the above denition would imply heking all the innitely many deomposition
of a state ̺ and looking for at least one of the form Eq. (1.29), to onlude that
the state is not entangled. This is learly impossible. For this reason, several
operational riteria have been developed in order to detet entanglement in mixed
quantum states [144, 43, 143℄. Two of them are disussed in the following.
1.3.2.1. Positive Partial Transposition riterion. One of the most powerful results
to date in the ontext of separability riteria is the PeresHorodeki ondition
[178, 118℄. It is based on the operation of partial transposition of the density
matrix of a bipartite system, obtained by performing transposition with respet to
the degrees of freedom of one subsystem only. Peres riterion states that, if a state
̺s is separable, then its partial transpose ̺
T1
s (with respet e.g. to subsystem S1) is
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a valid density matrix, in partiular positive semidenite, ̺T1s ≥ 0. The same holds
naturally for ̺T2s . Positivity of the partial transpose (PPT) is therefore a neessary
ondition for separability [178℄. The onverse (i.e. ̺T1 ≥ 0 ⇒ ̺ separable) is in
general false. The Horodeki's have proven that it is indeed true for low-dimensional
systems, speially bipartite systems of dimensionality 2 × 2 and 2 × 3, in whih
ase PPT is equivalent to separability [118℄. For higher dimensional systems, PPT
entangled states (with ̺T1 ≥ 0) have been shown to exist [122℄. These states are
known as bound entangled [119℄ as their entanglement annot be distilled to obtain
maximally entangled states. The existene of bound entangled (undistillable) states
with negative partial transposition is onjetured as well [71, 68℄, yet a fully rigorous
analytial proof of this fat is still laking [1℄.
Reently, PPT riterion has been revisited in the ontinuous variable senario
by Simon [218℄, who showed how the transposition operation aquires in innite-
dimensional Hilbert spaes an elegant geometri interpretation in terms of time
inversion (mirror reetion of the momentum operator). It follows that the PPT
riterion is again neessary and suient for separability in all (1 + N)-mode
Gaussian states of ontinuous variable systems
3
with respet to 1×N bipartitions
[218, 70, 265℄. We have extended its validity to bisymmetri M × N Gaussian
states [GA5℄, i.e. invariant under loal mode permutations in the M -mode and in
the N -mode partitions, as detailed in Se. 3.1.1.
1.3.2.2. Entanglement witnesses. A state ̺ is entangled if and only if there exists








≥ 0 for any state
σ ∈ D , where D ⊂ H is the onvex and ompat subset of separable states
[118, 229℄. The operator Wˆ is the witness responsible for deteting entanglement in
the state ̺. Aording to the Hahn-Banah theorem, given a onvex and ompat
set D and given ̺ 6∈ D , there exists an hyperplane whih separates ̺ from D .
Optimal entanglement witnesses indue an hyperplane whih is tangent to the set
D [145℄. A sharper detetion of separability an be ahieved by means of nonlinear
entanglement witnesses, urved towards the set D of separable states [105, 125℄.
Entanglement witnesses are quite powerful tools to distinguish entangled from
separable states, espeially in pratial ontexts. With some preliminary knowledge
about the form of the states one is willing to engineer or implement in a quantum
information proessing, one an systematially nd entanglement witnesses in terms
of experimentally aessible observables, to have a diret tool to test the presene
of quantum orrelations, as demonstrated in the lab [15, 30, 106, 148℄.
1.3.3. Mixed states: quantifying entanglement
The issue of quantifying bipartite entanglement annot be onsidered aomplished
yet. We are assisting to a proliferation of entanglement measures, eah motivated
by a speial ontext in whih quantum orrelations play a entral role, and eah
aounting for a dierent, sometimes inequivalent quantiation and ordering of
entangled states. Detailed treatments of the topi an be found e.g. in Refs. [43, 117,
188, 54℄. In general, some physial requirements any good entanglement measure
E should satisfy are the following.
3
Gaussian states of a N-mode ontinuous variable system are by denition states whose
harateristi funtion and quasi-probability distributions are Gaussian on a 2N-dimensional real
phase spae. See Chapter 2 for a rigorous denition.
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1.3.3.1. Properties of entanglement monotones.
• Nulliation. E(̺) ≥ 0. If ̺ is separable, then E(̺) = 0.







d, it should be
E(|Φ〉〈Φ|) = log d . (1.30)




(Uˆ1 ⊗ Uˆ2) ̺ (Uˆ †1 ⊗ Uˆ †2 )
)
= E(̺) . (1.31)
• LOCC monotoniity. The measure E(̺) should not inrease on average
upon appliation of LOCC transformations,
E(Oˆ
LOCC
(̺)) ≤ E(̺) , (1.32)
• Continuity. The entanglement dierene between two density matries
innitely lose in trae norm should tend to zero,
‖̺− σ‖ → 0 ⇒ E(̺)− E(σ)→ 0 . (1.33)
Additional requirements (not stritly needed, and atually not satised even by
some `good' entanglement measures), inlude: additivity on tensor produt states,
E(̺⊗N ) = N E(̺); onvexity, E(λ̺ + (1 − λ)σ) ≤ λE(̺) + (1 − λ)E(σ) with
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1; redution to the entropy of entanglement Eq. (1.25) on pure states.
The latter onstraint is learly not neessary, as it is enough for a quantier E′(̺)
to be a stritly monotoni and onvex funtion of another measure E′′(̺) whih
satises the above listed properties, in order for E′(̺) to be regarded as a good
entanglement measure. Another interesting property a good entanglement measure
should satisfy, whih beomes ruial in the multipartite setting, is monogamy in
the sense of Coman-Kundu-Wootters [59℄. In a tripartite state ̺ABC ,
E(̺A|(BC)) ≥ E(̺A|B) + E(̺A|C) . (1.34)
A detailed disussion about entanglement sharing and monogamy onstraints [GA12℄
will be provided in Se. 1.4, as it embodies the entral idea behind the results of
Part III of this Dissertation.
1.3.3.2. Entanglement measures. We will now reall the denition of some `popular'
entanglement measures, whih have speial relevane for our results obtained in the
ontinuous variable senario. The author is referred to Refs. [188, 54℄ for better
and more omprehensive reviews.
• Entanglement of formation. The entanglement of formation EF (̺) [24℄ is
the onvex-roof extension [167℄ of the entropy of entanglement Eq. (1.25),
i.e. the weighted average of the pure-state entanglement,
EF (̺) = min{pk, |ψk〉}
∑
k
pk EV (|ψk〉) , (1.35)
minimized over all deompositions of the mixed state ̺ =
∑
k pk|ψk〉〈ψk|.
An expliit solution of suh nontrivial optimization problem is available
for two qubits [273℄, for highly symmetri states like Werner states and
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isotropi states in arbitrary dimension [231, 257℄, and for symmetri two-
mode Gaussian states [95℄. The additivity of the entanglement of forma-
tion is urrently an open problem [1℄.
• Entanglement ost. The entanglement ost EC(̺) [24℄ quanties how
muh Bell pairs |Φ〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2 one has to spend to reate the
entangled state ̺ by means of LOCC. It is dened as the asymptoti ratio
between the minimum number M of used Bell pairs, and the number N








The entanglement ost, a diult quantity to be omputed in general
[252℄, is equal to the asymptoti regularization of the entanglement of
formation [110℄, EC(̺) = limN→∞[EF (̺⊗N )/N ], and would oinide with
EF (̺) if the additivity of the latter was proven.
• Distillable entanglement. The onverse of the entanglement ost is the
distillable entanglement [24℄, whih is dened as the asymptoti fration
M/N of Bell pairs whih an be extrated from N opies of the state ̺








The distillable entanglement vanishes for bound entangled states. The
quantity EC(̺)−ED(̺) an be regarded as the undistillable entanglement.
It is stritly nonzero for all entangled mixed states [276℄, meaning that
LOCCmanipulation of quantum states is asymptotially irreversible apart
from the ase of pure states (one loses entanglement units in the urreny
exhange!).
• Relative entropy of entanglement. An intuitive way to measure entangle-
ment is to onsider the minimum distane between the state ̺ and the
onvex set D ⊂ H of separable states. In partiular, the relative entropy
of entanglement ER(̺) [244℄ is the entropi distane [i.e. the quantum
relative entropy Eq. (1.18)℄ between ̺ and the losest separable state σ⋆,
ER(̺) = min
σ⋆∈D
Tr [̺ (log ̺− log σ⋆)] . (1.38)
Note that the losest separable state σ⋆ is typially not the orresponding
produt state ̺⊗ = ̺1⊗̺2; the relative entropy between ̺ and ̺⊗ is indeed
the mutual information Eq. (1.17), a measure of total orrelations whih
therefore overestimates entanglement (being nonzero also on separable,
lassially orrelated states).
Let us reall that the all the above mentioned entanglement measures oinide
on pure states, EF (|ψ〉) = EC(|ψ〉) = ER(|ψ〉) = ED(|ψ〉) ≡ EV (|ψ〉), while for
generi mixed states the following hain of analyti inequalities holds [120, 69, 117℄,
EF (̺) ≥ EC(̺) ≥ ER(̺) ≥ ED(̺) . (1.39)
• Negativities.An important lass of entanglement measures is onstituted
by the negativities, whih quantify the violation of the PPT riterion for
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separability (see Se. 1.3.2.1), i.e. how muh the partial transposition of











is the trae norm of the operator Oˆ. The negativity is a omputable
measure of entanglement, being












's are the negative eigenvalues of the partial transpose.
In ontinuous variable systems, the negativity is still a proper entan-
glement measure [253℄, even though a related measure is more often used,
the logarithmi negativity EN (̺) [253, 74, 186℄,
EN (̺) = log ‖̺Ti‖1 = log [1 + 2N (̺)] . (1.43)
The logarithmi negativity is additive and, despite being non-onvex, is
a full entanglement monotone under LOCC [186℄; it is an upper bound
for the distillable entanglement [74℄, EN (̺) ≥ ED(̺), and it is the ex-
at entanglement ost under operations preserving the positivity of the
partial transpose [12℄. The logarithmi negativity will be our measure of
hoie for the quantiation of bipartite entanglement of Gaussian states
(see Part II) and on it we will base the denition of a new entanglement
measure for ontinuous variable systems, the ontangle [GA10℄, whih will
be exploited in the analysis of distributed multipartite entanglement of
Gaussian states (see Part III).
• Squashed entanglement. Another interesting entanglement measure is








: trE{̺ABE} = ̺AB , (1.44)
where I(̺ABE) = S(̺AE) + S(̺BE) − S(̺ABE) − S(̺E) is the quantum
onditional mutual information, whih is often also denoted as I(A;B|E).
The motivation behind Esq omes from related quantities in lassial ryp-
tography that determine orrelations between two ommuniating parties
and an eavesdropper. The squashed entanglement is a onvex entangle-
ment monotone that is a lower bound to EF (̺) and an upper bound to
ED(̺), and is hene automatially equal to EV (̺) on pure states. It
is also additive on tensor produts, and ontinuous [5℄. Cherry on the
ake, it is also monogamous i.e. it satises Eq. (1.34) for arbitrary sys-
tems [133℄. The severe drawbak whih aets this otherwise ideal mea-
sure of entanglement is its omputability: in priniple the minimization
in Eq. (1.44) must be arried out over all possible extensions, inluding
innite-dimensional ones, whih is highly nontrivial. Maybe the task an
be simplied, in the ase of Gaussian states, by restriting to Gaussian
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extensions. This is urrently under our investigation, but no signiant
progress has been ahieved yet.
1.3.3.3. Entanglement-indued ordering of states. Let us remark that having so many
entanglement measures (of whih only a small portion has been realled here) means
in partiular that dierent orderings are indued on the set of entangled states. One
an show that any two LOCC-monotone entanglement measures an only impose
the same ordering on the set of entangled states, if they are atually exatly the
same measure [255℄. Therefore there exist in general pairs of states ̺A and ̺B
suh that E′(̺A) > E′(̺B) and E′′(̺A) < E′′(̺B), aording to two dierent
entanglement monotones E′(̺) and E′′(̺) (see Se. 4.5 for an expliit analysis in
the ase of two-mode Gaussian states [GA7℄). Given the wide range of tasks that
exploit entanglement [163℄, one might understand that the motivations behind the
denitions of entanglement as `that property whih is exploited in suh protools'
are manifold. This means that situations will almost ertainly arise where a state ̺A
is better than another state ̺B for ahieving one task, but for ahieving a dierent
task ̺B is better than ̺A. Consequently, the fat that using a task-based approah
to quantifying entanglement will ertainly not lead to a single unied perspetive,
is somehow expeted.
In this respet, it is important to know that (in nite-dimensional Hilbert
spaes) all bipartite entangled states are useful for quantum information proessing
[151℄. For a long time the quantum information ommunity has used a `negative'
haraterization of the term entanglement, essentially dening entangled states as
those that annot be reated by LOCC alone [188℄. However, remarkably, it has
been reently shown that for any non-separable state ̺ aording to Def. 2, one
an nd another state σ whose teleportation delity may be enhaned if ̺ is also
present
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[151, 150, 35℄. This is interesting as it allows us to positively haraterize
non-separable states as those possessing a useful resoure that is not present in
separable states. The synonymous use of the terms non-separable and entangled is
hene justied.
1.4. Multipartite entanglement sharing and monogamy onstraints
It is a entral trait of quantum information theory that there exist limitations to
the free sharing of quantum orrelations among multiple parties. Suh monogamy
onstraints have been introdued in a landmark paper by Coman, Kundu and
Wootters, who derived a quantitative inequality expressing a trade-o between the
ouplewise and the genuine tripartite entanglement for states of three qubits [59℄.
Sine then, a lot of eorts have been devoted to the investigation of distributed en-
tanglement in multipartite quantum systems. In this Setion, based on Ref. [GA12℄,
we report in a unifying framework a bird's eye view of the most relevant results
that have been established so far on entanglement sharing. We will take o from
the domain of N qubits, graze qudits (i.e. d-dimensional quantum systems), and
drop the premises for the fully ontinuous-variable analysis of entanglement sharing
in Gaussian states whih will presented in Part III.
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We have independently ahieved a somehow similar operational interpretation for (generally
multipartite) ontinuous-variable entanglement of symmetri Gaussian states in terms of optimal
teleportation delity [GA9℄, as will be disussed in Se. 12.2.
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1.4.1. Coman-Kundu-Wootters inequality
The simplest oneivable quantum system in whih multipartite entanglement an
arise is a system of three two-level partiles (qubits). Let two of these qubits, say A
and B, be in a maximally entangled state (a Bell state). Then no entanglement is
possible between eah of them and the third qubit C. In fat entanglement between
C and A (or B) would imply A and B being in a mixed state, whih is impossible
beause they are sharing a pure Bell state. This simple observation embodies, in
its sharpest version, the monogamy of quantum entanglement [230℄, as opposed to
lassial orrelations whih an be freely shared.
We nd it instrutive to look at this feature as a simple onsequene of the
no-loning theorem [274, 67℄. In fat, maximal ouplewise entanglement in both
bipartitions AB and AC of a three-partile ABC system, would enable perfet 1→ 2
teleloning [159℄ of an unknown input state, whih is impossible due to the linearity
of quantum mehanis. The monogamy onstraints thus emerge as fundamental
properties enjoyed by quantum systems involving more than two parties, and play
a ruial role e.g. in the seurity of quantum key distribution shemes based on
entanglement [81℄, limiting the possibilities of the maliious eavesdropper. Just like
in the ontext of loning, where researh is devoted to the problem of reating the
best possible approximate opies of a quantum state, one an address the question
of entanglement sharing in a weaker form. If the two qubits A and B are still
entangled but not in a Bell state, one an then ask how muh entanglement eah of
them is allowed to share with qubit C, and what is the maximum genuine tripartite
entanglement that they may share all together. The answer is beautifully enoded
in the Coman-Kundu-Wootters (CKW) inequality [59℄
EA|(BC) ≥ EA|BupslopeC + EA|CupslopeB , (1.45)
where EA|(BC) denotes the entanglement between qubit A and subsystem (BC),
globally in a state ̺, while EA|BupslopeC denotes entanglement between A and B in the
redued state obtained traing out qubit C (and similarly for EA|CupslopeB exhanging
the roles of B and C). Ineq. (1.45) states that the bipartite entanglement between
one single qubit, say A, and all the others, is greater than the sum of all the possible
ouplewise entanglements between A and eah other qubit.
1.4.2. Whih entanglement is shared?
While originally derived for system of three qubits, it is natural, due to the above
onsiderations, to assume that Ineq. (1.45) be a general feature of any three-party
quantum system in arbitrary (even innite) dimensions. However, before proeed-
ing, the areful reader should raise an important question, namely how are we
measuring the bipartite entanglement in the dierent bipartitions, and what the
symbol E stands for in Ineq. (1.45).
Even if the system of three qubits is globally in a pure state, its redutions will
be obviously mixed. As seen in Se. 1.3.3, there is a piebald senario of several,
inequivalent measures of entanglement for mixed states, and eah of them must be
hosen, depending on the problem one needs to address, and/or on the desired use
of the entangled resoures. This piture is onsistent, provided that eah needed
measure is seleted out of the auldron of bona de entanglement measures, at least
positive on inseparable states and monotone under LOCC. Here we are addressing
the problem of entanglement sharing: one should not be so surprised to disover that
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not all entanglement measures satisfy Ineq. (1.45). In partiular, the entanglement
of formation, Eq. (1.35), fails to fulll the task, and this fat led CKW to dene,
for qubit systems, a new measure of bipartite entanglement onsistent with the
quantitative monogamy onstraint expressed by Ineq. (1.45).
1.4.2.1. Entanglement of two qubits. For arbitrary states of two qubits, the entan-
glement of formation, Eq. (1.35), has been expliitly omputed by Wootters [273℄,
and reads
EF (̺) = F [C(̺)] , (1.46)
with F(x) = H [(1 +√1− x2)/2] and H(x) = −x log2 x− (1− x) log2(1− x). The










where the {λi}'s are the eigenvalues of the matrix ̺(σy⊗σy)̺∗(σy⊗σy) in dereasing
order, σy is the Pauli spin matrix and the star denotes omplex onjugation in the
omputational basis {|ij〉 = |i〉 ⊗ |j〉, i, j = 0, 1}. Beause F(x) is a monotoni
onvex funtion of x ∈ [0, 1], the onurrene C(̺) and its square, the tangle [59℄
τ(̺) = C2(̺) , (1.48)
are proper entanglement monotones as well. On pure states, they are monotonially
inreasing funtions of the entropy of entanglement, Eq. (1.25).
The onurrene oinides (for pure qubit states) with another entanglement
monotone, the negativity [283℄, dened in Eq. (1.40), whih properly quanties
entanglement of two qubits as PPT riterion [178, 118℄ is neessary and suient
for separability (see Se. 1.3.2.1). On the other hand, the tangle is equal (for pure
states |ψ〉) to the linear entropy of entanglement EL, dened as the linear entropy
SL(̺A) = 1− TrA̺2A, Eq. (1.2), of the redued state ̺A = TrB|ψ〉〈ψ| of one party.
1.4.3. Residual tripartite entanglement
After this survey, we an now reall the ruial result that, for three qubits, the
desired measure E suh that the CKW inequality (1.45) is satised is exatly the
tangle [59℄ τ , Eq. (1.48). The general denition of the tangle, needed e.g. to ompute
the leftmost term in Ineq. (1.45) for mixed states, involves a onvex roof analogous





pi τ(|ψi〉〈ψi|) . (1.49)
With this general denition, whih implies that the tangle is a onvex measure on
the set of density matries, it was suient for CKW to prove Ineq. (1.45) only for
pure states of three qubits, to have it satised for free by mixed states as well [59℄.
One one has established a monogamy inequality like Ineq. (1.45), the following
natural step is to study the dierene between the leftmost quantity and the right-
most one, and to interpret this dierene as the residual entanglement, not stored in
ouplewise orrelations, that hene quanties the genuine tripartite entanglement




A|(BC) − τA|BupslopeC − τA|CupslopeB , (1.50)
known as the three-way tangle [59℄, has indeed some nie features. For pure states, it
is invariant under permutations of any two qubits, and more remarkably it has been
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proven to be a tripartite entanglement monotone under LOCC [72℄. However, no
operational interpretation for the three-tangle, possibly relating it to the optimal
distillation rate of some anonial `multiparty singlet', is urrently known. The
reason lies probably in the fat that the notion of a well-dened maximally entangled
state beomes fuzzier when one moves to the multipartite setting. In this ontext,
it has been shown that there exist two lasses of three-party fully inseparable pure
states of three qubits, inequivalent under stohasti LOCC operations, namely the
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state [100℄
|ψGHZ〉 = 1√
2
(|000〉+ |111〉) , (1.51)
and the W state [72℄
|ψW 〉 = 1√
3
(|001〉+ |010〉+ |100〉) . (1.52)
From the point of view of entanglement, the big dierene between them is that
the GHZ state has maximum residual three-party tangle [τ3(ψGHZ) = 1℄ with zero
ouplewise quantum orrelations in any two-qubit redution, while the W state
ontains maximum two-party entanglement between any ouple of qubits in the
redued states and it onsequently saturates Ineq. (1.45) [τ3(ψW ) = 0℄. The full
inseparability of the W state an be however deteted by the `Shmidt measure'
[75℄.
1.4.4. Monogamy inequality for N parties
So far we have realled the known results on the problem of entanglement sharing in
nite-dimensional systems of three parties, leading to the denition of the residual
tangle as a proper measure of genuine tripartite entanglement for three qubits.
However, if the monogamy of entanglement is really a universal property of quantum
systems, one should aim at nding more general results.
There are two axes along whih one an move, pitorially, in this respet. One
diretion onerns the investigation on distributed entanglement in systems of more
than three parties, starting with the simplest ase of N ≥ 4 qubits (thus moving
along the horizontal axis of inreasing number of parties). On the other hand,
one should analyze the sharing struture of multipartite entanglement in higher
dimensional systems, like qudits, moving, in the end, towards ontinuous variable
systems (thus going along the vertial axis of inreasing Hilbert spae dimensions).
The nal goal would be to over the entire square spanned by these two axes, in
order to establish a really omplete theory of entanglement sharing.
Let us start moving to the right. It is quite natural to expet that, in a N -party
system, the entanglement between qubit pi and the rest should be greater than the
total two-party entanglement between qubit pi and eah of the other N − 1 qubits.





with Pi = (p1, . . . , pi−1, pi+1, . . . , pN ). Proving Ineq. (1.53) for any quantum system
in arbitrary dimension, would denitely ll the square; it appears though as a
formidable task to be ahieved for a omputable entanglement measure. It is known
in fat that squashed entanglement [55℄, Eq. (1.44), is monogamous for arbitrary
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partitions of arbitrary-dimensional systems [133℄, yet its impratiality renders this
result of limited relevane. However, partial enouraging results have been reently
obtained whih diretly generalize the pioneering work of CKW.
Osborne and Verstraete have shown that the generalized monogamy inequality
(1.53) holds true for any (pure or mixed) state of a system of N qubits [169℄, proving
a longstanding onjeture due to CKW themselves [59℄. Again, the entanglement
has to be measured by the tangle τ . This is an important result; nevertheless, one
must admit that, if more than three parties are onerned, it is not so obvious why
all the bipartite entanglements should be deomposed only with respet to a single
elementary subsystem. One has in fat an exponentially inreasing number of ways
to arrange bloks of subsystems and to onstrut multiple splittings of the whole set
of parties, aross whih the bipartite (or, even more intriguingly, the multipartite)
entanglements an be ompared. This may be viewed as a third, multifolded axis in
our `geometrial' desription of the possible generalizations of Ineq. (1.45). Leaving
aside in the present ontext this intriate plethora of additional situations, we stik
to the monogamy onstraint of Ineq. (1.53), obtained deomposing the bipartite
entanglements with respet to a single partile, while keeping in mind that for
more than three partiles the residual entanglement emerging from Ineq. (1.53)
is not neessarily the measure of multipartite entanglement. Rather, it properly
quanties the entanglement not stored in ouplewise orrelations, and thus nds
interesting appliations for instane in the study of quantum phase transitions and
ritiality in spin systems [168, 170, 198℄.
1.4.5. Entanglement sharing among qudits
The rst problem one is faed with when trying to investigate the sharing of quan-
tum orrelations in higher dimensional systems is to nd the orret measure for the
quantiation of bipartite entanglement. Several approahes to generalize Woot-
ters' onurrene and/or tangle have been developed [199, 156℄. In the present
ontext, Yu and Song [278℄ have reently established a CKW-like monogamy in-
equality for an arbitrary number of qudits, employing an entanglement quantier
whih is a lower bound to the tangle for any nite d. They dene the tangle for
mixed states as the onvex-roof extension Eq. (1.49) of the linear entropy of entan-
glement EL for pure states. Moreover, the authors laim that the orresponding
residual tangle is a proper measure of multipartite entanglement. Let us remark
however that, at the present stage in the theory of entanglement sharing, trying to
make sense of a heavy mathematial framework (within whih, moreover, a proof
of monotoniity of the N -way tangle under LOCC has not been established yet for
N > 3, not even for qubits) with little, if any, physial insight, is likely not worth
trying. Probably the CKW inequality is interesting not beause of the multipartite
measure it implies, but beause it embodies a quantiable trade-o between the
distribution of bipartite entanglement.
In this respet, it seems relevant to address the following question, raised by
Dennison and Wootters [66℄. One is interested in omputing the maximum possible
bipartite entanglement between any ouple of parties, in a system of three or more
qudits, and in omparing it with the entanglement apaity log2 d of the system.
Their ratio ε would provide an immediate quantitative bound on the shareable
entanglement, stored in ouplewise orrelations. Results obtained for d = 2, 3 and
7 (using the entanglement of formation) suggest for three qudits a general trend of
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inreasing ε with inreasing d [66℄. While this is only a preliminary analysis, it raises
intriguing questions, pushing the interest in entanglement sharing towards innite-
dimensional systems. In fat, if ε saturated to 1 for d → ∞, this would entail the
really ounterintuitive result that entanglement ould be freely shared in this limit!
We notie that, being the entanglement apaity innite for d → ∞, ε vanishes
if the maximum ouplewise entanglement is not innite. And this is the ase,
beause again an innite shared entanglement between two two-party redutions
would allow perfet 1 → 2 teleloning [238℄ exploiting Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
(EPR) [73℄ orrelations, but this is forbidden by quantum mehanis.
Nevertheless, the study of entanglement sharing in ontinuous variable systems
yields surprising onsequenes, as we will show in Part III of this Dissertation. We
will indeed dene proper innite-dimensional analogues of the tangle [GA10, GA15℄,
and establish the general monogamy inequality (1.53) on entanglement sharing for
all N -mode Gaussian states distributed among N parties [GA15℄. An original,
possibly promisuous struture of entanglement sharing in Gaussian states with
some symmetry onstraints will be also eluidated [GA10, GA11, GA16, GA19℄.
CHAPTER 2
Gaussian states: strutural properties
In this Chapter we will reall the main denitions and set up our notation for the
mathematial treatment of Gaussian states of ontinuous variable systems. Some
of our results onerning the evaluation of entropi measures for Gaussian states
[GA3℄ and the redution of Gaussian ovariane matries into standard forms under
loal operations [GA18℄ will be inluded here as well.
2.1. Introdution to ontinuous variable systems
A ontinuous variable (CV) system [40, 77, 49℄ of N anonial bosoni modes is





resulting from the tensor produt struture of innite-dimensional Fok spaes
Hk's. One an think for instane to the quantized eletromagneti eld, whose











Here aˆk and aˆ
†
k are the annihilation and reation operators of a photon in mode k













= 0 . (2.3)
From now on we will assume for onveniene natural units with ~ = 2. The orre-
sponding quadrature phase operators (position and momentum) for eah mode are
dened as
qˆk = (aˆk + aˆ
†
k) , (2.4)
pˆk = (aˆk − aˆ†k)/i (2.5)
We an group together the anonial operators in the vetor
Rˆ = (qˆ1, pˆ1, . . . , qˆN , pˆN )
T , (2.6)
whih enables us to write in a ompat form the bosoni ommutation relations
between the quadrature phase operators,
[Rˆk, Rˆl] = 2iΩkl , (2.7)
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The spae Hk is spanned by the Fok basis {|n〉k} of eigenstates of the number
operator nˆk = aˆ
†
kaˆk, representing the Hamiltonian of the non-interating mode via
Eq. (2.2). The Hamiltonian of any mode is bounded from below, thus ensuring the
stability of the system, so that for any mode a vauum state |0〉k ∈ Hk exists, for
whih aˆk|0〉k = 0. The vauum state of the global Hilbert spae will be denoted by
|0〉 =⊗k |0〉k. In the single-mode Hilbert spae Hk, the eigenstates of aˆk onstitute
the important set of oherent states [259℄, whih is overomplete in Hk. Coherent
states result from applying the single-mode Weyl displaement operator Dˆk to the
vauum |0〉k, |α〉k = Dˆk(α)|0〉k, where
Dˆk(α) = e
αaˆ†k−α∗aˆk , (2.9)
and the oherent amplitude α ∈ C satises aˆk|α〉k = α|α〉k. In terms of the Fok
basis of mode k a oherent state reads






Tensor produts of oherent states of dierent modes are obtained by applying the
N -mode Weyl operators Dˆξ to the global vauum |0〉. For future onveniene, we
dene the operators Dˆξ in terms of the anonial operators Rˆ,
Dˆξ = e
iRˆTΩξ , with ξ ∈ R2N . (2.11)
One has then |ξ〉 = Dˆξ|0〉, whih entails aˆk|ξ〉 = (ξk + iξk+1)|ξ〉.
2.1.1. Quantum phase-spae piture
The states of a CV system are the set of positive trae-lass operators {̺} on the
Hilbert spae H , Eq. (2.1). However, the omplete desription of any quantum
state ̺ of suh an innite-dimensional system an be provided by one of its s-ordered
harateristi funtions [16℄
χs(ξ) = Tr [̺Dˆξ] e
s‖ξ‖2/2 , (2.12)
with ξ ∈ R2N , ‖ · ‖ standing for the Eulidean norm of R2N . The vetor ξ belongs
to the real 2N -dimensional spae Γ = (R2N ,Ω), whih is alled phase spae, in
analogy with lassial Hamiltonian dynamis. One an see from the denition of
the harateristi funtions that in the phase spae piture, the tensor produt
struture is replaed by a diret sum struture, so that the N -mode phase spae is
Γ =
⊕
k Γk, where Γk = (R
2, ω) is the loal phase spae assoiated with mode k.
The family of harateristi funtions is in turn related, via omplex Fourier
transform, to the quasi-probability distributions Ws, whih onstitute another set








iκTΩξ d2N . (2.13)
As well known, there exist states for whih the funtion Ws is not a regular proba-
bility distribution for any s, beause it an in general be singular or assume negative
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values. Note that the value s = −1 orresponds to the Husimi `Q-funtion' [124℄
W−1(ξ) = 〈ξ|̺|ξ〉/π and thus always yields a regular probability distribution. The
ase s = 0 orresponds to the so-alled `Wigner funtion' [266℄, whih will be
denoted simply by W . Likewise, for the sake of simpliity, χ will stand for the sym-
metrially ordered harateristi funtion χ0. Finally, the most singular ase s = 1
brings to the elebrated `P-representation', whih was introdued, independently,
by Glauber [99℄ and Sudarshan [223℄.
The quasiprobability distributions of integer orderW−1, W0 andW1 are deeply
related to, respetively, the antinormally ordered, symmetrially ordered and nor-
mally ordered expressions of operators. More preisely, if the operator Oˆ an be
expressed as Oˆ = f(aˆk, aˆ
†
k) for k = 1, . . . , N , where f is a, say, symmetrially







where f¯(κ) = f(κk+iκk+1, κk−iκk+1) and f takes the same form as the operatorial
funtion previously introdued. The same relationship holds between W−1 and
the antinormally ordered expressions of the operators, and between W1 and the
normally ordered ones. We also reall that the normally ordered funtion of a
given operator is provided by its Wigner representation. This entails the following
equalities for the trae




W (κ) d2Nκ = χ(0) , (2.14)
and for the purity








|χ(ξ)|2 d2Nξ , (2.15)
of a state ̺, whih will ome handy in the following. The various Appendixes
of Ref. [16℄ ontain other pratial relations between the relevant properties of a
density matrix and the orresponding phase-spae desription.
The (symmetri) Wigner funtion an be written as follows in terms of the (non-
normalized) eigenvetors |x〉 of the quadrature operators {qˆj} (for whih qˆj |x〉 =
qj |x〉, x ∈ RN , for j = 1, . . . , N) [218℄






〈x− x′|̺|x+ x′〉 eix′·p dNx′ , x, p ∈ RN . (2.16)
From an operational point of view, the Wigner funtion admits a lear interpretation
in terms of homodyne measurements [203℄: the marginal integral of the Wigner
funtion over the variables p1, . . . , pN , x1, . . . , xN−1,∫
R
2N−1
W (x, p) dNp dx1 . . . dxN−1 ,
gives the probability of the results of homodyne detetions on the remaining quad-
rature xN [GA8℄ (for more details see Se. 9.2).
Table 2.I is a useful sheme to summarize the properties of quantum phase
spaes. It will be ompleted in the next Setion, where powerful tools speial to
Gaussian states and Gaussian operations will be reviewed.
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desription ̺ χs, Ws
Table 2.I. Shemati omparison between Hilbert-spae and phase-spae
pitures for N-mode ontinuous variable systems.
2.2. Mathematial desription of Gaussian states
The set of Gaussian states is, by denition, the set of states with Gaussian har-
ateristi funtions and quasi-probability distributions on the multimode quantum
phase spae. Suh states are at the heart of information proessing in CV systems
[GA22, GA23, 40℄ and are the main subjet of this Dissertation.
2.2.1. Covariane matrix formalism
From the denition it follows that a Gaussian state ̺ is ompletely harater-
ized by the rst and seond statistial moments of the quadrature eld opera-
tors, whih will be denoted, respetively, by the vetor of rst moments R¯ =(
〈Rˆ1〉, 〈Rˆ1〉, . . . , 〈RˆN 〉, 〈Rˆn〉
)




〈RˆiRˆj + RˆjRˆi〉 − 〈Rˆi〉〈Rˆj〉 . (2.17)
First moments an be arbitrarily adjusted by loal unitary operations, namely
displaements in phase spae, i.e. appliations of the single-mode Weyl operator
Eq. (2.9) to loally re-enter the redued Gaussian orresponding to eah single
mode
5
. Suh operations leave any informationally relevant property, suh as entropy
and entanglement, invariant: therefore, rst moments are unimportant to the whole
sope of our analysis and from now on (unless expliitly stated) we will set them
to 0 without any loss of generality.
With this position, the Wigner funtion of a Gaussian state an be written as










where R stands for the real phase-spae vetor (q1, p1, . . . , qN , pN ) ∈ Γ. Despite the
innite dimension of the Hilbert spae in whih it lives, a omplete desription of an
arbitrary Gaussian state (up to loal unitary operations) is therefore enoded in the
2N × 2N CM σ, whih in the following will be assumed indierently to denote the
matrix of seond moments of a Gaussian state, or the state itself. In the formalism
of statistial mehanis, the CM elements are the two-point trunated orrelation
funtions between the 2N anonial ontinuous variables. We notie also that the
entries of the CM an be expressed as energies by multiplying them by the quantity
~ωk, where ωk is the frequeny of eah mode k, in suh a way that Trσ is related
to the mean energy of the state, i.e. the average of the non-interating Hamiltonian
Eq. (2.2). This mean energy is generally unbounded in CV systems.
5
Reall that the redued state obtained from a Gaussian state by partial traing over a subset
of modes is still Gaussian.
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As the real σ ontains the omplete loally-invariant information on a Gaussian
state, we an expet some onstraints to exist to be obeyed by any bona de CM, re-
eting in partiular the requirements of positive-semideniteness of the assoiated
density matrix ̺. Indeed, suh ondition together with the anonial ommutation
relations imply
σ + iΩ ≥ 0 , (2.19)
Ineq. (2.19) is the only neessary and suient onstraint the matrix σ has to fulll
to be the CM orresponding to a physial Gaussian state [220, 219℄. More in general,
the previous ondition is neessary for the CM of any, generally non-Gaussian, CV
state (haraterized in priniple by the moments of any order). We note that
suh a onstraint implies σ ≥ 0. Ineq. (2.19) is the expression of the unertainty
priniple on the anonial operators in its strong, RobertsonShrödinger form
[197, 200, 208℄.
For future onveniene, let us dene and write down the CM σ1...N of an N -




























Eah diagonal blok σk is respetively the loal CM orresponding to the redued
state of mode k, for all k = 1, . . . , N . On the other hand, the o-diagonal matries
εi,j enode the intermodal orrelations (quantum and lassial) between subsystems
i and j. The matries εi,j all vanish for a produt state.
In this preliminary overview, let us just mention an important instane of two-
mode Gaussian state, the two-mode squeezed state |ψsq〉i,j = Uˆi,j(r) (|0〉i⊗ |0〉j)











In the limit of innite squeezing (r →∞), the state approahes the ideal Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) state [73℄, simultaneous eigenstate of total momentum and
relative position of the two subsystems, whih thus share innite entanglement.
The EPR state is unnormalizable and unphysial: two-mode squeezed states, being
arbitrarily good approximations of it with inreasing squeezing, are therefore key
resoures for pratial implementations of CV quantum information protools [40℄
and play a entral role in the subsequent study of the entanglement properties of
general Gaussian states. A two-mode squeezed state with squeezing degree r (also






cosh(2r) 0 sinh(2r) 0
0 cosh(2r) 0 − sinh(2r)
sinh(2r) 0 cosh(2r) 0
0 − sinh(2r) 0 cosh(2r)

. (2.22)
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The CM of N -mode oherent states (inluding the vauum) is instead the 2N×
2N identity matrix.
2.2.2. Sympleti operations
A major role in the theoretial and experimental manipulation of Gaussian states
is played by unitary operations whih preserve the Gaussian harater of the states
on whih they at. Suh operations are all those generated by Hamiltonian terms at
most quadrati in the eld operators. As a onsequene of the Stone-Von Neumann
theorem, the so-alledmetapleti representation [219℄ entails that any suh unitary
operation at the Hilbert spae level orresponds, in phase spae, to a sympleti
transformation, i.e. to a linear transformation S whih preserves the sympleti
form Ω, so that
STΩS = Ω . (2.23)
Sympleti transformations on a 2N -dimensional phase spae form the (real) sym-
pleti group Sp(2N,R) [10℄. Suh transformations at linearly on rst moments and
by ongruene on CMs, σ 7→ SσST. Eq. (2.23) implies DetS = 1, ∀S ∈ Sp(2N,R).
Ideal beam-splitters, phase shifters and squeezers are all desribed by some kind of
sympleti transformation (see e.g. [GA8℄). For instane, the two-mode squeezing




cosh r 0 sinh r 0
0 cosh r 0 − sinh r
sinh r 0 cosh r 0
0 − sinh r 0 cosh r

 , (2.24)
where the matrix is understood to at on the ouple of modes i and j. In this way,





exploiting the fat that the CM of the two-mode vauum state is the 4× 4 identity
matrix.
Another ommon sympleti operation is the ideal (phase-free) beam-splitter,
whose ation Bˆi,j on a pair of modes i and j is dened as
Bˆi,j(θ) :
{
aˆi → aˆi cos θ + aˆj sin θ
aˆj → aˆi sin θ − aˆj cos θ , (2.25)
with aˆl being the annihilation operator of mode k. A beam-splitter with trans-
mittivity τ orresponds to a rotation of θ = arccos
√
τ in phase spae (θ = π/4














1− τ 0 −√τ 0
0
√
1− τ 0 −√τ

 . (2.26)
Single-mode sympleti operations are easily retrieved as well, being just om-
binations of planar (orthogonal) rotations and of single-mode squeezings of the
form
Sj(r) = diag ( e
r, e−r) , (2.27)
ating on mode j, for r > 0. In this respet, let us mention that the two-mode
squeezed state Eq. (2.22) an also be obtained indiretly, by individually squeezing
two single modes i and j in orthogonal quadratures, and by letting them interfere
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at a 50:50 beam-splitter. The total transformation realizes what we an all a
twin-beam box,
Ti,j(r) = Bi,j(1/2) · (Si(r)⊕ Sj(−r)) , (2.28)
whih, if applied to two unorrelated vauum modes i and j (whose initial CM is the
identity matrix), results in the prodution of a pure two-mode squeezed Gaussian
state with CM exatly equal to Ti,j(r)T
T
i,j(r) ≡ σsqi,j(r) from Eq. (2.22).
In general, sympleti transformations in phase spae are generated by exponen-
tiation of matries written as JΩ, where J is antisymmetri [10℄. Suh generators
an be symmetri or antisymmetri. The operations Bij(τ), Eq. (2.26), generated
by antisymmetri operators are orthogonal and, ating by ongruene on the CM σ,
preserve the value of Trσ. Sine Trσ gives the ontribution of the seond moments




kaˆk, these transformations are said to be
passive (they belong to the ompat subgroup of Sp(2N,R)). Instead, operations
Si,j(r), Eq. (2.24), generated by symmetri operators, are not orthogonal and do
not preserve Trσ (they belong to the non-ompat subgroup of Sp(2N,R)). This
mathematial dierene between squeezers and phase-spae rotations aounts, in a
quite elegant way, for the dierene between ative (energy onsuming) and passive
(energy preserving) optial transformations [268℄.
Let us remark that loal sympleti operations belong to the group Sp(2,R)
⊕N
.
They orrespond, on the Hilbert spae level, to tensor produts of unitary transfor-
mations, eah ating on the spae of a single mode. It is useful to notie that the
determinants of eah 2×2 submatrix of a N -mode CM, Eq. (2.20), are all invariant
under loal sympleti operations S ∈ Sp(2,R)⊕N .6 This mathematial property
reets the physial requirement that both marginal informational properties, and
orrelations between the various individual subsystems, annot be altered by loal
operations only.
2.2.2.1. Sympleti eigenvalues and invariants. A ruial sympleti transformation is
the one realizing the deomposition of a Gaussian state in normal modes. Through
this deomposition, thanks to Williamson theorem [267℄, the CM of a N -mode
Gaussian state an always be written in the so-alled Williamson normal, or diag-
onal form
σ = STνS , (2.29)























where |n〉k denotes the number state of order n in the Fok spae Hk. In the
Williamson form, eah mode with frequeny ωk is a Gaussian state in thermal
6
The invariane of the o-diagonal terms Detεi,j follows from Binet's formula for the deter-
minant of a matrix [18℄, plus the fat that any sympleti transformation S has DetS = 1.
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equilibrium at a temperature Tk, haraterized by an average number of thermal













The N quantities νk's form the sympleti spetrum of the CM σ, and are
invariant under the ation of global sympleti transformations on the matrix σ.
The sympleti eigenvalues an be omputed as the orthogonal eigenvalues of the
matrix |iΩσ| [207℄ and are thus determined by N invariants of the harateristi
polynomial of suh a matrix [208℄. One global sympleti invariant is simply the
determinant of the CM (whose invariane is a onsequene of the fat that DetS = 1





Another important invariant under global sympleti operations is the so-alled
seralian ∆ [GA6℄, dened as the sum of the determinants of all 2 × 2 submatries






The invariane of ∆σ in the multimode ase [208℄ follows from its invariane in the
ase of two-mode states, proved in Ref. [211℄, and from the fat that any sympleti
transformation an be deomposed as the produt of two-mode transformations
[123℄.
2.2.2.2. Sympleti representation of the unertainty priniple. The sympleti eigen-
values νk enode essential information on the Gaussian state σ and provide pow-
erful, simple ways to express its fundamental properties [211℄. For instane, let us
onsider the unertainty relation (2.19). Sine the inverse of a sympleti operation
is itself sympleti, one has from Eq. (2.23), S−1TΩS−1 = Ω, so that Ineq. (2.19) is
equivalent to ν + iΩ ≥ 0. In terms of the sympleti eigenvalues νk the unertainty
relation then simply reads
νk ≥ 1 . (2.35)
Inequality (2.35) is ompletely equivalent to the unertainty relation (2.19) provided
that the CM σ satises σ ≥ 0.
We an, without loss of generality, rearrange the modes of a N -mode state suh
that the orresponding sympleti eigenvalues are sorted in asending order
ν− ≡ ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤ . . . ≤ νN−1 ≤ νN ≡ ν+ .
With this notation, the unertainty relation redues to ν− ≥ 1. We remark that the
full saturation of the unertainty priniple an only be ahieved by pure N -mode
Gaussian states, for whih
νi = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , N ,
meaning that the Williamson normal form of any pure Gaussian state is the vauum
|0〉 of the N -mode Hilbert spae H . Instead, mixed states suh that νi≤k = 1 and
νi>k > 1, with 1 ≤ k ≤ N , only partially saturate the unertainty priniple, with
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bona de ̺ ≥ 0 σ + iΩ ≥ 0
operations U : U †U = 1
7̺→U̺U†
S : STΩS = Ω
σ 7→SσST




pure states λi = 1, λj 6=i = 0 νj = 1, ∀j = 1 . . .N











Table 2.II. Shemati omparison between Hilbert-spae and phase-spae
pitures for N-mode Gaussian states. The rst two rows are taken from Table
2.I and apply to general states of CV systems. The following rows are spe-
ial to Gaussian states, relying on the ovariane matrix desription and the
properties of the sympleti group.
partial saturation beoming weaker with dereasing k. Suh states are minimum-
unertainty mixed Gaussian states in the sense that the phase quadrature operators
of the rst k modes satisfy the Robertson-Shrödinger minimum unertainty, while
for the remaining N − k modes the state indeed ontains some additional thermal
orrelations whih are responsible for the global mixedness of the state.
We an dene in all generality the sympleti rank ℵ of a CM σ as the number
of its sympleti eigenvalues dierent from 1, orresponding to the number of non-
vaua normal modes [GA14℄. A Gaussian state is pure if and only if ℵ = 0, while
for mixed N -mode states one has 1 ≤ ℵ ≤ N aording to their degree of partial
minimum-unertainty saturation. This is in analogy with the standard rank of
nite-dimensional (density) matries, dened as the number of non-zero eigenvalues;
in that ase, only pure states ̺ = |ψ〉〈ψ| have rank 1, and mixed states have in
general higher rank. As we will now show, all the informational properties of
Gaussian states an be reast in terms of their sympleti spetra.
A mnemoni summary of the main strutural features of Gaussian states in the
phase-spae/CM desription (inluding the denition of purity given in the next
subsetion) is provided by Table 2.II.
2.3. Degree of information enoded in a Gaussian state
Several entropi measures able to quantify the degree of information (or lak thereof)
enoded in a quantum states and, equivalently, its degree of purity (or lak thereof)
have been introdued in Se. 1.1. Here, based on Ref. [GA3℄, we illustrate their eval-
uation for arbitrary Gaussian states.
2.3.1. Purity and generalized entropies
The generalized purities Tr ̺p dened by Eq. (1.12) are invariant under global uni-
tary operations. Therefore, for any N -mode Gaussian state they are only funtions
of the sympleti eigenvalues νk of σ. In fat, a sympleti transformation ating
on σ is embodied by a unitary (trae preserving) operator ating on ̺, so that
Tr ̺p an be easily omputed on the Williamson diagonal state ν of Eq. (2.30).









(x+ 1)p − (x− 1)p .








Regardless of the number of modes, the purity of a Gaussian state is fully determined
by the global sympleti invariant Detσ alone, Eq. (2.33). We reall that the
purity is related to the linear entropy SL via Eq. (1.2), whih in CV systems simply
beomes SL = 1 − µ. A seond onsequene of Eq. (2.36) is that, together with
Eqs. (1.13) and (1.15), it allows for the omputation of the Von Neumann entropy





















Suh an expression for the Von Neumann entropy of a Gaussian state was rst
expliitly given in Ref. [115℄. Notie that SV diverges on innitely mixed CV
states, while SL is normalized to 1. Let us remark that, learly, the sympleti
spetrum of single-mode Gaussian states, whih onsists of only one eigenvalue ν1,
is fully determined by the invariant Detσ = ν21 . Therefore, all the entropies Sp's
(and SV as well) are just inreasing funtions of Detσ (i.e. of SL) and indue the
same hierarhy of mixedness on the set of one-mode Gaussian states. This is no
longer true for multi-mode states, even for the relevant, simple instane of two-mode
states [GA3℄, as we will show in the following.
Aordingly, for an arbitrary Gaussian state themutual information, Eq. (1.16),
quantifying the total (lassial and quantum) orrelations between two subsystems
[101℄, an be omputed as well. Namely, for a bipartite Gaussian state with global
CM σA|B, the mutual information yields [115, 211℄
I(σA|B) = SV (σA) + SV (σB)− SV (σA|B) , (2.40)
where eah Von Neumann entropy an be evaluated from the respetive sympleti
spetrum using Eq. (2.38).
2.3.2. Comparison between entropi measures
Here we aim to nd extremal values of Sp (for p 6= 2) at xed SL in the general N -
mode Gaussian instane, in order to quantitatively ompare the haraterization
of mixedness given by the dierent entropi measures [GA3℄. For simpliity, in
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alulations we will employ µ instead of SL. In view of Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37), the
possible values taken by Sp for a given µ are determined by



















The last onstraint on the N − 1 real auxiliary parameters si is a onsequene of
the unertainty relation (2.35). We rst fous on the instane p < 2, in whih the
funtion Sp is onave with respet to any si, for any value of the si's. Therefore
its minimum with respet to, say, sN−1 ours at the boundaries of the domain,
for sN−1 saturating inequality (2.42). Sine Sp takes the same value at the two

















Iterating this proedure for all the si's leads eventually to the minimum value







p− 1 , p < 2 . (2.44)
For p < 2, the mixedness of the states with minimal generalized entropies at given
purity is therefore onentrated in one quadrature: the sympleti spetrum of suh
states is partially degenerate, with ν1 = . . . = νN−1 = 1 and νN = 1/µ. We have
identied states of this form as being mixed states of partial minimum unertainty.
























where all the produts
∏
run over the index i from 1 to N − 1, and
g′p(x) =
−p 2p [(x+ 1)p−1 − (x− 1)p−1]
[(x+ 1)p − (x− 1)p]2 . (2.46)
It is promptly veried that the above two onditions are fullled by states with a










p− 1 , p < 2 . (2.47)
The analysis that we arried out for p < 2 an be straightforwardly extended to
the limit p→ 1, yielding the extremal values of the Von Neumann entropy for given
purity µ of N -mode Gaussian states. Also in this ase the states with maximal SV
are those with a ompletely degenerate sympleti spetrum, while the states with
minimal SV are those with all the mixedness onentrated in one quadrature. The
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Figure 2.1. Plot of the urves of maximal (red line) and minimal (blue line)
Von Neumann entropy at given linear entropy for two-mode Gaussian states.
All physial states lie in the shaded region between the two urves.
extremal values SV min(µ) and SV max(µ) read













The behaviors of the Von Neumann and of the linear entropies for two-mode Gauss-
ian states are ompared in Fig. 2.1.
The instane p > 2 an be treated in the same way, with the major dierene
that the funtion Sp of Eq. (2.41) is onvex with respet to any si for any value
of the si's. As a onsequene we have an inversion of the previous expressions: for
p > 2, the states with minimal Spmin(µ) at given purity µ are those with a fully








p− 1 , p > 2 . (2.50)
On the other hand, the states with maximal Spmax at given purity µ are those with







p− 1 , p > 2 . (2.51)
The distane |Spmax − Spmin| dereases with inreasing p [GA3℄. This is due
to the fat that the quantity Sp arries less information with inreasing p, and the
knowledge of µ provides a more preise bound on the value of Sp.
2.4. Standard forms of Gaussian ovariane matries
We have seen that Gaussian states of N -mode CV systems are speial in that
they are ompletely speied by the rst and seond moments of the anonial
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bosoni operators. However, this already redued set of parameters (ompared
to a true innite-dimensional one needed to speify a generi non-Gaussian CV
state) ontains many redundant degrees of freedom whih have no eet on the
entanglement. A basi property of multipartite entanglement is in fat its invariane
under unitary operations performed loally on the subsystems, Eq. (1.31). To
desribe entanglement eiently, is thus natural to lighten quantum systems of the
unneessary degrees of freedom adjustable by loal unitaries, and to lassify states
aording to standard forms representative of loal-unitary equivalene lasses [146℄.
When applied to Gaussian states, the freedom arising from the loal invariane
immediately rules out the vetor of rst moments, as already mentioned. One is
then left with the 2N(2N + 1)/2 real parameters onstituting the symmetri CM
of the seond moments, Eq. (2.20).
In this Setion we study the ation of loal unitaries on a general CM of a
multimode Gaussian state. We ompute the minimal number of parameters whih
ompletely haraterize Gaussian states, up to loal unitaries. The set of suh
parameters will ontain omplete information about any form of bipartite or mul-
tipartite entanglement in the orresponding Gaussian states. We give aordingly
the standard form of the CM of a ompletely general N -mode Gaussian state. We
moreover fous on pure states, and on (generally mixed) states with strong sym-
metry onstraints, and for both instanes we investigate the further redution of
the minimal degrees of freedom, arising due to the additional onstraints on the
struture of the state. The analysis presented here will play a key role in the inves-
tigation of bipartite and multipartite entanglement of Gaussian states, as presented
in the next Parts.
2.4.1. Mixed states
Here we disuss the standard forms of generi mixed N -mode Gaussian states under
loal, single-mode sympleti operations, following Ref. [GA18℄. Let us express the
CM σ as in Eq. (2.20), in terms of 2× 2 sub-matries σjk, dened by
σ ≡









σT1N · · · σNN


eah sub-matrix desribing either the loal CM of mode j (σjj) or the orrelations
between the pair of modes j and k (σjk).
Let us reall the Euler deomposition (see Appendix A.1) of a generi single-
mode sympleti transformation S1(ϑ
′, ϑ′′, z),
S1(ϑ












into two single-mode rotations (phase shifters, with referene to the optial phase
in phase spae) and one squeezing operation. We will onsider the redution of a






j , zj). The
loal symmetri bloks σjj an all be diagonalized by the rst rotations and then
sympletially diagonalized (i.e., made proportional to the identity) by the subse-
quent squeezings, suh that σjj = aj12 (thus reduing the number of parameters in
eah diagonal blok to the loal sympleti eigenvalue, determining the entropy of
the mode). The seond series of loal rotations an then be applied to manipulate
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the non-loal bloks, while leaving the loal ones unaeted (as they are propor-
tional to the identity). Dierent sets of N entries in the non-diagonal sub-matries
an be thus set to zero. For an even total number of modes, all the non-diagonal
bloks σ12, σ34,. . . ,σ(N−1)N desribing the orrelations between disjoint pairs of
quadratures an be diagonalized (leading to the singular-value diagonal form of eah
blok), with no onditions on all the other bloks. For an odd number of modes,
after the diagonalization of the bloks relating disjoint quadratures, a further non-
diagonal blok involving the last mode (say, σ1N ) an be put in triangular form by
a rotation on the last mode.
Notie nally that the loally invariant degrees of freedom of a generi Gaussian
state ofN modes are (2N+1)N−3N = 2N2−2N , as follows from the subtration of
the number of free parameters of the loal sympletis from the one of a generi state
 with an obvious exeption for N = 1, for whih the number of free parameters
is 1, due to the rotational invariane of single-mode Williamson forms (see the
disussion about the vauum state in Appendix A.2.1).
2.4.1.1. Standard form of two-mode Gaussian states. Aording to the above ounting
argument, an arbitrary (mixed) Gaussian state of two modes an be desribed, up
to loal unitary operations, by 4 parameters. Let us briey disuss this instane
expliitly, to aquaint the reader with the sympleti playground, and sine two-
mode Gaussian states are the paradigmati examples of bipartite entangled states
of CV systems.
The expression of the two-mode CM σ in terms of the three 2× 2 matries α,







For any two-mode CM σ there is a loal sympleti operation Sl = S1 ⊕ S2 whih
brings σ in the standard form σsf [218, 70℄
STl σSl = σsf ≡


a 0 c+ 0
0 a 0 c−
c+ 0 b 0
0 c− 0 b

 . (2.54)
States whose standard form fullls a = b are said to be symmetri. The ovarianes
a, b, c+, and c− are determined by the four loal sympleti invariants Detσ =
(ab− c2+)(ab− c2−), Detα = a2, Detβ = b2, Detγ = c+c−. Therefore, the standard
form orresponding to any CM is unique (up to a ommon sign ip in c− and c+).
Entanglement of two-mode Gaussian states is the topi of Chapter 4.
2.4.2. Pure states
The CM σp of a generi N -mode pure Gaussian state satises the ondition
− Ω σp Ω σp = 1 . (2.55)
This follows from the Williamson normal-mode deomposition of the CM, σp =
S1ST, where S is a sympleti transformation. Namely,
−ΩσpΩσp = −ΩSSTΩSST = −ΩSΩST = −ΩΩ = 1 .
The matrix identity Eq. (2.55) provides a set of (not mutually independent) polyno-
mial equations that the elements of a generi CM have to fulll in order to represent
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a pure state. A detailed analysis of the onstraints imposed by Eq. (2.55), as ob-
tained in Ref. [GA18℄, is reported in Appendix A. Here, it sues to say that by
proper ounting arguments the CM of a pure N -mode Gaussian state is determined
by N2 + N parameters in full generality. If one aims at evaluating entanglement,
one an then exploit the further freedom arising from loal-unitary invariane and
redue this minimal number of parameters to (see Appendix A.2.1)
#(σp) =
{
N(N − 1)/2, N ≤ 3 ;
N(N − 2), N > 3 . (2.56)
An important subset of pure N -mode Gaussian states is onstituted by those whose
CM whih an be loally put in a standard form with zero diret orrelations be-
tween position qˆi and momentum pˆj operators, i.e. with all diagonal submatries in
Eq. (2.20). This lass enompasses basially all Gaussian states urrently produed
in a multimode setting and employed in CV ommuniation and omputation pro-
esses, and in general all Gaussian states of this form are ground states of some
harmoni Hamiltonian with spring-like interations [11℄. For these Gaussian states,
whih we will refer to as blok-diagonal  with respet to the vetor of anonial
operators reordered as (qˆ1, qˆ2, . . . , qˆN , pˆ1, pˆ2, . . . , pˆN)  we have proven that the
minimal number of loal-unitary-invariant parameters redues to N(N − 1)/2 for
any N [GA14℄. As they deserve a speial attention, their strutural properties will
be investigated in detail in Se. 11.2.1, together with the losely related desription
of their generi entanglement, and with the presentation of an eient sheme for
their state engineering whih involves exatly N(N − 1)/2 optial elements (single-
mode squeezers and beam-splitters) [GA14℄. Notie from Eq. (2.56) that not only
single-mode and two-mode states, but also all pure three-mode Gaussian states are
of this blok-diagonal form: an expliit standard form from them will be provided
in Se. 7.1.2, and exploited to haraterize their tripartite entanglement sharing as
in Ref. [GA11℄.
2.4.2.1. Phase-spae Shmidt deomposition. In general, pure Gaussian states of a
bipartite CV system admit a physially insightful deomposition at the CM level
[116, 29, 92℄, whih an be regarded as the diret analogue of the Shmidt deompo-
sition for pure disrete-variable states (see Se. 1.3.1). Let us reall what happens
in the nite-dimensional ase. With respet to a bipartition of a pure state |ψ〉A|B
into two subsystems SA and SB, one an diagonalize (via an operation UA ⊗ UB
whih is loal unitary aording to the onsidered bipartition) the two redued
density matries ̺A,B, to nd that they have the same rank and exatly the same
nonzero eigenvalues {λk} (k = 1, . . . ,min{dimHA, dimHB}). The redued state
of the higher-dimensional subsystem (say SB) will aomodate (dimHb−dimHA)
additional 0's in its spetrum. The state |ψ〉A|B takes thus the Shmidt form of
Eq. (1.20).
Looking at the mapping provided by Table 2.II, one an guess what happens for
Gaussian states. Given a Gaussian CM σA|B of an arbitrary number N of modes,
where subsystem SA omprises NA modes and subsystem SB, NB modes (with
NA+NB = N), then one an perform the Williamson deomposition Eq. (2.29) in
both redued CMs (via a loal sympleti operation SA ⊕ SB), to nd that they
have the same sympleti rank, and the same non-unit sympleti eigenvalues {νk}
(k = 1, . . . ,min{NA, NB}). The redued state of the higher-dimensional subsystem
(say SB) will aomodate (NB−NA) additional 1's in its sympleti spetrum. With
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respet to an arbitrary A|B bipartition, therefore, the CM σp of any pure N -mode
Gaussian state is loally equivalent to the form σ
p








C1 ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ C2 ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ . . . ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ CNA
NB︷ ︸︸ ︷
S1 ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ S2 ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ . . . ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ SNA ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
S1 ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ S2 ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ . . . ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ SNA
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
C1 ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ C2 ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ . . . ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ CNA ⋄ ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ 1 ⋄ ⋄
⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ ⋄ . . . ⋄




Here eah element denotes a 2 × 2 submatrix, in partiular the diamonds (⋄) or-








ν2k − 1 0
0 −√ν2k − 1
)
.
The matries Ck ontain the sympleti eigenvalues νk 6= 1 of both redued CMs.
By expressing them in terms of hyperboli funtions, νk = cosh(2rk) and by om-





enoding orrelations between a single mode from SA and a single mode from SB, is
a two-mode squeezed state with squeezing rk. Therefore, the Shmidt form of a pure
N -mode Gaussian state with respet to a NA×NB bipartition (with N = NA+NB,












where mode i ∈ SA, mode j ≡ i+NA ∈ SB, and σ0k = 12 is the CM of the vauum
state of mode k ∈ SB. This orresponds, on the Hilbert spae level, to the produt
of two-mode squeezed states, tensor additional unorrelated vauum modes in the
higher-dimensional subsystem (SB in our notation) [29℄. The phase-spae Shmidt
deomposition is a very useful tool both for the understanding of the strutural
features of Gaussian states in the CM formalism, and for the evaluation of their
entanglement properties. Notie that the validity of suh a deomposition an be
extended to mixed states with fully degenerate sympleti spetrum, i.e.Williamson
normal form proportional to the identity [29, 92℄.
As a straightforward onsequene of Eq. (2.58), any pure two-mode Gaussian
state is equivalent, up to loal unitary operations, to a two-mode squeezed state
of the form Eq. (2.22), therefore the minimum number of loal-unitary degrees of
freedom for pure Gaussian states with N = 2 is just one (the squeezing degree), in
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aordane with Eq. (2.56), and as explained by alternative arguments in Appendix
A.2.1. In other words, aording to the notation of Eq. (2.54), any pure two-




Notie also that the phase-spae deomposition disussed here is speial to
Gaussian states and is independent from the general Shmidt deomposition at the
Hilbert spae level, Eq. (1.20), whih an be obtained for any pure state. For CV
systems, it will ontain in priniple innite terms, as the loal bases are innite-
dimensional. To give an example, the two-mode squeezed state, whose CM in its
phase-spae Shmidt deomposition is of the form Eq. (2.22), admits the following





tanhn r |n〉i |n〉j , (2.59)
with loal Shmidt bases given by the number states in the Fok spae of eah
mode.
We will now show that for (generally mixed) Gaussian states with some loal
symmetry onstraints, a similar phase-spae redution is available, suh that mul-
timode properties (like entanglement) an be unitarily redued to two-mode ones
[GA4, GA5℄.
2.4.3. Symmetri states
Very often in quantum information, and in partiular in the theory of entanglement,
peuliar roles are played by symmetri states, that is, states that are either invariant
under a partiular group of transformations  like Werner states of qudits [264℄ 
or under permutation of two or more parties in a multipartite system, like ground
and thermal states of some translationally invariant Hamiltonians (e.g. of harmoni
latties) [11℄. Here we will introdue lasses of Gaussian states invariant under all
permutation of the modes (fully symmetri states) or exhibiting suh permutation-
invariane loally in eah of the two subsystems aross a global bipartition of the
modes (bisymmetri states). For both we will provide a standard form based on
the speial properties of their sympleti spetrum. We will limit ourself to a
olletion of results, whih will be useful for the omputation and exploitation of
entanglement in the orresponding states. All the proofs an be found in Ref. [GA5℄.
Unless expliitly stated, we are dealing with generally mixed states.
2.4.3.1. Fully symmetri Gaussian states. We shall say that a multimode Gaussian
state ̺ is fully symmetri if it is invariant under the exhange of any two modes. In
the following, we will onsider the fully symmetri M -mode and N -mode Gaussian
states ̺αM and ̺βN , with CMs σαM and σβN . Due to symmetry, we have that















ε · · · ε α

 , σβN =













ζ · · · ζ β

 , (2.60)
where α, ε, β and ζ are 2× 2 real symmetri submatries (the symmetry of ε and
ζ stems again from the symmetry under the exhange of any two modes).
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Standard form. Let σβN be the CM of a fully symmetri N -mode Gaussian state.
The 2×2 bloks β and ζ of σβN , dened by Eq. (2.60), an be brought by means of
loal, single-mode sympleti operations S ∈ Sp⊕N(2,R) into the form β = diag (b, b)
and ζ = diag (z1, z2).
In other words, the standard form of fully symmetri N -mode states is suh
that any redued two-mode state is symmetri and in standard form, see Eq. (2.54).
Sympleti degeneray. The sympleti spetrum of σβN is (N − 1)-times degen-












(b+ (N − 1)z1)(b + (N − 1)z2) ,
(2.61)
where ν−β is the (N − 1)-times degenerate eigenvalue.
Obviously, analogous results hold for theM -mode CM σαM of Eq. (2.60), whose
2× 2 submatries an be brought to the form α = diag (a, a) and ε = diag (e1, e2)
and whose (M − 1)-times degenerate sympleti spetrum reads
ν−α =
√





(a+ (M − 1)e1)(a+ (M − 1)e2) .
(2.62)
2.4.3.2. Bisymmetri M×N Gaussian states. Let us now generalize this analysis to
the (M +N)-mode Gaussian states, whose CM σ result from a orrelated ombi-








where Γ is a 2M × 2N real matrix formed by idential 2 × 2 bloks γ. Clearly,
Γ is responsible of the orrelations existing between the M -mode and the N -mode
parties. One again, the identity of the submatries γ is a onsequene of the loal
invariane under mode exhange, internal to the M -mode and N -mode parties.
States of the form of Eq. (2.63) will be heneforth referred to as bisymmetri
[GA4, GA5℄. A signiant insight into bisymmetri multimode Gaussian states an
be gained by studying the sympleti spetrum of σ and omparing it to the ones
of σαM and σβN .
Sympleti degeneray. The sympleti spetrum of the CM σ Eq. (2.63) of a
bisymmetri (M + N)-mode Gaussian state inludes two degenerate eigenvalues,
with multipliities M − 1 and N − 1. Suh eigenvalues oinide, respetively, with
the degenerate eigenvalue ν−α of the redued CM σαM , and with the degenerate
eigenvalue ν−β of the redued CM σβN .
Equipped with these results, we are now in a position to show the following
entral result [GA5℄, whih applies to all (generally mixed) bisymmetri Gaussian
states, and is somehow analogous to  but independent of  the phase-spae
Shmidt deomposition of pure Gaussian states (and of mixed states with fully
degenerate sympleti spetrum).
Unitary loalization of bisymmetri states. The bisymmetri (M+N)-mode Gauss-
ian state with CM σ, Eq. (2.63) an be brought, by means of a loal unitary (sym-
pleti) operation with respet to the M ×N bipartition with redued CMs σαM
and σβN , to a tensor produt of M +N−2 single-mode unorrelated states, and of
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a single two-mode Gaussian state omprised of one mode from the M -mode blok
and one mode from the N -mode blok.
For ease of the reader and sake of pitorial larity, we an demonstrate the
mehanism of unitary redution by expliitly writing down the dierent forms of
the CM σ at eah step. The CM σ of a bisymmetri (M+N)-mode Gaussian state
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Aording to the previous results, by sympletially reduing the blok σβN to its










































ε · · · ε α γ′ ⋄ · · · ⋄
γ′
T · · · · · · γ′T ν+
βN
⋄ · · · ⋄
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where the 2 × 2 bloks ν+
βN




β 12 are the Williamson normal
bloks assoiated to the two sympleti eigenvalues of σβN . The identity of the
submatries γ′ is due to the invariane under permutation of the rst M modes,
whih are left unaeted. The subsequent sympleti diagonalization of σαM puts
the global CM σ in the following form (notie that the rst, (M +1)-mode redued
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α 12. Eq. (2.65) shows expliitly that the state with
CM σ′′, obtained from the original state with CM σ by exploiting loal unitary
operations, is the tensor produt of M +N −2 unorrelated single-mode states and
of a orrelated two-mode Gaussian state.
Aording to this redution, one immediately has that the amount of entan-
glement (quantum orrelations) present in any bisymmetri multimode Gaussian
state an be loalized (onentrated) in an equivalent two-mode Gaussian state
(i.e. shared only by a single pair of modes), via loal unitary operations [GA5℄.
These results and their onsequenes will be disussed in detail in Chapter 5. Let
us just note that fully symmetri Gaussian states, Eq. (2.60), are speial instanes
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CHAPTER 3
Charaterizing entanglement of Gaussian
states
In this short Chapter we reall the main results on the qualiation and quantia-
tion of bipartite entanglement for Gaussian states of CV systems. We will borrow
some material from [GA22℄.
3.1. How to qualify bipartite Gaussian entanglement
3.1.1. Separability and distillability: PPT riterion
The positivity of the partially transposed state (Peres-Horodeki PPT riterion
[178, 118℄, see Se. 1.3.2.1) is neessary and suient for the separability of two-
mode Gaussian states [218℄ and, more generally, of all (1+N)-mode Gaussian states
under 1 × N bipartitions [265℄ and  as we are going to show  of symmetri
and bisymmetri (M + N)-mode Gaussian states (see Se. 2.4.3) under M × N
bipartitions [GA5℄. In general, the partial transposition ̺TA of a bipartite quantum
state ̺ is dened as the result of the transposition performed on only one of the
two subsystems (say SA) in some given basis. In phase spae, the ation of partial
transposition amounts to a mirror reetion of the momentum operators of the
modes omprising one subsystem [218℄. The CM σA|B, where subsystem SA groups
NA modes, and subsystem SB is formed by NB modes, is then transformed into a
new matrix
σ˜A|B ≡ θA|B σA|B θA|B , (3.1)
with
θA|B = diag{1, −1, 1, −1, . . . , 1,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2NA
, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2NB
} . (3.2)
Referring to the notation of Eq. (2.20), the partially transposed matrix σ˜A|B diers
from σA|B by a sign ip in the determinants of the intermodal orrelation matries,
Det εij , with modes i ∈ SA and modes j ∈ sB.
The PPT riterion yields that a Gaussian state σA|B (with NA = 1 and NB
arbitrary) is separable if and only if the partially transposed σ˜A|B is a bona de
CM, that is it satises the unertainty priniple Eq. (2.19),
σ˜A|B + iΩ ≥ 0 . (3.3)
This reets the positivity of the partially transposed density matrix ̺TA assoiated
to the state ̺. For Gaussian states with NA > 1 and not endowed with speial
symmetry onstraints, PPT ondition is only neessary for separability, as bound
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entangled Gaussian states, whose entanglement is undistillable, have been proven
to exist already in the instane NA = NB = 2 [265℄.
We have demonstrated the existene of bisymmetri (NA+NB)-mode Gauss-
ian states for whih PPT is again equivalent to separability [GA5℄. In view of
the invariane of PPT riterion under loal unitary transformations (whih an be
appreiated by the denition of partial transpose at the Hilbert spae level) and
onsidering the results proved in Se. 2.4.3 on the unitary loalization of bisym-
metri Gaussian states, see Eq. (2.65), it is immediate to verity that the following
property holds [GA5℄.
â PPT riterion for bisymmetri multimode Gaussian states. For generi
NA × NB bipartitions, the positivity of the partial transpose (PPT) is a
neessary and suient ondition for the separability of bisymmetri (NA +
NB)-mode mixed Gaussian states of the form Eq. (2.63). In the ase of
fully symmetri mixed Gaussian states, Eq. (2.60), of an arbitrary number of
modes, PPT is equivalent to separability aross any global bipartition of the
modes.
This statement is a rst important generalization to multimode bipartitions of
the equivalene between separability and PPT for 1×N bipartite Gaussian states
[265℄. In partiular, it implies that no bisymmetri bound entangled Gaussian
states an exist [265, 91℄ and all the NA × NB multimode blok entanglement of
suh states is distillable. Moreover, it justies the use of the negativity and the
logarithmi negativity as measures of entanglement for these multimode Gaussian
states, as will be done in Chapter 5.
In general, the distillability problem for Gaussian states has been also solved
[91℄: the entanglement of any non-PPT bipartite Gaussian state is distillable by
LOCC. However, we remind that this entanglement an be distilled only resorting to
non-Gaussian LOCC [76℄, sine distilling Gaussian states with Gaussian operations
is impossible [78, 205, 90℄.
3.1.1.1. Sympleti representation of PPT riterion. The partially transposed matrix
σ˜ of any N -mode Gaussian CM σ is still a positive and symmetri matrix. As
suh, it admits a Williamson normal-mode deomposition [267℄, Eq. (2.29), of the
form
σ˜ = STν˜S , (3.4)









The N quantities ν˜k's are the sympleti eigenvalues of the partially transposed
CM σ˜. While the sympleti spetrum {νk} of σ enodes the strutural and in-
formational properties of a Gaussian state, the partially transposed spetrum {ν˜k}
enodes a omplete qualitative (and to some extent quantitative, see next Setion)
haraterization of entanglement in the state. Namely, the PPT ondition (3.3),
i.e. the unertainty relation for σ˜, an be equivalently reast in terms of the pa-
rameters ν˜k's as
ν˜k ≥ 1 . (3.6)
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Physiality Separability
density matrix ̺ ≥ 0 ̺TA ≥ 0
ovariane matrix σ + iΩ ≥ 0 σ˜ + iΩ ≥ 0
sympleti spetrum νk ≥ 1 ν˜k ≥ 1
Table 3.I. Shemati omparison between the existene onditions and the
separability onditions for Gaussian states, as expressed in dierent represen-
tations. To be preise, the seond olumn qualies the PPT ondition, whih
is always implied by the separability, and equivalent to it in general 1×N and
bisymmetri M ×N Gaussian states.
We an, without loss of generality, rearrange the modes of a N -mode state suh
that the orresponding sympleti eigenvalues of the partial transpose σ˜ are sorted
in asending order
ν˜− ≡ ν˜1 ≤ ν˜2 ≤ . . . ≤ ν˜N−1 ≤ ν˜N ≡ ν˜+ ,
in analogy to what done in Se. 2.2.2.2 for the spetrum of σ. With this notation,
PPT riterion aross an arbitrary bipartition redues to ν˜− ≥ 1 for all separable
Gaussian states. As soon as ν˜− < 1, the orresponding Gaussian state σ is denitely
entangled. The sympleti haraterization of physial versus PPT Gaussian states
is summarized in Table 3.I.
3.1.2. Additional separability riteria
Let us briey mention alternative haraterizations of separability for Gaussian
states.
For a general Gaussian state of any NA × NB bipartition, a neessary and
suient ondition states that a CM σ orresponds to a separable state if and
only if there exists a pair of CMs σA and σB , relative to the subsystems SA and
SB respetively, suh that the following inequality holds [265℄, σ ≥ σA ⊕ σB.
This riterion is not very useful in pratie. Alternatively, one an introdue an
operational riterion based on iterative appliations of a nonlinear map, that is
independent of (and stritly stronger than) the PPT ondition, and ompletely
qualies separability for all bipartite Gaussian states [93℄.
Note also that a omprehensive haraterization of linear and nonlinear en-
tanglement witnesses (see Se. 1.3.2.2) is available for CV systems [125℄, as well
as operational riteria (useful in experimental settings) based on the violation of
inequalities involving ombinations of varianes of anonial operators, for both
two-mode [70℄ and multimode settings [240℄.
However, the range of results olleted in this Dissertation deal with lasses of
bipartite and multipartite Gaussian states in whih PPT holds as a neessary and
suient ondition for separability, therefore it will be our preferred tool to hek
for the presene of entanglement in the states under onsideration.
3.2. How to quantify bipartite Gaussian entanglement
3.2.1. Negativities
From a quantitative point of view, a family of entanglement measures whih are
omputable for general Gaussian states is provided by the negativities. Both the
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negativity N , dened by Eq. (1.40), and the logarithmi negativity EN , Eq. (1.43),
are entanglement monotones under LOCC [283, 253, 74, 186℄. Note that they fail
to be ontinuous in trae norm on innite-dimensional Hilbert spaes; however,
this problem an be irumvented by restriting to physial states with nite mean
energy [79℄. The negativities provide a proper quantiation of entanglement in
partiular for arbitrary 1 × N and bisymmetri M × N Gaussian states, diretly
quantifying the degree of violation of the neessary and suient PPT riterion for
separability, Eq. (3.6).
Following [253, 207℄ and [GA3, GA4℄, the negativity of a Gaussian state with











, for k : ν˜k < 1 .
0 if ν˜i ≥ 1 ∀ i .
(3.7)
Here the set {ν˜k} is onstituted by the sympleti eigenvalues of the partially trans-




−∑k log ν˜k, for k : ν˜k < 1 .
0 if ν˜i ≥ 1 ∀ i .
(3.8)
For the interpretation and the omputation of the negativities, a little lemma
by A. Serani may be preious [208℄. It states that, in a (NA+NB)-mode Gaussian
state with CM σA|B, at most
Nmin ≡ min{NA, NB} (3.9)
sympleti eigenvalues ν˜k of the partial transpose σ˜A|B an violate the PPT in-
equality (3.6) with respet to a NA × NB bipartition. Thanks to this result, in
all 1 × N Gaussian states and in all bisymmetri M × N Gaussian states (whose
sympleti spetra exhibit degeneray, see Se. 2.4.3), the entanglement is not only
qualied, but also ompletely quantied (aording to the negativities) in terms of
the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partially transposed CM alone.7 For
ν˜− ≥ 1 the state is separable, otherwise it is entangled; the smaller ν˜−, the more
entanglement is enoded in the orresponding Gaussian state. In the limit of van-
ishing partially transposed sympleti eigenvalue, ν˜− → 0, the negativities grow
unboundedly.
3.2.2. Gaussian onvex-roof extended measures
In this subsetion, based on part of Ref. [GA7℄, we onsider a family of entanglement
measures exlusively dened for Gaussian states of CV systems. The formalism of
Gaussian entanglement measures (Gaussian EMs) has been introdued in Ref. [270℄
where the Gaussian entanglement of formation has been dened and analyzed.
Furthermore, the framework developed in Ref. [270℄ is general and enables to dene
generi Gaussian EMs of bipartite entanglement by applying the Gaussian onvex
roof, that is, the onvex roof over pure Gaussian deompositions only, to any bona
de measure of bipartite entanglement dened for pure Gaussian states.
The original motivation for the introdution of Gaussian EMs stems from the
fat that the entanglement of formation [24℄, dened by Eq. (1.35), involves a
7
Notie that suh a result, in the speial instane of two-mode Gaussian states, had been
originally obtained in [GA2, GA3℄, as detailed in the next Chapter.
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nontrivial minimization of the pure-state entropy of entanglement over onvex de-
ompositions of bipartite mixed Gaussian states in ensemble of pure states. These
pure states may be, in priniple, non-Gaussian states of CV systems, thus rendering
the analytial solution of the optimization problem in Eq. (1.35) extremely diult
even in the simplest instane of one mode per side. Nevertheless, in the speial
subset of two-mode symmetri mixed Gaussian states [i.e. with Detα = Detβ in
Eq. (2.53)℄, the optimal onvex deomposition of Eq. (1.35) has been exatly de-
termined, and it turns out to be realized in terms of pure Gaussian states [95℄.
Apart from that ase (whih will be disussed in Se. 4.2.2), the omputation of the
entanglement of formation for nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian states (and more
general Gaussian states) has not yet been solved, and it stands as an open problem
in the theory of entanglement [1℄. However, the task an be somehow simplied by
restriting to deompositions into pure Gaussian states only. The resulting mea-
sure, known as Gaussian entanglement of formation [270℄, is an upper bound to
the true entanglement of formation and obviously oinides with it for symmetri
two-mode Gaussian states.
In general, we an dene a Gaussian EM GE as follows [GA7℄. For any pure
Gaussian state ψ with CM σp, one has
GE(σ
p) ≡ E(ψ) , (3.10)
where E an be any proper measure of entanglement of pure states, dened as
a monotonially inreasing funtion of the entropy of entanglement (i.e. the Von
Neumann entropy of the redued density matrix of one party).





If the funtion E is taken to be exatly the entropy of entanglement, Eq. (1.25), then
the orresponding Gaussian EM is known as Gaussian entanglement of formation
[270℄.
In general, the denition Eq. (3.11) involves an optimization over all pure
Gaussian states with CM σp smaller than the CM σ of the mixed state whose
entanglement one wishes to ompute. This orresponds to taking the Gaussian
onvex roof. Despite being a simpler optimization problem than that appearing in
the denition Eq. (1.35) of the true entanglement of formation, the Gaussian EMs
annot be expressed in a simple losed form, not even in the simplest instane of
(nonsymmetri) two-mode Gaussian states. Advanes on this issue were obtained
in [GA7℄, and will be presented in Se. 4.5.
Before that let us reall, as an important side remark, that any Gaussian EM
is an entanglement monotone under Gaussian LOCC. The proof given in Se. IV
of Ref. [270℄ for the Gaussian entanglement of formation, in fat, automatially
extends to every Gaussian EM onstruted via the Gaussian onvex roof of any
proper measure E of pure-state entanglement.
CHAPTER 4
Two-mode entanglement
This Chapter ollets our theoretial results on the haraterization of the proto-
typial entangled states of CV systems, i.e. two-mode Gaussian states. Analytial
quantiation of the negativities (and their relationship with global and marginal
entropi measures) [GA2, GA3, GA6℄ and of the Gaussian entanglement measures
[GA7℄ will be presented. An experiment onerning the prodution and manipula-
tion of two-mode entanglement with linear optis [GA8℄ will be desribed in Chapter
9. The present Chapter represents, in our hope, a omprehensive reading for the
basi understanding of bipartite entanglement in CV systems.
4.1. Sympleti parametrization of two-mode Gaussian states
To study entanglement and informational properties (like global and marginal en-
tropies) of two-mode Gaussian states, we an onsider without loss of generality
states whose CM σ is in the Sp(2,R) ⊕ Sp(2,R)-invariant standard form, Eq. (2.54)









a 0 c+ 0
0 a 0 c−
c+ 0 b 0
0 c− 0 b

 . (4.1)
For two-mode states, the unertainty priniple Ineq. (2.19) an be reast as a
onstraint on the Sp(4,R) invariants Detσ and ∆(σ) = Detα+ Detβ+2Detγ [211℄,
∆(σ) ≤ 1 + Detσ . (4.2)
The sympleti eigenvalues of a two-mode Gaussian state will be denoted as
ν− and ν+, with ν− ≤ ν+, with the unertainty relation (2.35) reduing to
ν− ≥ 1 . (4.3)
A simple expression for the ν∓ an be found in terms of the two Sp(4,R) invariants
(invariants under global, two-mode sympleti operations) [253, 211, GA2, GA3℄
2ν2∓ = ∆(σ)∓
√
∆2(σ)− 4Detσ . (4.4)
Aording to Eq. (4.1), two-mode Gaussian states an be lassied in terms of
their four standard form ovarianes a, b, c+, and c−. It is relevant to provide a
reparametrization of standard form states in terms of sympleti invariants whih
admit a diret interpretation for generi Gaussian states [GA2, GA3, GA6℄. Namely,
the parameters of Eq. (4.1) an be determined in terms of the two loal sympleti
invariants
µ1 = (Detα)
−1/2 = 1/a , µ2 = (Detβ)−1/2 = 1/b , (4.5)
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whih are the marginal purities of the redued single-mode states, and of the two
global sympleti invariants
µ = (Detσ)−1/2 = [(ab− c2+)(ab− c2−)]−1/2 , ∆ = a2 + b2 + 2c+c− , (4.6)
whih are the global purity, Eq. (2.37), and the seralian, Eq. (2.34), respetively.
Eqs. (4.54.6) an be inverted to provide the following physial parametrization of


























The unertainty priniple Eq. (4.2) and the existene of the radials appearing
in Eq. (4.7) impose the following onstraints on the four invariants in order to
desribe a physial state
0 ≤ µ1,2 ≤ 1 , (4.8)
µ1µ2 ≤ µ ≤ µ1µ2






















The physial meaning of these onstraints, and the role of the extremal states
[i.e. states whose invariants saturate the upper or lower bounds of Eqs. (4.94.10)℄
in relation to the entanglement, will be arefully investigated in Se. 4.3.3.
4.2. Entanglement and sympleti eigenvalues
4.2.1. Partial transposition and negativities
The PPT ondition for separability, Eq. (3.3) has obviously a very simple form for
two-mode Gaussian states. In terms of sympleti invariants, partial transposition












with Det γ˜ = −Detγ. For a standard form CM, Eq. (4.1), this simply means
c+ → c+, c− → c−. Aordingly, the seralian ∆ = Detα + Detβ + 2Detγ,
Eq. (2.34), is mapped under partial transposition into
∆˜ = Detα+Detβ + 2Det γ˜ = Detα+Detβ − 2Detγ
= ∆− 4Detγ = −∆+ 2/µ21 + 2/µ22 .
(4.12)
From Eq. (4.4), the sympleti eigenvalues of the partial transpose σ˜ of a two-mode






The PPT riterion an be then reast as the following inequality
∆˜ ≤ 1 + 1/µ2 , (4.14)
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equivalent to separability. In other words, it yields a state σ separable if and only
if ν˜− ≥ 1. Aordingly, the logarithmi negativity Eq. (3.8) is a dereasing funtion
of ν˜− only,
EN = max{0,− log ν˜−} , (4.15)
as for the biggest sympleti eigenvalue of the partial transpose one has ν˜+ > 1 for
all two-mode Gaussian states [GA2, GA3℄.
Note that from Eqs. (4.1,4.2,4.12,4.14) the following neessary ondition for
two-mode entanglement follows [218℄,
σ entangled ⇒ Detγ < 0 . (4.16)
4.2.2. Entanglement of formation for symmetri states
The optimal onvex deomposition involved in the denition Eq. (1.35) of the en-
tanglement of formation [24℄ (whih, in priniple, would run over ensembles of
non-Gaussian pure states), has been remarkably solved in the speial instane of
two-mode symmetri mixed Gaussian states [i.e. with Detα = Detβ in Eq. (4.1)℄
and turns out to be Gaussian. Namely, the absolute minimum is realized within
the set of pure two-mode Gaussian states [95℄, yielding



















Suh a quantity is, again, a monotonially dereasing funtion of the smallest sym-
pleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partial transpose σ˜ of a two-mode symmetri Gaussian
CM σ, thus providing a quantiation of the entanglement of symmetri states
equivalent to the one provided by the negativities.
As a onsequene of this equivalene, it is tempting to onjeture that there
exists a unique quantiation of entanglement for all two-mode Gaussian states,
embodied by the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partially transposed CM,
and that the dierent measures simply provide trivial resalings of the same unique
quantiation. In partiular, the ordering indued on the set of entangled Gaussian
state is uniquely dened for the subset of symmetri two-mode states, and it is
independent of the hosen measure of entanglement. However, in Se. 4.5 we will
indeed show, within the general framework of Gaussian entanglement measures (see
Se. 3.2.2), that dierent families of entanglement monotones indue, in general,
dierent orderings on the set of nonsymmetri Gaussian states, as demonstrated in
[GA7℄.
Let us mention that, for nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian states, lower bounds
on the entanglement of formation are available [196℄.
4.2.3. EPR orrelations
A deeper insight on the relationship between orrelations and the smallest symple-
ti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partial transpose is provided by the following observation,
whih holds, again, for symmetri two-mode Gaussian states only [GA3℄.
Let us dene the EPR orrelation ξ [95, 196℄ of a CV two-mode quantum state
as





− σ13 + σ24 , (4.19)
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where δoˆ = 〈oˆ2〉 − 〈oˆ〉2 for an operator oˆ. If ξ ≥ 1 then the state does not possess
non-loal orrelations [70℄. The idealized EPR state [73℄ (simultaneous eigenstate
of the ommuting observables qˆ1− qˆ2 and pˆ1+ pˆ2) has ξ = 0. As for standard form
two-mode Gaussian states, Eq. (4.1), one has
δqˆ1−qˆ2 = a+ b− 2c+ , (4.20)
δpˆ1+pˆ2 = a+ b+ 2c− , (4.21)
ξ = a+ b− c+ + c− . (4.22)
Notie that ξ is not by itself a good measure of orrelation beause, as one an easily
verify, it is not invariant under loal sympleti operations. In partiular, applying
loal squeezings with parameters ri = log vi and loal rotations with angles ϕi to a



























has to be Sp(2,R)⊕Sp(2,R) invariant. It orresponds to the maximal amount of EPR
orrelations whih an be distributed in a two-mode Gaussian state by means of




























− |c+|v1v2 − |c−|
v1v2







− |c+|v1v2 − |c−|
v1v2
= 0 , (4.26)
where we introdued the position c+c− < 0, neessary to have entanglement, see














Restriting to the symmetri (a = b) entangled (⇒ c+c− < 0) ase, Eq. (4.27)
and the fat that vi > 0 imply v1 = v2. Under suh a onstraint, minimizing ξvi
beomes a trivial matter and yields
ξ¯ = 2
√
(a− |c+|)(a− |c−|) = 2ν˜− . (4.28)
We thus see that the smallest sympleti eigenvalue of the partially transposed state
is endowed with a diret physial interpretation: it quanties the greatest amount
of EPR orrelations whih an be reated in a Gaussian state by means of loal
operations.
As an be easily veried by a numerial investigation, suh a simple inter-
pretation is lost for nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian states. This fat properly
exemplies the diulties of handling optimization problems in nonsymmetri in-
stanes, enountered, e.g. in the omputation of the entanglement of formation of
suh states [95℄. It also onrms that, in the speial subset of two-mode (mixed)
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symmetri Gaussian states, there is a unique interpretation for entanglement and
a unique ordering of entangled states belonging to that subset, as previously re-
marked.
4.3. Entanglement versus Entropi measures
Here we aim at a haraterization of entanglement of two-mode Gaussian states and
in partiular at unveiling its relationship with the degrees of information assoiated
with the global state of the system, and with the redued states of eah of the two
subsystems.
As extensively disussed in Chapter 1, the onepts of entanglement and in-
formation enoded in a quantum state are losely related. Speially, for pure
states bipartite entanglement is equivalent to the lak of information (mixedness)
of the redued state of eah subsystem. For mixed states, eah subsystem has
its own level of impurity, and moreover the global state is itself haraterized by
a nonzero mixedness. Eah of these properties an be interpreted as information
on the preparation of the respetive (marginal and global) states, as laried in
Se. 1.1. Therefore, by properly aessing these degrees of information one is intu-
itively expeted to dedue, to some extent, the status of the orrelations between
the subsystems.
The main question we are posing here is
What an we say about the quantum orrelations existing between
the subsystems of a quantum multipartite system in a mixed state,
if we know the degrees of information arried by the global and the
redued states?
In this Setion we provide an answer, whih an be summarized as almost every-
thing, in the ontext of two-mode Gaussian states of CV systems. Based on our
published work [GA2, GA3, GA6℄, we will demonstrate, step by step, how the en-
tanglement  speially, measured by the logarithmi negativity  of two-mode
Gaussian states an be aurately (both qualitatively and quantitatively) hara-
terized by the knowledge of global and marginal degrees of information, quantied
by the purities, or by the generalized entropies of the global state and of the redued
states of the two subsystems.
4.3.1. Entanglement vs Information (I)  Maximal negativities at xed global
purity
The rst step towards giving an answer to our original question is to investigate the
properties of extremally entangled states at a given degree of global information.
Let us mention that, for two-qubit systems, the existene of maximally entangled
states at xed mixedness (MEMS) was rst found numerially by Ishizaka and
Hiroshima [126℄. The disovery of suh states spurred several theoretial works [246,
158℄, aimed at exploring the relations between dierent measures of entanglement
and mixedness [261℄ (stritly related to the questions of the ordering indued by
these dierent measures [255, 247℄, and of the volume of the set of mixed entangled
states [283, 282℄).
Unfortunately, it is easy to show that a similar analysis in the CV senario is
meaningless. Indeed, for any xed, nite global purity µ there exist innitely many
Gaussian states whih are innitely entangled. As an example, we an onsider the
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lass of (nonsymmetri) two-mode squeezed thermal states. Let Uˆ1,2(r), Eq. (2.21),
be the two mode squeezing operator with real squeezing parameter r ≥ 0, and let
̺⊗νi be a tensor produt of thermal states with CM νν∓ = 12ν− ⊕ 12ν+, where ν∓
denotes, as usual, the sympleti spetrum of the state. Then, a nonsymmetri two-




to a standard form CM with
a = ν− cosh2 r + ν+ sinh2 r , b = ν− sinh2 r + ν+ cosh2 r , (4.29)
c± = ±ν− + ν+
2
sinh 2r .
Inserting Eqs. (4.29) into Eq. (4.14) yields the following ondition for a two-mode
squeezed thermal state ξνi,r to be entangled
sinh2(2r) >
(ν2+ − 1)(ν2− − 1)
(ν− + ν+)2
. (4.30)
For simpliity we an onsider the symmetri instane (ν− = ν+ = 1/
√
µ) and
ompute the logarithmi negativity Eq. (4.15), whih takes the expression
EN (r, µ) = −(1/2) log[e−4r/µ] .
Notie how the ompletely mixed state (µ → 0) is always separable while, for
any µ > 0, we an freely inrease the squeezing r to obtain Gaussian states with
arbitrarily large entanglement. For xed squeezing, as naturally expeted, the
entanglement dereases with dereasing degree of purity of the state, analogously
to what happens in disrete-variable MEMS [261℄.
It is in order to remark that the notion of Gaussian maximally entangled mixed
states aquires signiane if also the mean energy is kept xed [153℄, in whih ase
the maximum entanglement is indeed attained by (nonsymmetri) thermal squeezed
states. This is somehow expeted given the result we are going to demonstrate,
namely that those states play the role of maximally entangled Gaussian states at
xed global and loal mixednesses (GMEMS) [GA2, GA3℄.
4.3.2. Entanglement vs Information (II)  Maximal negativities at xed loal
purities
The next step in the analysis is the unveiling of the relation between the entan-
glement of a Gaussian state of CV systems and the degrees of information related
to the subsystems. Maximally entangled states for given marginal mixednesses
(MEMMS) had been previously introdued and analyzed in detail in the ontext
of qubit systems [GA1℄. The MEMMS provide a suitable generalization of pure
states, in whih the entanglement is ompletely quantied by the marginal degrees
of mixedness.
For two-mode Gaussian states, it follows from the expression Eq. (4.13) of ν˜−
that, for xed marginal purities µ1,2 and seralian ∆, the logarithmi negativity
is stritly inreasing with inreasing µ. By imposing the saturation of the upper
bound of Eq. (4.9),
µ = µmax(µ1,2) ≡ (µ1µ2)/(µ1µ2 + |µ1 − µ2|) , (4.31)
we determine the most pure states for xed marginals; moreover, hoosing µ =
µmax(µ1,2) immediately implies that the upper and the lower bounds on ∆ of
Eq. (4.10) oinide and ∆ is uniquely determined in terms of µ1,2, ∆ = 1+1/µ
max
.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1. Plot of the maximal entanglement ahievable by quantum sys-
tems with given marginal linear entropies: (a) logarithmi negativity of on-
tinuous variable GMEMMS, introdued in [GA3℄, whih saturate the upper
bound of inequality (4.9); (b) tangle of two-qubit MEMMS, introdued in
[GA1℄.
This means that the two-mode states with maximal purity for xed marginals are
indeed the Gaussian maximally entangled states for xed marginal mixednesses
(GMEMMS) [GA3℄. They an be seen as the CV analogues of the MEMMS [GA1℄.








In Fig. 4.1 the logarithmi negativity of GMEMMS is plotted as a funtion of
the marginal linear entropies SL1,2 ≡ 1 − µ1,2, in omparison with the behavior of
the tangle (an entanglement monotone equivalent to the entanglement of formation
for two qubits [273, 59℄, see Se. 1.4.2.1) as a funtion of SL1,2 for disrete variable
MEMMS. Notie, as a ommon feature, how the maximal entanglement ahievable
by quantum mixed states rapidly inreases with inreasing marginal mixednesses
(like in the pure-state instane) and dereases with inreasing dierene of the
marginals. This is natural, beause the presene of quantum orrelations between
the subsystems implies that they should possess rather similar amounts of quantum
information. Let us nally mention that the minimally entangled states for xed
marginals, whih saturate the lower bound of Eq. (4.9) (µ = µ1µ2), are just the
tensor produt states, i.e. states without any (quantum or lassial) orrelations
between the subsystems.
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4.3.3. Entanglement vs Information (III)  Maximal and minimal negativities
at xed global and loal purities
What we have shown so far, by simple analytial bounds, is a general trend of in-
reasing entanglement with inreasing global purity, and with dereasing marginal
8
Note that this is no longer true in two-qubit systems. In that instane, there exist LPTP
(less pure than produt) states, whose global purity is smaller than the produt of their two
marginal purities, implying that they arry less information than the unorrelated produt states.
Surprisingly, they an even be entangled, meaning that they somehow enode negative quantum
orrelations. The LPTP states of two qubits have been disovered and haraterized in [GA1℄.
Reently, the notion of negative quantum information has been reinterpreted in a ommuniation
ontext [121℄.
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purities and dierene between them. We now wish to exploit the joint information
about global and marginal degrees of purity to ahieve a signiative harateriza-
tion of entanglement, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Let us rst investigate
the role played by the seralian ∆ in the haraterization of the properties of two-
mode Gaussian states. To this aim, we analyze the dependene of the eigenvalue













 > 0 . (4.33)
The smallest sympleti eigenvalue of the partially transposed state σ˜ is stritly
monotone in ∆. Therefore the entanglement of a generi Gaussian state σ with
given global purity µ and marginal purities µ1,2, stritly inreases with dereasing
∆. The seralian ∆ is thus endowed with a diret physial interpretation: given
the global and the two marginal purities, it exatly determines the amount of
entanglement of the state. Moreover, due to inequality (4.10), ∆ is onstrained both
by lower and upper bounds; therefore, both maximally and, remarkably, minimally
entangled Gaussian states exist, at xed global and loal degrees of purity. This fat
admirably eluidates the relation between quantum orrelations and information in
two-mode Gaussian states [GA2, GA3, GA6℄, summarized as follows.
â Entanglement at given degrees of information enoded in two-mode
Gaussian states. The entanglement, quantied by the negativities, of two-
mode (mixed) Gaussian states is tightly bound from above and from below
by funtions of the global and the marginal purities, with only one remaining
degree of freedom related to the sympleti invariant ∆.
4.3.3.1. GMEMS and GLEMS: Extremally entangled states and purity-based separa-
bility riteria. We now aim to haraterize extremal (maximally and minimally)
entangled Gaussian states for xed global and marginal purities, along the lines of
[GA2, GA3℄. As it is lear from Eq. (4.5), the standard form of states with xed
marginal purities always satises a = 1/µ1, b = 1/µ2. Therefore the omplete har-
aterization of maximally and minimally entangled states is ahieved by speifying
the expression of their oeients c∓.
GMEMS.Let us rst onsider the states saturating the lower bound in Eq. (4.10),
whih entails maximal entanglement. They are Gaussian maximally entangled









It is easily seen that suh states belong to the lass of asymmetri two-mode
squeezed thermal states, Eq. (4.29), with squeezing parameter and sympleti spe-
trum given by
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In partiular, any GMEMS an be written as an entangled two-mode squeezed
thermal state [satisfying Ineq. (4.30)℄. This provides a haraterization of two-
mode thermal squeezed states as maximally entangled states for given global and
marginal purities. We an restate this result as follows: given an initial tensor
produt of (generally dierent) thermal states, the unitary operation providing the
maximal entanglement for given values of the loal purities µi's is given by a two-
mode squeezing, with squeezing parameter determined by Eq. (4.35). Note that the
same states have also been proven to be maximally entangled at xed global purity
and mean energy [153℄, as already mentioned. Nonsymmetri two-mode thermal
squeezed states turn out to be separable in the range
µ ≤ µ1µ2
µ1 + µ2 − µ1µ2 . (4.37)
In suh a separable region in the spae of purities, no entanglement an our for
states of the form Eq. (4.34), while, outside this region, they are properly GMEMS.
As a onsequene, we obtain a suient entropi ondition for separability: all
two-mode Gaussian states whose purities fall in the separable region dened by
inequality (4.37), are separable.
GLEMS.We now onsider the states that saturate the upper bound in Eq. (4.10).
They determine the lass of Gaussian least entangled states for given global and












Therefore, outside the separable region, GLEMS fulll




Considering the sympleti diagonalization of Gaussian states and the denition of
the seralian ∆ = ν2−+ν2+, Eq. (2.34), it immediately follows that the Sp(4,R) invari-
ant ondition (4.38) is fullled if and only if the sympleti spetrum of the state
takes the form ν− = 1, ν+ = 1/µ. We thus nd that GLEMS are haraterized by
a peuliar spetrum, with all the mixedness onentrated in one `deoupled' quad-
rature. Moreover, by omparing Eq. (4.38) with the unertainty relation (2.35), it
follows that GLEMS are the mixed Gaussian states of partial minimum unertainty
(see Se. 2.2.2.2). They are therefore the most lassial mixed Gaussian states
and, in a sense, this is ompatible with their property of having minimum entan-

































Quite remarkably, realling the analysis presented in Se. 2.3.2, it turns out that
the GLEMS at xed global and marginal purities are also states of minimal global
p−entropy for p < 2, and of maximal global p−entropy for p > 2.
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2 − µ21µ22 .
Therefore, in the range
µ1µ2














an only aomodate entangled states. The very narrow region dened by inequality
(4.40) is thus the only region of oexistene of both entangled and separable Gauss-
ian two-mode mixed states, ompatible with a given triple of purities. We mention
that the suient ondition for entanglement (4.41), rst obtained in Ref. [GA2℄,
has been independently rederived in Ref. [87℄.
Let us also reall that for Gaussian states whose purities saturate the rightmost
inequality in Eq. (4.9), GMEMS and GLEMS oinide and we have a unique lass
of entangled states depending only on the marginal purities µ1,2: they are the
Gaussian maximally entangled states for xed marginals (GMEMMS), introdued
in Se. 4.3.2.
All the previous neessary and/or suient onditions for entanglement 
whih onstitute the strongest entropi riteria for separability [164℄ to date in the
ase of Gaussian states  are olleted in Table 4.I and allow a graphial display
of the behavior of the entanglement of mixed Gaussian states as shown in Fig. 4.2.
These relations lassify the properties of separability of all two-mode Gaussian
states aording to their degree of global and marginal purities.
Degrees of purity Entanglement properties
µ < µ1µ2 unphysial region
µ1µ2 ≤ µ ≤ µ1µ2µ1+µ2−µ1µ2 separable states
µ1µ2










< µ ≤ µ1µ2µ1µ2+|µ1−µ2| entangled states
µ > µ1µ2µ1µ2+|µ1−µ2| unphysial region
Table 4.I. Classiation of two-mode Gaussian states and of their properties
of separability aording to their degrees of global purity µ and of marginal
purities µ1 and µ2.
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Figure 4.2. Summary of entanglement properties of two-mode (nonsymmet-
ri) Gaussian states in the spae of marginal purities µ1,2 (x- and y-axes)
and global purity µ. In fat, on the z-axis we plot the ratio µ/µ1µ2 to gain
a better graphial distintion between the various regions. In this spae, all
physial states lay between the horizontal plane z = 1 representing produt
states, and the upper limiting surfae representing GMEMMS. Separable and
entangled states are well separated exept for a narrow region of oexistene
(depited in yellow). Separable states ll the region depited in red, while
in the region ontaining only entangled states we have depited the average
logarithmi negativity Eq. (4.56), growing from green to magenta. The mathe-
matial relations dening the boundaries between all these regions are olleted
in Table 4.I. The three-dimensional envelope is ut at z = 3.5.
4.3.4. Entanglement vs Information (IV)  Maximal and minimal negativities
at xed global and loal generalized entropies
Here we introdue a more general haraterization of the entanglement of generi
two-mode Gaussian states, by exploiting the generalized p−entropies, dened by
Eq. (1.13) and omputed for Gaussian states in Eq. (2.36), as measures of global
and marginal mixedness. For ease of omparison we will arry out this analysis
along the same lines followed before, by studying the expliit behavior of the global
invariant ∆, diretly related to the logarithmi negativity EN at xed global and
marginal purities. This study will larify the relation between∆ and the generalized
entropies Sp and the ensuing onsequenes for the entanglement of Gaussian states.
We begin by observing that the standard form CM σ of a generi two-mode
Gaussian state an be parametrized by the following quantities: the two marginals
µ1,2 (or any other marginal Sp1,2 beause all the loal, single-mode entropies are
equivalent for any value of the integer p), the global p−entropy Sp (for some hosen
value of the integer p), and the global sympleti invariant ∆. On the other hand,
Eqs. (1.13,2.36,4.4) provide an expliit expression for any Sp as a funtion of µ and
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∆. Suh an expression an be exploited to study the behavior of ∆ as a funtion
of the global purity µ, at xed marginals and global Sp (from now on we will omit


























and the remaining quantities Np and Dp read
Np(∆, R) =
[
(R+ 2 + 2
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∆−R+ 1)(R− 2− 2√∆−R)p−1
+ (
√
∆−R − 1)(R− 2 + 2√∆−R)p−1
]√
∆+R . (4.44)
Now, it is easily shown that the ratioNp(∆, R)/Dp(∆, R) is inreasing with inreas-
ing p and has a zero at p = 2 for any ∆, R; in partiular, its absolute minimum
(−1) is reahed in the limit (∆→ 2, R→ 2, p→ 1). Thus the derivative Eq. (4.42)
is negative for p < 2, null for p = 2 (in this ase ∆ and S2 = 1−µ are of ourse re-
garded as independent variables) and positive for p > 2. This implies that, for given
marginals, keeping xed any global Sp for p < 2 the minimum (maximum) value of
∆ orresponds to the maximum (minimum) value of the global purity µ. Instead,
by keeping xed any global Sp for p > 2 the minimum of ∆ is always attained at
the minimum of the global purity µ. In other words, for xed marginal entropies
and global SV , the quantity ∆ dereases with inreasing global purity, while for
xed marginal properties and global Sp (p > 2), ∆ inreases with inreasing µ.
This observation allows to determine rather straightforwardly the states with
extremal ∆. They are extremally entangled states beause, for xed global and
marginal entropies, the logarithmi negativity of a state is determined only by the
one remaining independent global sympleti invariant, represented by ∆ in our
hoie of parametrization. If, for the moment being, we neglet the xed loal
purities, then the states with maximal ∆ are the states with minimal (maximal) µ
for a given global Sp with p < 2 (p > 2) (see Se. 2.3.2 and Fig. 2.1). As found in
Se. 2.3.2, suh states are minimum-unertainty two-mode states with mixedness
onentrated in one quadrature. We have shown in Se. 4.3.3.1 that they orrespond
to Gaussian least entangled mixed states (GLEMS) whose standard form is given
by Eq. (4.39). As an be seen from Eq. (4.39), these states are onsistent with
any legitimate physial value of the loal invariants µ1,2. We therefore onlude
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that all Gaussian states with maximal ∆ for any xed triple of values of global and
marginal entropies are GLEMS.
Vieversa one an show that all Gaussian states with minimal ∆ for any xed
triple of values of global and marginal entropies are Gaussian maximally entangled
mixed states (GMEMS). This fat is immediately evident in the symmetri ase
beause the extremal surfae in the Sp vs. SL diagrams is always represented by
symmetri two-mode squeezed thermal states (symmetri GMEMS). These states
are haraterized by a degenerate sympleti spetrum and enompass only equal
hoies of the loal invariants: µ1 = µ2. In the nonsymmetri ase, the given
values of the loal entropies are dierent, and the extremal value of ∆ is further
onstrained by inequality (4.10)














≥ 0 , (4.46)
beause Np(∆, R)/Dp(∆, R) > −1. Thus, ∆ − R is an inreasing funtion of ∆
at xed µ1,2 and Sp, and the minimal ∆ orresponds to the minimum of ∆ − R,
whih ours if inequality (4.45) is saturated. Therefore, also in the nonsymmetri
ase, the two-mode Gaussian states with minimal ∆ at xed global and marginal
entropies are GMEMS.
Summing up, we have shown that the two speial lasses of GMEMS and
GLEMS, introdued in Se. 4.3.3 for xed global and marginal linear entropies,
are always extremally entangled two-mode Gaussian states, whatever triple of gen-
eralized global and marginal entropi measures one hooses to x. Maximally and
minimally entangled states of CV systems are thus very robust with respet to the
hoie of dierent measures of mixedness. This is at striking variane with the ase
of disrete variable systems, where it has been shown that xing dierent measures
of mixedness yields dierent lasses of maximally entangled states [261℄.
4.3.4.1. Inversion of extremally entangled states. We will now show that the har-
aterization provided by the generalized entropies leads to some remarkable new
insight on the behavior of the entanglement of CV systems. The ruial observation
is that for a generi p, the smallest sympleti eigenvalue of the partially trans-
posed CM, at xed global and marginal p−entropies, is not in general a monotone
funtion of ∆, so that the onnetion between extremal ∆ and extremal entan-
glement turns out to be, in some ases, inverted. In partiular, while for p < 2
the GMEMS and GLEMS surfaes tend to be more separated as p dereases, for
p > 2 the two lasses of extremally entangled states get loser with inreasing p
and, within a partiular range of global and marginal entropies, they exhange their
role. GMEMS (i.e. states with minimal ∆) beome minimally entangled states and
GLEMS (i.e. states with maximal ∆) beome maximally entangled states. This
inversion always ours for all p > 2.
To understand this interesting behavior, let us study the dependene of the
sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− on the global invariant ∆ at xed marginals and at xed
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3. Plot of the nodal surfae whih solves the equation κp = 0 with
κp dened by Eq. (4.48), for (a) p = 3 and (b) p = 4. The entanglement
of Gaussian states that lie on the leafshaped surfaes is fully quantied in
terms of the marginal purities and the global generalized entropy (a) S3 or (b)
S4. The equations of the surfaes in the spae Ep ≡ {µ1, µ2, Sp} are given by
Eqs. (4.514.53).





















Clearly, for κp > 0 GMEMS and GLEMS retain their usual interpretation, whereas
for κp < 0 they exhange their role. On the node κp = 0 GMEMS and GLEMS
share the same entanglement, i.e. the entanglement of all Gaussian states at κp = 0
is fully determined by the global and marginal p−entropies alone, and does not
depend any more on ∆. Suh nodes also exist in the ase p ≤ 2 in two limiting
instanes: in the speial ase of GMEMMS (states with maximal global purity at
xed marginals) and in the limit of zero marginal purities. We will now show that,
besides these two asymptoti behaviors, a nontrivial node appears for all p > 2,
implying that on the two sides of the node GMEMS and GLEMS indeed exhibit
opposite behaviors. Beause of Eq. (4.42), κp an be written in the following form





with Np and Dp dened by Eq. (4.44) and






κ2 = −1 + ∆˜√
∆˜2 −R2
,
The quantity κp in Eq. (4.48) is a funtion of p, R, ∆, and of the marginals;
sine we are looking for the node (where the entanglement is independent of ∆), we
an investigate the existene of a nontrivial solution to the equation κp = 0 xing
any value of ∆. Let us hoose ∆ = 1+R2/4 that saturates the unertainty relation
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and is satised by GLEMS. With this position, Eq. (4.48) beomes















(R + 2)p−2 − (R − 2)p−2]
(R + 4)(R+ 2)p−2 − (R− 4)(R− 2)p−2 . (4.50)
In fat, as we have already pointed out, κ2 is always positive, while the funtion
fp(R) is an inreasing funtion of p and, in partiular, it is negative for p < 2, null
for p = 2 and positive for p > 2, reahing its asymptote 2/(R + 4) in the limit
p → ∞. This entails that, for p ≤ 2, κp is always positive, whih in turn implies
that GMEMS and GLEMS are respetively maximally and minimally entangled
two-mode states with xed marginal and global p−entropies in the range p ≤ 2
(inluding both Von Neumann and linear entropies). On the other hand, for any
p > 2 one node an be found solving the equation κp(µ1, µ2, 2/µ) = 0. The solutions
to this equation an be found analytially for low p and numerially for any p. They
form a ontinuum in the spae {µ1, µ2, µ} whih an be expressed as a surfae of
general equation µ = µκp(µ1, µ2). Sine the xed variable is Sp and not µ it is
onvenient to rewrite the equation of this surfae in the spae Ep ≡ {µ1, µ2, Sp},
keeping in mind the relation (2.51), holding for GLEMS, between µ and Sp. In this
way the nodal surfae (κp = 0) an be written in the form
Sp = S
κ





p− 1 . (4.51)
The entanglement of all Gaussian states whose entropies lie on the surfae Sκp (µ1, µ2)
is ompletely determined by the knowledge of µ1, µ2 and Sp. The expliit expres-
sion of the funtion µκp (µ1, µ2) depends on p but, being the global purity of physial
states, is onstrained by the inequality
µ1µ2 ≤ µκp(µ1, µ2) ≤
µ1µ2
µ1µ2 + |µ1 − µ2| .
The nodal surfae of Eq. (4.51) onstitutes a `leaf', with base at the point µκp(0, 0) =




3/2) = 1, for any p > 2; suh a leaf beomes
larger and atter with inreasing p (see Fig. 4.3).
For p > 2, the funtion fp(R) dened by Eq. (4.50) is negative but dereasing
with inreasing R, that is with dereasing µ. This means that, in the spae of
entropies Ep, above the leaf (Sp > S
κ
p ) GMEMS (GLEMS) are still maximally
(minimally) entangled states for xed global and marginal generalized entropies,
while below the leaf they are inverted. Notie also that for µ1,2 >
√
3/2 no node
and so no inversion an our for any p. Eah point on the leafshaped surfae
of Eq. (4.51) orresponds to an entire lass of innitely many two-mode Gaussian
states (inluding GMEMS and GLEMS) with the same marginals and the same
global Sp = S
κ
p (µ1, µ2), whih are all equally entangled, sine their logarithmi
negativity is ompletely determined by µ1, µ2 and Sp. For the sake of larity we
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provide the expliit expressions of µκp(µ1, µ2), as plotted in Fig. 4.3 for the ases
(a) p = 3, and (b) p = 4,






























4.3.4.2. Classifying entangled states with generalized entropi measures. Apart from
the relevant `inversion' feature shown by p−entropies for p > 2, the possibility of
an aurate haraterization of CV entanglement based on global and marginal en-
tropi measures still holds in the general ase for any p. In partiular, the set of all
Gaussian states an be again divided, in the spae of global and marginal Sp's, into
three main areas: separable, entangled and oexistene region. It an be thus very
interesting to investigate how the dierent entropi measures hosen to quantify the
degree of global mixedness (all marginal measures are equivalent) behave in lassi-
fying the separability properties of Gaussian states. Fig. 4.4 provides a numerial
omparison of the dierent haraterizations of entanglement obtained by the use
of dierent p−entropies, with p ranging from 1 to 4, for symmetri Gaussian states
(Sp1 = Sp2 ≡ Spi). The last restrition has been imposed just for ease of graphial
display. The following onsiderations, based on the exat numerial solutions of the
transendental onditions, will take into aount nonsymmetri states as well.
The mathematial relations expressing the boundaries between the dierent
regions in Fig. 4.4 are easily obtained for any p by starting from the relations
holding for p = 2 (see Table 4.I) and by evaluating the orresponding Sp(µ1,2) for
eah µ(µ1,2). For any physial symmetri state suh a alulation yields




























Equations (4.54) were obtained exploiting the multipliativity of p−norms on prod-
ut states and using Eq. (2.44) for the lower boundary of the oexistene region
(whih represents GLEMS beoming entangled) and Eq. (2.47) for the upper one
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 4.4. Summary of the entanglement properties for symmetri Gaussian
states at xed global and marginal generalized p−entropies, for (a) p = 1 (Von
Neumann entropies), (b) p = 2 (linear entropies), () p = 3, and (d) p = 4.
All states in the red region are separable. In the entangled region, the average
logarithmi negativity E¯N (Spi , Sp) Eq. (4.56) is depited, growing from green
to magenta. For p > 2 an additional dashed urve is plotted; it represents
the nodal line of inversion. Along it the entanglement is fully determined by
the knowledge of the global and marginal generalized entropies Spi , Sp, and
GMEMS and GLEMS are equally entangled. On the left side of the nodal line
GMEMS (GLEMS) are maximally (minimally) entangled Gaussian states at
xed Spi , Sp. On the right side of the nodal line they are inverted: GMEMS
(GLEMS) are minimally (maximally) entangled states. Also notie how the
yellow region of oexistene (aommodating both separable and entangled
states) beomes narrower with inreasing p. The equations of all boundary
urves an be found in Eq. (4.54).
(whih expresses GMEMS beoming separable). Let us mention also that the re-
lation between any loal entropi measure Spi and the loal purity µi is obtained
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 4.5. Upper and lower bounds on the logarithmi negativity of sym-
metri Gaussian states as funtions of the global and marginal generalized
p−entropies, for (a) p = 1 (Von Neumann entropies), (b) p = 2 (linear en-
tropies), () p = 3, and (d) p = 4. The blue (yellow) surfae represents
GMEMS (GLEMS). Notie that for p > 2 GMEMS and GLEMS surfaes in-
terset along the inversion line (meaning they are equally entangled along that
line), and beyond it they interhange their role. The equations of the inversion
lines are obtained from Eqs. (4.514.53), with the position Sp1 = Sp2 ≡ Spi .
diretly from Eq. (2.36) and reads
Spi =
1− gp(1/µi)
p− 1 . (4.55)
We notie prima faie that, with inreasing p, the entanglement is more sharply
qualied in terms of the global and marginal p−entropies. In fat the region of
oexistene between separable and entangled states beomes narrower with higher
p. Thus, somehow paradoxially, with inreasing p the entropy Sp provides less
information about a quantum state, but at the same time it yields a more aurate
haraterization and quantiation of its entanglement. In the limit p → ∞ all
the physial states ollapse to one point at the origin of the axes in the spae of
generalized entropies, due to the fat that the measure S∞ is identially zero.
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4.4. Quantifying entanglement via purity measures: the average loga-
rithmi negativity
We have extensively shown that knowledge of the global and marginal generalized
p−entropies aurately haraterizes the entanglement of Gaussian states, provid-
ing strong suient and/or neessary onditions. The present analysis naturally
leads us to propose an atual quantiation of entanglement, based exlusively on
marginal and global entropi measures, aording to the approah introdued in
Refs. [GA2, GA3℄.
Outside the separable region, we an formally dene the maximal entanglement
ENmax(Sp1,2 , Sp) as the logarithmi negativity attained by GMEMS (or GLEMS,
below the inversion nodal surfae for p > 2, see Fig. 4.3). In a similar way, in
the entangled region GLEMS (or GMEMS, below the inversion nodal surfae for
p > 2) ahieve the minimal logarithmi negativity ENmin(Sp1,2 , Sp). The expliit
analytial expressions of these quantities are unavailable for any p 6= 2 due to the
transendene of the onditions relating Sp to the sympleti eigenvalues.
The surfaes of maximal and minimal entanglement in the spae of the global
and loal Sp are plotted in Fig. 4.5 for symmetri states. In the plane Sp = 0 the
upper and lower bounds orretly oinide, sine for pure states the entanglement
is ompletely quantied by the marginal entropy. For mixed states this is not
the ase but, as the plot shows, knowledge of the global and marginal entropies
stritly bounds the entanglement both from above and from below. For p > 2, we
notie how GMEMS and GLEMS exhange their role beyond a spei urve in the
spae of Sp's. The equation of this nodal urve is obtained from the general leaf
shaped nodal surfaes of Eqs. (4.514.53), by imposing the symmetry onstraint
(Sp1 = Sp2 ≡ Spi). We notie again how the Sp's with higher p provide a better
haraterization of the entanglement, even quantitatively. In fat, the gap between
the two extremally entangled surfaes in the Sp's spae beomes smaller with higher
p. Of ourse the gap is exatly zero all along the nodal line of inversion for p > 2.
Let us thus introdue a partiularly onvenient quantitative estimate of the
entanglement based only on the knowledge of the global and marginal entropies.
Let us dene the average logarithmi negativity E¯N as
E¯N (Sp1,2 , Sp) ≡
ENmax(Sp1,2 , Sp) + ENmin(Sp1,2 , Sp)
2
. (4.56)
We will now show that this quantity, fully determined by the global and marginal
entropies, provides a reliable quantiation of entanglement (logarithmi negativ-
ity) for two-mode Gaussian states. To this aim, we dene the relative error δE¯N
on E¯N as
δE¯N (Sp1,2 , Sp) ≡
ENmax(Sp1,2 , Sp)− ENmin(Sp1,2 , Sp)
ENmax(Sp1,2 , Sp) + ENmin(Sp1,2 , Sp)
. (4.57)
As Fig. 4.6 shows, this error dereases exponentially both with dereasing global
entropy and inreasing marginal entropies, that is with inreasing entanglement.
In general the relative error δE¯N is `small' for suiently entangled states; we will
present more preise numerial onsiderations in the subase p = 2. Notie that the
deaying rate of the relative error is faster with inreasing p: the average logarithmi
negativity turns out to be a better estimate of entanglement with inreasing p. For
p > 2, δE¯N is exatly zero on the inversion node, then it beomes nite again and,
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 4.6. The relative error δE¯N Eq. (4.57) on the average logarithmi
negativity as a funtion of the ratio Spi/Sp, for (a) p = 1, (b) p = 2, () p = 3,
(d) p = 4, plotted at (a) SV = 1, (b) SL = 1/2, () S3 = 1/4, (d) S4 = 1/6.
Notie how, in general, the error deays exponentially, and in partiular faster
with inreasing p. For p > 2, notie how the error reahes zero on the inversion
node (see the insets), then grows and reahes a loal maximum before going
bak to zero asymptotially.
after reahing a loal maximum, it goes asymptotially to zero (see the insets of
Fig. 4.6).
All the above onsiderations, obtained by an exat numerial analysis, show
that the average logarithmi negativity E¯N at xed global and marginal p−entropies
is a very good estimate of entanglement in CV systems, whose reliability improves
with inreasing entanglement and, surprisingly, with inreasing order p of the en-
tropi measures.
4.4.1. Diret estimate of two-mode entanglement
In the present general framework, a peuliar role is played by the ase p = 2, i.e.
by the linear entropy SL (or, equivalently, the purity µ). The previous general
analysis on the whole range of generalized entropies Sp, has remarkably stressed
the privileged theoretial role of the instane p = 2, whih disriminates between
the region in whih extremally entangled states are unambiguously haraterized
and the region in whih they an exhange their roles. Moreover, the graphial
analysis shows that, in the region where no inversion takes plae (p ≤ 2), xing the
global S2 = 1 − µ yields the most stringent onstraints on the logarithmi nega-
tivity of the states (see Figs. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6). Notie that suh onstraints, involving
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no transendental funtions for p = 2, an be easily handled analytially. A ruial
experimental onsideration strengthens these theoretial and pratial reasons to
privilege the role of S2. In fat, S2 an indeed, assuming some prior knowledge
about the state (essentially, its Gaussian harater), be measured through oneiv-
able diret methods, in partiular by means of single-photon detetion shemes [87℄
(of whih preliminary experimental veriations are available [263℄) or of the up-
oming quantum network arhitetures [80, 86, 165℄. Very reently, a sheme to
loally measure all sympleti invariants (and hene the entanglement) of two-mode
Gaussian states has been proposed, based on number and purity measurements
[195℄. Notie that no omplete homodyne reonstrution [62℄ of the CM is needed
in all those shemes.
As already antiipated, for p = 2 we an provide analytial expressions for the
extremal entanglement in the spae of global and marginal purities [GA2℄
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Consequently, both the average logarithmi negativity δE¯N , dened in Eq. (4.56),
and the relative error δE¯N , given by Eq. (4.57), an be easily evaluated in terms
of the purities. The relative error is plotted in Fig. 4.6(b) for symmetri states as a
funtion of the ratio SLi/SL. Notie, as already pointed out in the general instane
of arbitrary p, how the error deays exponentially. In partiular, it falls below 5% in
the range SL < SLi (µ > µi), whih exludes at most very weakly entangled states
(states with EN . 1).9 Let us remark that the auray of estimating entanglement
by the average logarithmi negativity proves even better in the nonsymmetri ase
µ1 6= µ2, essentially beause the maximal allowed entanglement dereases with the
dierene between the marginals, as shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
The above analysis proves that the average logarithmi negativity E¯N is a re-
liable estimate of the logarithmi negativity EN , improving as the entanglement
inreases [GA2, GA3℄. This allows for an aurate quantiation of CV entangle-
ment by knowledge of the global and marginal purities. As we already mentioned,
the latter quantities may be in turn amenable to diret experimental determination
by exploiting reent single-photon-detetion proposals [87℄ or in general interfer-
ometri quantum-network setups. Let us stress, even though quite obvious, that
the estimate beomes indeed an exat quantiation in the two ruial instanes
of GMEMS (nonsymmetri thermal squeezed states) and GLEMS (mixed states of
partial minimum unertainty), whose logarithmi negativity is ompletely deter-
mined as a funtion of the three purities alone, see Eqs. (4.58, 4.59).
9
It is straightforward to verify that, in the instane of two-mode squeezed thermal (sym-
metri) states, suh a ondition orresponds to cosh(2r) & µ1/4. This onstraint an be easily
satised with the present experimental tehnology: even for the quite unfavorable ase µ = 0.5
the squeezing parameter needed is just r ≃ 0.3.
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4.5. Gaussian entanglement measures versus Negativities
In this Setion, based on Ref. [GA7℄, we add a further piee of knowledge on the
quantiation of entanglement in two-mode Gaussian states. We ompute the
Gaussian entanglement of formation and, in general, the family of Gaussian en-
tanglement measures (see Se. 3.2.2), for two speial lasses of two-mode Gauss-
ian states, namely the states of extremal, maximal and minimal, negativities at
xed global and loal purities (GMEMS and GLEMS, introdued in Se. 4.3.3
[GA2, GA3℄). We nd that the two families of entanglement measures (negativities
and Gaussian entanglement measures) are not equivalent for nonsymmetri two-
mode states. Remarkably, they may indue a ompletely dierent ordering on the
set of entangled two-mode Gaussian states: a nonsymmetri state ̺A an be more
entangled than another state ̺B, with respet to negativities, and less entangled
than the same state ̺B , with respet to Gaussian entanglement measures. How-
ever, the inequivalene between the two families of measures is somehow bounded:
we show that, at xed negativities, the Gaussian entanglement measures are rig-
orously bounded from below. Moreover, we provide strong evidene hinting that
they should be bounded from above as well.
4.5.1. Geometri framework for two-mode Gaussian entanglement measures
The problem of evaluating Gaussian entanglement measures (Gaussian EMs) for
a generi two-mode Gaussian state has been solved in Ref. [270℄. However, the
expliit result ontains so umbersome expressions (involving the solutions of a
fourth-order algebrai equation), that they were judged of no partiular insight to
be reported expliitly in Ref. [270℄.
We reall here the omputation proedure [GA7℄ that we will need in the fol-
lowing. For any two-mode Gaussian state with CM σ ≡ σsf in standard form
Eq. (4.1), a generi Gaussian EM GE is given by the entanglement E of the least
entangled pure state with CM σp ≤ σ, see Eq. (3.11). Denoting by γq (respetively
γp) the 2 × 2 submatrix obtained from σ by aneling the even (resp. odd) rows












All the ovarianes relative to the position operators of the two modes are grouped
in γq, and analogously for the momentum operators in γp. The total CM an then
be written as a diret sum σ = γq ⊕ γp. Similarly, the CM of a generi pure two-
mode Gaussian state in blok-diagonal form (it has been proven that the CM of
the optimal pure state has to be with all diagonal 2× 2 submatries as well [270℄)
an be written as σp = γpq ⊕ γpp , where the global purity of the state imposes
(γpp)
−1 = γpq ≡ Γ (see Appendix A.2.1). The pure states involved in the denition
of the Gaussian EM must thus fulll the ondition
γ−1p ≤ Γ ≤ γq . (4.61)
This problem is endowed with a nie geometri desription [270℄. Writing




x0 + x3 x1
x1 x0 − x3
)
, (4.62)
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the expansion oeients (x0, x1, x3) play the role of spae-time oordinates in
a three-dimensional Minkowski spae. In this piture, for example, the rightmost
inequality in Eq. (4.61) is satised by matries Γ lying on a one, whih is equivalent
to the (bakwards) light one of γq in the Minkowski spae; and similarly for the
leftmost inequality. Indeed, one an show that, for the optimal pure state σ
p
opt
realizing the minimum in Eq. (3.11), the two inequalities in Eq. (4.61) have to be
simultaneously saturated [270℄. From a geometrial point of view, the optimal Γ
has then to be found on the rim of the intersetion of the forward and the bakward
ones of γ−1p and γq, respetively. This is an ellipse, and one is left with the task
of minimizing the entanglement E of σp = Γ⊕ Γ−1 [see Eq. (3.10)℄ for Γ lying on
this ellipse.
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At this point, let us pause to briey reall that any pure two-mode Gaussian
state σp is loally equivalent to a two-mode squeezed state with squeezing parameter
r, desribed by the CM of Eq. (2.22). The following statements are then equivalent:
(i) E is a monotonially inreasing funtion of the entropy of entanglement; (ii)
E is a monotonially inreasing funtion of the single-mode determinant m2 ≡
Detα ≡ Detβ [see Eq. (2.53)℄; (iii) E is a monotonially dereasing funtion of
the loal purity µi ≡ µ1 ≡ µ2 [see Eq. (2.37)℄; (iv) E is a monotonially dereasing
funtion of the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜p− of the partially transposed CM
σ˜p; (v) E is a monotonially inreasing funtion of the squeezing parameter r. This
hain of equivalenes is immediately proven by simply realling that a pure state
is ompletely speied by its single-mode marginals, and that for a single-mode
Gaussian state there is a unique sympleti invariant (the determinant), so that
all oneivable entropi quantities are monotonially inreasing funtions of this
invariant, as shown in Se. 2.3 [GA3℄. In partiular, statement (ii) allows us to
minimize diretly the single-mode determinant over the ellipse,




with Γ given by Eq. (4.62).
To simplify the alulations, one an move to the plane of the ellipse with a
Lorentz boost whih preserves the relations between all the ones; one an then
hoose the transformation so that the ellipse degenerates into a irle (with xed
radius), and introdue polar oordinates on this irle. The alulation of the Gauss-
ian EM for any two-mode Gaussian state is thus nally redued to the minimization
of m2 from Eq. (4.63), at given standard form ovarianes of σ, as a funtion of the
polar angle θ on the irle [135℄. This tehnique had been applied to the omputa-
tion of the Gaussian entanglement of formation by minimizing Eq. (4.63) numeri-
ally [270℄ (see also [56℄). In addition to that, as already mentioned, the Gaussian
entanglement of formation has been exatly omputed for symmetri states, and it
has been proven that in this ase the Gaussian entanglement of formation is the
true entanglement of formation [95℄.
Here we are going to present new analytial alulations, rst obtained in [GA7℄,
of the Gaussian EMs for two relevant lasses of nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian
states: the states of extremal negativities at xed global and loal purities [GA2,
10
The geometri piture desribing the optimal two-mode state whih enters in the deter-
mination of the Gaussian EMs is introdued in [270℄. A more detailed disussion, inluding the
expliit expression of the Lorentz boost needed to move into the plane of the ellipse, an be found
in [135℄.
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GA3℄, introdued in Se. 4.3.3. We begin by writing the general expression of the
single-mode determinant Eq. (4.63) in terms of the standard form ovarianes of a
generi two-mode state, Eq. (4.1), and of the polar angle θ. After some tedious but
straightforward algebra, one nds [GA7℄
m2θ(a, b, c+, c−) = (4.64)
1 +
{[































√√√√1− [c+(ab− c2−) + c−]2[
a− b(ab− c2−)
] [
b − a(ab− c2−)
] }−1 ,
where we have assumed c+ ≥ |c−| without any loss of generality. This implies that,
for any entangled state, c+ > 0 and c− < 0, see Eq. (4.16). The Gaussian EM,
dened in terms of the funtion E on pure states [see Eq. (3.10)℄, oinides then
for a generi two-mode Gaussian state with the entanglement E omputed on the
pure state with m2 = m2opt, where m
2
opt ≡ minθ(m2θ). Aordingly, the sympleti
eigenvalue ν˜− of the partial transpose of the orresponding optimal pure-state CM
σ
p
opt, realizing the inmum in Eq. (3.11), reads [see Eq. (4.13)℄
ν˜p−opt ≡ ν˜−(σpopt) = mopt −
√
m2opt − 1 . (4.65)
As an example, for the Gaussian entanglement of formation [270℄ one has





with h(x) dened by Eq. (4.18).
Finding the minimum of Eq. (4.64) analytially for a generi state is a diult
task. By numerial investigations, we have found that the equation ∂θm
2
θ = 0 an
have from one to four physial solutions (in a period) orresponding to extremal
points, and the global minimum an be attained in any of them depending on the
parameters of the CM σ under inspetion. However, a losed solution an be found
for two important lasses of nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian states, GMEMS and
GLEMS (see Se. 4.3.3), as we will now show.
4.5.2. Gaussian entanglement measures for extremal states
We have shown in Se. 4.3.3 that, at xed global purity of a two-mode Gaussian
state σ, and at xed loal purities of eah of the two redued single-mode states,
the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partial transpose of the CM σ (whih
qualies its separability by the PPT riterion, and quanties its entanglement in
terms of the negativities) is stritly bounded from above and from below. This
entails the existene of two disjoint lasses of extremal states, namely the states of
maximum negativity for xed global and loal purities (GMEMS), and the states
of minimum negativity for xed global and loal purities (GLEMS) [GA2, GA3℄.
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Realling these results, it is useful to reparametrize the standard form ovari-
anes Eq. (4.1) of a general entangled two-mode Gaussian states, whose purities
satisfy Ineq. (4.41) (see also Table 4.I), as follows,

























where the two loal purities are regulated by the parameters s and d, being µ1 =
(s+ d)−1, µ2 = (s − d)−1, and the global purity is µ = g−1. The oeient λ em-
bodies the only remaining degree of freedom (related to ∆) needed for the omplete
determination of the negativities, one the three purities have been xed. It ranges
from the minimum λ = −1 (orresponding to the GLEMS) to the maximum λ = +1
(orresponding to the GMEMS). Therefore, as it varies, λ enompasses all possible
entangled two-mode Gaussian states ompatible with a given set of assigned values
of the purities (i.e. those states whih ll the entangled region in Table 4.I). The
onstraints that the parameters s, d, g must obey for Eq. (2.54) to denote a proper
CM of a physial state are, from Eqs. (4.84.10): s ≥ 1, |d| ≤ s− 1, and
g ≥ 2|d|+ 1 , (4.69)
If the global purity is large enough so that Ineq. (4.69) is saturated, GMEMS
and GLEMS oinide, the CM beomes independent of λ, and the two lasses of
extremal states oalese into a unique lass, ompletely determined by the marginals
s and d. We have denoted these states as GMEMMS in Se. 4.3.2, that is, Gaussian
two-mode states of maximal negativity at xed loal purities [GA3℄. Their CM,
from Eq. (4.1), is simply haraterized by c± = ±
√
s2 − (d+ 1)2, where we have
assumed without any loss of generality that d ≥ 0 (orresponding to hoose, for
instane, mode 1 as the more mixed one: µ1 ≤ µ2).
In general (see Table 4.I), a GMEMS (λ = +1) is entangled for
g < 2s− 1 , (4.70)
while a GLEMS (λ = −1) is entangled for a smaller g, namely
g <
√
2(s2 + d2)− 1 . (4.71)
4.5.2.1. Gaussian entanglement of minimum-negativity states (GLEMS). We want to
nd the optimal pure state σ
p
opt entering in the denition Eq. (3.11) of the Gaussian
EM. To do this, we have to minimize the single-mode determinant of σ
p
opt, given by
Eq. (4.64), over the angle θ. It turns out that, for a generi GLEMS, the oeient
of sin θ in the last line of Eq. (4.64) vanishes, and the expression of the single-mode




[A cos θ +B]2
2(ab− c2−)[(g2 − 1) cos θ + g2 + 1]
, (4.72)
with A = c+(ab− c2−) + c−, B = c+(ab− c2−)− c−, and a, b, c± are the ovarianes
of GLEMS, obtained from Eqs. (4.67,4.68) setting λ = −1.
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The only relevant solutions (exluding the unphysial and the trivial ones) of
the equation ∂θm
2
θ = 0 are θ = π and





c+(ab− c2−) + c−
]
.
Studying the seond derivative ∂2θm
2







(remember that c− ≤ 0), the solution θ = π is a minimum. In this range of param-
eters, the other solution θ = θ∗ is unphysial (in fat | cos θ∗| ≥ 1), so m2θ=π is the
global minimum. When, instead, Ineq. (4.73) is violated, m2θ has a loal maximum
for θ = π and two minima appear at θ = ±θ∗. The global minimum is attained
in any of the two, given that, for GLEMS, m2θ is invariant under reetion with
respet to the axis θ = π. Colleting, substituting, and simplifying the obtained













d2+s2 ≤ g <
√












Here δ ≡ (2d− g− 1)(2d− g+1)(2d+ g− 1)(2d+ g+1)(g− 2s− 1)(g− 2s+1)(g+
2s− 1)(g + 2s+ 1).
Immediate inspetion ruially reveals that m2GLEMSopt is not in general a fun-
tion of the sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− alone. Therefore, the Gaussian EMs, and
in partiular, the Gaussian entanglement of formation, are not equivalent to the
negativities for GLEMS. Further remarks will be given in the following, when the
Gaussian EMs of GLEMS and GMEMS will be ompared and their relationship
with the negativities will be eluidated.
4.5.2.2. Gaussian entanglement of maximum-negativity states (GMEMS). The mini-
mization of m2θ from Eq. (4.64) an be arried out in a simpler way in the ase of
GMEMS, whose ovarianes an be retrieved from Eq. (4.68) setting λ = 1. First
of all, one an notie that, when expressed as a funtion of the Minkowski oordi-
nates (x0, x1, x3), orresponding to the submatrix Γ [Eq. (4.62)℄ of the pure state
σp = Γ ⊕ Γ−1 entering in the optimization problem Eq. (3.11), the single-mode
determinant m2 of σp is globally minimized for x3 = 0. In fat, from Eq. (4.63),
m2 is minimal, with respet to x3, when DetΓ = x
2
0 − x21 − x23 is maximal. Next,
one an show that for GMEMS there always exists a matrix Γ, with x3 = 0, whih
is a simultaneous solution of the two matrix equations obtained by imposing the
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saturation of the two sides of inequality (4.61). As a onsequene of the above
disussion, this matrix would denote the optimal pure state σ
p
opt. By solving the
system of equations Det (γq −Γ) = Det (Γ− γ−1p ) = 0, where the matries involved
are expliitly dened ombining Eq. (4.60) and Eq. (4.68) with λ = 1, one nds the
following two solutions for the oordinates x0 and x1:
x±0 =
(g + 1)s±√[(g − 1)2 − 4d2] (−d2 + s2 − g)





−d2 + s2 − g ± s√(g − 1)2 − 4d2
2 (d2 + g)
.
(4.75)
The orresponding pure state σp± = Γ± ⊕ Γ±−1 turns out to be, in both ases, a
two-mode squeezed state desribed by a CM of the form Eq. (2.22), with cosh(2r) =
x±0 . Beause the single-mode determinant m
2 = cosh2(2r) for these states, the
















2|d|+ 1 ≤ g < 2s− 1 .
(4.76)
One again, also for the lass of GMEMS the Gaussian EMs are not simple funtions
of the sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− alone. Consequently, they provide a quantiation
of CV entanglement of GMEMS inequivalent to the one determined by the nega-
tivities. Furthermore, we will now show how these results raise the problem of the
ordering of two-mode Gaussian states aording to their degree of entanglement, as
quantied by dierent families of entanglement measures [GA7℄.
4.5.3. Entanglement-indued ordering of two-mode Gaussian states
We have more than one remarked that, in the ontext of CV systems, when one
restrits to symmetri, two-mode Gaussian states (whih inlude all pure states)
the known omputable measures of entanglement all orretly indue the same
ordering on the set of entangled states [GA7℄. We will now show that, indeed, this
nie feature is not preserved moving to mixed, nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian
states. We aim at omparing Gaussian EMs and negativities on the two extremal
lasses of two-mode Gaussian states [GA3℄, introduing thus the onept of extremal
ordering. At xed global and loal purities, the negativity of GMEMS (whih is the
maximal one) is obviously always greater than the negativity of GLEMS (whih is
the minimal one). If for the same values of purities the Gaussian EMs of GMEMS
are larger than those of GLEMS, we will say that the extremal ordering is preserved.
Otherwise, the extremal ordering is inverted. In this latter ase, whih is learly the
most intriguing, the states of minimal negativities are more entangled, with respet
to Gaussian EMs, than the states of maximal negativities, and the inequivalene
of the orderings, indued by the two dierent families of entanglement measures,
beomes manifest.
The problem an be easily stated. By omparing mGLEMSopt from Eq. (4.74) and
mGMEMSopt from Eq. (4.76), one has that in the range of global and loal purities, or,
equivalently, of parameters {s, d, g}, suh that
mGMEMSopt ≥ mGLEMSopt , (4.77)
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Figure 4.7. Comparison between the ordering indued by Gaussian EMs on
the lasses of states with extremal (maximal and minimal) negativities. This
extremal ordering of the set of entangled two-mode Gaussian states is studied
in the spae of the CM's parameters {s, d, g}, related to the global and loal
purities by the relations µ1 = (s + d)−1, µ2 = (s − d)−1 and µ = g−1. The
intermediate, meshed surfae is onstituted by those global and loal mixed-
nesses suh that the Gaussian EMs give equal values for the orresponding
GMEMS (states of maximal negativities) and GLEMS (states of minimal neg-
ativities). Below this surfae, the extremal ordering is inverted (GMEMS have
less Gaussian EM than GLEMS). Above it, the extremal ordering is preserved
(GMEMS have more Gaussian EM than GLEMS). However, it must be noted
that this does not exlude that the individual orderings indued by the neg-
ativities and by the Gaussian EMs on a pair of non-extremal states may still
be inverted in this region. Above the uppermost, lighter surfae, GLEMS are
separable states, so that the extremal ordering is trivially preserved. Below
the lowermost, darker surfae, no physial two-mode Gaussian states an exist.
the extremal ordering is preserved. When Ineq. (4.77) is violated, the extremal
ordering is inverted. The boundary between the two regions, whih an be found
imposing the equality mGMEMSopt = m
GLEMS
opt , yields the range of global and loal pu-
rities suh that the orresponding GMEMS and GLEMS, despite having dierent
negativities, have equal Gaussian EMs. This boundary surfae an be found nu-
merially, and the result is shown in the 3D plot of Fig. 4.7.
One an see, as a ruial result, that a region where the extremal ordering
is inverted does indeed exist. The Gaussian EMs and the negativities are thus
denitely not equivalent for the quantiation of entanglement in nonsymmetri
two-mode Gaussian states. The interpretation of this result is quite puzzling. On
the one hand, one ould think that the ordering indued by the negativities is
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Figure 4.8. Summary of entanglement properties of two-mode Gaussian
states, in the projeted spae of the loal mixedness b = µ−12 of mode 2,
and of the global mixedness g = µ−1, while the loal mixedness of mode 1
is kept xed at a referene value a = µ−11 = 5. Below the thik urve, ob-
tained imposing the equality in Ineq. (4.77), the Gaussian EMs yield GLEMS
more entangled than GMEMS, at xed purities: the extremal ordering is thus
inverted. Above the thik urve, the extremal ordering is preserved. In the
oexistene region (see Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.I), GMEMS are entangled while
GLEMS are separable. The boundaries of this region are given by Eq. (4.71)
(dashed line) and Eq. (4.70) (dash-dotted line). In the separability region,
GMEMS are separable too, so all two-mode Gaussian states whose purities
lie in that region are not entangled. The shaded regions annot ontain any
physial two-mode Gaussian state.
a natural one, due to the fat that suh measures of entanglement are diretly
inspired by the neessary and suient PPT riterion for separability. Thus, one
would expet that the ordering indued by the negativities should be preserved by
any bona de measure of entanglement, espeially if one onsiders that the extremal
states, GLEMS and GMEMS, have a lear physial interpretation. Therefore, as the
Gaussian entanglement of formation is an upper bound to the true entanglement of
formation, one ould be tempted to take this result as an evidene that the latter is
globally minimized on non-Gaussian deomposition, at least for GLEMS. However,
this is only a qualitative/speulative argument: proving or disproving that the
Gaussian entanglement of formation is the true one for any two-mode Gaussian
state is still an open question under lively debate [1℄.
On the other hand, one ould take the simplest disrete-variable instane, on-
stituted by a two-qubit system, as a test-ase for omparison. There, although for
pure states the negativity oinides with the onurrene, an entanglement mono-
tone equivalent to the entanglement of formation for all states of two qubits [113℄
(see Se. 1.4.2.1), the two measures ease to be equivalent for mixed states, and
the orderings they indue on the set of entangled states an be dierent [247℄. This
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analogy seems to support again (see Se. 1.3.3.3) the stand that, in the arena of
mixed states, a unique measure of entanglement is a himera and annot really
be pursued, due to the dierent operative meanings and physial proesses (in the
ases when it has been possible to identify them) that are assoiated to eah def-
inition: one ould think, for instane, of the operative dierene existing between
the denitions of distillable entanglement and entanglement ost (see Se. 1.3.3.2).
In other words, from this point of view, eah inequivalent measure of entanglement
introdued for mixed states should apture physially distint aspets of quantum
orrelations existing in these states. Then, joining this kind of outlook, one ould
hope that the Gaussian EMs might still be onsidered as proper measures of CV
entanglement, adapted to a dierent ontext than negativities. This point of view
will be proven espeially orret when onstruting Gaussian EMs to investigate
entanglement sharing in multipartite Gaussian states, as disussed in Part III.
Whatever be the ase, we have shown that two dierent families of measures
of CV entanglement an indue dierent orderings on the set of two-mode entan-
gled states. This is more learly illustrated in Fig. 4.8, where we keep xed one
of the loal mixednesses and we lassify, in the spae of the other loal mixedness
and of the global mixedness, the dierent regions related to entanglement and ex-
tremal ordering of two-mode Gaussian states, ompleting diagrams like Fig. 4.2 and
Fig. 4.4(b), previously introdued to desribe separability in the spae of purities.
4.5.4. Comparison between Gaussian entanglement measures and negativities
We wish to give now a more diret omparison of the two families of entanglement
measures for two-mode Gaussian states [GA7℄. In partiular, we are interested in
nding the maximum and minimum values of one of the two measures, if the other
is kept xed. A very similar analysis has been performed by Verstraete et al. [247℄,
in their omparative analysis of the negativity and the onurrene for states of
two-qubit systems.
Here it is useful to perform the omparison diretly between the sympleti
eigenvalue ν˜−(σ) of the partially transposed CM σ˜ of a generi two-mode Gaussian
state with CM σ, and the sympleti eigenvalue ν˜−(σ
p
opt) of the partially transposed
CM σ˜
p
opt of the optimal pure state with CM σ
p
opt, whih minimizes Eq. (3.11). In
fat, the negativities are all monotonially dereasing funtions of ν˜−(σ), while the
Gaussian EMs are all monotonially dereasing funtions of ν˜−(σ
p
opt).
To start with, let us reall one more that for pure states and for mixed sym-
metri states (in the set of two-mode Gaussian states), the two quantities oinide
[95℄. For nonsymmetri states, one an immediately prove the following bound
ν˜−(σ
p
opt) ≤ ν˜−(σ) . (4.78)
In fat, from Eq. (3.11), σ
p
opt ≤ σ [270℄. For positive matries, A ≥ B implies
ak ≥ bk, where the ak's (resp. bk's) denote the ordered sympleti eigenvalues of
A (resp. B) [92℄. Beause the ordering A ≥ B is preserved under partial transpo-
sition, Ineq. (4.78) holds true. This fat indues a haraterization of symmetri
states, whih saturate Ineq. (4.78), as the two-mode Gaussian states with minimal
Gaussian EMs at xed negativities.
It is then natural to raise the question whether an upper bound on the Gaussian
EMs at xed negativities exists as well. It seems hard to address this question
diretly, as one laks a losed expression for the Gaussian EMs of generi states.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison between Gaussian EMs and negativities for two-
mode Gaussian states. On the horizontal axis we plot the sympleti eigenvalue
ν˜−(σ) of the partially transposed CM σ˜ of a generi two-mode Gaussian state
with CM σ. On the vertial axis we plot the sympleti eigenvalue ν˜−(σ
p
opt)
of the partially transposed CM σ˜
p
opt of the optimal pure state with CM σ
p
opt,
whih minimizes Eq. (3.11). The negativities are all monotonially dereasing
funtions of ν˜−(σ), while the Gaussian EMs are all monotonially dereasing
funtions of ν˜−(σ
p
opt). The equation of the two boundary urves are obtained
from the saturation of Ineq. (4.78) (upper bound) and Ineq. (4.81) (lower
bound), respetively. The dots represent 50 000 randomly generated CMs of
two-mode Gaussian states. Of up to 1 million random CMs, none has been
found to lie below the lower solid-line urve, enforing the onjeture that it
be an absolute boundary for all two-mode Gaussian states.
But we an promptly give partial answers if we restrit to the lasses of GLEMS
and of GMEMS, for whih the Gaussian EMs have been expliitly omputed in
Se. 4.5.2.




4(s2 + d2)− g2 − 1−
√
(4(s2 + d2)− g2 − 1)2 − 4g2
]
/2 .
Next, we an reparametrize the CM (obtained by Eq. (4.68) with λ = −1) to
make ν˜− appear expliitly, namely g =
√
ν˜2−[4(s2 + d2)− 1− ν˜2−]/(1 + ν˜2−). At
this point, one an study the pieewise funtion m2GLEMSopt from Eq. (4.74), and nd
out that it is a onvex funtion of d in the whole spae of parameters orresponding
to entangled states. Hene, m2GLEMSopt , and thus the Gaussian EM, is maximized at
the boundary |d| = (2ν˜−s− ν˜2−−1)/2, resulting from the saturation of Ineq. (4.69).
The states maximizing Gaussian EMs at xed negativities, if we restrit to the lass
of GLEMS, have then to be found in the sublass of GMEMMS (states of maximal
negativity for xed marginals [GA3℄, dened by Eq. (4.1) in Se. 4.3.2), depending
on the parameter s and on the eigenvalue ν˜− itself, whih ompletely determines
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the negativity. For these states,
mGMEMMSopt (s, ν˜−) =
2s
1− ν˜2− + 2ν˜−s
. (4.79)
The further optimization over s is straightforward beausemGMEMMSopt is an inreasing


















One an of ourse perform a similar analysis for GMEMS. But, after analogous
reasonings and omputations, what one nds is exatly the same result. This is not
so surprising, keeping in mind that GMEMS, GLEMS and all two-mode Gaussian
states with generi s and d but with global mixedness g saturating Ineq. (4.69),
ollapse into the same family of two-mode Gaussian states, the GMEMMS, om-
pletely determined by the loal single-mode properties (they an be viewed as a
generalization of the pure two-mode states: the symmetri GMEMMS are in fat
pure). Hene, the bound of Ineq. (4.81), limiting the Gaussian EMs from above at
xed negativities, must hold for all GMEMS as well.
At this point, it is tempting to onjeture that Ineq. (4.81) holds for all two-
mode Gaussian states. Unfortunately, the lak of a losed, simple expression for
the Gaussian EM of a generi state makes the proof of this onjeture impossible,
at the present time. However, one an show, by analytial power-series expansions
of Eq. (4.64), trunated to the leading order in the innitesimal inrements, that,
for any innitesimal variation of the parameters of a generi CM around the lim-
iting values haraterizing GMEMMS, the Gaussian EMs of the resulting states
lie always below the boundary imposed by the orresponding GMEMMS with the
same ν˜−. In this sense, the GMEMMS are, at least, a loal maximum for the
Gaussian EM versus negativity problem. Furthermore, extensive numerial inves-
tigations of up to a million CMs of randomly generated two-mode Gaussian states,
provide onrmatory evidene that GMEMMS attain indeed the global maximum
(see Fig. 4.9). We an thus quite ondently onjeture, however, at the moment,
without a omplete formal proof of the statement, that GMEMMS, in the limit of
innite average loal mixedness (s→∞), are the states of maximal Gaussian EMs
at xed negativities, among all two-mode Gaussian states.
A diret omparison between the two prototypial representatives of the two
families of entanglement measures, respetively the Gaussian entanglement of for-
mation GEF and the logarithmi negativity EN , is plotted in Fig. 4.10. For any
xed value of EN , Ineq. (4.78) provides in fat a rigorous lower bound on GEF ,
namely
GEF ≥ h[exp(−EN )] , (4.82)










where we exploited Eqs. (4.15,4.66), and h[x] is given by Eq. (4.18).
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Figure 4.10. Comparison between the Gaussian entanglement of formation
GEF and the logarithmi negativity EN for two-mode Gaussian states. Sym-
metri states aomodate on the lower boundary (solid line), determined by the
saturation of Ineq. (4.82). GMEMMS with innite, average loal mixedness,
lie on the dashed line, whose dening equation is obtained from the saturation
of Ineq. (4.83). All GMEMS and GLEMS lie below the dashed line. The latter
is onjetured, with strong numerial support, to be the upper boundary for
the Gaussian entanglement of formation of all two-mode Gaussian states, at
xed negativity.
The existene of lower and upper bounds on the Gaussian EMs at xed nega-
tivities (the latter stritly proven only for extremal states), limits to some extent
the inequivalene arising between the two families of entanglement measures, for
nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian states.
We have thus demonstrated the following.
â Ordering two-mode Gaussian states with entanglement measures. The
Gaussian entanglement measures and the negativities indue inequivalent or-
derings on the set of entangled, nonsymmetri, two-mode Gaussian states.
This inequivalene is however onstrained: at xed negativities, the Gauss-
ian measures of entanglement are bounded from below (the states whih
saturate this bound are simply symmetri two-mode states); moreover, we
provided some strong evidene suggesting that they are as well bounded from
above.
4.6. Summary and further remarks
Summarizing, in this Chapter we foused on the simplest oneivable states of a
bipartite CV system: two-mode Gaussian states. We have shown that, even in this
simple instane, the theory of quantum entanglement hides several subtleties and
reveals some surprising aspets.
Following Refs. [GA2, GA3, GA6℄, we have pointed out the existene of both
maximally and minimally entangled two-mode Gaussian states at xed loal and
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global generalized p−entropies. The analytial properties of suh states have been
studied in detail for any value of p. Remarkably, for p ≤ 2, minimally entangled
states are minimum-unertainty states, saturating Ineq. (2.19), while maximally en-
tangled states are nonsymmetri two-mode squeezed thermal states. Interestingly,
for p > 2 and in spei ranges of the values of the entropi measures, the role
of suh states is reversed. In partiular, for suh quantiations of the global and
loal entropies, two-mode squeezed thermal states, often referred to as CV analog
of maximally entangled states, turn out to be minimally entangled. Moreover, we
have introdued the notion of average logarithmi negativity for given global and
marginal generalized p-entropies, showing that it provides a reliable estimate of CV
entanglement in a wide range of physial parameters.
Our analysis also laries the reasons why the linear entropy is a `privileged'
measure of mixedness in ontinuous variable systems. It is naturally normalized
between 0 and 1, it oers an aurate qualiation and quantiation of entangle-
ment of any mixed state while giving signiative information about the state itself
and, ruially, is the only entropi measure whih ould be diretly measured in the
near future by shemes involving only single-photon detetions or the tehnology of
quantum networks, without requiring a full homodyne reonstrution of the state.
We have furthermore studied, following Ref. [GA7℄, the relations existing be-
tween dierent omputable measures of entanglement, showing how the negativi-
ties (inluding the standard logarithmi negativity) and the Gaussian onvex-roof
extended measures (Gaussian EMs, inluding the Gaussian entanglement of forma-
tion) are inequivalent entanglement quantiers for nonsymmetri two-mode Gauss-
ian states. We have omputed Gaussian EMs expliitly for the two lasses of two-
mode Gaussian states having extremal (maximal and minimal) negativities at xed
purities. We have highlighted how, in a ertain range of values of the global and
loal purities, the ordering on the set of entangled states, as indued by the Gauss-
ian EMs, is inverted with respet to that indued by the negativities. The question
whether a ertain Gaussian state is more entangled than another, thus, has no de-
nite answer, not even when only extremal states are onsidered, as the answer omes
to depend on the measure of entanglement one hooses. Extended omments on
the possible meanings and onsequenes of the existene of inequivalent orderings
of entangled states have been provided. Furthermore, we have proven the existene
of a lower bound holding for the Gaussian EMs at xed negativities, and that this
bound is saturated by two-mode symmetri Gaussian states. Finally, we have pro-
vided some strong numerial evidene, and partial analytial proofs restrited to
extremal states, that an upper bound on the Gaussian EMs at xed negativities
exists as well, and is saturated by states of maximal negativity for given marginals,
in the limit of innite average loal mixedness.
We believe that our results will raise renewed interest in the problem of the
quantiation of entanglement in CV systems, whih seemed fairly well under-
stood in the speial instane of two-mode Gaussian states. Moreover, we hope that
the present Chapter may onstitute a rst step toward the solution of more gen-
eral (open) problems onerning the entanglement of Gaussian states [1℄, suh as
the omputation of the entanglement of formation for generi two-mode Gaussian
states, and the proof (or disproof) of its identity with the Gaussian entanglement
of formation in a larger lass of Gaussian states beyond the symmetri instane.
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We are now going to show, in Chapter 5, how some of the results here derived
for two-mode states, an be extended for the investigation of bipartite entangle-
ment in multimode Gaussian states endowed with peuliar symmetri strutures.
Last but not the least, the results olleted in the present Chapter might prove
useful as well in the task of quantifying multipartite entanglement of Gaussian
states. For instane, we should mention here that any two-mode redution of a
pure three-mode Gaussian state is a GLEMS, as we will show in Chapter 7 (this
straightforwardly follows from the phase-spae Shmidt deomposition disussed in
Se. 2.4.2.1). Therefore, one has then available the tools and an apply them to
investigate the sharing struture of multipartite CV entanglement of three-mode,
and, more generally, multimode Gaussian states, as we will do in Chapter 6.
Let us moreover mention that the experimental prodution and manipulation
of two-mode Gaussian entanglement will be disussed in Chapter 9.
CHAPTER 5
Multimode entanglement under symmetry
In quantum information and omputation siene, it is of partiular relevane to
provide theoretial methods to determine the entanglement of systems susepti-
ble to enompass many parties. Suh an interest does not stem only from pure
intelletual uriosity, but also from pratial needs in the implementations of real-
isti information protools. This is espeially true as soon as one needs to enode
two-party information in a multipartite struture in order to minimize possible er-
rors and deoherene eets [163, 111℄. The study of the struture of multipartite
entanglement poses many formidable hallenges, onerning both its qualiation
and quantiation, and so far little progress has been ahieved for multi-qubit sys-
tems and in general for multi-party systems in nite-dimensional Hilbert spaes.
However, the situation looks somehow more promising in the arena of CV systems,
where some aspets of genuine multipartite entanglement an be, to begin with,
qualitatively understood studying the entanglement of multimode bipartitions.
In the present Chapter, based on Refs. [GA4, GA5℄ we analyze in detail the
entanglement properties of multimode Gaussian states endowed with partiular
symmetry onstraints under mode permutations. Their usefulness arises in on-
texts like quantum error orretion [36℄, where some redundany is required for a
fault-tolerant enoding of information. Bisymmetri and, as a speial ase, fully
symmetri Gaussian states have been introdued in Se. 2.4.3. An analysis of the
sympleti spetra of (M + N)-mode Gaussian states has revealed that, with re-
spet to the bipartition aross whih they exhibit the loal permutation invariane
(any bipartition is valid for fully symmetri states), loal sympleti diagonaliza-
tions of the M -mode and the N -mode bloks result in a omplete redution of the
multimode state to an equivalent two-mode state, tensor M +N − 2 unorrelated
thermal single-mode states. The equivalent two-mode state enodes all the infor-
mation of the original bisymmetri multimode state for what onerns entropy and
entanglement. As a onsequene, the validity of the PPT riterion as a neessary
and suient ondition for separability has been extended to bisymmetri Gaussian
states in Se. 3.1.1.
Here, equipped with the powerful theoretial tools for the analysis of two-mode
entanglement in Gaussian states, demonstrated in the previous Chapter, we perform
a lose analysis of the multimode entanglement in symmetri and bisymmetri
Gaussian states. In partiular, we will investigate how the blok entanglement
sales with the number of modes, hinting at the presene of genuine multipartite
entanglement arising among all the modes as their total number inreases, at a given
squeezing degree. Motivated by this analysis, in the next Part of this Dissertation
we will fae full-fore the problem of quantifying the ruial and hideous property
of genuine multipartite CV entanglement in Gaussian states.
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The entral observation of the present Chapter is embodied by following re-
sult [GA4, GA5℄, straightforwardly deduible from the disussions in Se. 2.4.3 and
Se. 3.1.1.
â Unitarily loalizable entanglement of bisymmetri Gaussian states. The
bipartite entanglement of bisymmetri (M + N)-mode Gaussian states un-
der M ×N partitions is unitarily loalizable, namely, through loal unitary
(reversible) operations, it an be ompletely onentrated onto a single pair
of modes, eah of them belonging respetively to the M -mode and to the
N -mode bloks.
Hene the multimode blok entanglement (i.e. the entanglement between bloks
of modes) of bisymmetri (generally mixed) Gaussian states an be determined as
a two-mode entanglement. The entanglement will be quantied by the logarithmi
negativity in the general instane beause the PPT riterion holds, but we will
also show some expliit nontrivial ases in whih the entanglement of formation,
Eq. (1.35), between M -mode and N -mode parties an be exatly omputed.
We remark that our notion of loalizable entanglement is dierent from that
introdued by Verstraete, Popp, and Cira for spin systems [248℄. There, it was
dened as the maximal entanglement onentrable on two hosen spins through
loal measurements on all the other spins.
11
Here, the loal operations that on-
entrate all the multimode entanglement on two modes are unitary and involve the
two hosen modes as well, as parts of the respetive bloks.
5.1. Bipartite blok entanglement of bisymmetri Gaussian states
In Se. 2.4.3, the study of the multimode CM σ of Eq. (2.64) has been redued to
a two-mode problem by means of loal unitary operations. This nding allows for
an exhaustive analysis of the bipartite entanglement between the M - and N -mode
bloks of a multimode bisymmetri Gaussian state, resorting to the powerful results
available for two-mode Gaussian states (see Chapter 4). For any multimode Gauss-
ian state with CM σ, let us dene the assoiated equivalent two-mode Gaussian












where the 2×2 bloks have been impliitly dened in the CM, Eq. (2.65). As already
mentioned, the entanglement of the bisymmetri state with CM σ, originally shared
among all the M + N modes, an be ompletely onentrated by loal unitary
(sympleti) operations on a single pair of modes in the state with CM σeq. Suh
an entanglement is, in this sense, loalizable.
We now move on to desribe some onsequenes of this result. A rst qualia-
tive remark has been explored in Se. 3.1.1. Namely, PPT riterion turns out to be
automatially neessary and suient for separability of (M +N)-mode Gaussian
states under M ×N bipartitions [GA5℄. For a more quantitative investigation, the
following sympleti analysis, whih ompletes that of Se. 2.4.3, will be preious.
11
This (non-unitarily) loalizable entanglement will be also omputed for (mixed) symmetri
Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes, and it will be shown to be in diret quantitative
onnetion with the optimal delity of multiparty teleportation networks [GA9℄ (see Se. 12.2 and
Fig. 12.4).
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5.1.1. Sympleti properties of symmetri states
As a preliminary analysis, it is useful to provide a sympleti parametrization for the
standard form oeients of any two-mode redued state of a fully symmetri N -
mode CM σβN , Eq. (2.60). Following the disussion in Se. 2.4.1.1, the oeients
b, z1, z2 of the standard form are determined by the loal, single-mode invariant
Detβ ≡ µ−2β , and by the sympleti invariants Detσβ2 ≡ µ−2β2 and ∆β2 ≡ ∆(σβ2).
Here µβ (µβ2) is the marginal purity of the single-mode (two-mode) redued states,
while ∆β2 is the remaining seralian invariant, Eq. (2.34), of the two-mode redued
states. Aording to Se. 4.1, this parametrization is provided, in the present
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This parametrization has a straightforward interpretation, beause µβ and µβ2
quantify the loal mixednesses and ∆β2 regulates the entanglement of the two-
mode bloks at xed global and loal purities [GA2℄ (see Se. 4.3.3).
Moreover, we an onnet the sympleti spetrum of σβN , given by Eq. (2.61),
to the known sympleti invariants. The (N − 1)-times degenerate eigenvalue ν−β
is independent of N , while ν+βN an be simply expressed as a funtion of the single-













2 + (N − 2)(ν−β )2
)
. (5.3)
In turn, the two-mode sympleti eigenvalues are determined by the two-mode
invariants by the relation
2(ν∓β )
2 = ∆β2 ∓
√
∆2β2 − 4/µ2β2 . (5.4)











and, through Eq. (5.3), an be fully determined in terms of the one- and two-mode
parameters alone. Analogous reasonings and expressions hold of ourse for the fully
symmetri M -mode blok with CM σαM given by Eq. (2.60).
5.1.2. Evaluation of blok entanglement in terms of sympleti invariants
We an now eiently disuss the quantiation of the multimode blok entan-
glement of bisymmetri Gaussian states. Exploiting our results on the sympleti
haraterization of two-mode Gaussian states [GA2, GA3℄ (see Se. 4.1) we an
selet the relevant quantities that, by determining the orrelation properties of
the two-mode Gaussian state with CM σeq , also determine the entanglement and
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orrelations of the multimode Gaussian state with CM σ. These quantities are,
learly, the equivalent marginal purities µαeq and µβeq, the global purity µeq and
the equivalent two-mode invariant ∆eq.
Let us remind that, by exploiting Eqs. (2.61,2.62,5.2), the sympleti spetra of
the CMs σαm and σβn may be reovered by means of the loal two-mode invariants
µβ, µα, µβ2 , µα2 , ∆β2 and ∆α2 . The quantities µαeq and µβeq are easily determined
in terms of loal invariants alone:
µαeq = 1/ν
+
αm µβeq = 1/ν
+
βn . (5.6)
On the other hand, the determination of µeq and ∆eq require the additional knowl-
edge of two global sympleti invariants of the CM σ; this should be expeted, be-
ause they are suseptible of quantifying the orrelations between the two parties.
The natural hoies for the global invariants are the global purity µ = 1/
√
Detσ
and the invariant ∆, given by
∆ = MDetα+M(M − 1)Det ε+NDetβ







∆eq = ∆− (M − 1)(ν−α )2 − (N − 1)(ν−β )2 . (5.8)
The entanglement between the M -mode and the N -mode subsystems, quanti-
ed by the logarithmi negativity Eq. (3.8) an thus be easily determined, as it is
the ase for two-mode states. In partiular, the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− eq
of the matrix σ˜eq, derived from σeq by partial transposition, fully quanties the
entanglement between the M -mode and N -mode partitions. Realling the results
of Se. 4.2.1, the quantity ν˜− eq reads













The logarithmi negativity E
αM |βN
N measuring the bipartite entanglement between
the M -mode and N -mode subsystems is then
E
αM |βN
N = max [− log ν˜− eq, 0] . (5.10)
In the ase ν+αM = ν
+
βN , orresponding to the following ondition
(a+ (M − 1)e1)(a+ (M − 1)e2) = (b + (N − 1)z1)(b + (N − 1)z2) , (5.11)
on the standard form ovarianes Eq. (2.60), the equivalent two-mode state is sym-
metri and we an determine also the entanglement of formation, using Eq. (4.17).
Let us note that the possibility of exatly determining the entanglement of forma-
tion of a multimode Gaussian state under aM×N bipartition is a rather remarkable
onsequene, even under the symmetry onstraints obeyed by the CM σ. Another
relevant fat to point out is that, sine both the logarithmi negativity and the
entanglement of formation are dereasing funtions of the quantity ν˜− eq, the two
measures indue the same entanglement hierarhy on suh a subset of equivalently
symmetri states (i.e. states whose equivalent two-mode CM σeq is symmetri).
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From Eq. (5.7) it follows that, if the (M +N)-mode bisymmetri state is pure
(µ = ν−αM = ν
−
βN = 1), then the equivalent two-mode state is pure as well (µeq = 1)
and, up to loal sympleti operations, it is a two-mode squeezed vauum. Therefore
any pure bisymmetri multimode Gaussian state is equivalent, under loal unitary
(sympleti) operations, to a tensor produt of a single two-mode squeezed pure
state and of M + N − 2 unorrelated vaua. This renes the somehow similar
phase-spae Shmidt redution holding for arbitrary pure bipartite Gaussian states
[29, 92℄, disussed in Se. 2.4.2.1.
More generally, if both the reduedM -mode andN -mode CMs σαM and σβN of
a bisymmetri, mixed multimode Gaussian state σ of the form Eq. (2.63) orrespond
to Gaussian mixed states of partial minimum unertainty (see Se. 2.2.2.2), i.e. if
ν−αM = ν
−
βN = 1, then Eq. (5.7) implies µeq = µ. Therefore, the equivalent two-mode
state has not only the same entanglement, but also the same degree of mixedness
of the original multimode state. In all other ases of bisymmetri multimode states
one has that
µeq ≥ µ (5.12)
and the proess of loalization thus produes a two-mode state with higher purity
than the original multimode state. In this spei sense, we see that the proess of
unitary loalization implies a proess of puriation as well.
5.1.3. Unitary loalization as a reversible multimode/two-mode entanglement
swith
It is important to observe that the unitarily loalizable entanglement (when om-
putable) is always stronger than the loalizable entanglement in the sense of [248℄.
In fat, if we onsider a generi bisymmetri multimode state of a M × N bipar-
tition, with eah of the two target modes owned respetively by one of the two
parties (bloks), then the ensemble of optimal loal measurements on the remain-
ing (assisting) M + N − 2 modes belongs to the set of LOCC with respet to
the onsidered bipartition. By denition the entanglement annot inrease under
LOCC, whih implies that the loalized entanglement (in the sense of [248℄) is al-
ways less or equal than the original M ×N blok entanglement. On the ontrary,
all of the same M × N original bipartite entanglement an be unitarily loalized
onto the two target modes.
This is a key point, as suh loal unitary transformations are reversible by def-
inition. Therefore, by only using passive and ative linear optis elements suh as
beam-splitters, phase shifters and squeezers, one an in priniple implement a re-
versible mahine (entanglement swith) that, from mixed, bisymmetri multimode
states with strong quantum orrelations between all the modes (and onsequently
between the M -mode and the N -mode partial bloks) but weak ouplewise entan-
glement, is able to extrat a highly pure, highly entangled two-mode state (with
no entanglement lost, all the M × N entanglement an be loalized). If needed,
the same mahine would be able, starting from a two-mode squeezed state and a
olletion of unorrelated thermal or squeezed states, to distribute the two-mode
entanglement between all modes, onverting the two-mode into multimode, multi-
partite quantum orrelations, again with no loss of entanglement. The bipartite or
multipartite entanglement an then be used on demand, the rst for instane in
a CV quantum teleportation protool [39℄, the latter e.g. to enable teleportation
networks [236℄ or to perform multimode entanglement swapping [28℄. We remark,
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Figure 5.1. If You Cut The Head Of A Basset Hound, It Will Grow
Again (by F. Illuminati, 2001; see also [207℄, Chapter 1). Graphial depition
of the proess of unitary loalization (onentration) and deloalization (dis-
tribution) of entanglement in three-mode bisymmetri Gaussian states [GA5℄
(or basset hound states), desribed in the text. Initially, mode 1 is entan-
gled (entanglement is depited as a waving string) with both modes 2 and 3.
It exists a loal (with respet to the 1|(23) bipartition) sympleti operation,
realized e.g. via a beam-splitter (denoted by a blak thik dash), suh that all
the entanglement is onentrated between mode 1 and the transformed mode
2′, while the other transformed mode 3′ deouples from the rest of the system
(unitary loalization). Therefore, the head of the basset hound (mode 3′) has
been ut o. However, being realized through a sympleti operation (i.e. uni-
tary on the density matrix), the proess is reversible: operating on modes 2′
and 3′ with the inverse sympleti transformation, yields the original modes 2
and 3 entangled again with mode 1, without any loss of quantum orrelations
(unitary deloalization): the head of the basset hound is bak again.
one more, that suh an entanglement swith is endowed with maximum (100%)
eieny, as no entanglement is lost in the onversions. This fat may have a re-
markable impat in the ontext of quantum repeaters [41℄ for ommuniations with
ontinuous variables.
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5.1.3.1. The ase of the basset hound. To give an example, we an onsider a bisym-
metri 1 × 2 three-mode Gaussian state,12 where the CM of the last two modes
(onstituting subsystem SB) is assumed in standard form, Eq. (2.54). Beause of
the symmetry, the loal sympleti transformation responsible for entanglement
onentration in this simple ase is the identity on the rst mode (onstituting
subsystem SA) and just a 50:50 beam-splitter transformation B2,3(1/2), Eq. (2.26),
on the last two modes [268℄ (see also Se. 9.2.1). The entire proedure of unitary
loalization and deloalization of entanglement [GA5℄ is depited in Fig. 5.1. In-
terestingly, it may be referred to as ut-o and regrowth of the head of a basset
hound, where in our example the basset hound pitorially represents a bisymmetri
three-mode state. However, the breed of the dog reets the fat that the unitary
loalizability is a property that extends to all 1×N [GA4℄ andM ×N [GA5℄ bisym-
metri Gaussian states (in whih ase, the basset hound's body would be longer
and longer with inreasing N). We an therefore address bisymmetri Gaussian
states as basset hound states, if desired.
In this anine analogy, let us take the freedom to remark that fully symmetri
states of the form Eq. (2.60), as a speial ase, are of ourse bisymmetri under
any bipartition of the modes; this, in brief, means that any oneivable multimode,
bipartite entanglement is loally equivalent to the minimal two-mode, bipartite
entanglement (onsequenes of this will be deeply investigated in the following).
Pitorially, remaining in the ontext of three-mode Gaussian states, this speial
type of basset hound state resembles a Cerberus state, in whih any one of the
three heads an be ut and an be reversibly regrown.
5.2. Quantiation and saling of entanglement in fully symmetri states
In this Setion we will expliitly ompute the blok entanglement (i.e. the entangle-
ment between dierent bloks of modes) for some instanes of multimode Gaussian
states. We will study its saling behavior as a funtion of the number of modes and
explore in deeper detail the loalizability of the multimode entanglement. We fous
our attention on fully symmetri L-mode Gaussian states (the number of modes
is denoted by L in general to avoid onfusion), endowed with omplete permuta-
tion invariane under mode exhange, and desribed by a 2L × 2L CM σβL given
by Eq. (2.60). These states are trivially bisymmetri under any bipartition of the
modes, so that their blok entanglement is always loalizable by means of loal sym-
pleti operations. Let us reall that onerning the ovarianes in normal forms




= 1 in Eq. (2.61), whih yields
z1 =
(L − 2)(b2 − 1) +√(b2 − 1) [L ((b2 − 1)L+ 4)− 4]
2b(L− 1) ,
z2 =




The bipartite and genuinely tripartite entanglement struture of three-mode Gaussian
states will be extensively investigated in Chapter 7, based on Ref. [GA11℄. The bisymmetri
three-mode Gaussian states will be also reonsidered as eient resoures for 1 → 2 teleloning
of oherent states in Se. 12.3, based on Ref. [GA16℄.
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Figure 5.2. Entanglement hierarhy for (1 + N)-mode fully symmetri pure
Gaussian states (N = 9).
Pure fully symmetri Gaussian states are generated as the outputs of the appliation
of a sequene of L− 1 beam-splitters to L single-mode squeezed inputs [236, 240℄.
The CM σ
p
βL of this lass of pure states, for a given number of modes, depends only
on the parameter b ≡ 1/µβ ≥ 1, whih is an inreasing funtion of the single-mode
squeezing needed to prepare the state. Correlations between the modes are indued
aording to the expression (5.13) for the ovarianes zi. We will study their mul-
tipartite entanglement sharing in Chapter 6, and their usefulness for teleportation
networks in Se.12.2.
In general, exploiting our previous analysis, we an ompute the entanglement
between a blok ofK modes and the remaining L−K modes, both for pure states (in
this ase the blok entanglement is simply equivalent to the Von Neumann entropy
of eah of the redued bloks) and, remarkably, also for mixed fully symmetri
states under any bipartition of the modes.
5.2.1. 1×N entanglement
Based on Ref. [GA4℄, we begin by assigning a single mode to subsystem SA, and
an arbitrary number N of modes to subsystem SB, forming a CV system globally
prepared in a fully symmetri (1 +N)-mode Gaussian state of modes.
5.2.1.1. Blok entanglement hierarhy and signatures of genuine multipartite entan-




inserting Eq. (5.13) into Eq. (2.60) with L ≡ (1+N). Exploiting our previous anal-
ysis, we an ompute the entanglement between a single mode with redued CM
σβ and any K-mode partition of the remaining modes (1 ≤ K ≤ N), by determin-
ing the equivalent two-mode CM σ
β|βK
eq . We remark that, for every K, the 1 ×K
entanglement is always equivalent to a 1 × 1 entanglement, so that the quantum
orrelations between the dierent partitions of σ an be diretly ompared to eah
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other: it is thus possible to establish a multimode entanglement hierarhy without
any problem of ordering.
The 1 × K entanglement quantied by the logarithmi negativity Eβ|βKN is
determined by the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜
(K,N)
−eq of the partially transposed
CM σ˜β|β
K
eq . For any nonzero squeezing (i.e. b > 1) one has that ν˜
(K,N)
−eq < 1,
meaning that the state exhibits genuine multipartite entanglement: eah mode is
entangled with any other K-mode blok, as rst remarked in Ref. [240℄. Further,







as shown in Fig. 5.2.
The 1×1 entanglement between two modes is weaker than the 1×2 one between
a mode and other two modes, whih is in turn weaker than the 1×K one, and so
on with inreasing K in this typial asade struture. From an operational point
of view, a signature of genuine multipartite entanglement is revealed by the fat
that performing e.g. a loal measurement on a single mode will aet all the other
N modes. This means that the quantum orrelations ontained in the state with
CM σ
p
β1+N an be fully reovered only when onsidering the 1×N partition.
In partiular, the pure-state 1×N logarithmi negativity is, as expeted, inde-
pendent of N , being a simple monotoni funtion of the entropy of entanglement
EV , Eq. (1.25) (dened as the Von Neumann entropy of the redued single-mode
state with CM σβ). It is worth noting that, in the limit of innite squeezing
(b→∞), only the 1×N entanglement diverges while all the other 1×K quantum













N(K + 1)−K(K − 3)
]
, (5.14)
whih annot exeed log
√
5 ≃ 0.8 for any N and for any K < N .
5.2.1.2. Entanglement saling with the number of modes. At xed squeezing (i.e. xed
loal properties, b ≡ 1/µβ), the saling with N of the 1 × (N − 1) entanglement
ompared to the 1× 1 entanglement is shown in Fig. 5.3 (we reall that the 1×N
entanglement is independent on N). Notie how, with inreasing number of modes,
the multimode entanglement inreases to the detriment of the two-mode one. The
latter is indeed being distributed among all the modes: this feature will be properly
quantied within the framework of CV entanglement sharing in Chapter 6 [GA10℄.
We remark that suh a saling feature ours in any Gaussian state, either
fully symmetri or bisymmetri (think, for instane, to a single-mode squeezed
state oupled with a N -mode symmetri thermal squeezed state), pure or mixed.
The simplest example of a mixed state in whih our analysis reveals the presene
of genuine multipartite entanglement is obtained from σ
p
β1+N
by traing out some
of the modes. Fig. 5.3 an then also be seen as a demonstration of the saling in
suh a N -mode mixed state, where the 1 × (N − 1) entanglement is the strongest
one. Thus, with inreasing N , the global mixedness an limit but not destroy the
distribution of entanglement in multiparty form among all the modes.
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Figure 5.3. Saling as a funtion of N of the 1×1 entanglement (green bars)
and of the 1× (N − 1) entanglement (red bars) for a (1 +N)-mode pure fully
symmetri Gaussian state, at xed squeezing (b = 1.5).
5.2.2. M×N entanglement
Based on Ref. [GA5℄, we an now onsider a generi 2N -mode fully symmetri
mixed state with CM σ
p\Q
β2N , see Eq. (2.60), obtained from a pure fully symmetri
(2N +Q)-mode state by traing out Q modes.
5.2.2.1. Blok entanglement hierarhy and optimal loalizable entanglement. For any
Q, for any dimension K of the blok (K ≤ N), and for any nonzero squeezing
(i.e. for b > 1) one has that ν˜K < 1, meaning that the state exhibits genuine
multipartite entanglement, generalizing the 1 × N ase desribed before: eah K-
mode party is entangled with the remaining (2N −K)-mode blok. Furthermore,
the genuine multipartite nature of the entanglement an be preisely unveiled by
observing that, again, E
βK |β2N−K
N is an inreasing funtion of the integer K ≤ N ,
as shown in Fig. 5.4. Moreover, we note that the multimode entanglement of mixed
states remains nite also in the limit of innite squeezing, while the multimode
entanglement of pure states diverges with respet to any bipartition, as shown in
Fig. 5.4.
In fully symmetri Gaussian states, the blok entanglement is unitarily loal-
izable with respet to any K × (2N − K) bipartition. Sine in this instane all
the entanglement an be onentrated on a single pair of modes, after the partition
has been deided, no strategy ould grant a better yield than the loal sympleti
operations bringing the redued CMs in Williamson form (beause of the mono-
toniity of the entanglement under general LOCC). However, the amount of blok
entanglement, whih is the amount of onentrated two-mode entanglement after
unitary loalization has taken plae, atually depends on the hoie of a partiular
K × (2N −K) bipartition, giving rise to a hierarhy of loalizable entanglements.
Let us suppose that a given Gaussian multimode state (say, for simpliity, a
fully symmetri state) is available and its entanglement is meant to serve as a
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Figure 5.4. Hierarhy of blok entanglements of fully symmetri 2N-mode
Gaussian states of K × (2N − K) bipartitions (2N = 10) as a funtion of
the single-mode squeezing b. The blok entanglements are depited both for
pure states (solid lines) and for mixed states obtained from fully symmetri
(2N + 4)-mode pure Gaussian states by traing out 4 modes (dashed lines).
resoure for a given protool. Let us further suppose that the protool is optimally
implemented if the entanglement is onentrated between only two modes of the
global systems, as it is the ase, e.g., in a CV teleportation protool between two
single-mode parties [39℄. Whih hoie of the bipartition between the modes allows
for the best entanglement onentration by a suession of loal unitary operations?
In this framework, it turns out that assigning K = 1 mode at one party and all
the remaining modes to the other, as disussed in Se. 5.2.1, onstitutes the worst
loalization strategy [GA5℄. Conversely, for an even number of modes the best
option for loalization is an equal K = N splitting of the 2N modes between the
two parties. The logarithmi negativity E
βN |βN
N , onentrated into two modes by
loal operations, represents the optimal loalizable entanglement (OLE) of the state
σβ2N , where optimal refers to the hoie of the bipartition. Clearly, the OLE of
a state with 2N + 1 modes is given by E
βN+1|βN
N . These results may be applied to
arbitrary, pure or mixed, fully symmetri Gaussian states.
5.2.2.2. Entanglement saling with the number of modes. We now turn to the study
of the saling behavior with N of the OLE of 2N -mode states, to understand how
the number of loal ooperating parties an improve the maximal entanglement that
an be shared between two parties. For generi (mixed) fully symmetri 2N -mode
states of N ×N bipartitions, the OLE an be quantied also by the entanglement
of formation EF , Eq. (4.17), as the equivalent two-mode state is symmetri, see
Se. 5.1.2. It is then useful to ompare, as a funtion of N , the 1× 1 entanglement
of formation between a pair of modes (all pairs are equivalent due to the global
symmetry of the state) before the loalization, and the N × N entanglement of
formation, whih is equal to the optimal entanglement onentrated in a spei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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5. Saling, with half the number of modes, of the entanglement of
formation in two families of fully symmetri 2N-mode Gaussian states. Plot
(a) depits pure states, while mixed states (b) are obtained from (2N + 4)-
mode pure states by traing out 4 modes. For eah lass of states, two sets of
data are plotted, one referring to N ×N entanglement (yellow bars), and the
other to 1× 1 entanglement (blue bars). Notie how the N ×N entanglement,
equal to the optimal loalizable entanglement (OLE) and estimator of genuine
multipartite quantum orrelations among all the 2N modes, inreases at the
detriment of the bipartite 1×1 entanglement between any pair of modes. The
single-mode squeezing parameter is xed at b = 1.5.
pair of modes after performing the loal unitary operations. The results of this
study are shown in Fig. 5.5. The two quantities are plotted at xed squeezing b as
a funtion of N both for a pure 2N -mode state with CM σp
β2N
and a mixed 2n-mode
state with CM σ
p\4
β2N
. As the number of modes inreases, any pair of single modes
beomes steadily less entangled, but the total multimode entanglement of the state
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grows and, as a onsequene, the OLE inreases with N . In the limit N →∞, the
N ×N entanglement diverges while the 1×1 one vanishes. This exatly holds both
for pure and mixed states, although the global degree of mixedness produes the
typial behavior that tends to redue the total entanglement of the state.
5.2.3. Disussion
We have shown that bisymmetri (pure or mixed) multimode Gaussian states,
whose strutural properties are introdued in Se. 2.4.3, an be redued by lo-
al sympleti operations to the tensor produt of a orrelated two-mode Gaussian
state and of unorrelated thermal states (the latter being obviously irrelevant as
far as the orrelation properties of the multimode Gaussian state are onerned).
As a onsequene, all the entanglement of bisymmetri multimode Gaussian states
of arbitrary M × N bipartitions is unitarily loalizable in a single (arbitrary) pair
of modes shared by the two parties. Suh a useful redution to two-mode Gauss-
ian states is somehow similar to the one holding for states with fully degenerate
sympleti spetra [29, 92℄, enompassing the relevant instane of pure states, for
whih all the sympleti eigenvalues are equal to 1 (see Se. 2.4.2.1). The present
result allows to extend the PPT riterion as a neessary and suient ondition
for separability to all bisymmetri multimode Gaussian states of arbitrary M ×N
bipartitions (as shown in Se. 3.1.1), and to quantify their entanglement [GA4, GA5℄.
Notie that, in the general bisymmetri instane addressed in this Chapter, the
possibility of performing a two-mode redution is ruially partition-dependent.
However, as we have expliitly shown, in the ase of fully symmetri states all the
possible bipartitions an be analyzed and ompared, yielding remarkable insight
into the struture of the multimode blok entanglement of Gaussian states. This
leads nally to the determination of the maximum, or optimal loalizable entangle-
ment that an be unitarily onentrated on a single pair of modes.
It is important to notie that the multipartite entanglement in the onsidered
lass of multimode Gaussian states an be produed and deteted [236, 240℄, and
also, by virtue of the present analysis, reversibly loalized by all-optial means.
Moreover, the multipartite entanglement allows for a reliable (i.e. with delity
F > Fcl, where Fcl = 1/2 is the lassial threshold, see Chapter 12) quantum
teleportation between any two parties with the assistane of the remaining others
[236℄. The onnetion between entanglement in the symmetri Gaussian resoure
states and optimal teleportation-network delity has been laried in [GA9℄, and
will be disussed in Se. 12.2.
More generally, the present Chapter has the important role of bridging between
the two entral parts of this Dissertation, the one dealing with bipartite entangle-
ment on one hand, and the one dealing with multipartite entanglement on the
other hand. We have haraterized entanglement in multimode Gaussian states by
reduing it to a two-mode problem. By omparing the equivalent two-mode entan-
glements in the dierent bipartitions we have unambiguously shown that genuine
multipartite entanglement is present in the studied Gaussian states. It is now time
to analyze in more detail the sharing phenomenon responsible for the distribution
of entanglement from a bipartite, two-mode form, to a genuine multipartite mani-
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CHAPTER 6
Gaussian entanglement sharing
One of the main hallenges in fundamental quantum theory, as well as in quantum
information and omputation sienes, lies in the haraterization and quantia-
tion of bipartite entanglement for mixed states, and in the denition and inter-
pretation of multipartite entanglement both for pure states and in the presene
of mixedness [163, 111℄. More intriguingly, a quantitative, physially signiant,
haraterization of the entanglement of states shared by many parties an be at-
tempted: this approah, introdued in a seminal paper by Coman, Kundu and
Wootters (CKW) [59℄, has lead to the disovery of so-alled monogamy inequal-
ities [see Eq. (1.45)℄, onstraining the maximal entanglement distributed among
dierent internal partitions of a multiparty system. Suh inequalities are uprising
as one of the fundamental guidelines on whih proper multipartite entanglement
measures have to be built [GA12℄.
While important progresses have been gained on these issues in the ontext of
qubit systems (as reviewed in Se. 1.4), a less satisfatory understanding had been
ahieved until reent times on higher-dimensional systems, assoiated to Hilbert
spaes with an inreasingly omplex struture. However, and quite remarkably,
in innite-dimensional Hilbert spaes of CV systems, important progresses have
been obtained in the understanding of the (bipartite) entanglement properties of
the fundamental lass of Gaussian states, as it learly emerges, we hope, from the
previous Parts of this Dissertation.
Building on these insights, we have performed the rst analysis of multipartite
entanglement sharing in a CV senario. This has resulted, in partiular, in the rst
(and unique to date) mathematially and physially bona de measure of genuine
tripartite entanglement for arbitrary three-mode Gaussian states [GA10, GA11℄, in
a proof of the monogamy inequality on distributed entanglement for all Gaussian
states [GA15℄, and in the demonstration of the promisuous sharing struture of
multipartite entanglement in Gaussian states [GA10℄, whih arises in three-mode
symmetri states [GA11, GA16℄ and an be unlimited in states of more than three
modes [GA19℄.
These and related results are the subjet of the present Part of this Dissertation.
We begin in this Chapter by introduing our novel entanglement monotones
(ontangle, Gaussian ontangle and Gaussian tangle) apt to quantify distributed
Gaussian entanglement, thus generalizing to the CV setting the tangle [59℄ dened
for systems of two qubits by Eq. (1.48).
Motivated by the analysis of the blok entanglement hierarhy and its saling
struture in fully symmetri Gaussian states (see Se. 5.2) we will proeed by es-
tablishing a monogamy onstraint on the entanglement distribution in suh states.
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We will then lift the symmetry requirements and prove that CV entanglement,
one properly quantied, is monogamous for all Gaussian states [GA15℄. This is
arguably the most relevant result of this Chapter, and one of the milestones of this
Dissertation.
The paradigmati instane of tripartite CV entanglement, embodied by three-
mode Gaussian states, will be treated independently and in full detail in the next
Chapter. In that ase, let us antiipate that from the monogamy inequality a
measure of genuine tripartite entanglement emerges naturally (residual Gaussian
ontangle), and we will prove it to be a full entanglement monotone under Gaussian
LOCC. Equipped with suh a powerful tool to quantify tripartite entanglement, we
will proeed to investigate the entanglement sharing struture in three-mode Gauss-
ian states, unveiling the original feature named promisuity: it essentially means
that bipartite and multipartite entanglement an enhane eah other in Gaussian
states and be simultaneously maximized without violating the monogamy inequal-
ity on entanglement sharing. In Chapter 8, the promisuous sharing struture
of distributed CV entanglement will be shown to arise to an unlimited extent in
Gaussian states of at least four modes.
6.1. Distributed entanglement in multipartite ontinuous variable sys-
tems
Our primary aim, as in Ref. [GA10℄, is to analyze the distribution of entanglement
between dierent (partitions of) modes in Gaussian states of CV systems. The
reader is referred to Se. 1.4 for a detailed, introdutory disussion on the subjet
of entanglement sharing.
6.1.1. The need for a new ontinuous-variable entanglement monotone
In Ref. [59℄ Coman, Kundu and Wootters (CKW) proved for system of three
qubits, and onjetured for N qubits (this onjeture has now been proven by
Osborne and Verstraete [169℄), that the bipartite entanglement E (properly quan-
tied) between, say, qubit A and the remaining two-qubits partition (BC) is never
smaller than the sum of the A|B and A|C bipartite entanglements in the redued
states:
EA|(BC) ≥ EA|B + EA|C . (6.1)
This statement quanties the so-alled monogamy of quantum entanglement [230℄,
in opposition to the lassial orrelations, whih are not onstrained and an be
freely shared.
One would expet a similar inequality to hold for three-mode Gaussian states,
namely
Ei|(jk) − Ei|j − Ei|k ≥ 0 , (6.2)
where E is a proper measure of bipartite CV entanglement and the indexes {i, j, k}
label the three modes. However, the demonstration of suh a property is plagued
by subtle diulties.
Let us for instane onsider the simplest oneivable instane of a pure three-
mode Gaussian state ompletely invariant under mode permutations. These pure
Gaussian states are named fully symmetri (see Se. 2.4.3), and their standard
form CM [obtained by inserting Eq. (5.13) with L = 3 into Eq. (2.60)℄ is only
parametrized by the loal mixedness b = (1/µβ) ≥ 1, an inreasing funtion of the
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single-mode squeezing rloc, with b→ 1+ when rloc → 0+. For these states, it is not
diult to show that the inequality (6.2) an be violated for small values of the loal
squeezing fator, using either the logarithmi negativity EN or the entanglement
of formation EF (whih is omputable in this ase via Eq. (4.17), beause the two-
mode redued mixed states of a pure symmetri three-mode Gaussian states are
again symmetri) to quantify the bipartite entanglement. This fat implies that
none of these two measures is the proper andidate for approahing the task of
quantifying entanglement sharing in CV systems. This situation is reminisent of
the ase of qubit systems, for whih the CKW inequality holds using the tangle
τ , dened in Eq. (1.48) as the square of the onurrene [113℄, but an fail if one
hooses equivalent measures of bipartite entanglement suh as the onurrene itself
or the entanglement of formation [59℄.
It is then neessary to dene a proper measure of CV entanglement that speif-
ially quanties entanglement sharing aording to a monogamy inequality of the
form (6.2). A rst important hint toward this goal omes by observing that, when
dealing with 1 × N partitions of fully symmetri multimode pure Gaussian states
together with their 1×1 redued partitions, the desired measure should be a mono-
tonially dereasing funtion f of the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the
orresponding partially transposed CM σ˜. This requirement stems from the fat
that ν˜− is the only eigenvalue that an be smaller than 1, as shown in Se. 3.1.1
and Se. 5.1.2, violating the PPT riterion with respet to the seleted biparti-
tion. Moreover, for a pure symmetri three-mode Gaussian state, it is neessary
to require that the bipartite entanglements Ei|(jk) and Ei|j = Ei|k be respetively
funtions f(ν˜
i|(jk)
− ) and f(ν˜
i|j





− , in suh a way that they beome innitesimal of the same order in










→ 1 for b→ 1+ , (6.3)
where the prime denotes dierentiation with respet to the single-mode mixedness
b. The violation of the sharing inequality (6.2) exhibited by the logarithmi nega-
tivity an be in fat traed bak to the divergene of its rst derivative in the limit
of vanishing squeezing. The above ondition formalizes the physial requirement
that in a symmetri state the quantum orrelations should appear smoothly and be
distributed uniformly among all the three modes. One an then see that the un-
known funtion f exhibiting the desired property is simply the squared logarithmi
negativity
13
f(ν˜−) = [− log ν˜−]2 . (6.4)
We remind again that for (fully symmetri) (1 + N)-mode pure Gaussian states,
the partially transposed CM with respet to any 1×N bipartition, or with respet
to any redued 1× 1 bipartition, has only one sympleti eigenvalue that an drop
13
Notie that an innite number of funtions satisfying Eq. (6.3) an be obtained by expand-
ing f(ν˜−) around ν˜− = 1 at any even order. However, they are all monotoni onvex funtions of
f . If the inequality (6.2) holds for f , it will hold as well for any monotonially inreasing, onvex
funtion of f , suh as the logarithmi negativity raised to any even power k ≥ 2, but not for
k = 1. We will exploit this gauge freedom in the following, to dene an equivalent entanglement
monotone in terms of squared negativity [GA15℄.
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below 1; hene the simple form of the logarithmi negativity (and, equivalently, of
its square) in Eq. (6.4).
6.1.2. Squared negativities as ontinuous-variable tangles
Equipped with this nding, one an give a formal denition of a bipartite entangle-
ment monotone Eτ that, as we will soon show, an be regarded as a CV analogue
of the tangle. Note that the ontext here is ompletely general and we are not
assuming that we are dealing with Gaussian states only. For a generi pure state
|ψ〉 of a (1 + N)-mode CV system, we dene our measure as the square of the
logarithmi negativity [the latter dened by Eq. (1.43)℄:
Eτ (ψ) ≡ log2 ‖ ˜̺‖1 , ̺ = |ψ〉〈ψ| . (6.5)
This is a proper measure of bipartite entanglement, being a onvex, inreasing
funtion of the logarithmi negativity EN , whih is equivalent to the entropy of
entanglement Eq. (1.25) for arbitrary pure states in any dimension. Def. (6.5) is
naturally extended to generi mixed states ρ of (N +1)-mode CV systems through
the onvex-roof formalism. Namely, we an introdue the quantity
Eτ (ρ) ≡ inf{pi,ψi}
∑
i
piEτ (ψi) , (6.6)
where the inmum is taken over all onvex deompositions of ρ in terms of pure
states {|ψi〉}; if the index i is ontinuous, the sum in Eq. (6.6) is replaed by an
integral, and the probabilities {pi} by a probability distribution π(ψ). Let us now
reall that, for two qubits, the tangle an be dened as the onvex roof of the
squared negativity [142℄ (the latter being equal to the onurrene [113℄ for pure
two-qubit states [247℄, as mentioned in Se. 1.4.2.1). Here, Eq. (6.6) states that the
onvex roof of the squared logarithmi negativity properly denes the ontinuous-
variable tangle, or, in short, the ontangle Eτ (ρ), in whih the logarithm takes into
aount for the innite dimensionality of the underlying Hilbert spae.
On the other hand, by realling the equivalene of negativity and onurrene
for pure states of qubits, the tangle itself an be dened for CV systems as the
onvex-roof extension of the squared negativity. Let us reall that the negativity
N , Eq. (1.40) of a quantum state ̺ is a onvex funtion of the logarithmi negativity
EN , Eq. (1.43), being
N (̺) = exp[EN (̺)− 1]
2
. (6.7)
These denitions are sensible and appliable to a generi (in priniple non-
Gaussian) state of a CV system.
6.1.2.1. Gaussian ontangle and Gaussian tangle. From now on, we will restrit our
attention to Gaussian states.
Gaussian ontangle. For any pure multimode Gaussian state |ψ〉, with CM σp,
of N + 1 modes assigned in a generi 1 × N bipartition, expliit evaluation gives









where µ1 = 1/
√
Detσ1 is the loal purity of the redued state of mode 1 with CM
σ1.
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For any multimode, mixed Gaussian states with CM σ, we will then denote the
ontangle by Eτ (σ), in analogy with the notation used for the ontangle Eτ (σ
p)
of pure Gaussian states in Eq. (6.8). Any multimode mixed Gaussian state with
CM σ, admits at least one deomposition in terms of pure Gaussian states σp
only. The inmum of the average ontangle, taken over all pure Gaussian state
deompositions, denes then the Gaussian ontangle Gτ ,




It follows from the onvex roof onstrution that the Gaussian ontangle Gτ (σ)
is an upper bound to the true ontangle Eτ (σ) (as the latter an be in priniple
minimized over a non-Gaussian deomposition),
Eτ (σ) ≤ Gτ (σ) , (6.10)
It an be shown that Gτ (σ) is a bipartite entanglement monotone under Gaussian
LOCC: in fat, the Gaussian ontangle belongs to the general family of Gauss-
ian entanglement measures, whose properties as studied in Ref. [GA7℄ have been
presented in Se. 3.2.2. Therefore, for Gaussian states, the Gaussian ontangle,
similarly to the Gaussian entanglement of formation [270℄, takes the simple form




where the inmum runs over all pure Gaussian states with CM σp ≤ σ. Let us
remark that, if σ denotes a mixed symmetri two-mode Gaussian state, then the
Gaussian deomposition is the optimal one [95℄ (see Se. 4.2.2), and the optimal
pure-state CM σp minimizing Gτ (σ) is haraterized by having ν˜−(σp) = ν˜−(σ)
[270℄ (see Se. 4.5.4). The fat that the smallest sympleti eigenvalue is the same
for both partially transposed CMs entails that for two-mode symmetri (mixed)
Gaussian states
Eτ (σ) = Gτ (σ) = [max{0,− log ν˜−(σ)}]2 . (6.12)
We thus onsistently retrieve for the Gaussian ontangle (or, equivalently, the on-
tangle, as they oinide in this spei ase), the expression previously found for the
mixed symmetri redutions of fully symmetri three-mode pure states, Eq. (6.4).
To our aims, it is useful here to provide a ompat, operative denition of the
Gaussian ontangle for 1 × N bipartite Gaussian states, based on the evaluation
of Gaussian entanglement measures in Se. 3.2.2. If σi|j is the CM of a (generally
mixed) bipartite Gaussian state where subsystem Si omprises one mode only, then
the Gaussian ontangle Gτ an be omputed as





i|j orresponds to a pure Gaussian state, andmi|j ≡ m(σopti|j ) =
√
Detσopti =√
Detσoptj , with σ
opt
i(j) being the redued CM of subsystem Si (Sj) obtained by tra-
ing over the degrees of freedom of subsystem Sj (Si). The CM σopti|j denotes the
pure bipartite Gaussian state whih minimizes m(σpi|j) among all pure-state CMs
σ
p
i|j suh that σ
p
i|j ≤ σi|j . If σi|j is already a pure state, then σopti|j ≡ σi|j , while for
a mixed Gaussian state Eq. (6.13) is mathematially equivalent to onstruting the
Gaussian onvex roof. For a separable state m(σopti|j ) = 1. Here we have impliitly
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used the fat that the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partial transpose




Detσi − 1, as
follows by realling that the 1×N entanglement is equivalent to a 1× 1 entangle-
ment by virtue of the phase-spae Shmidt deomposition (see Se. 2.4.2.1) and by
exploiting Eq. (4.13) with ∆ = 2, µ = 1 and µ1 = µ2 ≡ 1/
√
Detσi.
The Gaussian ontangle Gτ , like all members of the Gaussian entanglement
measures family (see Se. 3.2.2) is ompletely equivalent to the Gaussian entan-
glement of formation [270℄, whih quanties the ost of reating a given mixed
Gaussian state out of an ensemble of pure, entangled Gaussian states.
Gaussian tangle.Analogously, for a 1×N bipartition assoiated to a pure Gauss-
ian state ̺pA|B = |ψ〉A|B〈ψ| with SA = S1 (a subsystem of a single mode) and
SB = S2 . . .SN , we dene the following quantity
τG(̺
p
A|B) = N 2(̺pA|B). (6.14)
Here, N (̺) is the negativity, Eq. (1.40), of the Gaussian state ̺. The funtional
τG, like the negativity N , vanishes on separable states and does not inrease under
LOCC, i.e. , it is a proper measure of pure-state bipartite entanglement. It an be








where the inmum is taken over all onvex deompositions of ̺A|B in terms of




i . By virtue of the Gaussian onvex roof
onstrution, the Gaussian entanglement measure τG Eq. (6.15) is an entanglement
monotone under Gaussian LOCC (see Se. 3.2.2). Heneforth, given an arbitrary
N -mode Gaussian state ̺S1|S2...SN , we refer to τG, Eq. (6.15), as the Gaussian
tangle [GA15℄. Obviously, in terms of CMs, the analogous of the denition (6.11) is
valid for the Gaussian tangle as well, yielding it omputable like the ontangle in
Eq. (6.13). Namely, exploiting Eq. (3.7), one nds




x− 1 +√x− 1)2 . (6.16)
Refer to the disussion immediately after Eq. (6.13) for the denition of the quan-
tities involved in Eq. (6.16).
We will now proeed to investigate the entanglement sharing of Gaussian states
and to establish monogamy onstraints on its distribution. We remark that, being
the (squared) negativity a monotoni and onvex funtion of the (squared) logarith-
mi negativity, see Eq. (6.7), the validity of any monogamy onstraint on distributed
Gaussian entanglement using as an entanglement measure the Gaussian tangle, is
implied by the proof of the orresponding monogamy inequality obtained using the
Gaussian ontangle. For this reasons, when possible, we will always employ as a
preferred hoie the primitive entanglement monotone, represented by the (Gauss-
ian) ontangle [GA10℄ (whih ould be generally referred to as a `logarithmi' tangle
in quantum systems of arbitrary dimension).
6.2. Monogamy of distributed entanglement in N-mode Gaussian states
We are now in the position to prove a olletion of results onerning the monogamy
of distributed Gaussian entanglement in multimode Gaussian states.
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6.2.1. General monogamy onstraints and residual entanglement
In the broadest setting we want to investigate whether a monogamy inequality like
Ineq. (6.2) holds in the general ase of Gaussian states with an arbitrary number
N of modes. Considering a Gaussian state distributed among N parties (eah






where the global system is multipartitioned in subsystems Sk (k = 1, . . ., N), eah
owned by a respetive party, and E is a proper measure of bipartite entanglement.
The orresponding general monogamy inequality, see Eq. (1.53), is known to hold
for qubit systems [169℄.
The left-hand side of inequality (6.17) quanties the bipartite entanglement
between a probe subsystem Si and the remaining subsystems taken as a whole.
The right-hand side quanties the total bipartite entanglement between Si and
eah one of the other subsystems Sj 6=i in the respetive redued states. The non-
negative dierene between these two entanglements, minimized over all hoies of
the probe subsystem, is referred to as the residual multipartite entanglement. It
quanties the purely quantum orrelations that are not enoded in pairwise form,
so it inludes all manifestations of genuine K-partite entanglement, involving K
subsystems (modes) at a time, with 2 < K ≤ N . The study of entanglement
sharing and monogamy onstraints thus oers a natural framework to interpret
and quantify entanglement in multipartite quantum systems [GA12℄ (see Se. 1.4).
To summarize the results we are going to present, it is now known that the
(Gaussian) ontangle  and the Gaussian tangle, as an impliation  is monog-
amous in fully symmetri Gaussian states of N modes [GA10℄. In general, we
have proven the Gaussian tangle to be monogamous in all, pure or mixed, Gauss-
ian states of an arbitrary number of modes [GA15℄. A full analytial proof of the
monogamy inequality for the ontangle in all Gaussian states beyond the symmetry,
is urrently laking; however, numerial evidene obtained for randomly generated
nonsymmetri 4-mode Gaussian states strongly supports the onjeture that the
monogamy inequality be true for all multimode Gaussian states, using also the
(Gaussian) ontangle as a measure of bipartite entanglement [GA10℄. Remarkably,
for all (generally nonsymmetri) three-mode Gaussian states the (Gaussian) ontan-
gle has been proven to be monogamous, leading in partiular to a proper measure
of tripartite entanglement in terms of the residual ontangle: the analysis of dis-
tributed entanglement in the speial instane of three-mode Gaussian states, with
all the resulting impliations, is postponed to the next Chapter.
6.2.2. Monogamy inequality for fully symmetri states
The analysis of Se. 5.2 has revealed that in fully permutation-invariant Gaussian
states, by omparing the bipartite blok entanglement in the various bipartitions of
the modes (whih is always unitarily loalizable into a two-mode one [GA4, GA5℄),
the presene of genuine multipartite entanglement is revealed. In general, with
inreasing number of modes, we have evidened by saling arguments how the
individual pairwise entanglement between any two modes is redistributed into a
multipartite entanglement among all the modes.
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How does this entanglement distribution mehanism work? We show here,
based on a simple omputation rst appeared in [GA10℄, that it obeys the funda-
mental monogamy law.
We will employ the Gaussian ontangleGτ , Eq. (6.13), as a measure of bipartite
entanglement. Due to the onvex roof extension involved in the denition of Gτ ,
Eq. (6.9), it will sue to prove monogamy for pure fully symmetri Gaussian states,
for whih the Gaussian ontangle Gτ oinides with the true ontangle Eτ in every
bipartition thanks to the symmetry of the onsidered states (see Se. 6.1.2.1). Suh
a proof will also imply the orresponding monogamy property for the (Gaussian)
tangle, Eq. (6.16).





Ei|jlτ ≥ 0 , (6.18)
by indution. Referring to the notation of Eqs. (2.60, 5.13) with L ≡ N , for any N
and for b > 1 (for b = 1 one has a produt state), the 1×N ontangle
Ei|(j1,...,jN )τ = log
2(b−
√
b2 − 1) (6.19)









b2(N + 1)− 1
−
√
(b2 − 1)(b2(N + 1)2 − (N − 1)2)
]}
, (6.20)
is a monotonially dereasing funtion of the integer N at xed b.
Beause the sharing inequality trivially holds for N = 1, it is indutively proven
for any N . 
Entanglement  speially measured by any CV extension of the tangle as
introdued in Se. 6.1.2.1  in all (pure and mixed) fully symmetri Gaussian
states, dened in Se. 2.4.3, is indeed monogamous.
We an now study the dierene between left-hand and right-hand sides in
Eq. (6.18), quantifying the residual entanglement not stored in bipartite orrela-
tions between any two modes. As apparent from the above proof, this residual en-
tanglement, for any squeezing b, stritly grows with N . This proves quantitatively
that (as qualitatively lear from the analysis of Se. 5.2) with inreasing number
of modes N , the entanglement is gradually less enoded in pairwise bipartite form,
being onversely more and more inreasingly retrieved in multipartite (speially,
three-partite, four-partite, . . ., N -partite) quantum orrelations among all the sin-
gle modes. Cruially, we have just proven that this redistribution is always suh
that a general monogamy law on the shared CV entanglement is satised.
The multipartite entanglement in (generally mixed) fully symmetri Gaussian
states will be operationally interpreted in terms of optimal suess of CV N -party
teleportation networks in Se. 12.2.
6.2.3. Monogamy inequality for all Gaussian states
Following Ref. [GA15℄, we state here the ruial result whih denitely solves the
qualitative problem of entanglement sharing in Gaussian states. Namely, we prove
that the monogamy inequality does hold for all Gaussian states of multimode CV
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systems with an arbitrary number N of modes and parties S1, . . . ,SN , thus gener-
alizing the results of the previous subsetion.
As a measure of bipartite entanglement, we employ the Gaussian tangle τG
dened via the square of negativity, Eqs. (6.14, 6.15), in diret analogy with the
ase of N -qubit systems [169℄. Our proof is based on the sympleti analysis of
CMs (see Chapter 2) and on the properties of Gaussian entanglement measures (see
Se. 3.2.2). The monogamy onstraint has important impliations on the strutural
haraterization of entanglement sharing in CV systems [GA10, GA11, GA16, GA15℄,
in the ontext of entanglement frustration in harmoni latties [272℄, and for pra-
tial appliations suh as seure key distribution and ommuniation networks with
ontinuous variables (see Part V).






where we have in general renamed the modes so that the probe subsystem in
Eq. (6.17) is S1, for mere onveniene.
To this end, we an assume without loss of generality that the redued two-mode
states ̺S1|Sl = TrS2...Sl−1Sl+1...SN̺S1|S2...SN of subsystems (S1Sl) (l = 2, . . . , N)
are all entangled. In fat, if for instane ̺S1|S2 is separable, then τG(̺S1|S3...SN ) ≤
τG(̺S1|S2...SN ) beause the partial trae over the subsystem S2 is a loal Gaussian
operation that does not inrease the Gaussian entanglement. Furthermore, by
the onvex roof onstrution of the Gaussian tangle, it is suient to prove the
monogamy inequality for any pure Gaussian state ̺pS1|S2...SN (see also Refs. [59,
169℄). Therefore, in the following we an always assume that ̺S1|S2...SN is a pure
Gaussian state for whih the redued states ̺S1|Sl (l = 2, . . . , N) are all entangled.
We start by omputing the left-hand side of Eq. (6.21). Sine ̺S1|S2...SN is
a 1 × (N − 1) pure Gaussian state, its CM σ is haraterized by the ondition




Detγl = 1 , (6.22)
where γl is the matrix enoding intermodal orrelations between mode 1 and mode




σ1,1 σ1,2 σ1,2l−1 σ1,2l
σ2,1 σ2,2 σ2,2l−1 σ2,2l
σ2l−1,1 σ2l−1,2 σ2l−1,2l−1 σ2l−1,2l








As ̺S1|Sl is entangled, Det γl is negative [218℄, see Eq. (4.16). It is useful to
introdue the auxiliary quantities
Υl = −4Det γl > 0 , (6.24)
suh that one has Detα = 1 +
∑
lΥl/4 .
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From Eq. (6.16), the Gaussian tangle for the pure Gaussian state ̺S1|S2...SN is
then written as







with f(t) = (g−1(t)− 1/2)2 , g(t) = √t+ 4−√t . (6.26)
We observe that f(t)/t is an inreasing funtion for t > 0 and f(0) = 0 so f is a
star-shaped funtion: f(ct) ≤ cf(t) for c ∈ [0, 1] and t ≥ 0.14 Therefore, we have
f(t) ≤ tt+sf(t+s) and f(s) ≤ st+sf(t+s) for t, s ≥ 0 to obtain f(t)+f(s) ≤ f(t+s).











Eah term in the right-hand side is well dened sine Υl > 0, Eq. (6.24).
We are now left to ompute the right-hand side of Eq. (6.21), i.e. the bipartite
entanglement in the redued (mixed) two-mode states ̺S1|Sl (l = 2, . . . , N). We
will show that the orresponding Gaussian tangle is bounded from above by f(Υl),
whih will therefore prove the monogamy inequality via Eq. (6.27). To this aim,
we reall that any bipartite and multipartite entanglement in a Gaussian state is
fully speied in terms of its CM, as the displaement vetor of rst moments an
be always set to zero by loal unitary operations, whih preserve entanglement by
denition. It is thus onvenient to express the Gaussian tangle diretly in terms of
the CMs. Realling the framework of Gaussian entanglement measures (Se. 3.2.2),
the denition (6.15) given in Se. 6.1.2.1 for the Gaussian tangle of a mixed Gaussian












where the inmum is taken over all CMs σpS1|Sl of pure Gaussian states suh that
σS1|Sl ≥ σpS1|Sl , see Eq. (3.11).
The quantities Υl, Eq. (6.24), and τG(σS1:Sl) for any l, as well as every single-
mode redued determinant, are Sp(2,R)
⊕N
-invariants, i.e. they are preserved under
loal unitary (sympleti at the CM level) operations, as mentioned in Se. 2.2.2.
For eah two-mode partition desribed by Eq. (6.23), we an exploit suh loal-
unitary freedom to put the CM σS1:Sl in standard form, Eq. (4.1),
16
with α =
14f(t) is onvex for t ≥ 0, whih also implies that f is star-shaped.
15
If we hose to quantify entanglement in terms of the ontangle (rather than of the Gaussian
tangle), dened for pure Gaussian states as the squared logarithmi negativity Eq. (6.5), we would
have, instead of f(t) in Eq. (6.26), the quantity log2[g(t)/2] whih laks the star-shape property. It
an be onrmed numerially that the funtion log2[g(t)/2] (t ≥ 0) is not superadditive. However
this does not imply the failure of the N-mode monogamy inequality for the ontangle [GA10℄,
whih might be proven with dierent tehniques than those employed here.
16
The redued two-mode CMs σS1|Sl annot be all brought simultaneously in standard
form, as laried in Appendix A.2.1. However, our argument runs as follows [GA15℄. We apply
Sp(2,R)⊕Sp(2,R) operations on subsystems S1 and S2 to bring σS1|S2 in standard form, evaluate
an upper bound on the Gaussian tangle in this representation, and derive an inequality between
loal-unitary invariants, Eq. (6.37), that is therefore not relying on the spei standard form in
whih expliit alulations are performed. We then repeat suh omputation for the remaining
matries σS1|Sl with l = 3 . . . N . At eah step, only a single two-mode CM is in standard
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diag{a, a}, βl = diag{b, b}, and γl = diag{c+, c−}, where c+ ≥ |c−| [218, 70℄. The
unertainty ondition 2.19 for σS1|Sl is thus equivalent to the following inequalities
[see also Eq. (4.2)℄
a ≥ 1 , b ≥ 1 , ab− c2± ≥ 1 ; (6.29)
DetσS1|Sl + 1 = (ab− c2+)(ab− c2−) + 1 ≥ a2 + b2 + 2c+c− . (6.30)
Furthermore, sine the state ̺S1|Sl is entangled, we have [218℄
(ab− c2+)(ab− c2−) + 1 < a2 + b2 − 2c+c− . (6.31)
From Eqs. (6.30) and (6.31), it follows that c− < 0.
In Eq. (6.28), τG(σ
p
S1|Sl) = f(4Detα
p − 4), whih is an inreasing funtion of
Detαp, where αp is the rst 2 × 2 prinipal submatrix of σpS1:Sl , see Eq. (6.23).





S1|Sl ≤ σS1|Sl and σ
p
S1|Sl + iΩ ≥ 0) that minimizes Detαp. The
minimum value of Detαp is given by
min
0≤θ<2π
m2θ(a, b, c+, c−) ,
with m2θ(a, b, c+, c−) dened by Eq. (4.64) [GA7℄.
Namely, m2θ(a, b, c+, c−) = 1 + h
2
1(θ)/h2(θ) , with h1(θ) = ξ− +
√
η cos θ, and
h2(θ) = 2(ab−c2−)(a2+b2+2c+c−)− (ζ/√η) cos θ+(a2−b2)
√
1− ξ2+/η sin θ. Here
ξ± = c+(ab− c2−)± c− , (6.32)
η = [a− b(ab− c2−)][b− a(ab− c2−)] , (6.33)




+ [a2 + b2 − 2a2b2]c− − ab(a2 + b2 − 2)c+ . (6.34)
Moreover, it is obvious that m2π ≥ min0≤θ<2πm2θ and therefore





where ζ1 = h1(π) and ζ2 = h2(π). Finally, one an prove (see the Appendix of
Ref. [GA15℄) that
Υl = −4Det γl = −4c+c− ≥ 4 ζ21/ζ2 , (6.36)
whih, being f(t) [Eq. (6.26)℄ an inreasing funtion of t, entails that f(Υl) ≥




τG(σS1:Sl) ≤ f(Υl) , (6.37)
whih holds in general for all l = 2 . . .N and does not rely on the spei standard
form of the redued CMs σS1|Sl .
Then, realling Eqs. (6.25,6.27,6.37), Inequality (6.21) is established. This
ompletes the proof of the monogamy onstraint on CV entanglement sharing for
pure Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes. As already mentioned, the
proof immediately extends to arbitrary mixed Gaussian states by the onvexity of
the Gaussian tangle, Eq. (6.15). 
form while the other ones will be transformed bak in a form with (in general) non-diagonal
intermodal bloks γk 6=l. However, the determinant of these bloks  and so Υk, Eq. (6.24) 
and the orresponding two-mode entanglement in the CMs σS1|Sk are preserved, so the invariant
ondition Eq. (6.37) holds simultaneously for all l = 2 . . . N .
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Summarizing, we have proven the following [GA15℄.
â Monogamy inequality for all Gaussian states. The Gaussian tangle τG,
an entanglement monotone under Gaussian LOCC, is monogamous for all,
pure and mixed, N -mode Gaussian states distributed among N parties, eah
owning a single mode.
6.2.3.1. Impliations and perspetives. The onsequenes of our result are manifold.
The monogamy onstraints on entanglement sharing are essential for the seurity
of CV quantum ryptographi shemes [102, 160℄, beause they limit the infor-
mation that might be extrated from the seret key by a maliious eavesdropper.
Monogamy is useful as well in investigating the range of orrelations in Gaussian
valene bond states of harmoni rings [GA13℄ (see Chapter 13), and in understand-
ing the entanglement frustration ourring in ground states of many-body harmoni
lattie systems [272℄, whih, following our ndings, may be now extended to arbi-
trary states beyond symmetry onstraints.
On the other hand, the investigation of the onsequenes of the monogamy
property on the struture of entanglement sharing in generi Gaussian states (as we
will show in the next Chapters), reveals that there exist states that maximize both
the pairwise entanglement in any redued two-mode partition, and the residual dis-
tributed (multipartite) entanglement obtained as a dierene between the left-hand
and the right-hand side in Eq. (6.21). The simultaneous monogamy and promisu-
ity of CV entanglement (unparalleled in qubit systems) may allow for novel, robust
protools for the proessing and transmission of quantum and lassial information.
The monogamy inequality (6.21) bounds the persisteny of entanglement when one
or more nodes in a CV ommuniation network sharing generi N -mode Gaussian
resoure states are traed out.
At a fundamental level, the proof of the monogamy property for all Gaussian
states paves the way to a proper quantiation of genuine multipartite entanglement
in CV systems in terms of the residual distributed entanglement. In this respet,
the intriguing question arises whether a stronger monogamy onstraint exists on the
distribution of entanglement in many-body systems, whih imposes a physial trade-
o on the sharing of both bipartite and genuine multipartite quantum orrelations.
It would be important to understand whether the inequality (6.21) holds as
well for disrete-variable qudits (2 < d <∞), interpolating between qubits and CV
systems (see Se. 1.4). If this were the ase, the (onvex-roof extended) squared
negativity, whih oinides with the tangle for arbitrary states of qubits and with the
Gaussian tangle for Gaussian states of CV systems, would qualify as a universal bona
de, dimension-independent quantier of entanglement sharing in all multipartite
quantum systems. In suh ontext, a deeper investigation into the analogy between
Gaussian states with nite squeezing and eetive nite-dimensional systems (see
Se. 8.2.4), foused on the point of view of entanglement sharing, may be worthy.
All of this researh is in full progress.
CHAPTER 7
Tripartite entanglement in three-mode
Gaussian states
In this Chapter, based on Refs. [GA10, GA11, GA16℄, we present a omplete analy-
sis of entanglement in three-mode Gaussian states of CV systems. They onstitute
the simplest instane of innite-dimensional states exhibiting multipartite entan-
glement.
We onstrut standard forms whih haraterize the CM of pure and mixed
three-mode Gaussian states, up to loal unitary operations. We approah the quan-
tiation of multipartite entanglement by providing an independent proof of the
monogamy of entanglement speialized to a tripartite Gaussian setting, where the
quantum orrelations are measured by the (Gaussian) ontangle (onvex-roof ex-
tended squared logarithmi negativity), dened in Se. 6.1. We adopt the residual
(Gaussian) ontangle, emerging from the monogamy inequality, as measure of gen-
uine tripartite entanglement, and prove it to be monotonially noninreasing under
Gaussian LOCC. It embodies therefore the rst bona de measure of multipartite
(speially, tripartite) entanglement in CV systems.
We analytially ompute the residual ontangle for arbitrary pure three-mode
Gaussian states. We analyze the distribution of quantum orrelations and show that
pure, fully symmetri three-mode Gaussian states (see Se. 2.4.3 for the denition
of fully symmetri states in general) allow a promisuous entanglement sharing,
having both maximum tripartite residual entanglement and maximum ouplewise
entanglement between any pair of modes, for any given degree of squeezing. These
states are thus simultaneous CV analogs of both the GHZ [100℄ and the W states
[72℄ of three qubits (dened in Se. 1.4.3) and are hene rebaptized CV GHZ/W 
states. The persisteny of promisuity against thermalization and lak of symmetry
is investigated.
We nally onsider the ation of deoherene on tripartite entangled Gaussian
states, studying the deay of the residual ontangle. The Gaussian GHZ/W states
are shown to be maximally robust against deoherene eets.
7.1. Three-mode Gaussian states
To begin with, let us set the notation and review the known results about three-
mode Gaussian states of CV systems. We will refer to the three modes under exam
as mode 1, 2 and 3. The 2× 2 submatries that form the CM σ ≡ σ123 of a three-
mode Gaussian state are dened aording to Eq. (2.20), whereas the 4 × 4 CMs
of the redued two-mode Gaussian states of modes i and j will be denoted by σij .
Likewise, the loal (two-mode) seralian invariants ∆ij , Eq. (2.34), will be speied
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by the labels i and j of the modes they refer to, while, to avoid any onfusion, the
three-mode (global) seralian sympleti invariant will be denoted by ∆ ≡ ∆123. Let
us reall the unertainty relation Eq. (4.2) for two-mode Gaussian states,
∆ij −Detσij ≤ 1 . (7.1)
7.1.1. Separability properties
As it is lear from the disussion of Se. 3.1.1, a omplete qualitative haraterization
of the entanglement of three-mode Gaussian state is possible beause the PPT
riterion is neessary and suient for their separability under any, partial or global
(i.e. 1 × 1 or 1 × 2), bipartition of the modes. This has lead to an exhaustive
lassiation of three-mode Gaussian states in ve distint separability lasses [94℄.
These lasses take into aount the fat that the modes 1, 2 and 3 allow for three
distint global bipartitions:
• Class 1 : states not separable under all the three possible bipartitions i×
(jk) of the modes (fully inseparable states, possessing genuine multipartite
entanglement).
• Class 2 : states separable under only one of the three possible bipartitions
(one-mode biseparable states).
• Class 3 : states separable under only two of the three possible bipartitions
(two-mode biseparable states).
• Class 4 : states separable under all the three possible bipartitions, but
impossible to write as a onvex sum of tripartite produts of pure one-
mode states (three-mode biseparable states).
• Class 5 : states that are separable under all the three possible bipartitions,
and an be written as a onvex sum of tripartite produts of pure one-
mode states (fully separable states).
Notie that Classes 4 and 5 annot be distinguished by partial transposition of any
of the three modes (whih is positive for both lasses). States in Class 4 stand
therefore as nontrivial examples of tripartite entangled states of CV systems with
positive partial transpose [94℄. It is well known that entangled states with positive
partial transpose possess bound entanglement, that is, entanglement that annot be
distilled by means of LOCC.
7.1.2. Pure states: standard form and loal entropi triangle inequality
We begin by fousing on pure three-mode Gaussian states, for whih one has
Detσ = 1 , ∆ = 3 . (7.2)
The purity onstraint requires the loal entropi measures of any 1×2-mode bipar-
titions to be equal:
Detσij = Detσk , (7.3)
with i, j and k dierent from eah other. This general, well known property of the
bipartitions of pure states may be easily proven resorting to the Shmidt deompo-
sition (see Se. 2.4.2.1).
A rst onsequene of Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) is rather remarkable. Combining
suh equations one easily obtains
(∆12 −Detσ12) + (∆13 −Detσ13) + (∆23 −Detσ23) = 3 ,
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whih, together with Inequality (7.1), implies
∆ij = Detσij + 1 , ∀ i, j : i 6= j . (7.4)
The last equation shows that any redued two-mode state of a pure three-mode
Gaussian state saturates the partial unertainty relation Eq. (7.1). The states
endowed with suh a partial minimal unertainty (namely, with their smallest sym-
pleti eigenvalue equal to 1) are states of minimal negativity for given global and
loal purities, alias GLEMS (Gaussian least entangled mixed states) [GA2, GA3℄,
introdued in Se. 4.3.3.1. In general, by invoking the phase-spae Shmidt deom-
position (see Se. 2.4.2.1) [116, 29, 92℄, it immediately follows that any (N−1)-mode
redued state of a N -mode pure Gaussian state is a mixed state of partial mini-
mum unertainty (a sort of generalized GLEMS), with N−2 sympleti eigenvalues
xed to 1 and only one, in general, greater than 1  shortly, with sympleti rank
ℵ = 1, see Se. 2.2.2.2  thus saturating Eq. (2.35). This argument is resumed in
Appendix A.2.
In fat, our simple proof, straightforwardly derived in terms of sympleti in-
variants, provides some further insight into the struture of CMs haraterizing
three-mode Gaussian states. What matters to our aims, is that the standard form
CM of Gaussian states is ompletely determined by their global and loal invari-
ants, as disussed in Se. 2.4. Therefore, beause of Eq. (7.3), the entanglement
between any pair of modes embedded in a three-mode pure Gaussian state is fully
determined by the loal invariants Detσl, for l = 1, 2, 3, whatever proper measure
we hoose to quantify it. Furthermore, the entanglement of a σi|(jk) bipartition of
a pure three-mode state is determined by the entropy of one of the redued states,
i.e. , one again, by the quantity Detσi. Thus, the three loal sympleti invariants
Detσ1, Detσ2 and Detσ3 fully determine the entanglement of any bipartition of
a pure three-mode Gaussian state. We will show that they sue to determine as
well the genuine tripartite entanglement enoded in the state [GA11℄.
For ease of notation, in the following we will denote by al the loal single-mode




Eq. (2.37) shows that the quantities al are simply related to the purities of the





Sine the set {al}, l = 1, 2, 3, fully determines the entanglement of any of the
1 × 2 and 1 × 1 bipartitions of the state, it is important to determine the range
of the allowed values for suh quantities. This is required in order to provide
a omplete quantitative haraterization of the entanglement of three-mode pure
Gaussian states. To this aim, let us fous on the redued two-mode CM σ12 and
let us bring it (by loal unitaries) in standard form [70, 218℄, so that Eq. (2.20) is
reast in the form
σl = diag{al, al} , l = 1, 2 ;
ε12 = diag{c12, d12} , (7.7)
where c12 and d12 are the intermodal ovarianes, and, as we will show below,
an be evaluated independently in pure three-mode Gaussian states. Notie that
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no generality is lost in assuming a standard form CM, beause the entanglement
properties of any bipartition of the system are invariant under loal (single-mode)





2 + 2c12d12 − 1 , (7.8)
a23 = (a1a2 − c212)(a1a2 − d212) , (7.9)
showing that we may eliminate one of the two ovarianes to nd the expression
of the remaining one only in terms of the three loal mixednesses (inverse purities)
al, Eq. (7.5). Dening the quantity κ as
κ ≡ c12d12 = 1 + a
2
3 − a21 − a22
2
, (7.10)





(κ− 1)2 + a21a22 − a21 − a22
]
c212 + κ
2 = 0 . (7.11)
Suh a seond-order algebrai equation for c212 admits a positive solution if and only
if its disriminant δ is positive,
δ ≥ 0 . (7.12)
After some algebra, one nds
δ = (a1 + a2 + a3 + 1)(a1 + a2 + a3 − 1)
× (a1 + a2 − a3 + 1)(a1 − a2 + a3 + 1)
× (−a1 + a2 + a3 + 1)(a1 + a2 − a3 − 1)
× (a1 − a2 + a3 − 1)(−a1 + a2 + a3 − 1) . (7.13)
Aside from the existene of a real ovariane c12, the further ondition of positivity
of σ12 has to be fullled for a state to be physial. This amounts to impose the








(κ− 1)2 + a21a22 − a21 − a22
)] ≥ √δ .






(κ− 1)2 + a21a22 − a21 − a22
) ≥ 0 . (7.14)
Notie that onditions (7.12) and (7.14), although derived by assuming a spe-
i bipartition of the three modes, are independent on the hoie of the modes
that enter in the onsidered bipartition, beause they are invariant under all possi-
ble permutations of the modes. Dening the parameters
a′l ≡ al − 1 , (7.15)
the unertainty priniple Eq. (2.35) for single-mode states redues to
a′l ≥ 0 ∀ l = 1, 2, 3 . (7.16)
This fat allows to greatly simplify the existene onditions (7.12) and (7.14), whih
an be ombined into the following triangular inequality
|a′i − a′j | ≤ a′k ≤ a′i + a′j . (7.17)
Inequality (7.17) is a ondition invariant under all possible permutations of the
mode indexes {i, j, k}, and, together with the positivity of eah a′l, fully hara-
terizes the loal sympleti eigenvalues of the CM of three-mode pure Gaussian
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Figure 7.1. Range of the entropi quantities a′l = µ
−1
l − 1 for pure three-
mode Gaussian states. The three parameters a′l, with l = 1, 2, 3, have to vary
inside the pyramid represented in plot (a) or, equivalently, for xed values of
one of them, say a′1, inside the shaded slie represented in plot (b), in order
to determine the CM of a physial state, Eq. (7.19). The expression of the
boundary surfaes/urves ome from the saturation of the triangular inequality
(7.17) for all possible mode permutations. In partiular, for the projeted two-
















states. It therefore provides a omplete haraterization of the entanglement in
suh states. All standard forms of pure three-mode Gaussian states and in parti-
ular, remarkably, all the possible values of the negativities (Se. 3.2.1) and/or of
the Gaussian entanglement measures (Se. 3.2.2) between any pair of subsystems,




3 vary in their range of allowed values, as
summarized in Fig. 7.1.
Let us remark that Eq. (7.17) qualies itself as an entropi inequality, as the
quantities {a′j} are losely related to the purities and to the Von Neumann entropies
of the single-mode redued states. In partiular the Von Neumann entropies SV j
of the redued states are given by SV j = f(a
′
j + 1) = f(aj), where the inreasing
onvex entropi funtion f(x) has been dened in Eq. (2.39). Now, Inequality (7.17)
is strikingly analogous to the well known triangle (Araki-Lieb) and subadditivity
inequalities [9, 260℄ for the Von Neumann entropy, whih hold for general systems
[see Eq. (1.10)℄, and in our ase read
|f(ai)− f(aj)| ≤ f(ak) ≤ f(ai) + f(aj) . (7.18)
However, as the dierent onvexity properties of the involved funtions suggest,
Inequalities (7.17) and (7.18) are not equivalent. Atually, as an be shown by
exploiting the properties of the funtion f(x), the Inequalities (7.17) imply the
Inequalities (7.18) for both the leftmost and the rightmost parts. On the other hand,
there exist values of the loal sympleti eigenvalues {al} for whih Inequalities
(7.18) are satised but (7.17) are violated. Therefore, the onditions imposed by
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Eq. (7.17) on the loal invariants, are stritly stronger than the generally holding
inequalities for the Von Neumann entropy applied to pure quantum states.
We reall that the form of the CM of any Gaussian state an be simplied
through loal (unitary) sympleti operations, that therefore do not aet the en-
tanglement or mixedness properties of the state, belonging to Sp(2,R)
⊕N
. Suh
redutions of the CMs are alled standard forms, as introdued in Se. 2.4. For
the sake of larity, let us write the expliit standard form CM of a generi pure
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By diret omparison with Eq. (4.39), it is immediate to verify that eah two-mode





j , and global purity µij ≡ µk = a−1k . Notie also that the standard form of
any pure three-mode Gaussian state, Eq. (7.19), admits all 2×2 subbloks of the CM
simultaneously in diagonal form; this is no longer possible for ompletely general
pure Gaussian states of N ≥ 4 modes, as laried in Appendix A.2.1. However,
pure Gaussian states whih, for an arbitrary number of modes, are reduible to
suh a blok-diagonal standard form, are endowed with peuliar entanglement
properties [GA14℄, whih will be investigated in Chapter 11.
Let us stress that, although useful in atual alulations, the use of CMs in
standard form does not entail any loss of generality, beause all the results derived
in the present Chapter for N = 3 do not depend on the hoie of the spei form of
the CMs, but only on invariant quantities, suh as the global and loal sympleti
invariants.
A rst qualitative result whih immediately follows from our study [GA11℄,
is that, regarding the lassiation of Se. 7.1.1 [94℄, pure three-mode Gaussian
states may belong either to Class 5, in whih ase they redue to the global three-
mode vauum, or to Class 2, reduing to the unorrelated produt of a single-mode
vauum and of a two-mode squeezed state, or to Class 1 (fully inseparable state). No
two-mode or three-mode biseparable pure three-mode Gaussian states are allowed.
7.1.3. Mixed states
For the sake of ompleteness, let us briey report that the most general standard
form σsf assoiated to the CM of any (generally mixed) three-mode Gaussian state
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a1 0 f1 0 f3 f5
0 a1 0 f2 0 f4
f1 0 a2 0 f6 f8
0 f2 0 a2 f9 f7
f3 0 f6 f9 a3 0
f5 f4 f8 f7 0 a3

 , (7.21)
where the 12 parameters {ak} (inverse of the loal purities) and {fk} (the o-
varianes desribing orrelations between the modes) are only onstrained by the
unertainty relations Eq. (2.19). The possibility of this useful redution (the gen-
eral ase of N -mode Gaussian mixed states has been disussed in Se. 2.4.1) an be
easily proven along the same lines as the two-mode standard form redution [70℄:
by means of three loal sympleti operations one an bring the three bloks σ1, σ2
and σ3 in Williamson form, thus making them insensitive to further loal rotations
(whih are sympleti operations); exploiting suh rotations on mode 1 and 2 one
an then diagonalize the blok ε12 as allowed by its singular value deomposition;
nally, one loal rotation on mode 3 is left, by whih one an anel one entry of the
blok ε13. Indeed, the resulting number of free parameters ould have been inferred
by subtrating the number of parameters of an element of Sp(2,R)⊕Sp(2,R)⊕Sp(2,R)
(whih is 9, as Sp(2,R) has 3 independent generators) from the 21 entries of a generi
6× 6 symmetri matrix.
7.2. Distributed entanglement and genuine tripartite quantum orrela-
tions
In this Setion we approah in a systemati way the question of distributing quan-
tum orrelations among three parties globally prepared in a (pure or mixed) three-
mode Gaussian state, and we deal with the related problem of quantifying genuine
tripartite entanglement in suh a state.
7.2.1. Monogamy of the Gaussian ontangle for all three-mode Gaussian states
In Se. 6.2.3, we have established the monogamy of distributed entanglement,
Eq. (6.17), for all Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes, employing
the Gaussian tangle, Eq. (6.16), dened in terms of squared negativity, as a mea-
sure of bipartite entanglement. We have also mentioned that, when possible, it
is more appropriate to adopt as a bipartite entanglement monotone the (Gauss-
ian) ontangle, Eq. (6.13), dened in terms of squared logarithmi negativity. The
(Gaussian) ontangle is indeed the primitive measure, whose monogamy implies
by onvexity the monogamy of the Gaussian tangle. As the onvex resaling in-
dued by the mapping from the Gaussian ontangle to the Gaussian tangle beomes
relevant one the bipartite entanglements in the dierent bipartitions have to be
ompared to indue a proper tripartite entanglement quantiation, we will always
ommit ourselves to the (Gaussian) ontangle in the quantiation of entanglement
for three-mode Gaussian states.
Heneforth, we now provide the detailed proof, whih we originally derived
in Ref. [GA10℄, that all three-mode Gaussian states satisfy the CKW monogamy
inequality (6.2), using the (Gaussian) ontangle Eq. (6.13) to quantify bipartite
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entanglement. Chronologially, this is atually the rst monogamy proof ever ob-
tained in a CV senario. The intermediate steps of the proof will be then useful for
the subsequent omputation of the residual genuine tripartite entanglement, as we
will show in Se. 7.2.2.
We start by onsidering pure three-mode Gaussian states, whose standard form
CM σp is given by Eq. (7.19). As disussed in Se. 7.1.2, all the properties of bipar-
tite entanglement in pure three-mode Gaussian states are ompletely determined
by the three loal purities. Reminding that the mixednesses al ≡ 1/µl have to vary
onstrained by the triangle inequality (7.17), in order for σp to represent a physial
state, one has
|aj − ak|+ 1 ≤ ai ≤ aj + ak − 1 . (7.22)
For ease of notation let us rename the mode indies so that {i, j, k} ≡ {1, 2, 3}
in Ineq. (6.2). Without any loss of generality, we an assume a1 > 1. In fat,
if a1 = 1 the rst mode is not orrelated with the other two and all the terms
in Ineq. (6.2) are trivially zero. Moreover, we an restrit the disussion to the
ase of both the redued two-mode states σ12 and σ13 being entangled. In fat, if
e.g. σ13 denotes a separable state, then E
1|2
τ ≤ E1|(23)τ beause traing out mode 3
is a LOCC, and thus the sharing inequality is automatially satised. We will now
prove Ineq. (6.2) in general by using the Gaussian ontangle Gτ [see Eq. (6.9)℄, as
this will immediately imply the inequality for the true ontangle Eτ [see Eq. (6.6)℄
as well. In fat, G
1|(23)
τ (σp) = E
1|(23)
τ (σp), but G
1|l
τ (σ) ≥ E1|lτ (σ), l = 2, 3.
Let us proeed by keeping a1 xed. From Eq. (6.8), it follows that the entan-





a21 − 1, is
onstant. We must now prove that the maximum value of the sum of the 1|2 and






a2 − 1 , (7.23)
where a ≡ a1 (from now on we drop the subsript 1), and we have dened
Q ≡ G1|2τ (σp) +G1|3τ (σp) . (7.24)
The maximum in Eq. (7.23) is taken with respet to the enter of mass and










The two parameters s and d are onstrained to vary in the region
s ≥ a+ 1
2




Ineq. (7.27) ombines the triangle inequality (7.22) with the ondition of insepara-
bility for the states of the redued bipartitions 1|2 and 1|3, Eq. (4.71).
We have used the fat that, as stated in Se. 7.1.2, eah σ1l, l = 2, 3, is a
state of partial minimum unertainty (GLEMS, see Se. 4.3.3.1). For this lass of
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states the Gaussian measures of entanglement, inluding Gτ , have been omputed
expliitly in Se. 4.5.2.2 [GA7℄, yielding
Q = arcsinh2
[√
















2a2(1 + 2s2 + 2d2)− (4s2 − 1)(4d2 − 1)− a4 −√δ
]
4(s− d) ,




k2− + 2k+ + |k−|(k2− + 8k+)1/2
]
/k+ ,
k± = a2 ± (s+ d)2 , (7.29)
and the quantity δ = (a−2d−1)(a−2d+1)(a+2d−1)(a+2d+1)(a−2s−1)(a−
2s+ 1)(a+ 2s− 1)(a+ 2s+ 1) is the same as in Eq. (7.12). Note (we omitted the
expliit dependene for brevity) that eah quantity in Eq. (7.29) is a funtion of
(a, s, d). Therefore, to evaluate the seond term in Eq. (7.28) eah d in Eq. (7.29)
must be replaed by −d.
Studying the derivative of m∓ with respet to s, it is analytially proven that,
in the whole range of parameters {a, s, d} dened by Ineq. (7.27), both m− and m+
are monotonially dereasing funtions of s. The quantity Q is then maximized
over s for the limiting value
s = smin ≡ a+ 1
2
. (7.30)
This value of s orresponds to three-mode pure Gaussian states in whih the state
of the redued bipartition 2|3 is always separable, as one should expet beause
the bipartite entanglement is maximally onentrated in the states of the 1|2 and
1|3 redued bipartitions. With the position Eq. (7.30), the quantity D dened in
Eq. (7.29) an be easily shown to be always negative. Therefore, for both redued
CMs σ12 and σ13, the Gaussian ontangle is dened in terms of m−. The latter,
in turn, aquires the simple form
m−(a, smin, d) =
1 + 3a+ 2d
3 + a− 2d . (7.31)
Consequently, the quantity Q turns out to be an even and onvex funtion of d,
and this fat entails that it is globally maximized at the boundary
|d| = dmax ≡ a− 1
2
. (7.32)
We nally have that
Qmax ≡ Q [a, s = smin, d = ±dmax]
= arcsinh2
√
a2 − 1 , (7.33)
whih implies that in this ase the sharing inequality (6.2) is exatly saturated and
the genuine tripartite entanglement is onsequently zero. In fat this ase yields
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states with a2 = a1 and a3 = 1 (if d = d
max
), or a3 = a1 and a2 = 1 (if d = −dmax),
i.e. tensor produts of a two-mode squeezed state and a single-mode unorrelated
vauum. Being Qmax from Eq. (7.33) the global maximum of Q, Ineq. (7.23) holds
true and the monogamy inequality (6.2) is thus proven for any pure three-mode
Gaussian state, hoosing either the Gaussian ontangle Gτ or the true ontangle
Eτ as measures of bipartite entanglement [GA10℄.
The proof immediately extends to all mixed three-mode Gaussian states σ,
but only if the bipartite entanglement is measured by Gτ (σ).
17
Let {π(dσpm),σpm}
be the ensemble of pure Gaussian states minimizing the Gaussian onvex roof in



















≥ Gi|jτ (σ) +Gi|kτ (σ) ,
where we exploited the fat that the Gaussian ontangle is onvex by onstrution.
This onludes the proof of the CKW monogamy inequality (6.2) for all three-mode
Gaussian states. 
The above proof, as more than one remarked, implies the orresponding
monogamy proof for all three-mode Gaussian states by using the Gaussian tan-
gle Eq. (6.16) as a bipartite entanglement monotone. Monogamy of the Gaussian
tangle for all N -mode Gaussian states has been established in Se. 6.2.3 [GA15℄.
7.2.2. Residual ontangle and genuine tripartite entanglement
The sharing onstraint leads naturally to the denition of the residual ontangle
as a quantier of genuine tripartite entanglement in three-mode Gaussian states,
muh in the same way as in systems of three qubits [59℄ (see Se. 1.4.3). However,
at variane with the three-qubit ase (where the residual tangle of pure states
is invariant under qubit permutations), here the residual ontangle is partition-
dependent aording to the hoie of the probe mode, with the obvious exeption
of the fully symmetri states. A bona de quantiation of tripartite entanglement




Ei|(jk)τ − Ei|jτ − Ei|kτ
]
, (7.35)
where the symbol (i, j, k) denotes all the permutations of the three mode indexes.
This denition ensures that E
i|j|k
τ is invariant under all permutations of the modes
and is thus a genuine three-way property of any three-mode Gaussian state. We
an adopt an analogous denition for the minimum residual Gaussian ontangle
Gresτ , sometimes referred to as arravogliament [GA10, GA11, GA16℄ (see Fig. 7.2 for
a pitorial representation):







If σ is deomposed into pure non-Gaussian states, it is not known at the present stage
whether the CKW monogamy inequality Eq. (6.2) is satised by eah of them.
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Figure 7.2. Pitorial representation of Eq. (7.36), dening the residual Gauss-
ian ontangle Gresτ of generi (nonsymmetri) three-mode Gaussian states.
Gresτ quanties the genuine tripartite entanglement shared among mode 1 (l),
mode 2 (n), and mode 3 (s). The optimal deomposition that realizes the
minimum in Eq. (7.36) is always the one for whih the CM of the redued state
of the referene mode has the smallest determinant.
One an verify that
(Gi|(jk)τ − Gi|kτ ) − (Gj|(ik)τ − Gj|kτ ) ≥ 0 (7.37)
if and only if ai ≥ aj , and therefore the absolute minimum in Eq. (7.35) is attained
by the deomposition realized with respet to the referene mode l of smallest
loal mixedness al, i.e. for the single-mode redued state with CM of smallest
determinant (orresponding to the largest loal purity µl).
7.2.2.1. The residual Gaussian ontangle is a Gaussian entanglement monotone. A
ruial requirement for the residual (Gaussian) ontangle, Eq. (7.36), to be a proper
measure of tripartite entanglement is that it be noninreasing under (Gaussian)
LOCC. The monotoniity of the residual tangle was proven for three-qubit pure
states in Ref. [72℄. In the CV setting we will now prove, based on Ref. [GA10℄,
that for pure three-mode Gaussian states Gresτ is an entanglement monotone under
tripartite Gaussian LOCC, and that it is noninreasing even under probabilisti
operations, whih is a stronger property than being only monotone on average.
We thus want to prove that
Gresτ (Gp(σ
p)) ≤ Gi|j|kτ (σp) ,
where Gp is a pure Gaussian LOCC mapping pure Gaussian states σ
p
into pure
Gaussian states [92, 78℄. Every Gaussian LOCC protool an be realized through
a loal operation on one party only. Assume that the minimum in Eq. (7.36) is
realized for the probe mode i; the output of a pure Gaussian LOCC Gp ating on
mode i yields a pure-state CM with a′i ≤ ai, while aj and ak remain unhanged [92℄.
Then, the monotoniity of the residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ under Gaussian
LOCC is equivalent to proving that Gresτ = G
i|(jk)
τ −Gi|jτ −Gi|kτ is a monotonially
inreasing funtion of ai for pure Gaussian states. One an indeed show that the
rst derivative of Gresτ with respet to ai, under the further onstraint ai ≤ aj,k,
is globally minimized for ai = aj = ak ≡ a, i.e. for a fully symmetri state. It
is easy to verify that this minimum is always positive for any a > 1, beause in
fully symmetri states the residual ontangle is an inreasing funtion of the loal
mixedness a (previously tagged as b, see Se. 6.2.2). Hene the monotoniity of
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Gresτ , Eq. (7.36), under Gaussian LOCC for all pure three-mode Gaussian states is
nally proven. 
Therefore, we have established the following [GA10℄.
â Monotoniity of the residual Gaussian ontangle under Gaussian LOCC.
The residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ is a proper and omputable measure
of genuine multipartite (speially, tripartite) entanglement in three-mode
Gaussian states, being an entanglement monotone under Gaussian LOCC.
It is worth noting that the minimum in Eq. (7.36), that at rst sight might
appear a redundant (or artiial) requirement, is physially meaningful and math-
ematially neessary. In fat, if one hooses to x a referene partition, or to take
e.g. the maximum (and not the minimum) over all possible mode permutations in
Eq. (7.36), the resulting measure is not monotone under Gaussian LOCC and
thus is denitely not a measure of tripartite entanglement.
7.2.3. Tripartite entanglement of pure three-mode Gaussian states
We now work out in detail an expliit appliation, by desribing the omplete
proedure to determine the genuine tripartite entanglement in a pure three-mode
Gaussian state with a ompletely general (not neessarily in standard form) CM
σp, as presented in Ref. [GA11℄.
(i) Determine the loal purities: The state is globally pure (Detσp = 1). The
only quantities needed for the omputation of the tripartite entanglement
are therefore the three loal mixednesses al, dened by Eq. (7.5), of the
single-mode redued states σl, l = 1, 2, 3 [see Eq. (2.20)℄. Notie that
the global CM σp needs not to be in the standard form of Eq. (7.19),
as the single-mode determinants are loal sympleti invariants. From
an experimental point of view, the parameters al an be extrated from
the CM using the homodyne tomographi reonstrution of the state [62℄;
or they an be diretly measured with the aid of single photon detetors
[87, 263℄.
(ii) Find the minimum: From Eq. (7.37), the minimum in the denition (7.36)
of the residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ is attained in the partition where
the bipartite entanglements are deomposed hoosing as probe mode l the
one in the single-mode redued state of smallest loal mixedness al ≡ amin.
(iii) Chek range and ompute: Given the mode with smallest loal mixedness
amin (say, for instane, mode 1) and the parameters s and d dened in
Eqs. (7.25, 7.26), if amin = 1 then mode 1 is unorrelated from the others:






−Q(amin, s, d) , (7.38)
with Q ≡ G1|2τ + G1|3τ dened by Eqs. (7.28, 7.29). Note that if d <
−(a2min−1)/4s then G1|2τ = 0. Instead, if d > (a2min−1)/4s then G1|3τ = 0.
Otherwise, all terms in Eq. (7.36) are nonvanishing.
The residual Gaussian ontangle Eq. (7.36) in generi pure three-mode Gaussian
states is plotted in Fig. 7.3 as a funtion of a2 and a3, at onstant a1 = 2. For xed
a1, it is interesting to notie that G
res
τ is maximal for a2 = a3, i.e. for bisymmetri
states (see Fig. 5.1). Notie also how the residual Gaussian ontangle of these
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Figure 7.3. Three-dimensional plot of the residual Gaussian ontangle
Gresτ (σ
p) in pure three-mode Gaussian states σp, determined by the three
loal mixednesses al, l = 1, 2, 3. One of the loal mixednesses is kept xed
(a1 = 2). The remaining ones vary onstrained by the triangle inequality
(7.22), as depited in Fig. 7.1(b). The expliit expression of Gresτ is given by
Eq. (7.38). See text for further details.
bisymmetri pure states has a usp for a1 = a2 = a3. In fat, from Eq. (7.37),
for a2 = a3 < a1 the minimum in Eq. (7.36) is attained deomposing with respet
to one of the two modes 2 or 3 (the result is the same by symmetry), while for
a2 = a3 > a1 mode 1 beomes the probe mode.
7.2.3.1. Residual ontangle and distillability of mixed states. For generi mixed three-
mode Gaussian states, a quite umbersome analytial expression for the 1|2 and 1|3
Gaussian ontangles may be written, whih expliitly solves the minimization over
the angle θ in Eq. (4.64). On the other hand, the optimization appearing in the
omputation of the 1|(23) bipartite Gaussian ontangle [see Eq. (6.13)℄ has to be
solved only numerially. However, exploiting tehniques like the unitary loalization
of entanglement desribed in Chapter 5, and results like that of Eq. (6.12), losed
expressions for the residual Gaussian ontangle an be found as well in relevant
lasses of mixed three-mode Gaussian states endowed with some symmetry on-
straints. Interesting examples of these states and the investigation of their physial
properties will be disussed in Se. 7.3.
As an additional remark, let us reall that, although the entanglement of Gauss-
ian states is always distillable with respet to 1×N bipartitions [265℄ (see Se. 3.1.1),
they an exhibit bound entanglement in 1×1×1 tripartitions [94℄. In this ase, the
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residual Gaussian ontangle annot detet tripartite PPT entangled states. For ex-
ample, the residual Gaussian ontangle in three-mode biseparable Gaussian states
(Class 4 of Ref. [94℄) is always zero, beause those bound entangled states are sep-
arable with respet to all 1 × 2 bipartitions of the modes. In this sense we an
orretly regard the residual Gaussian ontangle as an estimator of distillable tri-
partite entanglement, being stritly nonzero only on fully inseparable three-mode
Gaussian states (Class 1 in the lassiation of Se. 7.1.1).
7.3. Sharing struture of tripartite entanglement: promisuous Gaussian
states
We are now in the position to analyze the sharing struture of CV entanglement in
three-mode Gaussian states by taking the residual Gaussian ontangle as a measure
of tripartite entanglement, in analogy with the study done for three qubits [72℄ using
the residual tangle [59℄ (see Se. 1.4.3).
The rst task we fae is that of identifying the three-mode analogues of the two
inequivalent lasses of fully inseparable three-qubit states, the GHZ state [100℄,
Eq. (1.51), and the W state [72℄, Eq. (1.52). These states are both pure and
fully symmetri, i.e. invariant under the exhange of any two qubits. On the one
hand, the GHZ state possesses maximal tripartite entanglement, quantied by the
residual tangle [59, 72℄, with zero ouplewise entanglement in any redued state of
two qubits redutions. Therefore its entanglement is very fragile against the loss of
one or more subsystems. On the other hand, theW state ontains the maximal two-
party entanglement in any redued state of two qubits [72℄ and is thus maximally
robust against deoherene, while its tripartite residual tangle vanishes.
7.3.1. CV nite-squeezing GHZ/W states
To dene the CV ounterparts of the three-qubit states |ψGHZ〉 and |ψW 〉, one must
start from the fully symmetri (generally mixed) three-mode CM σs of the form
σα3 , Eq. (2.60). Surprisingly enough, in symmetri three-mode Gaussian states,
if one aims at maximizing, at given single-mode mixedness a ≡ √Detα, either
the bipartite entanglement G
i|j
τ in any two-mode redued state (i.e. aiming at the
CV W -like state), or the genuine tripartite entanglement Gresτ (i.e. aiming at the
CV GHZ-like state), one nds the same, unique family of states. They are exatly
the pure, fully symmetri three-mode Gaussian states (three-mode squeezed states)
with CM σps of the form σα3 , Eq. (2.60), with α = a12, ε = diag{e+, e−} and
e± =
a2 − 1±√(a2 − 1) (9a2 − 1)
4a
, (7.39)
where we have used Eq. (5.13) ensuring the global purity of the state. In gen-
eral, we have studied the entanglement saling in fully symmetri (pure) N -mode
Gaussian states by means of the unitary loalization in Se. 5.2. It is in order to
mention that these states were previously known in the literature as CV GHZ-
type states [236, 240℄, as in the limit of innite squeezing (a→∞), they approah
the proper (unnormalizable) ontinuous-variable GHZ state
∫
dx|x, x, x〉, a simul-
taneous eigenstate of total momentum pˆ1 + pˆ2 + pˆ3 and of all relative positions
qˆi − qˆj (i, j = 1, 2, 3), with zero eigenvalues [239℄.
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For any nite squeezing (equivalently, any nite loal mixedness a), however,
the above entanglement sharing study leads ourselves to re-baptize these states as
CV GHZ/W states [GA10, GA11, GA16℄, and denote their CM by σGHZ/Ws .
The residual Gaussian ontangle of GHZ/W states with nite squeezing takes
the simple form (see Se. 6.2.2)
Gresτ (σ
GHZ/W














It is straightforward to see that Gresτ (σ
GHZ/W
s ) is nonvanishing as soon as a > 1.
Therefore, the GHZ/W states belong to the lass of fully inseparable three-mode
states [94, 236, 235, 240℄ (Class 1, see Se. 7.1.1). We nally reall that in a
GHZ/W state the residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ Eq. (7.36) oinides with the
true residual ontangle E
1|2|3
τ Eq. (7.35). This property learly holds beause the
Gaussian pure-state deomposition is the optimal one in every bipartition, due to
the fat that the global three-mode state is pure and the redued two-mode states
are symmetri (see Se. 4.2.2).
7.3.2. T states with zero redued bipartite entanglement
The peuliar nature of entanglement sharing in CV GHZ/W states is further on-
rmed by the following observation. If one requires maximization of the 1 × 2
bipartite Gaussian ontangle G
i|(jk)
τ under the onstraint of separability of all the
redued two-mode states (like it happens in the GHZ state of three qubits), one
nds a lass of symmetri mixed states haraterized by being three-mode Gaussian
states of partial minimum unertainty (see Se. 2.2.2.2). They are in fat hara-
terized by having their smallest sympleti eigenvalue equal to 1, and represent
thus the three-mode generalization of two-mode symmetri GLEMS (introdued in
Se. 4.3.3.1).
We will name these states T states, with T standing for tripartite entanglement
only [GA10, GA11, GA16℄. They are desribed by a CM σTs of the form Eq. (2.60),
with α = a12, ε = diag{e+, e−} and
e+ =




5− 9a2 +√9a2 (a2 − 2) + 25
12a
. (7.41)
The T states, like the GHZ/W states, are determined only by the loal mixedness
a, are fully separable for a = 1, and fully inseparable for a > 1. The residual
Gaussian ontangle Eq. (7.36) an be analytially omputed for these mixed states
as a funtion of a. First of all one noties that, due to the omplete symmetry
of the state, eah mode an be hosen indierently to be the referene one in
Eq. (7.36). Being the 1× 1 entanglements all zero by onstrution, Gresτ = Gi|(jk)τ .
The 1 × 2 bipartite Gaussian ontangle an be in turn obtained exploiting the
unitary loalization proedure (see Chapter 5 and Fig. 5.1). Let us hoose mode
1 as the probe mode and ombine modes 2 and 3 at a 50:50 beam-splitter, a loal
unitary operation with respet to the bipartition 1|(23) that denes the transformed
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modes 2′ and 3′. The CM σT
′
s of the state of modes 1, 2
′
, and 3′ is then written in









where mode 3′ is now disentangled from the others. Thus
G1|(23)τ (σ
T




s ) . (7.43)
Moreover, the redued CM σ12′ of modes 1 and 2
′



















9 (a2 − 2)a2 + 25 + 3
)
,
and we have shown that the Gaussian ontangle (and the whole family of Gauss-
ian entanglement measures, Se. 3.2.2) is omputable in two-mode GLEMS, via




s ) = arcsinh
2
{[
25R− 9a4 + 3Ra2 + 6a2 − 109
−
(
81a8 − 432a6 + 954a4 − 1704a2 + 2125
− (3a2 − 11) (3a2 − 7) (3a2 + 5)R) 12√2] 12
× [18 (3a2 −R+ 3)]− 12
}
, (7.44)
with R ≡√9a2(a2 − 2) + 25.
What is remarkable about T states is that their tripartite Gaussian ontangle,
Eq. (7.44), is stritly smaller than the one of the GHZ/W states, Eq. (7.40), for any
xed value of the loal mixedness a, that is, for any xed value of the only param-
eter (operationally related to the squeezing of eah single mode) that ompletely
determines the CMs of both families of states up to loal unitary operations.
18
This
hierarhial behavior of the residual Gaussian ontangle in the two lasses of states
is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. The ruial onsequenes of this result for the struture of
the entanglement trade-o in Gaussian states will be disussed further in the next
subsetion.
18
Notie that this result annot be an artifat aused by restriting to pure Gaussian deom-
positions only in the denition Eq. (7.36) of the residual Gaussian ontangle. In fat, for T states
the relation Gresτ (σ
T




s ) holds due to the symmetry of the redued two-mode states,
and to the fat that the unitarily transformed state of modes 1 and 2′ is mixed and nonsymmetri.
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Figure 7.4. Plot, as a funtion of the single-mode mixedness a, of the tri-
partite residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ Eq. (7.40) in the CV GHZ/W states
(dashed red line); in the T states Eq. (7.44) (solid blue line); and in 50 000
randomly generated mixed symmetri three-mode Gaussian states of the form
Eq. (2.60) (dots). The GHZ/W states, that maximize any bipartite entangle-
ment, also ahieve maximal genuine tripartite quantum orrelations, showing
that CV entanglement distributes in a promisuous way in symmetri Gaussian
states. Notie also how all random mixed states have a nonnegative residual
Gaussian ontangle. This onrms the results presented in Ref. [GA10℄, and
disussed in detail and extended in Se. 7.2.1, on the strit validity of the
CKW monogamy inequality for CV entanglement in three-mode Gaussian
states.
7.3.3. Promisuous ontinuous-variable entanglement sharing
The above results, pitorially illustrated in Fig. 7.4, lead to the onlusion that in
symmetri three-mode Gaussian states, when there is no bipartite entanglement in
the two-mode redued states (like in T states) the genuine tripartite entanglement
is not enhaned, but frustrated. More than that, if there are maximal quantum
orrelations in a three-party relation, like in GHZ/W states, then the two-mode
redued states of any pair of modes are maximally entangled mixed states.
These ndings, unveiling a major dierene between disrete-variable (mainly
qubits) and ontinuous-variable systems, establish the promisuous nature of CV
entanglement sharing in symmetri Gaussian states [GA10℄. Being assoiated with
degrees of freedom with ontinuous spetra, states of CV systems need not saturate
the CKW inequality to ahieve maximum ouplewise orrelations, as it was instead
the ase for W states of qubits, Eq. (1.52). In fat, the following holds.
â Promisuous entanglement in ontinuous-variable GHZ/W three-mode
Gaussian states. Without violating the monogamy onstraint Ineq. (6.2),
pure symmetri three-mode Gaussian states are maximally three-way entan-
gled and, at the same time, possess the maximum possible entanglement
between any pair of modes in the orresponding two-mode redued states.
The two entanglements are mutually enhaned.
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The notion of promisuity basially means that bipartite and genuine multi-
partite (in this ase tripartite) entanglement are inreasing funtions of eah other,
while typially in low-dimensional systems like qubits only the opposite behavior
is ompatible with monogamy (see Se. 1.4). The promisuity of entanglement in
three-mode GHZ/W states is, however, partial. Namely they exhibit, with inreas-
ing squeezing, unlimited tripartite entanglement (diverging in the limit a → ∞)
and nonzero, aordingly inreasing bipartite entanglement between any two modes,
whih nevertheless stays nite even for innite squeezing. Preisely, from Eq. (7.40),
it saturates to the value
Gi|jτ (σ
GHZ/W
s , a→∞) = log
2 3
4
≈ 0.3 . (7.45)
We will show in the next Chapter that in CV systems with more than three modes,
entanglement an be distributed in an innitely promisuous way.
More remarks are in order onerning the tripartite ase. The struture of
entanglement in GHZ/W states is suh that, while being maximally three-party
entangled, they are also maximally robust against the loss of one of the modes.
This preselets GHZ/W states also as optimal andidates for arrying quantum in-
formation through a lossy hannel, being intrinsially less sensitive to deoherene
eets. In the next Setion, we will exatly analyze the eet of environmental deo-
herene on three-mode Gaussian states and the sharing struture of noisy GHZ/W
states, investigating the persisteny of a promisuous struture in the presene of
thermal noise. The usefulness of GHZ/W states for CV quantum ommuniation
will be analyzed in Se. 12.2.
As an additional omment, let us mention that, quite naturally, not all three-
mode Gaussian states (in partiular nonsymmetri states) are expeted to exhibit
a promisuous entanglement sharing. We will provide in Se. 7.4.3 an example of
three-mode states with not so strong symmetry onstraints, where the entanglement
sharing struture is more traditional, i.e. with bipartite and tripartite quantum
orrelations being mutually ompetitors.
7.4. Promisuous entanglement versus noise and asymmetry
7.4.1. Deoherene of three-mode states and deay of tripartite entanglement
Here we analyze, following Ref. [GA11℄, the ation of deoherene on tripartite en-
tangled Gaussian states, studying the deay of the residual ontangle. The GHZ/W
states of Se. 7.3.1 are shown to be maximally robust against deoherene eets.
7.4.1.1. Basis of deoherene theory for Gaussian states. Among their many speial
features, Gaussian states allow remarkably for a straightforward, analytial treat-
ment of deoherene, aounting for the most ommon situations enountered in
the experimental pratie (like bre propagations or avity deays) and even for
more general, `exoti' settings (like squeezed or ommon reservoirs) [212℄. This
agreeable feature, together with the possibility  extensively exploited in this Dis-
sertation  of exatly omputing several interesting benhmarks for suh states,
make Gaussian states a useful theoretial referene for investigating the eet of
deoherene on the information and orrelation ontent of quantum states.
In this Setion, we will expliitly show how the deoherene of three-mode
Gaussian states may be exatly studied for any nite temperature, fousing on the
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evolution of the residual Gaussian ontangle as a measure of tripartite orrelations.
The results here obtained will be reovered in Se. 12.2.4, and applied to the study
of the eet of deoherene on multiparty protools of CV quantum ommuniation
with the lasses of states we are addressing, thus ompleting the present analysis
by investigating its preise operational onsequenes.
In the most ustomary and relevant instanes, the bath interating with a set of
N modes an be modeled by N independent ontinua of osillators, oupled to the








i bi(ω) + aib
†
i (ω)] dω , (7.46)
where bi(ω) stands for the annihilation operator of the i-th ontinuum's mode
labeled by the frequeny ω, whereas vi(ω) represents the oupling of suh a mode
to the mode i of the system (assumed, for simpliity, to be real). The state of the
bath is assumed to be stationary. Under the Born-Markov approximation,
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the
Hamiltonian Hint leads, upon partial traing over the bath, to the following master









i ]̺+ (ni + 1) L[ai]̺
)
, (7.47)
where the dot stands for time-derivative, the Lindblad superoperators are dened
as L[oˆ]̺ ≡ 2oˆ̺oˆ† − oˆ†oˆ̺ − ̺oˆ†oˆ, the ouplings are γi = 2πv2i (ωi), whereas the
oeients ni are dened in terms of the orrelation funtions 〈b†i (ωi)bi(ωi)〉 = ni,
where averages are omputed over the state of the bath and ωi is the frequeny of
mode i. Notie that ni is the number of thermal photons present in the reservoir
assoiated to mode i, related to the temperature Ti of the reservoir by the Bose





In the derivation, we have also assumed 〈bi(ωi)bi(ωi)〉 = 0, holding for a bath at
thermal equilibrium. We will heneforth refer to a homogeneous bath in the ase
ni = n and γi = γ for all i.
Now, the master equation (7.47) admits a simple and physially transparent
representation as a diusion equation for the time-dependent harateristi funtion
of the system χ(ξ, t) [47℄,

















χ(ξ, t) , (7.49)
where ξ ≡ (x1, p1, . . . , xN , pN ) is a phase-spae vetor and σi∞ = diag (2ni +
1, 2ni + 1) (for a homogeneous bath), while ω is the sympleti form, Eq. (2.8).
The right hand side of the previous equation ontains a deterministi drift term,
whih has the eet of damping the rst moments to zero on a time sale of γ/2,
and a diusion term with diusion matrix σ∞ ≡ ⊕Ni=1σi∞. The essential point
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Let us reall that suh an approximation requires small ouplings (so that the eet of
Hint an be trunated to the rst order in the Dyson series) and no memory eets, in that the
`future state' of the system depends only on its `present state'.
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here is that Eq. (7.49) preserves the Gaussian harater of the initial state, as
an be straightforwardly heked for any initial CM σ0 by inserting the Gaussian
harateristi funtion χ(ξ, t),




where X are generi initial rst moments, σ(t) ≡ Γ2tσ0 + (1 − Γ2t )σ∞, and Γt ≡
⊕ie−γit/212, into the equation and verifying that it is indeed a solution. Notie
that, for a homogeneous bath, the diagonal matries Γt and σ∞ (providing a full
haraterization of the bath) are both proportional to the identity. In order to
keep trak of the deay of orrelations of Gaussian states, we are interested in the
evolution of the initial CM σ0 under the ation of the bath whih, realling our
previous Gaussian solution, is just desribed by
σ(t) = Γ2tσ0 + (1− Γ2t )σ∞ . (7.51)
This simple equation desribes the dissipative evolution of the CM of any initial
state under the ation of a thermal environment and, at zero temperature, under the
ation of pure losses (reovered in the instane ni = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N). It yields
a basi, signiant example of `Gaussian hannel', i.e. of a map mapping Gauss-
ian states into Gaussian states under generally nonunitary evolutions. Exploiting
Eq. (7.51) and our previous ndings, we an now study the exat evolution of the
tripartite entanglement of Gaussian states under the deoherent ation of losses
and thermal noise. For simpliity, we will mainly onsider homogeneous baths.
7.4.1.2. Robustness of tripartite entangled states. As a rst general remark let us
notie that, in the ase of a zero-temperature bath (n = 0), in whih deoherene
is entirely due to losses, the bipartite entanglement between any dierent partition
deays in time but persists for an innite time. This is a general property of Gauss-
ian entanglement [212℄ under any multimode bipartition. The same fat is also
true for the genuine tripartite entanglement, quantied by the residual Gaussian
ontangle. If n 6= 0, a nite time does exist for whih tripartite quantum orrela-
tions disappear. In general, the two-mode entanglement between any given mode
and any other of the remaining two modes vanishes before than the three-mode
bipartite entanglement between suh a mode and the other two  not surprisingly,
as the former quantity is, at the beginning, bounded by the latter beause of the
CKW monogamy inequality (6.2).
The main issue addressed in this analysis onsists in inspeting the robust-
ness of dierent forms of genuine tripartite entanglement, previously introdued
in Se. 7.3. Notie that an analogous question has been addressed in the qubit
senario, by omparing the ation of deoherene on the residual tangle of the in-
equivalent sets of GHZ andW states: W states, whih are by denition more robust
under subsystem erasure, proved more robust under deoherene as well [48℄. In
our instane, the symmetri GHZ/W states onstitute a promising andidate for
the role of most robust Gaussian tripartite entangled states, as somehow expeted.
Evidene supporting this onjeture is shown in Fig. 7.5, where the evolution in
dierent baths of the tripartite entanglement of GHZ/W states, Eq. (7.40), is om-
pared to that of symmetri T states, Eq. (7.44) (at the same initial entanglement).
No fully symmetri states with tripartite entanglement more robust than GHZ/W
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Figure 7.5. Evolution of the residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ for GHZ/W
states with loal mixedness a = 2 (solid urves) and T states with loal mixed-
ness a = 2.8014 (dashed urves). Suh states have equal initial residual on-
tangle. The uppermost urves refer to a homogeneous bath with n = 0 (pure
losses), while the lowermost urves refer to a homogeneous bath with n = 1. As
apparent, thermal photons are responsible for the vanishing of entanglement
at nite times.
states were found by further numerial inspetion. Quite remarkably, the promis-
uous sharing of quantum orrelations, proper to GHZ/W states, appears to better
preserve genuine multipartite entanglement against the ation of deoherene.
Notie also that, for a homogeneous bath and for all fully symmetri and bisym-
metri three-mode states, the deoherene of the global bipartite entanglement of
the state is the same as that of the orresponding equivalent two-mode states (ob-
tained through unitary loalization, see Fig. 5.1). Indeed, for any bisymmetri state
whih an be loalized by an orthogonal transformation (like a beam-splitter), the
unitary loalization and the ation of the deoherent map of Eq. (7.51) ommute,
beause σ∞ ∝ 1 is obviously preserved under orthogonal transformations (note
that the bisymmetry of the state is maintained through the hannel, due to the
symmetry of the latter). In suh ases, the deoherene of the bipartite entan-
glement of the original three-mode state (with genuine tripartite orrelations) is
exatly equivalent to that of the orresponding initial two-mode state obtained
by unitary loalization. This equivalene breaks down, even for GHZ/W states
whih an be loalized through an (orthogonal) beam-splitter transformation, for
non homogeneous baths, i.e. if the thermal photon numbers ni related to dierent
modes are dierent  whih is the ase for dierent temperatures Ti or for dierent
frequenies ωi, aording to Eq. (7.48)  or if the ouplings γi are dierent. In
this instane let us remark that the unitary loalization ould provide a way to
ope with deoherene, limiting its hindering eet on entanglement. In fat, let
us suppose that a given amount of genuine tripartite entanglement is stored in a
symmetri (unitarily loalizable) three-mode state and is meant to be exploited,
at some (later) time, to implement tripartite protools. During the period going
from its reation to its atual use suh an entanglement deays under the ation of
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deoherene. Suppose the three modes involved in the proess do not deay with
the same rate (dierent γi) or under the same amount of thermal photons (dierent
ni), then the obvious, optimal way to shield tripartite entanglement is onentrating
it, by unitary loalization, in the two least deoherent modes. The entanglement
an then be redistributed among the three modes by a reversal unitary operation,
just before employing the state. Of ourse, the onentration and distribution of
entanglement require a high degree of non-loal ontrol on two of the three-modes,
whih would not always be allowed in realisti operating onditions.
As a nal remark, let us mention that the bipartite entanglement of GHZ/W
states under 1 × 2 bipartitions, deays slightly faster (in homogeneous baths with
equal number of photons) than that of an initial pure two-mode squeezed state with
the same initial entanglement. In this respet, the multimode entanglement is more
fragile than the two-mode one, as the Hilbert spae exposed to deoherene whih
ontains it is larger.
7.4.2. Entanglement distribution in noisy GHZ/W states
We onsider here the noisy version of the GHZ/W states previously introdued
(Se. 7.3.1), whih are a family of mixed Gaussian fully symmetri states, also
alled three-mode squeezed thermal states [53℄. They result in general from the
dissipative evolution of pure GHZ/W states in proper Gaussian noisy hannels, as
shown in Se. 7.4.1. Let us mention that various properties of noisy three-mode
Gaussian states have already been addressed, mainly regarding their eetiveness
in the implementation of CV protools [184, 84℄. Here, based on Ref. [GA16℄, we
fous on the multipartite entanglement properties of noisy states. This analysis
will allow us to go beyond the set of pure states, thus gaining deeper insight into
the role played by realisti quantum noise in the sharing and haraterization of
tripartite entanglement.
Noisy GHZ/W states are desribed by a CM σths of the form Eq. (2.60), with
α = a12, ε = diag{e+, e−} and
e± =
a2 − n2 ±√(a2 − n2) (9a2 − n2)
4a
, (7.52)
where a ≥ n to ensure the physiality of the state. Noisy GHZ/W states have a
ompletely degenerate sympleti spetrum (their sympleti eigenvalues being all
equal to n) and represent thus, somehow, the three-mode generalization of two-
mode squeezed thermal states (also known as symmetri GMEMS, states of max-
imal negativity at xed purities, see Se. 4.3.3.1). The state σths is ompletely
determined by the loal purity µl = a
−1
and by the global purity µ = n−3. Noisy
GHZ/W states redue to pure GHZ/W states (i.e. three-mode squeezed vauum
states) for n = 1.
For ease of notation, let us replae the parameter a with the eetive squeezing









9a4 − 10n2a2 + n4)
n2
− 5 , (7.53)
whose physial signiane will beome lear one the optial state engineering of
noisy GHZ/W will be desribed in Se. 10.1.2.2.
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7.4.2.1. Separability properties. Depending on the dening parameters s and n, noisy
GHZ/W states an belong to three dierent separability lasses [94℄ aording to the
lassiation of Se. 7.1.1 (and not to only two lasses like the previously onsidered
examples). Namely, as expliitly omputed in Ref. [53℄, we have in our notation
s >
√
9n4 − 2n2 + 9 + 3 (n2 − 1)√9n4 + 14n2 + 9
4n
⇒ Class 1; (7.54)
n < s ≤
√
9n4 − 2n2 + 9 + 3 (n2 − 1)√9n4 + 14n2 + 9
4n
⇒ Class 4; (7.55)
s ≤ n ⇒ Class 5. (7.56)
States whih fulll Ineq. (7.54) are fully inseparable (Class 1, enoding genuine
tripartite entanglement), while states that violate it have a positive partial trans-
pose with respet to all bipartitions. However, as already mentioned in Se. 7.1.1,
the PPT property does not imply separability. In fat, in the range dened by
Ineq. (7.55), noisy GHZ/W states are three-mode biseparable (Class 4), that is
they exhibit tripartite bound entanglement. This an be veried by showing, using
the methods of Ref. [94℄, that suh states annot be written as a onvex ombina-
tion of separable states. Finally, noisy GHZ/W states that fulll Ineq. (7.56) are
fully separable (Class 5), ontaining no entanglement at all.
The tripartite residual Gaussian ontangle Eq. (7.36), whih is nonzero only in
the fully inseparable region, an be expliitly omputed. In partiular, the 1 × 2
Gaussian ontangle G
i|(jk)
τ is obtained following a similar strategy to that employed
for T states (see Se. 7.3.2). Namely, if one performs a unitary loalization on
modes 2 and 3 that deouples the transformed mode 3′, one nds that the resulting
equivalent two-mode state of modes 1 and 2′ is symmetri. The bipartite Gaussian





τ , the same formula an be used, as the redued
states are symmetri too. Finally one gets, in the range dened by Ineq. (7.54), a



























s ) = 0 when Ineq. (7.54) is violated. For noisy GHZ/W states, the
residual Gaussian ontangle Eq. (7.57) is still equal to the true one Eq. (7.35) (like
in the speial instane of pure GHZ/W states), thanks to the symmetry of the
two-mode redutions, and of the unitarily transformed state of modes 1 and 2′.
7.4.2.2. Sharing struture. The seond term in Eq. (7.57) embodies the sum of the
ouplewise entanglement in the 1|2 and 1|3 redued bipartitions. Therefore, if
its presene enhanes the value of the tripartite residual ontangle (as ompared
to what happens if it vanishes), then one an infer that entanglement sharing is
`promisuous' in the (mixed) three-mode squeezed thermal Gaussian states as well
(`noisy GHZ/W ' states). And this is exatly the ase, as shown in the ontour plot
of Fig. 7.6, where the separability and entanglement properties of noisy GHZ/W
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Figure 7.6. Summary of separability and entanglement properties of three-
mode squeezed thermal states, or noisy GHZ/W states, in the spae of the
two parameters n and s. The separability is lassied aording to the sheme
of Se. 7.1.1. Above the dotted line the states are fully inseparable (Class
1); below the solid line they are fully separable (Class 5). In the narrow
intermediate region, noisy GHZ/W states are three-mode biseparable (Class
4), i.e. they exhibit tripartite bound entanglement. The relations dening the
boundaries for the dierent regions are given in Eqs. (7.547.56). In the fully
inseparable region, the residual (Gaussian) ontangle Eq. (7.57) is depited
as a ontour plot, growing with inreasing darkness from Gresτ = 0 (along
the dotted line) to Gresτ ≈ 1.9 (at n = 0 dB, s = 7 dB). On the left side
of the dashed line, whose expression is given by Eq. (7.59), not only genuine
tripartite entanglement is present, but also eah redued two-mode bipartition
is entangled. In this region, Gresτ is stritly larger than in the region where the
two-mode redutions are separable. This evidenes the promisuous sharing
struture of multipartite CV entanglement in symmetri, even mixed, three-
mode Gaussian states.
states are summarized, as funtions of the parameters n and s expressed in dei-
bels.
20




the entanglement sharing an never be promisuous, as the redued two-mode en-
tanglement is zero for any (even arbitrarily large) squeezing s. Otherwise, applying
PPT riterion, one nds that for suiently high squeezing bipartite entanglement
20
The noise expressed in deibels (dB) is obtained from the ovariane matrix elements via
the formula Nij(dB) = 10 log10(σij).
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is also present in any two-mode redution, namely
n <
√
3 , s >
√
2n√
3− n2 ⇒ promisuous sharing . (7.59)
Evaluation of Eq. (7.57), as shown in Fig. 7.6, learly demonstrates that the
genuine tripartite entanglement inreases with inreasing bipartite entanglement in
any two-mode redution, unambiguously onrming that CV quantum orrelations
distribute in a promisuous way not only in pure [GA10, GA11℄, but also in mixed
[GA16℄ symmetri three-mode Gaussian states. However, the global mixedness is
prone to aet this sharing struture, whih is ompletely destroyed if, as an be
seen from Eq. (7.58), the global purity µ falls below 1/(3
√
3) ≈ 0.19245. This purity
threshold is remarkably low: a really strong amount of global noise is neessary to
destroy the promisuity of entanglement distribution.
7.4.3. Basset hound states: a `traditional' sharing of entanglement
Let us nally onsider an instane of tripartite entangled states whih are not fully
symmetri, but merely bisymmetri pure Gaussian states (in this spei ase, in-
variant under the exhange of modes 2 and 3, see the general denition in Se. 2.4.3).
Following the arguments summarized in Fig. 5.1, they will be named basset hound
states. Suh states are denoted by a CM σ
p
B of the form Eq. (2.20) for N = 3, with





















They belong to a family of states introdued in Ref. [238℄ as resoures for optimal
CV teleloning (i.e. loning at distane, or equivalently teleportation to more than
one reeiver) of single-mode oherent states. A more detailed disussion of this
protool will be given in Se. 12.3.
7.4.3.1. Tripartite entanglement. From a qualitative point of view, basset hound
states are fully inseparable for a > 1 and fully separable for a = 1, as already
remarked in Ref. [238℄; moreover, the PPT riterion (see Se. 3.1.1) entails that
the two-mode redued state of modes 2 and 3 is always separable. Following the
guidelines of Se. 7.2.2, the residual Gaussian ontangle Gresτ is easily omputable.
From Eq. (7.37), it follows that the minimum in Eq. (7.36) is attained if one sets
either mode 2 or mode 3 (indierently, due to the bisymmetry) to be the probe






























The tripartite entanglement Eq. (7.62) is stritly smaller than that of both GHZ/W
states and T states, but it an still diverge in the limit of innite squeezing (a→∞)
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τ between mode 1 and eah of the modes 2 and 3 in the orresponding
two-mode redutions, given by Eq. (7.64), is stritly larger than the bipartite en-
tanglement in any two-mode redution of GHZ/W states. This does not ontradit
the previously given haraterization of GHZ/W states as maximally three-way and
two-way entangled (maximally promisuous). In fat, GHZ/W states have max-
imal ouplewise entanglement between any two-mode redution, while in basset
hound states only two (out of three) two-mode redutions are entangled, allowing
this entanglement to be larger. This is the reason why these states are well-suited
for teleloning, as we will detail in Se. 12.3.2. Nevertheless, this redued bipartite
entanglement annot inrease arbitrarily in the limit of innite squeezing, beause
of the monogamy inequality (6.2); in fat it saturates to
G1|lτ (σ
p






≈ 3.1 , (7.65)
whih is about ten times the asymptoti value of the redued bipartite two-mode
entanglement for GHZ/W states, Eq. (7.45).
7.4.3.2. Sharing struture. It is interesting to notie that entanglement sharing in
basset hound states is not promisuous. Tripartite and bipartite entanglement
oexist (the latter only in two of the three possible two-mode redutions), but the
presene of a strong bipartite entanglement does not help the tripartite one to be
stronger (at xed loal mixedness a) than in other states, like GHZ/W states or
even T states (whih are globally mixed and moreover ontain no redued bipartite
entanglement at all).
7.4.4. The origin of tripartite entanglement promisuity?
The above analysis of the entanglement sharing struture in several instanes of
three-mode Gaussian states (inluding the non-fully-symmetri basset hound states,
whose entanglement struture is not promisuous) delivers a lear hint that, in the
tripartite Gaussian setting, `promisuity' is a peuliar onsequene not of the global
purity (noisy GHZ/W states remain promisuous for quite strong mixedness), but
of the omplete symmetry under mode exhange. Beside frustrating the maximal
entanglement between pairs of modes [272℄, symmetry also onstrains the multi-
partite sharing of quantum orrelations. In basset hound states, the separability
of the redued state of modes 2 and 3, prevents the three modes from having a
strong genuine tripartite entanglement among them all, despite the heavy quantum
orrelations shared by the two ouples of modes 1|2 and 1|3.
This argument will not hold anymore in the ase of Gaussian states with four
and more modes, where relaxing the symmetry onstraints will allow for an en-
hanement of the distributed entanglement promisuity to an unlimited extent, as
we will show in the next Chapter.
CHAPTER 8
Unlimited promisuity of multipartite
Gaussian entanglement
The struture of multipartite entanglement of Gaussian states, as explored up to
now, opens interesting perspetives whih are driving us towards the last part of this
Dissertation, namely the one onerning prodution and appliations of multiparty
Gaussian entangled resoures. This Chapter, based on Ref. [GA19℄, provides an
additional, exeptional motivation to selet CV systems, and speially Gaussian
states, as ideal andidates for physial realizations of urrent and perhaps revolu-
tionary quantum information and ommuniation implementations. The ndings
desribed here are also of importane from a fundamental point of view, for the
quantiation and primarily the understanding of shared quantum orrelations in
systems with innitely large state spae.
We have seen indeed in the previous Chapter that in the most basi multipar-
tite CV setting, namely that of three-mode Gaussian states, a partial promisuity
of entanglement an be ahieved. Permutation-invariant states exist whih are the
simultaneous analogs of GHZ and W states of qubits, exhibiting unlimited tripar-
tite entanglement (with inreasing squeezing) and nonzero, aordingly inreasing
bipartite entanglement whih nevertheless stays nite even for innite squeezing
[GA10℄. We will now show that in CV systems with more than three modes, entan-
glement an be distributed in an innitely promisuous way.
8.1. Continuous variables versus qubits
From an operational perspetive, qubits are the main logial units for standard
realizations of quantum information protools [163℄. Also CV Gaussian entan-
gled resoures have been proven useful for all known implementations of quantum
information proessing [40℄, inluding quantum omputation [155℄, sometimes out-
performing more traditional qubit-based approahes as in the ase of unonditional
teleportation [89℄. It is therefore important to understand if speial features of
entanglement appear in states of innite Hilbert spaes, whih are unparalleled in
the orresponding states of qubits. Suh ndings may lead to new ways of manip-
ulating quantum information in the CV setting. For instane, there exist innitely
many inequivalent lasses of bipartite entangled pure CV states, meaning that a
substantially riher struture is available for quantum orrelations and it ould be
potentially exploited for novel realizations of quantum information protools [173℄.
Here, we address this motivation on a learut physial ground, aiming in par-
tiular to show whether the unboundedness of the mean energy haraterizing CV
states enables a qualitatively riher struture for distributed quantum orrelations.
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We prove that multimode Gaussian states exist, that an possess simultaneously
arbitrarily large pairwise bipartite entanglement between some pairs of modes and
arbitrarily large genuine multipartite entanglement among all modes without vi-
olating the monogamy inequality (6.17) on entanglement sharing. The lass of
states exhibiting suh unonstrained simultaneous distribution of quantum orre-
lations are produible with standard optial means (as we will detail in Se. 10.2),
the ahievable amount of entanglement being tehnologially limited only by the
attainable degree of squeezing. This unexpeted feature of entanglement sheds new
light on the role of the fundamental laws of quantum mehanis in urtailing the
distribution of information. On a more appliative ground, it serves as a prelude
to implementations of quantum information proessing in the innite-dimensional
senario that annot be ahieved with qubit resoures.
To illustrate the existene of suh phenomenon, we onsider the simplest non-
trivial instane of a family of four-mode Gaussian states, endowed with a partial
symmetry under mode exhange.
8.2. Entanglement in partially symmetri four-mode Gaussian states
8.2.1. State denition
We start with an unorrelated state of four modes, eah one initially in the vauum
of the respetive Fok spae, whose orresponding CM is the identity. We apply a
two-mode squeezing transformation S2,3(s), Eq. (2.24), with squeezing s to modes
2 and 3, then two further two-mode squeezing transformations S1,2(a) and S3,4(a),
with squeezing a, to the pairs of modes {1, 2} and {3, 4}. The two last trans-
formations serve the purpose of redistributing the original bipartite entanglement,
reated between modes 2 and 3 by the rst two-mode squeezing operations, among
all the four modes. For any value of the parameters s and a, the output is a pure








Expliitly, σ is of the form Eq. (2.20) where
σ1 = σ4 = [cosh
2(a) + cosh(2s) sinh2(a)]12 ,
σ2 = σ3 = [cosh(2s) cosh
2(a) + sinh2(a)]12 ,
ε1,2 = ε3,4 = [cosh
2(s) sinh(2a)]Z2 ,










. It is immediate to see that a state of this form is invariant under
the double exhange of modes 1 ↔ 4 and 2 ↔ 3, as Si,j = Sj,i and operations on
disjoint pairs of modes ommute. Therefore, there is only a partial symmetry under
mode permutations, not a full one like in the ase of the three-mode GHZ/W states
and in general the states of Se. 2.4.3.
8.2.2. Struture of bipartite entanglement
Let us reall that in a pure four-mode Gaussian state and in its redutions, bipartite
entanglement is equivalent to negativity of the partially transposed CM, obtained
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by reversing time in the subspae of any hosen single subsystem [218, 265℄ (PPT
riterion, see Se. 3.1.1). This inseparability ondition is readily veried for the
family of states in Eq. (8.1) yielding that, for all nonzero values of the squeezings
s and a, σ is entangled with respet to any global bipartition of the modes. This
follows from the global purity of the state, together with the observation that the
determinant of eah redued one- and two-mode CM obtainable from Eq. (8.1) is
stritly bigger than 1 for any nonzero squeezings. The state is thus said to be fully
inseparable [111℄, i.e. it ontains genuine four-partite entanglement.
Following our previous studies on CV entanglement sharing (see Chapters 6 and
7) we hoose to measure bipartite entanglement by means of the Gaussian ontangle
Gτ , an entanglement monotone under Gaussian LOCC, omputable aording to
Eq. (6.13).
In the four-mode state with CM σ, we an evaluate the bipartite Gaussian
ontangle in losed form for all pairwise redued (mixed) states of two modes i
and j, desribed by a CM σi|j . By applying again PPT riterion (see Se. 3.1.1),
one nds that the two-mode states indexed by the partitions 1|3, 2|4, and 1|4, are
separable. For the remaining two-mode states the omputation is possible thanks to
the results of Se. 4.5.2. Namely, the redued state of modes 2 and 3, σ23, belongs




−1+2 cosh2(2a) cosh2 s+3 cosh(2s)−4 sinh2 a sinh(2s)
4[cosh2 a+e2s sinh2 a]





On the other hand, the states σ1|2 and σ3|4 are GMEMMS (dened in Se. 4.3.2),
i.e. simultaneous GMEMS and GLEMS, for whih either Eq. (4.74) or Eq. (4.76)
give
m1|2 = m3|4 = cosh 2a . (8.3)
Aordingly, one an ompute the pure-state entanglements between one probe
mode and the remaining three modes. In this ase one has simply mi|(jkl) = Detσi.
One nds from Eq. (8.1),
m1|(234) = m4|(123) = cosh
2 a+ cosh(2s) sinh2 a ,
m2|(134) = m3|(124) = sinh
2 a+ cosh(2s) cosh2 a .
(8.4)
Conerning the struture of bipartite entanglement, Eqs. (6.13, 8.3) imply that
the Gaussian ontangle in the mixed two-mode states σ1|2 and σ3|4 is 4a2, irrespe-
tive of the value of s. This quantity is exatly equal to the degree of entanglement
in a pure two-mode squeezed state Si,j(a)S
T
i,j(a) of modes i and j generated with
the same squeezing a. In fat, the two-mode mixed state σ1|2 (and, equivalently,
σ3|4) serves as a proper resoure for CV teleportation [39, 89℄, realizing a perfet
transfer (unit delity
22
) in the limit of innite squeezing a.
21
We refer to the notation of Eq. (6.13) and write, for eah partition i|j, the orresponding
parameter mi|j involved in the optimization problem whih denes the Gaussian ontangle.
22
The delity F ≡ 〈ψin|̺out|ψin〉 (in and out being input and output state, respetively)
quanties the teleportation suess, as detailed in Chapter 12. For single-mode oherent input
states and σ1|2 or σ3|4 employed as entangled resoures, F = (1+e
−2a cosh2 s)−1. It reahes unity
for a ≫ 0 even in presene of high interpair entanglement (s ≫ 0), provided that a approahes
innity muh faster than s.
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Figure 8.1. Bipartite entanglement struture in the four-mode Gaussian
states σ of Eq. (8.1). The blok of modes 1,2 shares with the blok of modes
3,4 all the entanglement reated originally between modes 2 and 3, whih is
an inreasing funtion of s (blue springs). Moreover, modes 1 and 2 internally
share an entanglement arbitrarily inreasing as a funtion of a, and the same
holds for modes 3 and 4 (pink springs). For a approahing innity, eah of
the two pairs of modes 1,2 and 3,4 reprodues the entanglement ontent of an
ideal EPR state, while being the same pairs arbitrarily entangled with eah
other aording to value of s.
The four-mode state σ reprodues therefore (in the regime of very high a)
the entanglement ontent of two EPR-like pairs ({1, 2} and {3, 4}). Remarkably,
there is an additional, independent entanglement between the two pairs, given by
Gτ (σ(12)|(34)) = 4s2  the original entanglement in the two-mode squeezed state
S2,3(s)S
T
2,3(s) after the rst onstrution step  whih an be itself inreased ar-
bitrarily with inreasing s. This peuliar distribution of bipartite entanglement,
pitorially displayed in Fig. 8.1, is a rst remarkable signature of an unmathed
freedom of entanglement sharing in multimode Gaussian states as opposed for in-
stane to states of the same number of qubits, where a similar situation is impossible.
Speially, if in a pure state of four qubits the rst two approah unit entangle-
ment and the same holds for the last two, the only ompatible global state redues
neessarily to a produt state of the two singlets: no interpair entanglement is
allowed by the fundamental monogamy onstraint [59, 169℄
8.2.3. Distributed entanglement and multipartite sharing struture
We an now move to a loser analysis of entanglement distribution and genuine
multipartite quantum orrelations.
8.2.3.1. Monogamy inequality. A primary step is to verify whether the fundamental
monogamy inequality (6.17) is satised on the four-mode state σ distributed among
the four parties (eah one owning a single mode).
23
In fat, the problem redues to
23
In Se. 6.2.3 the general monogamy inequality for N-mode Gaussian states has been es-
tablished by using the Gaussian tangle, Eq. (6.16). No omplete proof is available to date for the
monogamy of the (Gaussian) ontangle, Eq. (6.13), beyond the tripartite ase. Therefore, we need
to hek its validity expliitly on the state under onsideration.
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proving that
min{g[m21|(234)]− g[m21|2], g[m22|(134)]− g[m21|2]− g[m22|3]}
is nonnegative. The rst quantity always ahieves the minimum yielding
Gτ
res(σ) ≡ Gτ (σ1|(234))−Gτ (σ1|2) (8.5)
= arcsinh2
{√
[cosh2 a+ cosh(2s) sinh2 a]2 − 1
}
− 4a2.
Sine cosh(2s) > 1 for s > 0, it follows that Gτ
res > 0 and Ineq. (6.17) is satised.
The entanglement in the global Gaussian state is therefore distributed aord-
ing to the laws of quantum mehanis, in suh a way that the residual Gaussian
ontangle Gτ
res
quanties the multipartite entanglement not stored in ouplewise
form. Those quantum orrelations, however, an be either tripartite involving three
of the four modes, and/or genuinely four-partite among all of them. We an now
quantitatively estimate to what extent suh orrelations are enoded in some tri-
partite form: as an antiipation, we will nd them negligible in the limit of high
squeezing a.
8.2.3.2. Tripartite entanglement estimation. Let us rst observe that in the triparti-
tions 1|2|4 and 1|3|4 the tripartite entanglement is zero, as mode 4 is not entangled
with the blok of modes 1,2, and mode 1 is not entangled with the blok of modes
3,4 (the orresponding three-mode states are then said to be biseparable [94℄, see
Se. 7.1.1). The only tripartite entanglement present, if any, is equal in ontent
(due to the symmetry of the state σ) for the tripartitions 1|2|3 and 2|3|4, and an
be quantied via the residual Gaussian ontangle determined by the orresponding
three-mode monogamy inequality (6.17).
The residual Gaussian ontangle of a Gaussian state σ of the three modes i,
j, and k (whih is an entanglement monotone under tripartite Gaussian LOCC for
pure states [GA10℄, see Se. 7.2.2.1), takes the form as in Eq. (7.36),
Gτ (σi|j|k) ≡ min
(i,j,k)
[
Gτ (σi|(jk))−Gτ (σi|j)−Gτ (σi|k)
]
, (8.6)
where the symbol (i, j, k) denotes all the permutations of the three mode indexes.
We are interested here in omputing the residual tripartite Gaussian ontangle,
Eq. (8.6), shared among modes 1, 2 and 3 in the redued mixed three-mode state
σ123 obtained from Eq. (8.1) by traing over the degrees of freedom of mode 4. To
quantify suh tripartite entanglement exatly, it is neessary to ompute the mixed-
state 1 × 2 Gaussian ontangle between one mode and the blok of the two other
modes. This requires solving the nontrivial optimization problem of Eq. (6.13) over
all possible pure three-mode Gaussian states  not neessarily in standard form,
Eq. (7.19). However, from the denition itself, Eq. (6.13), the bipartite Gaussian
ontangle Gτ (σi|(jk)) (with i, j, k a permutation of 1, 2, 3) is bounded from above
by the orresponding bipartite Gaussian ontangle Gτ (σ
p
i|(jk)) in any pure, three-
mode Gaussian state with CM σ
p
i|(jk) ≤ σi|(jk). As an ansatz we an hoose pure
three-mode Gaussian states whose CM σ
p
123 has the same matrix struture of our
mixed state σ123 (in partiular, zero orrelations between position and momentum
operators, and diagonal subbloks proportional to the identity), and restrit the
optimization to suh a lass of states. This task is aomplished by hoosing a pure
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Figure 8.2. Upper bound Gτ bound(σ1|2|3), Eq. (8.12), on the tripartite en-
tanglement between modes 1, 2 and 3 (and equivalently 2, 3, and 4) of the
four-mode Gaussian state dened by Eq. (8.1), plotted as a funtion of the
squeezing parameters s and a. The plotted upper bound on the tripartite
entanglement among modes 1, 2, 3 (and equivalently 2, 3, 4) asymptotially
vanishes for a going to innity, while any other form of tripartite entanglement
among any three modes is always zero.














1 + sech2a tanh2 s




Gτ (σi|(jk)) ≤ g[(mγi|(jk))2] , (8.8)
where mγ is meant to determine entanglement in the state γp, Eq. (8.7), via
Eq. (6.13). The bipartite entanglement properties of the state γp an be deter-
mined analogously to what done in Se. 8.2.2. We nd
mγ3|(12) =
1 + sech2a tanh2 s
1− sech2a tanh2 s , (8.9)
mγ1|(23) = cosh
2 a+mγ4|(12) sinh
2 a , (8.10)
mγ2|(13) = sinh
2 a+mγ4|(12) cosh
2 a . (8.11)
Eqs. (8.6,8.8) thus lead to an upper bound on the genuine tripartite entanglement
between modes 1, 2 and 3 (and equivalently 2, 3, and 4),
Gτ (σ1|2|3) ≤ Gτ bound(σ1|2|3) ≡ min{g[(mγ1|(23))2]−g[m21|2], g[(mγ3|(12))2]−g[m22|3]} ,
(8.12)
where the two-mode entanglements regulated by the quantities mi|j without the
supersript γ are referred to the redutions of the mixed state σ123 and are listed
in Eqs. (8.2, 8.3). In Eq. (8.12) the quantity g[(mγ2|(13))
2] − g[m21|2] − g[m22|3] is
not inluded in the minimization, being always larger than the other two terms.
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Figure 8.3. Residual multipartite entanglement Gτ res(σ) [see Eq. (8.5)℄,
whih in the regime of large squeezing a is ompletely distributed in the form
of genuine four-partite quantum orrelations. The four-partite entanglement
is monotonially inreasing with inreasing squeezing a, and diverges as a
approahes innity. The multimode Gaussian state σ onstruted with an
arbitrarily large degree of squeezing a, onsequently, exhibits a oexistene
of unlimited multipartite and pairwise bipartite entanglement in the form of
EPR orrelations. In systems of many qubits, and even in Gaussian states of
CV systems with a number of modes smaller than four (see Chapter 7), suh
an unlimited and unonstrained promisuous distribution of entanglement is
stritly forbidden.
Numerial investigations in the spae of all pure three-mode Gaussian states seem
to onrm that the upper bound of Eq. (8.12) is atually sharp (meaning that the
three-mode ontangle is globally minimized on the state γp), but this statement
an be left here as a onjeture sine it is not required for our subsequent analysis.
The upper bound Gτ
bound(σ1|2|3) is always nonnegative (as an obvious on-
sequene of monogamy, see Se. 7.2.1), moreover it is dereasing with inreasing
squeezing a, and vanishes in the limit a → ∞, as shown in Fig. 8.2. Therefore,
in the regime of inreasingly high a, eventually approahing innity, any form of
tripartite entanglement among any three modes in the state σ is negligible (exatly
vanishing in the limit). As a ruial onsequene, in that regime the residual en-
tanglement Gτ
res(σ) determined by Eq. (8.5) is all stored in four-mode quantum
orrelations and quanties the genuine four-partite entanglement.
8.2.3.3. Genuine four-partite entanglement: promisuous beyond limits. We nally
observe that Gτ
res(σ), Eq. (8.5), is an inreasing funtion of a for any value of s
(see Fig. 8.3), and it diverges in the limit a→∞. This proves that the lass of pure
four-mode Gaussian states with CM σ given by Eq. (8.1) exhibits genuine four-
partite entanglement whih grows unboundedly with inreasing squeezing a and,
simultaneously, possesses pairwise bipartite entanglement in the mixed two-mode
redued states of modes {1, 2} and {3, 4}, that inreases unboundedly as well with
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inreasing a.24 Moreover, as previously shown, the two pairs an themselves be
arbitrarily entangled with eah other with inreasing squeezing s.
By onstruting a simple and feasible example we have shown that, when
the quantum orrelations arise among degrees of freedom spanning an innite-
dimensional spae of states (haraterized by unbounded mean energy), an aord-
ingly innite freedom is tolerated for quantum information to be doled out. This
happens with no violation of the fundamental monogamy onstraint that retains
its general validity in quantum mehanis. In the CV instane demonstrated here,
the only eet of monogamy is to bound the divergene rates of the individual en-
tanglement ontributions as the squeezing parameters are inreased. Within the
restrited Hilbert spae of four or more qubits, instead, an analogous entanglement
struture between the single qubits is stritly forbidden.
Quite naturally, the proedure presented here an be in priniple extended to
investigate the inreasingly riher struture of entanglement sharing in N -mode (N
even) Gaussian states, via additional pairs of redistributing two-mode squeezing
operations.
In summary, the main result of this Chapter may be stated as follows [GA19℄.
â Unlimited promisuity of multipartite Gaussian entanglement. The en-
tanglement in N -mode Gaussian states (N ≥ 4) an distribute in suh a way
that it approahes innity both as a genuinely multipartite quantum orrela-
tion shared among all modes, and as a bipartite, two-mode quantum orrela-
tion in dierent pairs of modes, within the validity of the general monogamy
onstraints on entanglement sharing.
8.2.4. Disussion
The disovery of an unlimited promisuous entanglement sharing, while of inherent
importane in view of novel implementations of CV systems for multiparty quantum
information protools, opens unexplored perspetives for the understanding and
haraterization of entanglement in multipartile systems.
Gaussian states with nite squeezing (nite mean energy) are somehow analo-
gous to disrete systems with an eetive dimension related to the squeezing degree
[40℄. As the promisuous entanglement sharing arises in Gaussian states by asymp-
totially inreasing the squeezing to innity, it is natural to expet that dimension-
dependent families of states will exhibit an entanglement struture gradually more
promisuous with inreasing Hilbert spae dimension towards the CV limit. A
proper investigation into the huge moat of qudits (with dimension 2 < d < ∞)
is therefore the next step to pursue, in order to aim at developing the omplete
piture of entanglement sharing in many-body systems, whih is urrently laking
(see Se. 1.4). Here [GA19℄, we have initiated this program by establishing a sharp
disrepany between the two extrema in the ladder of Hilbert spae dimensions:
namely, entanglement of CV systems in the limit of innite mean energy has been
proven innitely more shareable than that of individual qubits.
24
The notion of unlimited entanglement has to be interpreted in the usual asymptoti sense.
Namely, given an arbitrarily large entanglement threshold, one an always pik a state in the
onsidered family with squeezing high enough so that its entanglement exeeds the threshold.
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One a more omprehensive understanding will be available of the distributed
entanglement struture in high-dimensional and CV systems (also beyond the spe-
ial lass of Gaussian states), the task of devising new protools to translate suh
potential into full-power pratial implementations for what onerns enoding,
proessing and distribution of shared quantum information, an be addressed as
well.
We will briey disuss the optial generation and exploitation of promisuous
entanglement in four-mode Gaussian states in Se. 10.2.
Part IV
Quantum state engineering of
entangled Gaussian states
The Entangle Fishes. Louis Monza, 1970.
http://www.ameriaohyes.om/pages/monza.htm
CHAPTER 9
Two-mode Gaussian states in the lab
One of the strength points of the CV quantum information siene with Gaussian
states, alongwith the mathematial struture whih enables an aurate desrip-
tion of their informational properties (see Chapter 2), has surely to be traed bak
to the astonishing progress obtained on the experimental side for what onerns
preparation, proessing and haraterization of entangled Gaussian resoures, and
their suessful implementation for the most diverse ommuniation and omputa-
tion tasks. We have already stressed, for instane, that one of the main byproduts
of our study on bipartite entanglement versus purity, presented in Se. 4.3, is that
of having provided a diret, reliable way to estimate entanglement of arbitrary
unknown two-mode Gaussian states in terms of experimentally aessible measure-
ments of purity [GA2℄ (see Se. 4.4.1).
This Chapter mainly originates from our ollaboration to an experiment whih
illustrates the state-of-the-art in the engineering and proessing of two-mode Gauss-
ian states, via an original optial set-up based on a type-II optial parametri os-
illator (OPO) with adjustable mode oupling [GA8℄. Experimental results allow a
diret veriation of many theoretial preditions and provide a sharp insight into
the general properties of two-mode Gaussian states, eluidated in Chapter 4, and
the manipulation of the entanglement resoure. We will disuss this experiment in
Se. 9.2.
As a dislaimer, we remark that the main fous of this Dissertation is of a
theoretial nature, as our primary aim has been up to now to develop strong
mathematial tools to dene and haraterize entanglement of Gaussian states.
Therefore, many experimental details, largely available elsewhere (see, as a guide,
Refs. [40, 207, 203, 174, 138℄) will be surely laking here. However, and thanks to
the lose ontat with the reality of experiments ahieved during the preparation
of Ref. [GA8℄, we have in parallel devoted a speial attention towards the pratial
prodution of CV entanglement on one side, and its interpretation in onnetion
with operational settings on the other.
These two aspets of our work are respetively treated in this, and in the next
Part of this Dissertation.
Let us rst briey omment on the latter, namely the investigation of the use-
fulness of entangled Gaussian states for the most ommon implementations of CV
quantum information and ommuniation protools [40℄. This side of our researh
enrihes the mathematial analysis and laries the physial understanding of our
results: an example is provided by the full equivalene between (bipartite and mul-
tipartite) entanglement and optimal suess of (two-party and multi-party) CV
quantum teleportation experiments with (two-mode and multimode) symmetri,
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generally mixed, Gaussian resoures [GA9℄, whih will be established in Chapter
12.
Before turning to the operational interpretation of entanglement, we judge of
interest to disuss, at this point of the Dissertation, the issue of providing eient
reipes to engineer, in the lab, the various lasses of Gaussian states that we have
singled out in the previous Parts for their remarkable entanglement properties.
These optimal prodution shemes (among whih we mention the one for all pure
Gaussian states exhibiting generi entanglement [GA14℄, presented in Chapter 11)
are of inherent usefulness to experimentalists who need to prepare entangled Gauss-
ian states with minimal resoures. Unless expliitly stated, we will always onsider
as preferred realisti setting for Gaussian state engineering that of quantum optis
[65℄.
In this Chapter, we thus begin by rst ompleting the analysis of Chapter 4
on the two speial lasses of two-mode extremally entangled Gaussian states that
have arisen both in the negativity versus purity analysis, and in the omparison
between Gaussian entanglement measures and negativities, namely GMEMS and
GLEMS [GA3℄. We disuss how both families of Gaussian states an be obtained
experimentally, adding onreteness to the plethora of results previously presented
on their entanglement haraterization. After that, we move more deeply into the
desription of the experiment onerning prodution and optimization of entangle-
ment in two-mode Gaussian states by optial means, reported in [GA8℄.
State engineering of Gaussian states of more than two modes will be addressed
in the next two Chapters.
9.1. Shemes to realize extremally entangled states in experimental set-
tings
We disuss here how to obtain the two-mode states introdued in Se. 4.3.3.1 in a
pratial setting.
9.1.1. GMEMS state engineering
As we have seen, GMEMS are two-mode squeezed thermal states, whose general
CM is desribed by Eqs. (2.54) and (4.29). A realisti instane giving rise to
suh states is provided by the dissipative evolution of an initially pure two-mode
squeezed vauum with CM Eq. (2.22). The latter may be reated e.g. by mixing
two independently squeezed beams (one in momentum and one in position, with
equal squeezing parameter r) at a 50:50 beam-splitter B1,2(1/2), Eq. (2.26), as
shown in Fig. 9.1.
25
Let us denote by σr the CM of a two mode squeezed vauum with squeezing
parameter r, Eq. (2.22), derived from Eqs. (4.29) with ν∓ = 1. The interation
of this initial state with a thermal noise results in the following dynamial map
desribing the time evolution of the CM σ(t) [210℄
σ(t) = e−Γtσr + (1− e−Γt)σn1,n2 , (9.1)
where Γ is the oupling to the noisy reservoir (equal to the inverse of the damping
time) and σn1,n2 = ⊕2i=1ni12 is the CM of the thermal noise (see also Se. 7.4.1.1).
25
See also Se. 2.2.2. A more detailed disussion onerning the prodution of two-mode
squeezed states is deferred to Se. 9.2.
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Figure 9.1. Optial generation of two-mode squeezed states (twin-beams) by
superimposing two single-mode beams, independently squeezed of the same
amount r in orthogonal quadratures, at a 50:50 beam-splitter. The two oper-
ations (individual squeezings plus beam-splitter), taken together, orrespond
to ating with the twin-beam transformation Eq. (2.28) on two vauum beams.
The average number of thermal photons ni is given by Eq. (2.32),
ni =
1
exp (~ωi/kBT )− 1
in terms of the frequenies of the modes ωi and of the temperature of the reservoir
T . It an be easily veried that the CM Eq. (9.1) denes a two-mode thermal
squeezed state, generally nonsymmetri (for n1 6= n2). However, notie that the
entanglement of suh a state annot persist indenitely, beause after a given time
inequality (4.30) will be violated and the state will evolve into a disentangled two-
mode squeezed thermal state. We also notie that the relevant instane of pure loss
(n1 = n2 = 0) allows the realization of symmetri GMEMS.
9.1.2. GLEMS state engineering
Conerning the experimental haraterization of minimally entangled Gaussian
states (GLEMS), dened by Eq. (4.39), one an envisage several expliit experi-
mental settings for their realization. For instane, let us onsider (see Fig. 9.2) a
beam-splitter with transmittivity τ = 1/2, orresponding to a two-mode rotation
of angle π/4 in phase spae, Eq. (2.26).
Suppose that a single-mode squeezed state, with CM σ1r = diag ( e
2r, e−2r)
(like, e.g., the result of a degenerate parametri down onversion in a nonlinear
rystal), enters in the rst input of the beam-splitter. Let the other input be an
inoherent thermal state produed from a soure at equilibrium at a temperature
T . The purity µ of suh a state an be easily omputed in terms of the temperature
T and of the frequeny of the thermal mode ω,
µ =
exp (~ω/kBT )− 1
exp (~ω/kBT ) + 1
. (9.2)
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Figure 9.2. Possible sheme for the generation of Gaussian least entangled
mixed states (GLEMS), introdued in Se. 4.3.3.1. A single-mode squeezed
state (obtained, for example, by an optial parametri osillator or amplier)
interferes with a thermal state through a 50:50 beam-splitter. The resulting
two-mode state is a minimally entangled mixed Gaussian state at given global
and marginal purities.
The state at the output of the beam-splitter will be a orrelated two-mode Gaussian






n+ k 0 n− k 0
0 n+ k−1 0 n− k−1
n− k 0 n+ k 0
0 n− k−1 0 n+ k−1

 ,
with k = e2r and n = µ−1. By immediate inspetion, the sympleti spetrum of
this CM is ν− = 1 and ν+ = 1/µ. Therefore the output state is always a state with






exp (2~ω/kBT ) + 1
exp (2~ω/kBT )− 1 . (9.3)
Tuning the experimental parameters to meet the above ondition, indeed makes the
output state of the beam-splitter a symmetri GLEMS. It is interesting to observe
that nonsymmetri GLEMS an be produed as well by hoosing a beam-splitter
with transmittivity dierent from 1/2.
9.2. Experimental prodution and manipulation of two-mode entangle-
ment
Experimentally, CV entanglement an be obtained diretly by type-II parametri
interation deamplifying either the vauum utuations as was demonstrated in the
seminal experiment by Ou et al. [171℄ (or in reent experiments [139, 254℄) or the
utuations of a weak injeted beam [281℄. It an also be obtained indiretly by
mixing on a beam-splitter two independent squeezed beams, as shown in Fig. 9.1.
The required squeezing an be produed by Kerr eets  using optial bers [217℄
or old atoms in an optial avity [129℄  or by type-I parametri interation in
a avity [275, 33℄. Single-pass type-I interation in a non-ollinear onguration
an also generate diretly entangled beams as demonstrated reently by Wenger et
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al. in the pulsed regime [262℄. All these methods produe a symmetri entangled
state enabling dense oding, the teleportation of oherent [89, 33, 226℄ or squeezed
states [225℄ or entanglement swapping [237, 127, 226℄.
26
These experiments generate
an entangled two-mode Gaussian state with a CM in the so-alled `standard form'
[70, 218℄, Eq. (4.1), without having to apply any linear unitary transformations suh
as beam-splitting or phase-shifts to improve its entanglement in order to exploit it
optimally in quantum information protools.
However, it has been reently shown [141℄ that, when a birefringent plate is
inserted inside the avity of a type-II optial parametri osillator, i.e. when mode
oupling is added, the generated two-mode state remains symmetri but entangle-
ment is not observed on orthogonal quadratures: the state produed is not in the
standard form. The entanglement of the two emitted modes in this onguration
is not optimal: it is indeed possible by passive non-loal operations to selet modes
that are more entangled. The original system of Ref. [GA8℄ provides thus a good
insight into the quantiation and manipulation of the entanglement resoures of
two-mode Gaussian states. In partiular, as just antiipated, it allows to onrm
experimentally the theoretial preditions on the entangling apaity of passive op-
tial elements and on the seletion of the optimally entangled bosoni modes [268℄.
We start by realling suh theoretial preditions.
9.2.1. Entangling power of passive optial elements on symmetri Gaussian
states
Let us now briey present some additional results on the entanglement quali-
ation of symmetri two-mode Gaussian states, whih will be the subjet of the
experimental investigations presented in the following. We remark that symmetri
Gaussian states, whih arry the highest possible entanglement among all thermal
squeezed states [see Fig. 4.1(a)℄, are the resoures that enable CV teleportation of
an unknown oherent state [39, 89℄ with a delity arbitrarily lose to 1 even in the
presene of noise (mixedness), provided that the state is squeezed enough (ideally,
a unit delity requires innite squeezing). Atually, the delity of suh an exper-
iment, if the squeezed thermal states employed as shared resoure are optimally
produed, turns out to be itself a measure of entanglement and provides a diret,
operative quantiation of the entanglement of formation present in the resoure
[GA9℄, as presented in Chapter 12.2.
It is immediately apparent that, beause a = b in Eq. (4.1), the partially trans-
posed CM in standard form σ˜ (obtained by ipping the sign of c−) is diagonalized
by the orthogonal and sympleti beam-splitter transformation (with 50% trans-
mittivity) B(1/2), Eq. (2.26), resulting in a diagonal matrix with entries a∓ |c∓|.
The sympleti eigenvalues of suh a matrix are then easily retrieved by applying
loal squeezings. In partiular, the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− (whih om-
pletely determines entanglement of symmetri two-mode states, with respet to any
known measure, see Se. 4.2.2) is simply given by
ν˜− =
√
(a− |c+|)(a− |c−|) . (9.4)
26
Continuous-variable marosopi entanglement an also be indued between two mirome-
hanial osillators via entanglement swapping, exploiting the quantum eets of radiation pres-
sure [185℄.
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Note that also the original standard form CM σ with a = b ould be diagonalized
(not sympletially, sine the four diagonal entries are generally all dierent) by the
same beam-splitter transformation B(1/2), with the same orthogonal eigenvalues
a ∓ |c∓|. It is immediate to verify that ν˜− is just given by the geometri average
between the two smallest of suh orthogonal eigenvalues of σ. The two quadratures
resulting from the previous beam-splitter transformation selet orthogonal dire-
tions in phase spae with respet to the original ones, so they will be referred to as
`orthogonal' quadratures. Notie that, in the experimental pratie, this allows for
the determination of the entanglement through the measurement of diagonal en-
tries (noise varianes) of the CM after the appliation of a balaned beam-splitter,
whih embodies the transformation B(1/2).
To explore further onsequenes of this fat, let us briey reall some theo-
retial results on the generation of entanglement under passive (energy-preserving)
transformations, whih will be applied in the following. As shown in Ref. [268℄,
the minimum value for ν˜− (i.e. the maximal entanglement) attainable by passive
transformations is determined by
ν˜2− = λ1λ2 , (9.5)
where λ1 and λ2 are the two smallest eigenvalues of σ. Therefore, the entanglement
of symmetri states in standard form, Eq. (4.1), annot be inreased through en-
ergy preserving operations, like beam-splitters and phase shifters, as the sympleti
eigenvalue ν˜− given by Eq. (9.4) already omplies with the optimal ondition (9.5).
On the other hand, as it will be disussed in detail in the following, the insertion of
a birefringent plate in a type-II optial parametri osillator results in states sym-
metri but not in standard form. In suh a ase the entanglement an be optimized
by the ation of a (passive) phase shifter, as we will expliitly show, through both
theoretial proof (Se. 9.2.2) and experimental demonstration (Se. 9.2.5).
9.2.2. Eets of mode oupling on the entanglement generation
As mentioned in the introdutory Se. 9.2, CV entanglement is very often produed
by mixing two squeezed modes on a beam-splitter. In the general ase, the squeezed
quadratures have an arbitrary phase dierene. We denote by θ + π/2 the phase





a 0 0 0
0 1/a 0 0
0 0 b c
0 0 c b′

 , (9.6)
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Figure 9.3. Logarithmi negativity as a funtion of the single-mode squeezing














sin θ cos θ ,
n1 =
cos2 θ + a2(sin2 θ + 1)
2a
, n2 =













sin θ cos θ .
The CM of the squeezed (A±) modes gives a good insight into the properties
of the two-mode state. One an see that the intermodal bloks are zero, meaning
that the two modes are unorrelated. Consequently, they are the two most squeezed
modes of the system (no further passive operation an selet more squeezed quadra-
tures). But one an also note that the two diagonal bloks are not diagonal simul-
taneously. This orresponds to the tilt angle of the squeezed quadrature. In order
to maximize the entanglement, the two squeezed quadratures have to be made
orthogonal, whih an be done by a phase-shift of one mode relative to the other.
It is easy in fat to ompute the logarithmi negativity quantifying entangle-
ment between the entangled modes A1 and A2, when the two squeezed quadratures
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Figure 9.4. Fresnel representation of the noise ellipse of the ±45◦ rotated
modes when the oupling is inreased. The noise ellipse of the −45◦ mode
rotates and the noise redution is degraded when the oupling inreases while
the +45◦ rotated mode is not aeted.















a2 − 1)√cos2(θ) [a4 + 6a2 + (a2 − 1)2 cos(2θ) + 1]
}
. (9.8)
The sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− is obviously a periodi funtion of θ, and is globally
minimized for θ = k π, with k ∈ Z. The entanglement, in other words, is maximized
for orthogonal modes in phase spae, as already predited in Ref. [268℄. Notie that
this results holds for general nonsymmetri states, i.e. also in the ase when the two
modes A1 and A2 possess dierent individual squeezings. For symmetri states, the
logarithmi negativity is depited as a funtion of the single-mode squeezing a and
the tilt angle θ in Fig. 9.3.
In the experiment we will disuss below, the entanglement is produed by a sin-
gle devie, a type-II OPO operated below threshold. When no oupling is present
in the optial avity, the entangled modes are along the neutral axis of the rystal
while the squeezed modes orresponds to the ±45◦ linear polarization basis. How-
ever, it has been shown theoretially and experimentally [141℄ that a oupling an
be added via a birefringent plate whih modies the quantum properties of this de-
vie: the most squeezed quadratures are non-orthogonal with an angle depending
on the plate angle. When the plate angle inreases, the squeezed (A−) quadrature
rotates of a tilt angle θ and the orrelations are degraded. The evolution is depited
in Fig. 9.4 through the noise ellipse of the superposition modes.
Eq. (9.8) shows that when oupling is present, it is neessary to perform an
operation on the two modes in order to optimize the available entanglement. Before
developing experimental measures of entanglement and optimization of the available
resoure in our system, let us detail our experimental setup.
9.2.3. Experimental setup and homodyne measurement
The experimental sheme is depited in Fig. 9.5 and relies on a frequeny-degenerate
type-II OPO below threshold. The system is equivalent to the one of the seminal
experiment by Ou et al. [171℄ but a λ/4 birefringent plate has been inserted inside
the optial avity. When this plate is rotated, it results in a linear oupling between
the signal and idler modes whih indues above threshold a phase loking eet at
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exat frequeny degeneray [152, 147℄. This triply-resonant OPO is pumped below
threshold with a ontinuous frequeny-doubled Nd:YAG laser. The input at mirror
is diretly oated on one fae of the 10mm-long KTP rystal. The reetivities for
the input oupler are 95% for the pump (532nm) and almost 100% for the signal
and idler beams (1064nm). The output oupler (R=38mm) is highly reeting for
the pump and its transmission is 5% for the infrared. At exat triple resonane, the
osillation threshold is less than 20 mW. The OPO is atively loked on the pump
resonane by the Pound-Drever-Hall tehnique. The triple resonane is reahed
by adjustment of both the rystal temperature and the frequeny of the pump
laser. Under these onditions, the OPO an operate stably during more than one
hour without mode-hopping. The birefringent plate inserted inside the avity is
exatly λ/4 at 1064 nm and almost λ at the 532 nm pump wavelength. Very
small rotations of this plate around the avity axis an be operated thanks to a
piezoeletri atuator.
Measurements of the quantum properties of arbitrary quadratures of light mode
are generally made using homodyne detetion [279℄. When an intense loal osilla-
tor is used, one obtains a photourrent whih is proportional to the quantum noise
of the light in a quadrature dened by the phase-shift between the loal osilla-
tor and the beam measured. This photourrent an be either sent to a spetrum
analyzer whih alulates the noise power spetrum, or numerized for further treat-
ments like tomographi measurements of the Wigner funtion [221℄ or seletion
[140℄. As mentioned above, one an also haraterize the entanglement by looking
at linear ombinations of the optial modes as opposed to linear ombinations of
the photourrents [70, 218℄. The two modes whih form the entangled state must
be transformed via the beam-splitter transformation, that is they are mixed on a
50/50 beam-splitter or a polarizing beam-splitter, into two modes whih will be
both squeezed if the original state is entangled.
Homodyne detetion allows for a simple and diret measurement of the 2 × 2
diagonal bloks of the 4× 4 CM. In order to measure the 2× 2 o-diagonal bloks,
linear ombinations of the photourrents an be used as we will show below. In or-
der to haraterize two modes simultaneously, a single phase referene is needed. To
implement this, we have built a simultaneous double homodyne detetion (Fig. 9.5,
in box). The dierene photourrents are sent into two spetrum analyzers trig-
gered by the same signal (SA1 and SA3). Two birefringent plates (Q4, H3) inserted
in the loal osillator path are rotated in order to ompensate residual birefrin-
gene. A λ/4 (Q3) plate an be added on the beam exiting the OPO in order to
transform the in-phase detetions into in-quadrature ones, making the transforma-
tion (qˆ+, pˆ+, qˆ−, pˆ−)→ (qˆ+, pˆ+, pˆ+, qˆ+). In suh a onguration, two states of light
with squeezing on orthogonal quadratures give in-phase squeezing urves on the
spetrum analyzers. This has two goals: rst, it simplies the measurements of the
phase shift between the two homodyne detetions, and seondly, it is neessary for
the measurement of the o-diagonal bloks of the CM, as we will now show.
Let us desribe preisely the proedure used to extrat the values of the CM
from the homodyne detetion signals. These signals onsist in an arbitrary pair of
spetrum analyzer traes whih are represented in Fig. 9.6. The horizontal axis is
the loal osillator (LO) phase whih is sanned as a funtion of the time, while the
vertial axis gives the noise power relative to the shot noise expressed in deibels
(dB) (for the denition of dB see footnote 20 on page 144).
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Figure 9.5. Experimental setup. A ontinuous-wave frequeny-doubled
Nd:YAG laser pumps below threshold a type II OPO with a λ/4 plate inserted
inside the avity (Q0). The generated two-mode vauum state is harater-
ized by two simultaneous homodyne detetions. The infrared output of the
laser is used as loal osillator after ltering by a high-nesse avity. SA1,2,3:
spetrum analyzers. Q1,...,4 and H1,...,5: respetively quarter and half wave-
plates. PD Lok: FND-100 photodiode for loking of the OPO. PD Split: split
two-element InGaAs photodiode for tilt-loking of the ltering avity.
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When the LO phase is hosen so that zero orresponds to the long axis of the noise
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where a′ and c′ orrespond respetively to the maximum and minimum noise levels
measured in a linear sale on the spetrum analyzer for the rst mode, whih we
will hoose arbitrarily to be A+. One an also easily determine h
′
, i′ and j′ from
the spetrum analyzer traes for A−: when the LO phase is hosen so that zero
orresponds to the long axis of the noise ellipse of the seond mode, the CM is






and σ′− an be easily dedued from σ
′′
− by applying a rotation. The angle of this
rotation is given by the phase shift ϕ between the two traes (see Fig. 9.6). This
operation is performed numerially. We have now measured both diagonal bloks.
In order to measure the non-diagonal bloks, one reords on an additional spe-
trum analyzer a third signal, the dierene between the two homodyne detetion
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Figure 9.6. Spetrum analyzer traes as a funtion of the loal osillator phase.
signals (these signals being themselves the dierene between their respetive pho-
todiodes photourrents, see Fig. 9.5). Let us onsider the ase where the waveplate
Q3 is not present; for a given LO phase ψ1, the homodyne detetions will give pho-
tourrents whih are proportional to the amplitude noise for the A+ beam, qˆ+, and
to the phase noise for the A− beam, pˆ−. The signal reorded on spetrum analyzer
SA2 is, in this ase, proportional to sˆ = qˆ+ − pˆ− whose variane is
〈ˆi2〉 = 〈qˆ2+〉+ 〈pˆ2−〉 − 2〈qˆ+pˆ−〉 = a′ + j′ − 2d′.
a′ and j′ being already known, it is easy to extrat d′ from this measurement. For
a LO phase ψ1 + π/2, one will get using a similar proedure e
′
, h′ and f ′. Let us
now add the wave plate Q3. For a LO phase ψ1, one will get a
′
, h′ and c′ and for
ψ1 + π/2 e
′
, j′ and g′ thus ompleting the measurement of the CM.
9.2.4. Experimental measures of entanglement by the negativity
As all experimental measurements, the measurement of the CM is subjet to noise.
It is thus ritial to evaluate the inuene of this noise on the entanglement. A
quantitative analysis, relating the errors on the measured CM entries (in the A±
basis) to the resulting error in the determination of the logarithmi negativity (the
latter quantifying entanglement between the orresponding A1 and A2 modes) has
been arried out and is summarized in Fig. 9.7 in absene of mode oupling. In
general, the determination of the logarithmi negativity is muh more sensitive to
the errors on the diagonal 2×2 bloks α and β (referring to the redued states of eah
mode) of the CM σ [see Eq. (2.53)℄ than to those on the o-diagonal ones (γ, and
its transpose γT, whose expetations are assumed to be null). Let us remark that
the relative stability of the logarithmi negativity with respet to the unertainties
on the o-diagonal blok adds to the reliability of our experimental estimates of
the entanglement. Notie also that, onerning the diagonal bloks, the errors on
diagonal (standard form) entries turn out to aet the preision of the logarithmi
negativity more than the errors on o-diagonal (non standard form) entries. This
behavior is reversed in the o-diagonal blok, for whih errors on the o-diagonal
(non standard form) entries aet the unertainty on the entanglement more than
errors on the diagonal (standard form) entries.
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Figure 9.7. Error δEN on the logarithmi negativity between modes A1 and
A2, as a funtion of the error δσ on the entries of the diagonal (a) and o-
diagonal (b) 2 × 2 bloks of the measured CM σ in the A± basis, given by
Eq. (9.9). In plot (a): the solid red urve refers to equal errors (of value δσ)
on the eight entries of the diagonal bloks (standard form entries), the dotted
blue urve refers to equal errors on the four diagonal entries of the diagonal
bloks, while the dashed green urve refers to equal errors on the o-diagonal
entries of the diagonal bloks (non standard form entries). At δσ & 0.16 some
of the onsidered states get unphysial. In plot (b): the solid red urve refers
to equal errors on the four entries of the o-diagonal blok, the dotted blue
urve refers to equal errors on the two o-diagonal entries of the o-diagonal
blok (non standard form entries), while the dashed green urve refers to equal
errors on the diagonal entries of the o-diagonal blok (standard form entries).
At δσ & 0.19 some of the onsidered states get unphysial.
Experimentally, we have measured the noise on the CM elements to be at best
on the order of a few perents of the measured values for the diagonal bloks,
orresponding to a fration of a dB (see footnote 20 on page 144). This is the
ase for the diagonal bloks whih are well-known sine they are diretly related to
the noise measurements of A+ and A−. The situation is less favorable for the o-
diagonal bloks: the o-diagonal elements of these bloks show a large experimental
noise whih, as shown on Fig. 9.7(b), may lead in some ases to unphysial CMs,
yielding for instane a negative determinant and omplex values for the logarithmi
negativity. In the following, we will set these terms to zero in agreement with the
form of the CM of Eq. (9.6).
Let us rst give an example of entanglement determination from measurements
of CM elements, in the absene of mode oupling. Without the plate, the squeezing
of the two superposition modes is expeted on orthogonal quadratures: the ideal CM
is then in the form Eq. (9.6) with θ = 0. Spetrum analyzer traes while sanning
the loal osillator phase are shown in Fig. 9.8: the rotated modes are squeezed on
orthogonal quadratures. The state is produed diretly in the standard form and
the CM in the A± basis an be extrated from this measurement:
σ(ρ = 0) =


0.33 0 (0) (0)
0 7.94 (0) (0)
(0) (0) 7.94 0
(0) (0) 0 0.33

 . (9.9)
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Figure 9.8. Normalized noise varianes at 3.5 MHz of the ±45◦ modes while
sanning the loal osillator phase. The rst plot orresponds to in-phase
homodyne detetions and the seond one in-quadrature. Squeezing is well
observed on orthogonal quadratures. (RBW 100 kHz, VBW 1 kHz)
The resulting smallest sympleti eigenvalue is the geometri average of the two
minimal diagonal elements, ν˜− = 0.33, yielding a logarithmi negativity EN =
− log(ν˜−) = 1.60 between the modes A1 and A2.
9.2.5. Experimental non standard form and optimization by linear optis
As disussed previously, when the plate angle is inreased, the state produed is
not anymore in the standard form but rather similar to Eq. (9.6). Fig. 9.9 gives
the normalized noise varianes at 3.5 MHz of the rotated modes while sanning the
loal osillator phase for an angle of the plate of 0.3◦. The rst plot shows that the
squeezing is not obtained on orthogonal quadratures. The CM takes the following
form in the `orthogonal quadratures' A∓:
σ(ρ = 0.3◦) =


0.4 0 (0) (0)
0 12.59 (0) (0)
(0) (0) 9.54 −5.28
(0) (0) −5.28 3.45

 ≡ α′ ⊕ α′′ , (9.10)
where α′ and α′′ are 2×2 submatries, whih orresponds to the following symmetri
non standard form CM on the original quadratures A1,2 [see Eq. (9.7)℄
σ′(ρ = 0.3◦) =


4.97 −2.64 4.57 −2.64
−2.64 8.02 −2.64 −4.57
4.57 −2.64 4.97 −2.64
−2.64 −4.57 −2.64 8.02


= BT(1/2) σ(ρ = 0.3◦) B(1/2) .
(9.11)
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Figure 9.9. Normalized noise varianes at 3.5 MHz of the rotated modes
while sanning the loal osillator phase for an angle of the plate of 0.3◦,
before and after the non-loal operation. The homodyne detetions are in-
quadrature. After this operation, squeezing is observed on orthogonal quadra-
tures.
In this instane one nds for the partially transposed sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− ≃
0.46 (orresponding to a logarithmi negativity between A1 and A2 muh lower than
the previous value: EN = 1.13), whereas the smallest eigenvalues read λ1 = λ2 ≃
0.40. The entanglement an thus be raised via passive operations to the optimal
value EN = 1.32, orresponding to ν˜− =
√
λ1λ2.
The passive transformation apable of optimizing the entanglement is easily
found, aording to the theoretial analysis of Se. 9.2.2. If O is the rotation
diagonalizing the 2× 2 symmetri matrix α′′ dened in Eq. (9.10), then the trans-
formation K ≡ BT(1/2)(1⊕O)B(1/2) turns the CM σ(ρ = 0.3◦) into σ¯(ρ = 0.3◦),
whih is diagonal in the orthogonal quadratures A∓ and in a symmetri standard
form in the quadratures A1,2. The entanglement of suh a matrix is therefore op-
timal under passive operations. The optimal sympleti operation K onsists in a
`phase-shift' of the rotated modes A1,2. In the experimental pratie, suh an op-
eration an be readily performed on o-propagating, orthogonally polarized beams
[219℄. The minimal ombination of waveplates needed an be shown to onsist in
three waveplates: two λ/4 waveplates denoted Q and one λ/2 waveplate denoted H.
When using any ombination of these three plates, the state an be put bak into
standard form whih will maximize the entanglement. Fig. 9.9 gives the normalized
noise varianes before and after this operation. In agreement with the theory, the
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CM is hanged into:
σ¯(ρ = 0.3◦) =


0.4 0 (0) (0)
0 12.59 (0) (0)
(0) (0) 12.59 0
(0) (0) 0 0.4

 . (9.12)
giving the expeted optimal logarithmi negativity EN = 1.32 between A1 and A2,
larger than the value before the operation. No more entanglement an be gener-
ated by passive operations on this Gaussian state, whih has been experimentally
transformed into the form whih ahieves the maximum possible bipartite quantum
orrelations.
Let us remark again that this transformation is non-loal in the sense of the
EPR argument [73℄: it has to be performed before spatially separating the entangled
modes for a quantum ommuniation protool for instane.
9.2.6. Summary of the experiment
We have given the avor of the powerful tools underlying the desription of CV
systems in quantum optis. These tools allow for a nie pitorial view of two-
mode Gaussian entangled states. Speially, we have experimentally ahieved the
following [GA8℄.
â Experimental prodution and manipulation of two-mode entanglement.
Continuous-variable entanglement in two-mode Gaussian states has been pro-
dued experimentally with an original devie, a type-II optial parametri os-
illator ontaining a birefringent plate; it has been quantitatively measured
by homodyne reonstrution of the standard form ovariane matrix, and
optimized using purely passive operations.
We have also studied quantitatively the inuene of the noise, aeting the
measurement of the elements of the CM, on the entanglement, showing that the
most signiant ovarianes (exhibiting the highest stability against noise) for an
aurate entanglement quantiation are the diagonal terms of the diagonal single-
mode bloks, and the o-diagonal terms of the intermodal o-diagonal blok, the
latter being the most diult to measure with high preision. Alternative methods
have been devised to takle this problem [87, 195℄ based on diret measurements of
global and loal invariants of the CM [GA2℄, as introdued in Se. 4.4.1. Suh teh-
niques have been implemented in the ase of pulsed beams [263℄ but no experiment
to date has been performed for ontinuous-wave beams.
CHAPTER 10
Tripartite and four-partite state
engineering
In this Chapter, based mainly on Ref. [GA16℄, we provide the reader with a sys-
temati analysis of state engineering of the several lasses of three-mode Gaussian
states haraterized by peuliar strutural and/or entanglement properties, intro-
dued in Chapter 7 (Ses. 7.3 and 7.4). We will also briey disuss the instane
of those four-mode Gaussian states exhibiting unlimited promisuous entanglement
[GA19℄, introdued in Chapter 8. For every family of Gaussian states, we will
outline pratial shemes for their prodution with urrent optial tehnology.
General reipes to produe pure Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of
modes will be presented in the next Chapter.
10.1. Optial prodution of three-mode Gaussian states
10.1.1. The allotment box for engineering arbitrary three-mode pure states
The strutural properties of generi pure three-mode Gaussian states, and their
standard form under loal operations, have been disussed in Se. 7.1.2. The ompu-
tation of the tripartite entanglement, quantied by the residual Gaussian ontangle
of Eq. (7.36), for those states has been presented in full detail in Se. 7.2.3. Here
we investigate how to produe pure Gaussian states of three modes with optial
means, allowing for any possible entanglement struture.
A viable sheme to produe all pure three-mode Gaussian states, as inspired
by the Euler deomposition [10℄ (see also Appendix A.1), would ombine three in-
dependently squeezed modes (with in priniple all dierent squeezing fators) into
any oneivable ombination of orthogonal (energy preserving) sympleti opera-
tions (essentially, beam-splitters and phase-shifters, see Se. 2.2.2). This proedure,
that is obviously legitimate and will surely be able to generate any pure state, is
however not, in general, the most eonomial one in terms of physial resoures.
Moreover, this proedure is not partiularly insightful beause the degrees of bipar-
tite and tripartite entanglement of the resulting output states are not, in general,
easily related to the performed operations.
Here, we want instead to give a preise reipe providing the exat operations
to ahieve an arbitrary three-mode pure Gaussian state with CM in the standard
form of Eq. (7.19). Therefore, we aim at produing states with any given triple
{a1, a2, a3} of loal mixednesses, and so with any desired `physial' [i.e. onstrained
by Ineq. (7.17)℄ asymmetry among the three modes and any needed amount of tri-
partite entanglement. Clearly, suh a reipe is not unique. We provide here one
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possible sheme,
27
whih may not be the heapest one but possesses a straight-
forward physial interpretation: the distribution, or allotment of two-mode entan-
glement among three modes. Our sheme will be optimal in that it relies exatly
on 3 free parameters, the same number as the degrees of freedom (the three lo-
al mixednesses) haraterizing any pure three-mode Gaussian state up to loal
unitaries.
Expliitly, one starts with modes 1 and 2 in a two-mode squeezed state, and































3 , pˆ3 = pˆ
0
3 , (10.3)
where the sux 0 refers to the vauum. The reason why we hoose to have
from the beginning a two-mode squeezed state, and not one or more independently
squeezed single modes, is that, as already mentioned (see also Se. 2.2.2), two-
mode squeezed states an be obtained in the lab either diretly in non-degenerate
parametri proesses (as demonstrated in Se. 9.2) or indiretly by mixing two
squeezed vaua at a beam-splitter (as depited in Fig. 9.1). Depending on the
experimental setup, any means to enode two-mode squeezing will be therefore
legitimate to the aim of re-allot it among three modes, as we will now show.
The three initial modes are then sent in a sequene of three beam-splitters [see
Eq. (2.25)℄, whih altogether realize what we all allotment operator [GA16℄ and








It is onvenient in this instane to deal with the phase-spae representations
of the states (i.e. their CM) and of the operators (i.e. the assoiated sympleti
transformations, see Se. 2.2.2). The three-mode input state is desribed by a CM
σ
p
in of the form Eq. (2.20) for N = 3, with [see Eq. (2.22)℄
σ1 = σ2 = m 12 , σ3 = 12 , (10.5)
ε12 = diag
{√
m2 − 1, −√m2 − 1} , ε13 = ε23 = 0 , (10.6)
and m ≡ cosh(2r). A beam-splitter with transmittivity τ orresponds to a rotation
of θ = arccos
√
τ in phase spae, see Eq. (2.25). In a three-mode system, the
sympleti transformation orresponding to Bˆij(θ) is a diret sum of the matrix
Bij(τ), Eq. (2.26), ating on modes i and j, and of the identity 12 ating on the
remaining mode k.










where A123 is the phase-spae representation of the allotment operator Eq. (10.4),
obtained from the matrix produt of the three beam-splitter transformations. The
output state is learly pure beause the allotment is a unitary operator (sympleti
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An alternative sheme to produe pure three-mode Gaussian states is provided in
Se. 11.2.3, where the state engineering of generi pure N-mode Gaussian states is disussed.
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Figure 10.1. Sheme to produe generi pure three-mode Gaussian states. A
two-mode squeezed state and a single-mode vauum are ombined by the al-
lotment operator Aˆ123, whih is a sequene of three beam-splitters, Eq. (10.4).
The output yields a generi pure Gaussian state of modes 1 (l), 2 (n), and 3
(s), whose CM depends on the initial squeezing fator m = cosh(2r) and on
two beam-splitter transmittivities s and t.
in phase spae). The elements of the CM σ
p
out, not reported here for brevity, are
funtions of the three parameters
m ∈ [1, ∞), s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, 1] , (10.8)
being respetively related to the initial squeezing in the two-mode squeezed state
of modes 1 and 2, and two beam-splitter transmittivities (the transmittivity of
the third beam-splitter is xed). In fat, by letting these three parameters vary in
their respetive domain, the presented proedure allows for the reation of arbitrary
three-mode pure Gaussian states (up to loal unitaries), with any possible triple of
loal mixednesses {a1, a2, a3} ranging in the physial region dened by the triangle
inequality (7.17).
This an be shown as follows. One identied σ
p
out with the blok form of
Eq. (2.20) (for N = 3), one an solve analytially the equation Detσ1 = a
2
1 to nd
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Figure 10.2. Plot of 100 000 randomly generated pure three-mode Gaussian
states, desribed by their single-mode mixednesses a2 and a3, at xed a1 = 2.
The states are produed by simulated appliations of the allotment operator
with random beam-splitter transmittivities s and t, and span the whole phys-
ial range of parameters allowed by Ineq. (7.17). A omparison of this plot
with Fig. 7.1(b) may be instrutive. See text for further details.
Then, substituting Eq. (10.9) in σ
p
out yields a reparametrization of the output state
in terms of a1 (whih is given), s and t. Now solve (numerially) the system of
nonlinear equations {Detσ2 = a22, Detσ3 = a23} in the variables s and t. Finally,
substitute bak the obtained values of the two transmittivities in Eq. (10.9), to
have the desired triple {m, s, t} as funtions of the loal mixednesses {a1, a2, a3}
haraterizing the target state.
We have therefore demonstrated the following [GA16℄.
â State engineering of pure three-mode Gaussian states. An arbitrary pure
three-mode Gaussian state, with a CM loally equivalent to the standard form
of Eq. (7.19), an be produed with the urrent experimental tehnology by
linear quantum optis, employing the allotment box  a passive redistribution
of two-mode entanglement among three modes with exatly tuned amounts
of input two-mode squeezing and beam-splitter properties, without any free
parameter left.
A pitorial test of this proedure is shown in Fig. 10.2, where at a given loal
mixedness of mode 1 (a1 = 2), several runs of the allotment operator have been
simulated with randomized beam-splitter transmittivities s and t. Starting from a
two-mode squeezed input withm given by Eq. (10.9), tensor a vauum, the resulting
output states are plotted in the spae of a2 and a3. By omparing Fig. 10.2 with
Fig. 7.1(b), one learly sees that the randomly generated states distribute towards
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Figure 10.3. Sheme to produe CV GHZ/W states, as proposed in Ref. [236℄
and implemented in Ref. [8℄. Three independently squeezed beams, one in
momentum and two in position, are ombined through a double beam-splitter
(tritter). The output yields a pure, symmetri, fully inseparable three-mode
Gaussian state, also known as CV GHZ/W state.
a omplete ll of the physial region emerging from the triangle inequality (7.17),
thus onrming the generality of our sheme.
10.1.2. Tripartite state engineering handbook and simplied shemes
Having a generalization of the allotment for the prodution of arbitrary mixed
three-mode Gaussian states turns out to be a quite involved task. However, for
many lasses of tripartite states introdued in Chapter 7, eient state engineering
shemes an be devised. Also in speial instanes of pure states, depending in gen-
eral on less than three parameters, heaper reipes than the general one in terms of
the allotment box are available. We will now omplement the entanglement analysis
of Ses. 7.3 and 7.4 with suh pratial proposals, as presented in Ref. [GA16℄.
10.1.2.1. CV GHZ/W states. Several shemes have been proposed to produe what
we all nite-squeezing GHZ/W states of ontinuous variables, i.e. fully symmet-
ri pure three-mode Gaussian states with promisuous entanglement sharing (see
Se. 7.3.1). In partiular, as disussed by van Look and Braunstein [236℄, these
states an be produed by mixing three squeezed beams through a double beam-
splitter, or tritter [36℄. One starts with mode 1 squeezed in momentum, and modes
2 and 3 squeezed in position. In Heisenberg piture:
qˆ1 = e
r1 qˆ01 , pˆ1 = e
−r1 pˆ01 , (10.10)
qˆ2,3 = e
−r2 qˆ02,3 , pˆ2,3 = e
r2 pˆ02,3 , (10.11)
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where the sux 0 refers to the vauum. Then one ombines the three modes in a
tritter
Bˆ123 ≡ Bˆ23(π/4) · Bˆ12(arccos
√
1/3) , (10.12)
where the ation of an ideal (phase-free) beam-splitter operation Bˆij on a pair of
modes i and j is dened by Eq. (2.25).




















e2r1 − e−2r2) , 1
3
(
e−2r1 − e2r2)} . (10.14)
This resulting pure and fully symmetri three-mode Gaussian state, obtained in
general with dierently squeezed inputs r1 6= r2, is loally equivalent to the state
prepared with all initial squeezings equal to the average r¯ = (r1 + r2)/2 (this
will be disussed in more detail in onnetion with teleportation experiments, see
Se. 12.2).
The CM desribed by Eqs. (10.13,10.14) represents a CV GHZ/W state. It an
be in fat transformed, by loal sympleti operations, into the standard form CM





4 cosh [2 (r1 + r2)] + 5 . (10.15)
The preparation sheme of CV GHZ/W states is depited in Fig. 10.3. It has been
experimentally implemented [8℄, and the fully inseparability of the produed states
has been veried through the violation of the separability inequalities derived in
Ref. [240℄. Very reently, the prodution of strongly entangled GHZ/W states has
also been demonstrated by using a novel optial parametri osillator, based on
onurrent χ(2) nonlinearities [34℄.
10.1.2.2. Noisy GHZ/W states. Noisy GHZ/W states, whose entanglement has been
haraterized in Se. 7.4.2, an be obtained as GHZ/W states generated from
(Gaussian) thermal states: one starts with three single-mode squeezed thermal
states (with average photon number n¯ = [n − 1]/2) and ombine them through
a tritter Eq. (10.12), with the same proedure desribed in Fig. 10.3 for n = 1.




ner qˆ01 , pˆ1 =
√
ne−r pˆ01 , (10.16)
qˆ2,3 =
√
ne−r qˆ02,3 , pˆ2,3 =
√
ner pˆ02,3 . (10.17)
























2s4 + 5s2 + 2
3s
. (10.20)
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Here s is the same as in Eq. (7.53), and was indeed dened there by inverting
Eq. (10.20).
Let us also mention again that noisy GHZ/W states would also result from the
dissipative evolution of pure GHZ/W states in proper Gaussian noisy hannels (see
Se. 7.4.1).
10.1.2.3. T states. The T states have been introdued in Se. 7.3.2 to show that in
symmetri three-mode Gaussian states, imposing the absene of redued bipartite
entanglement between any two modes results in a frustration of the genuine tri-
partite entanglement. It may be useful to know how to produe this novel lass of
mixed Gaussian states in the lab.
The simplest way to engineer T states is to reutilize the sheme of Fig. 10.3,
i.e. basially the tritter, but with dierent inputs. Namely, one has mode 1 squeezed
again in momentum (with squeezing parameter r), but this time modes 2 and 3 are
in a thermal state (with average photon number n¯ = [n(r)− 1]/2, depending on r).
In Heisenberg piture:
qˆ1 = e
r qˆ01 , pˆ1 = e
−r pˆ01 , (10.21)
qˆ2,3 =
√
n(r) qˆ02,3 , pˆ2,3 =
√
n(r) pˆ02,3 , (10.22)
with n(r) =
√
3 + e−4r − e−2r .
Sending these three modes in a tritter Eq. (10.12) one reovers, at the output, a T







3 + e−4r (−3 + e4r) + 6e−4r + 11 . (10.23)
10.1.2.4. Basset hound states. A sheme for produing the basset hound states of
Se. 7.4.3, and in general the whole family of pure bisymmetri Gaussian states
known as multiuser quantum hannels (due to their usefulness for teleloning, as
we will show in Se. 12.3), is provided in Ref. [238℄. In the ase of three-mode
basset hound states of the form given by Eqs. (7.60,7.61), one an use a simplied
version of the allotment introdued in Se. 10.1.1 for arbitrary pure states. One
starts with a two-mode squeezed state (with squeezing parameter r) of modes 1
and 2, and mode 3 in the single-mode vauum, like in Eqs. (10.110.3).
Then, one ombines one half (mode 2) of the two-mode squeezed state with the
vauum mode 3 via a 50:50 beam-splitter, desribed in phase spae by B23(1/2),
Eq. (2.26). The resulting three-mode state is exatly a basset hound state desribed
by Eqs. (7.60,7.61), one one identies a ≡ cosh(2r). In a realisti setting, dealing
with noisy input modes, mixed bisymmetri states an be obtained as well by the
same proedure.
10.2. How to produe and exploit unlimited promisuous entanglement?
In Chapter 8, four-mode Gaussian states with an unlimited promisuous entan-
glement sharing have been introdued. Their denition, Eq. (8.1), involves three
instanes of a two-mode squeezing transformation of the form Eq. (2.24). From a
pratial point of view, two-mode squeezing transformations are basi tools in the
domain of quantum optis [16℄, ourring e.g. in parametri down-onversions (see
Se. 9.2 for more tehnial details). Therefore, we an readily provide an all-optial
preparation sheme for our promisuous states [GA19℄, as shown in Fig. 10.4.
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Figure 10.4. Preparation of the four-mode Gaussian states σ of Eq. (8.1).
Starting with four initially unorrelated modes of light, all residing in the re-
spetive vauum states (yellow beams), one rst applies a two-mode squeezing
transformation (light blue box), with squeezing s, between the entral modes
2 and 3, and then two additional two-mode squeezing transformations (light
pink boxes), eah one with equal squeezing a, ating on the pair of modes
1,2 and 3,4 respetively. The resulting state is endowed with a peuliar, yet
insightful bipartite entanglement struture, pitorially depited in Fig. 8.1.
It is interesting to observe that the amount of produible squeezing in op-
tial experiments is onstantly improving [224℄. Only tehnologial, no a priori
limitations need to be overome to inrease a and/or s to the point of engineering
exellent approximations to the demonstrated promisuous entanglement struture,
eluidated in Chapter 8, in multimode states of light and atoms (see also [222℄).
To make an expliit example, already with realisti squeezing degrees like
s = 1 and a = 1.5 (orresponding to ∼ 3 dB and 10 dB, respetively, where
deibels are dened in footnote 20 on page 144), one has a bipartite entanglement
of Gτ (σ1|2) = Gτ (σ3|4) = 9 ebits (orresponding to a Gaussian entanglement of
formation [270℄, see Se. 3.2.2, of ∼ 3.3 ebits), oexisting with a residual multipar-
tite entanglement of Gτ
res(σ) ≃ 5.5 ebits, of whih the tripartite portion is at most
Gτ
bound(σ1|2|3) ≃ 0.45 ebits. This means that one an simultaneously extrat at
least 3 qubit singlets from eah pair of modes {1, 2} and {3, 4}, and more than a sin-
gle opy of genuinely four-qubit entangled states (like luster states [192℄). Albeit
with imperfet eieny, this entanglement transfer an be realized by means of
Jaynes-Cummings interations [176℄, representing a key step for a reliable physial
interfae between elds and qubits in a distributed quantum information proessing
network (see also Refs. [130, 216℄).
CHAPTER 11
Eient prodution of pure N-mode
Gaussian states
Reently, a great insight into the role of entanglement in the desription of quan-
tum systems has been gained through the quantum information perspetive, mostly
fousing on the usefulness of entanglement, rather than on its meaning. In these
years, quantum entanglement has turned from a paradoxial onept into a physi-
al resoure allowing for the enoding, manipulation, proessing and distribution of
information in ways forbidden by the laws of lassial physis. In this respet, we
have evidened how CV entanglement between anonially onjugate observables
of innite-dimensional systems, like harmoni osillators, light modes and atomi
ensembles, has emerged as a versatile and powerful resoure. In partiular, multi-
mode Gaussian states have been proven useful for a wide range of implementations
in CV quantum information proessing [40℄, and advanes in the haraterization
of their bipartite and multipartite entanglement have been reently reorded (see
the previous Parts of this Dissertation).
In experiments, one typially aims at preparing pure states, with the highest
possible entanglement, even though unavoidable losses and thermal noises will aet
the purity of the engineered resoures, and hene the eieny of the realized
protools (a diret evidene is reported in Se. 9.2). It is therefore important to
understand the struture of orrelations in pure Gaussian states of an arbitrary
number of modes, and to provide eonomial shemes to produe suh states in the
lab with minimal elements, thus reduing the possibility of aumulating errors and
unwanted noise.
11.1. Degrees of freedom of pure Gaussian states: pratial perspetives
In the instane of two- and three-mode Gaussian states, eient shemes for their
optial prodution with minimal resoures have been presented, respetively, in
Chapters 9 and 10. In the general ase of pureN -mode Gaussian states with N > 3,
we know from Eq. (2.56) that the minimal number of degrees of freedom hara-
terizing all their strutural and informational properties (up to loal unitaries) is
(N2 − 2N) (see also Se. 2.4.2 and Appendix A).
It would be desirable to assoiate the mathematially lear number (N2 −
2N) with an operational, physial insight. In other words, it would be useful for
experimentalists (working, for instane, in quantum optis) to be provided with a
reipe to reate pureN -mode Gaussian states with ompletely general entanglement
properties in an eonomial way, using exatly (N2 − 2N) optial elements, suh
as squeezers, beam-splitters and phase shifters. A transparent approah to develop
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suh a proedure onsists in onsidering the reverse of the phase spae 1× (N − 1)
Shmidt deomposition, as introdued in Se. 2.4.2.1. Namely, a ompletely general
(not aounting for the loal invarianes) state engineering presription for pure
Gaussian states an be ast in two main steps: (i) reate a two-mode squeezed
state of modes 1 and 2, whih orresponds to the multimode state in its Shmidt
form; (ii) operate with the most general (N − 1)-mode sympleti transformation
S−1 on the blok of modes {2, 3, . . . , N} (with modes i = 3, . . . , N initially in
the vauum state) to redistribute entanglement among all modes. The operation
S−1 is the inverse of the transformation S whih brings the redued CM of modes
{2, 3, . . . , N} in its Williamson diagonal form, see Se. 2.2.2.1. It is also known
that any suh sympleti transformation S−1 (unitary on the Hilbert spae) an
be deomposed in a network of optial elements [193℄. The number of elements
required to aomplish this network, however, will in general greatly exeed the
minimal number of parameters on whih the entanglement between any two sub-
systems depends. Shifting the loal-unitary optimization from the nal CM, bak
to the engineering sympleti network, is in priniple an extremely involved and
nontrivial task.
This problem has been solved in Ref. [GA14℄ for a speial sublass of Gaussian
states, whih is of null measure but still of entral importane for pratial imple-
mentations. It is onstituted by those pure N -mode Gaussian states whih an be
loally put in a standard form with all diagonal 2 × 2 submatries in Eq. (2.20)
(i.e. with null σqp in the notation of Appendix A). This lass enompasses general-
ized GHZ-type Gaussian states, useful for CV quantum teleportation networks [236℄
(see Se. 12.2), Gaussian luster states [280, 242℄ employed in CV implementations
of one-way quantum omputation [155℄, and states of four or more modes with an
unlimited promisuous entanglement sharing (see Chapter 8). It also omprises (as
proven in Se. 7.1.2) all three-mode pure Gaussian states, whose usefulness for CV
quantum ommuniation purposes has been thoroughly investigated in this Disser-
tation (see Chapter 7, Chapter 10, and Se. 12.3). In the physis of many-body
systems, those states are quite ubiquitous as they are ground states of harmoni
Hamiltonians with spring-like interations [11℄. As suh, they admit an eient
valene bond desription, as disussed in Chapter 13.
For these Gaussian states, whih we will all here blok-diagonal  with re-
spet to the anonial operators reordered as (qˆ1, qˆ2, . . . , qˆN , pˆ1, pˆ2, . . . , pˆN ) 
the minimal number of loal-unitarily-invariant parameters redues to N(N − 1)/2
for any N .28 Aordingly, one an show that an eient sheme an be devised to
produe blok-diagonal pure Gaussian states, involving exatly N(N − 1)/2 opti-
al elements whih in this ase are only onstituted by single-mode squeezers and
beam-splitters, in a given sequene [GA14℄.
We will now detail the derivation of these results expliitly, as it will lead
to an important physial insight into the entanglement struture (whih we dene
generi) of suh blok-diagonal Gaussian states. The latter, we reall, are basially
all the resoures urrently produed and employed in optial realizations of CV
quantum information and ommuniation proessing.
28
This number is easily derived from the general framework developed in Appendix A.2: for
σqp = 0, Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) redue to σq = σ
−1
p . The only further ondition to impose after
the loal redution is then diag(σq) = diag(σ
−1
q ), whih brings the number of free parameters of
the symmetri σq from (N + 1)N/2 down to N(N − 1)/2.
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11.2. Generi entanglement, standard form and state engineering of
blok-diagonal pure Gaussian states
11.2.1. Generi entanglement of Gaussian states
In this Setion, based on Ref. [GA14℄ we address the question of how many phys-
ial resoures are really needed to engineer and haraterize entanglement in pure
Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes, up to loal unitary operations.
Let us reall again (see Se. 2.4.2) that for states of N ≤ 3 modes, it has been shown
that suh a number of minimal degrees of freedom sales as N(N − 1)/2 . For a
higher number of modes, however, a riher struture is ahievable by pure Gaussian
states, as from sympleti arguments like those of Appendix A.2.1 a minimal num-
ber of parameters given by N(N − 2) an be inferred. A random state of N ≥ 4
modes, seleted aording to the uniform distribution over pure Gaussian states,
will be thus reduible to a form haraterized by suh a number of independent
quantities.
However, in pratial realizations of CV quantum information one is interested
in states whih, one prepared with eient resoures, still ahieve an almost om-
plete strutural variety in their multipartite entanglement properties. Suh states
will be said to possess generi entanglement [166℄, where generi means prati-
ally equivalent to that of random states, but engineered (and desribed) with a
onsiderably smaller number of degrees of freedom.
Preisely, we dene as generi-entangled those Gaussian states whose loal
entropies of entanglement in any single mode are independent, and bipartite entan-
glements between any pair of modes are unonstrained. Having a standard form for
suh N -mode Gaussian states, may be in fat extremely helpful in understanding
and quantifying multipartite CV entanglement, in partiular from the theoretial
point of view of entanglement sharing and monogamy onstraints (see Chapter
6), and from a more pragmatial approah entered on using entanglement as a
resoure.
We show that, to ahieve generi entanglement, for the global pure N -mode
Gaussian state it is enough to be desribed by a minimal number of parameters
(orresponding to the loal-unitarily invariant degrees of freedom) equal to N(N −
1)/2 for any N , and thus muh smaller than the 2N(2N + 1)/2 of a ompletely
general CM. Therefore, generi entanglement appears in states whih are highly not
`generi' in the sense usually attributed to the term, i.e. randomly piked. Cruially,
we demonstrate that generi-entangled Gaussian states oinide with the above
dened blok-diagonal Gaussian states, i.e. with the resoures typially employed
in experimental realizations of CV quantum information [40℄. Aordingly, we
provide an optimal and pratial sheme for their state engineering.
11.2.2. Minimal number of parameters
Adopting the above denition of generi entanglement, we prove now the main
Proposition 1. A generi-entangled N -mode pure Gaussian state is desribed, up to
loal sympleti (unitary) operations, by N(N − 1)/2 independent parameters.
Proof. Let us start with a N -mode pure state, desribed by a CM σp ≡ σ as
in Eq. (2.20), with all single-mode bloks σi (i = 1 . . .N) in diagonal form: we
an always ahieve this by loal single-mode Williamson diagonalizations in eah
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of the N modes. Let σ\1 ≡ σ2,··· ,N be the redued CM of modes (2, . . . , N).
It an be diagonalized by means of a sympleti S2,··· ,N , and brought thus to
its Williamson normal form, haraterized by a sympleti spetrum {a, 1, · · · , 1},
where a =
√
Detσ1. Transforming σ by S = 11 ⊕ S2,··· ,N , brings the CM into its
Shmidt form, onstituted by a two-mode squeezed state between modes 1 and 2
(with squeezing a), plus N − 2 vaua [116, 29, 92℄ (see Se. 2.4.2.1).
All N -mode pure Gaussian states are thus ompletely speied by the sym-
pleti S2,··· ,N , plus the parameter a. Alternatively, the number of parameters of
σ is also equal to that haraterizing an arbitrary mixed (N − 1)-mode Gaussian
CM, with sympleti rank ℵ = 1 (i.e. with N − 2 sympleti eigenvalues equal to
1, see Se. 2.2.2.2). This means that, assigning the redued state σ2,··· ,N , we have
provided a omplete desription of σ. In fat, the parameter a is determined as the
square root of the determinant of the CM σ2,··· ,N .
We are now left to ompute the minimal set of parameters of an arbitrary
mixed state of N − 1 modes, with sympleti rank ℵ = 1. While we know that
for N ≥ 4 this number is equal to N(N − 2) in general, we want to prove that for
generi-entangled Gaussian resoure states this number redues to
ΞN = N(N − 1)/2 . (11.1)
We prove it by indution. For a pure state of one mode only, there are no redued
zero-mode states, so the number is zero. For a pure state of two modes, an
arbitrary one-mode mixed CM with ℵ = 1 is ompletely determined by its own
determinant, so the number is one. This shows that our law for ΞN holds true for
N = 1 and N = 2.
Let us now suppose that it holds for a generi N , i.e. we have that a mixed
(N−1)-mode CM with ℵ = 1 an be put in a standard form speied by N(N−1)/2
parameters. Now let us hek what happens for a (N +1)-mode pure state, i.e. for
the reduedN -mode mixed state with sympleti rank equal to 1. A general way (up
to LUs) of onstruting a N -mode CM with ℵ = 1 yielding generi entanglement
is the following: (a) take a generi-entangled (N − 1)-mode CM with ℵ = 1 in
standard form; (b) append an anillary mode (σN ) initially in the vauum state
(the mode annot be thermal as ℵ must be preserved); () squeeze mode N with an
arbitrary s (one has this freedom beause it is a loal sympleti operation); (d) let
mode N interat ouplewise with all the other modes, via a hain of beam-splitters,
Eq. (2.26), with arbitrary transmittivities bi,N , with i = 1, · · · , N − 1;29 (e) if
desired, terminate with N suitable single-mode squeezing operations (but with all
squeezings now xed by the respetive redued CM's elements) to sympletially
diagonalize eah single-mode CM.
With these steps one is able to onstrut a mixed state of N modes, with the
desired rank, and with generi (loal-unitarily-invariant) properties for eah single-
mode individual CM. We will show in the following that in the onsidered states
the pairwise quantum orrelations between any two modes are unonstrained. To
onlude, let us observe that the onstruted generi-entangled state is speied
by a number of parameters equal to: N(N − 1)/2 (the parameters of the starting
(N − 1)-mode mixed state of the same form) plus 1 (the initial squeezing of mode
29
Squeezings and beam-splitters are basi entangling tools in CV systems, see Se. 2.2.2.
For N ≥ 4, steps () and (d) should be generalized to arbitrary one- and two-mode sympleti
transformations to ahieve all possible Gaussian states, as disussed in Se. 11.1.
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N) plus N −1 (the two-mode beam-splitter interations between mode N and eah
of the others). Total: (N + 1)N/2 = ΞN+1. 
11.2.3. Quantum state engineering
Following the ideas of the above proof, a physially insightful sheme to pro-
due generi-entangled N -mode pure Gaussian states an be readily presented (see
Fig. 11.1). It onsists of basially two main steps: (1) reation of the state in the
1×(N−1) Shmidt deomposition; (2) addition of modes and entangling operations
between them. One starts with a hain of N vaua.
First of all (step 1), the reipe is to squeeze mode 1 of an amount s, and mode
2 of an amount 1/s (i.e. one squeezes the rst mode in one quadrature and the
seond, of the same amount, in the orthogonal quadrature); then one lets the two
modes interfere at a 50 : 50 beam-splitter. One has so reated a two-mode squeezed
state between modes 1 and 2 (as in Fig. 9.1), whih orresponds to the Shmidt
form of σ with respet to the 1 × (N − 1) bipartition. The seond step basially
orresponds to reate the most general mixed state with ℵ = 1, of modes 2, · · · , N ,
out of its Williamson diagonal form. This task an be obtained, as already skethed
in the above proof, by letting eah additional mode interat step-by-step with all
the previous ones. Starting with mode 3 (whih was in the vauum like all the
subsequent ones), one thus squeezes it (of an amount r3) and ombines it with mode
2 via a beam-splitter B2,3(b2,3), Eq. (2.26) (haraterized by a transmittivity b2,3).
Then one squeezes mode 4 by r4 and lets it interfere sequentially, via beam-splitters,
both with mode 2 (with transmittivity b2,4) and with mode 3 (with transmittivity
b3,4). This proess an be iterated for eah other mode, as shown in Fig. 11.1, until
the last mode N is squeezed (rN ) and entangled with the previous ones via beam-
splitters with respetive transmittivities bi,N , i = 2, · · · , N−1. Step 2 desribes the
redistribution of the two-mode entanglement reated in step 1, among all modes.
We remark that mode 1 beomes entangled with all the other modes as well, even
if it never omes to a diret interation with eah of modes 3, · · · , N .
The presented presription enables to reate a generi form (up to loal uni-
taries) of multipartite entanglement among N modes in a pure Gaussian state, by
means of ative (squeezers) and passive (beam-splitters) linear optial elements.
What is relevant for pratial appliations, is that the state engineering is im-
plemented with minimal resoures. Namely, the proess is haraterized by one
squeezing degree (step 1), plus N − 2 individual squeezings for step 2, together
with
∑N−2
i=1 i = (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 beam-splitter transmittivities, whih amount to
a total of N(N − 1)/2 ≡ ΞN quantities. The optimally produed Gaussian states
an be readily implemented for N -party CV ommuniation networks (see Chapter
12).
A remark is in order. From Eq. (2.56), it follows that the sheme of Fig. 11.1,
in the speial ase N = 3, allows for the reation of all pure three-mode Gaussian
states with CM in standard form, Eq. (7.19). In other words, up to loal unitaries,
all pure three-mode Gaussian states exhibit generi entanglement as dened above.
Therefore, the state engineering reipe presented here represents an alternative to
the allotment box of Fig. 10.1, introdued in Se. 10.1.1. In both shemes, the input
is a two-mode squeezed state of modes 1 and 2 (whose squeezing degree aounts
for one of the three degrees of freedom of pure three-mode Gaussian states, see
Se. 7.1.2) and mode 3 in the vauum state. The main dierene is that in the
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Figure 11.1. How to reate a generi-entangled N-mode pure Gaussian state.
White balls are vaua, while eah olor depits a dierent single-mode de-
terminant (i.e. dierent degrees of loal mixedness). Vertial arrows denote
single-mode squeezing operations with squeezing parameters rj , while hori-
zontal irle-ended lines denote beam-splitting operations, Eq. (2.26), with
transmittivities bi,j , ating on modes i and j. See text for details.
present sheme (Fig. 11.1), an additional ative operation is implemented, as the
third mode is squeezed in the rst plae; a single beam-splitter (between modes 2
and 3) is then enough to ahieve a ompletely general entanglement struture in the
three modes, up to loal unitaries. On the other hand, the allotment of Fig. 10.1, as
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the name itself suggests, is realized by a passive redistribution of entanglement only,
as the third mode is not squeezed but the three modes interfere with eah other via
three beam-splitters (one of whih has xed transmittivity) and this again yields a
ompletely general entanglement freedom, up to loal unitaries. Depending on the
experimental failities, one an thus hoose either sheme when aiming to produe
pure three-mode Gaussian states.
11.2.4. Standard forms: generi-entangled Ö blok-diagonal
The speial subset of pure N -mode Gaussian states emerging from our onstru-
tive proof exhibits a distint property: all orrelations between position qˆi and
momentum pˆj operators are vanishing. Looking at Eq. (2.20), this means that
any suh generi-entangled pure Gaussian state an be put in a standard form
where all the 2 × 2 submatries of its CM are diagonal. The lass of pure Gauss-
ian states exhibiting generi entanglement oinides thus with that formed by the
blok-diagonal states disussed in Ses. 2.4.2 and 11.1.
The diagonal subbloks σi an be additionally made proportional to the iden-
tity by loal Williamson diagonalizations in the individual modes. This standard
form for generi-entangled N -mode Gaussian states, as already mentioned, an
be ahieved by all pure Gaussian states for N = 2 [70℄ and N = 3 [GA11℄ (see
Se. 7.1.2); for N ≥ 4, pure Gaussian states an exist whose number of indepen-
dent parameters sales as N(N − 2) and whih annot thus be brought in the
qˆ-pˆ blok-diagonal form. Interestingly, all pure Gaussian states in our onsidered
blok-diagonal standard form, are ground states of quadrati Hamiltonians with
spring-like interations [11℄. Let us now investigate the physial meaning of the
standard form.
Vanishing qˆ-pˆ ovarianes imply that the N -mode CM an be written as a
diret sum (see also Appendix A) σ = σq ⊕ σp, when the anonial operators
are arranged as (qˆ1, . . . , qˆN , pˆ1, . . . , pˆN ). Moreover, the global purity of σ imposes
σp = σ
−1
q . Named (σq)ij = vqij and (σp)hk = vphk , this means that eah vphk is
a funtion of the {vqij}'s. The additional N Williamson onditions vpii = vqii x
the diagonal elements of σq. The standard form is thus ompletely speied by the
o-diagonal elements of the symmetri N ×N matrix σq, whih are, as expeted,
N(N − 1)/2 ≡ ΞN from Eq. (11.1).
Proposition 1 of Se. 11.2.2 aquires now the following remarkable physial
insight [GA14℄.
â Generi entanglement of pure Gaussian states. The strutural proper-
ties of pure blok-diagonal N -mode Gaussian states, and in partiular their
bipartite and multipartite entanglement, are ompletely speied (up to loal
unitaries) by the `two-point orrelations' vqij = 〈qˆiqˆj〉 between any pair of
modes, whih amount to N(N − 1)/2 loally invariant degrees of freedom.
For instane, the entropy of entanglement between one mode (say i) and the
remaining N − 1 modes, whih is monotoni in Detσi (see Se. 2.3), is ompletely
speied by assigning all the pairwise orrelations between mode i and any other
mode j 6= i, as Detσi = 1−
∑
j 6=iDet εij from Eq. (2.55). The rationale is that en-
tanglement in suh states is basially reduible to a mode-to-mode one. This state-
ment, stritly speaking true only for the pure Gaussian states for whih Proposition
1 holds, aquires a general validity in the ontext of the modewise deomposition of
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arbitrary pure Gaussian states [116, 29, 92℄, as detailed in Se. 2.4.2.1. We remark
that suh an insightful orrelation piture breaks down for mixed Gaussian states,
where also lassial, statistial-like orrelations arise.
11.3. Eonomial state engineering of arbitrary pure Gaussian states?
Borrowing the ideas leading to the state engineering of blok-diagonal pure Gauss-
ian states [GA14℄, see Fig. 11.1, we propose here a sheme [GA18℄, involving (N2 −
2N) independent optial elements, to produe more general N -mode pure Gauss-
ian states, enoding orrelations between positions and momentum operators as
well. To this aim, we introdue `ounter-beam-splitter' transformations, named
seraphiques, whih, reovering the phase spae ordering of Se. 2.1, at on two
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
 , (11.2)
where the amplitude τ is related to an angle θ in phase spae by τ = cos2 θ.
Suh operations an be obtained from usual beam-splitters Bj,k(τ), Eq. (2.26), by
applying a π/2 phase shifter Pk on only one of the two onsidered modes. Pk
is a loal rotation mapping, in Heisenberg piture, qˆk 7→ −pˆk and pˆk 7→ qˆk. In
phase spae, one has Cj,k(τ) = P
T
k Bj,k(τ)Pk. Notie that, even though Cj,k(τ) is
equal to the produt of single-mode operations and beam-splitters, this does not
mean that suh a transformation is equivalent to a beam-splitter in terms of state
generation. In fat, the loal operations do not ommute with the beam-splitters,
so that a produt of the kind Bj,k(τ
′)Cj,k(τ ′′) annot be written as Bj,k(τ)Sl for
some loal operation Sl and τ .
The state engineering sheme runs along exatly the same lines as the one for
the blok-diagonal states, Se. 11.2.3, the only modiation being that for eah
pair of modes exept the last one (N − 1, N), a beam-splitter transformation is
followed by a seraphique. In more detail (see Fig. 11.2): rst of all (step 1), one
squeezes mode 1 of an amount s, and mode 2 of an amount 1/s (i.e. one squeezes
the rst mode in one quadrature and the seond, of the same amount, in the
orthogonal quadrature); then one lets the two modes interfere at a 50 : 50 beam-
splitter. One has so reated a two-mode squeezed state between modes 1 and 2,
whih orresponds to the Shmidt form of the pure Gaussian state with respet
to the 1 × (N − 1) bipartition. The seond step basially orresponds to a re-
distribution of the initial two-mode entanglement among all modes; this task an
be obtained by letting eah additional k mode (k = 3 . . .N) interat step-by-step
with all the previous l ones (l = 2 . . . k − 1), via beam-splitters and seraphiques
(whih are in turn ombinations of beam-splitters and phase shifters). It is easy
to see that this sheme is implemented with minimal resoures. Namely, the state
engineering proess is haraterized by one squeezing degree (step 1), plus N − 2
individual squeezings, together with
∑N−2
i=1 i = (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 beam-splitter
transmittivities, and [
∑N−2
i=1 i] − 1 = N(N − 3)/2 seraphique amplitudes, whih
amount to a total of (N2−2N) quantities, exatly the ones parametrizing a generi
pure Gaussian state of N ≥ 3 modes up to loal sympleti operations, Eq. (2.56).
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Figure 11.2. Possible sheme to reate a general N-mode pure Gaussian
state. White balls are vaua, while eah olor depits a dierent single-mode
determinant (i.e. dierent degrees of loal mixedness). Vertial arrows denote
single-mode squeezing operations with squeezing parameters rj , horizontal
irle-ended lines denote beam-splitting operations, Eq. (2.26), with transmit-
tivity bi,j between modes i and j, and horizontal diamond-ended lines denote
two-mode seraphiques, Eq. (11.2), with amplitudes ci,j . See text for details.
While this sheme (Fig. 11.2) is surely more general than the one for blok-
diagonal states (Fig. 11.1), as it enables to eiently reate a broader lass of
pure Gaussian states for N > 3, we will leave it as an open question to hek
if it is general enough to produe all pure N -mode Gaussian states up to loal
unitaries. Verifying this analytially leads to pretty intratable expressions already
for N = 4. Instead, it would be very interesting to investigate if the average
entanglement of the output Gaussian states numerially obtained by a statistially
signiant sample of appliations of our sheme with random parameters, mathes
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the typial entanglement of pure Gaussian states under thermodynamial state-
spae measures as omputable along the lines of Ref. [209℄. This would prove the
optimality and generality of our sheme in an operational way, whih is indeed more
useful for pratial appliations.
11.4. Generi versus typial entanglement: are o-blok-diagonal orre-
lations relevant?
The strutural properties of pure N -mode Gaussian states under loal operations
have been addressed in Se. 2.4.2 and ompletely haraterized in Appendix A
[GA18℄. Here [GA14℄, blok-diagonal states (i.e. with no orrelations between posi-
tion and momentum operators) have been in partiular proven to possess generi
entanglement in the sense of Se. 11.2.1, and their standard form ovarianes (de-
termining any form of entanglement in suh states) have been physially under-
stood in terms of two-body orrelations. It is thus quite natural to question if
the N(N − 3)/2 additional parameters enoded in qˆ-pˆ orrelations for non-blok-
diagonal pure states, have a denite impat or not on the bipartite and multipartite
entanglement.
At present, usual CV protools are devised, even in multimode settings (see
Chapter 12), to make use of states without any qˆ-pˆ orrelations. In suh ases, the
eonomial (relying on N(N − 1)/2 parameters) blok-diagonal state engineering
sheme detailed in Fig. 11.1 is learly the optimal general strategy for the prodution
of entangled resoures. However, theoretial onsiderations strongly suggest that
states with σqp 6= 0 [adopting the notation of Eq. (A.4)℄ might have remarkable
potential for improved quantum-informational appliations. In fat, onsidering as
just mentioned the thermodynamial entanglement framework of Gaussian states
[209℄, one an dene natural averages either on the whole set of pure Gaussian
states, or restriting to states with σqp = 0. Well, numeris unambiguously show
[GA18℄ that the (thermodynamially-averaged) generi entanglement (under any
bipartition) of Gaussian states without qˆ-pˆ orrelations (like the ones onsidered in
Se. 11.2.1) is systematially lower than the typial entanglement of ompletely
general pure Gaussian states, with this behavior getting more and more manifest
as the total number of modes N inreases (learly, aording to Se. 2.4.2, this
disrepany only arises for N > 3). In a way, the full entanglement potential of
Gaussian states is diminished by the restrition to blok-diagonal states.
On the other hand, the omparison between the average entanglement gener-
ated in randomizing proesses based on the engineering sheme of Fig. 11.2, and
the blok-diagonal one of Fig. 11.1, is under urrent investigation as well. If the
general sheme of Fig. 11.2, based on beam-splitters and seraphiques, turned out
to be out-performing the simpler ones (like the one of Fig. 11.1, based on beam-
splitters only) in terms of entanglement generation  as expeted in view of the
argument above  this would provide us with a formidable motivation to explore
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CHAPTER 12
Multiparty quantum ommuniation with
Gaussian resoures
The eld of quantum information with ontinuous variables is ourishing with the-
oretial and experimental suesses. It an be onsidered mature for what onerns
two-party information and ommuniation proessing, exploiting in partiular bi-
partite entangled resoures suh as two-mode Gaussian states. We have ourselves
ontributed some experimental results on the prodution and manipulation of two-
mode entanglement in Gaussian optial beams (see Se. 9.2). An in-depth exursus
in this multifaeted physial setor is beyond the sope of the present Dissertation,
and the interested reader may surely nd a omprehensive and quite up-to-date
review on the subjet in Ref. [40℄.
In this Part, having laid the foundations for a proper quantiation of multi-
partite entanglement in CV system in Part III, and having dealt with the issue of
eiently produing multipartite entangled resoures in pratial optial settings in
Part IV, we judge a wise hoie to ollet our results onerning the usefulness and
optimal exploitation of Gaussian entanglement for proesses involving more than
two parties. We will also inlude in this Part appliations of our mahinery to study
the struture and distribution of orrelations in harmoni latties with an under-
lying valene bond struture (Chapter 13), as well as to investigate entanglement
sharing between non-inertial observers in a relativisti setting (Chapter 14).
We begin in this Chapter by epitomizing the apability of Gaussian states for
quantum ommuniation and by providing their theoretial entanglement hara-
terization with a signiant operative bakground. To this aim we will fous on the
transmission of quantum states by means of lassial ommuniation and entangled
Gaussian resoures shared by N parties: speially, CV teleportation networks
and teleloning.
12.1. Quantum teleportation with ontinuous variables
For two parties, the proess of quantum teleportation using entanglement and with
the aid of lassial ommuniation was originally proposed for qubit systems [22℄,
and experimentally implemented with polarization-entangled photons [31, 27℄.
The CV ounterpart of disrete-variable teleportation, using quadrature en-
tanglement, is in priniple imperfet due to the impossibility of ahieving innite
squeezing. Nevertheless, by onsidering the nite EPR orrelations between the
quadratures of a two-mode squeezed Gaussian state, Eq. (2.22), a realisti sheme
for CV teleportation was proposed [234, 39℄ and experimentally implemented to
teleport oherent states with a measured delity up to F = 0.70±0.02 [89, 33, 226℄.
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is the best that an be ahieved if the alphabet of input states inludes all oherent
states with even weight [38, 107℄. Let us reall that the delity F , whih is the
gure of merit quantifying the suess of a teleportation experiment, is dened with
respet to a pure state |ψin〉 as
F ≡ 〈ψin|̺out|ψin〉 . (12.2)
Here in and out denote the input and the output states (the latter being gen-
erally mixed) of a teleportation proess, respetively. F reahes unity only for a
perfet state transfer, ̺out = |ψin〉〈ψin|. To aomplish teleportation with high
delity, the sender (Alie) and the reeiver (Bob) must share an entangled state
(resoure). The suient delity riterion [38℄ states that, if teleportation is per-
formed with F > Fcl, then the two parties exploited an entangled state. The
onverse is generally false, that is, quite surprisingly, some entangled resoures may
in priniple yield lower-than-lassial delities. This point will be disussed thor-
oughly in the following and the solution to suh a puzzling issue, obtained in [GA9℄,
will be explained.
Let us briey mention how to ompute Eq. (12.2), in terms of CMs. Setting, as
usual, all rst moments to zero, the delity of two-user teleportation of arbitrary
single-mode Gaussian states exploiting two-mode Gaussian resoures an be om-
puted diretly from the respetive seond moments [206℄. Being σin the CM of the







the CM of the shared two-mode resoure, and dening the matrix ξ = diag{−1 , 1},
the delity reads [206℄
F = 2√
DetΣ
, Σ ≡ 2σin + ξσaξ + σb + ξεab + εTabξ . (12.4)
We will exploit this formula in the following.
To generalize the proess of CV teleportation from two to three and more
users, one an onsider two basi possible senarios. On the one hand, a network
an be reated where eah user is able to teleport states with better-than-lassial
eieny (being the same for all sender/reeiver pairs) to any hosen reeiver with
the assistane of the other parties. On the other hand, one of the parties ats as the
xed sender, and distributes many approximate opies (with in priniple dierent
loning delities) to all the others ating as remote reeivers. These two protools,
respetively referred to as teleportation network [236℄ and teleloning [238℄,
will be desribed in the two following setions, and the onnetions between their
suessful implementation with multimode Gaussian resoures and the amounts of
shared bipartite and multipartite entanglement, as obtained in Refs. [GA9, GA16℄,
will be eluidated. We just mention that several interesting variants to these basi
shemes do exist, (see e.g., in a tripartite setting, the `ooperative teleloning' of
Ref. [181℄, where two reeivers, instead of two senders, are ooperating).
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12.2. Equivalene between entanglement in symmetri Gaussian resoure
states and optimal nonlassial teleportation delity
The original CV teleportation protool [39℄ has been generalized to a multi-user
teleportation network requiring multiparty entangled Gaussian states in Ref. [236℄.
The tripartite instane of suh a network has been reently experimentally demon-
strated by exploiting three-mode squeezed states, yielding a maximal delity of
F = 0.64± 0.02 [277℄.
Here, based on Ref. [GA9℄, we investigate the relation between the delity of
a CV teleportation experiment and the entanglement present in the shared re-
soure Gaussian states. We nd in partiular that, while all the states belonging
to the same loal-equivalene lass (i.e. onvertible into eah other by loal uni-
tary operations) are undistinguishable from the point of view of their entanglement
properties, they generally behave dierently when employed in quantum informa-
tion and ommuniation proesses, for whih the loal properties suh as the op-
tial phase referene get relevant. Hene we show that the optimal teleportation
delity, maximized over all loal single-mode unitary operations (at xed amounts
of noise and entanglement in the resoure), is neessary and suient for the pres-
ene of bipartite (multipartite) entanglement in two-mode (multimode) Gaussian
states employed as shared resoures. Moreover, the optimal delity allows for the
quantitative denition of the entanglement of teleportation, an operative estima-
tor of bipartite (multipartite) entanglement in CV systems. Remarkably, in the
multi-user instane, the optimal shared entanglement is exatly the loalizable en-
tanglement, originally introdued for spin systems [248℄ (not to be onfused with
the unitarily loalizable entanglement of bisymmetri Gaussian states, disussed in
Chapter 5), whih thus aquires for Gaussian states a suggestive operative meaning
in terms of teleportation proesses. Moreover, let us reall that our previous study
on CV entanglement sharing led to the denition of the residual Gaussian on-
tangle, Eq. (7.36), as a tripartite entanglement monotone under Gaussian LOCC
for three-mode Gaussian states [GA10℄ (see Se. 7.2.2). This measure too is here
operationally interpreted via the suess of a three-party teleportation network.
Besides these fundamental theoretial results, our ndings are of important
pratial interest, as they answer the experimental need for the best preparation
reipe for entangled squeezed resoures, in order to implement CV teleportation
(in the most general setting) with the highest delity. It is indeed ruial in view
of experimental implementations, to provide optimal ways to engineer quantum
orrelations, suh that they are not wasted but optimally exploited for the speial
task to be realized. We an see that this was the leitmotiv of the previous Chapter
as well.
We will now detail the results obtained in Ref. [GA9℄, starting with the two-
party teleportation instane, and then faing with the general (and more interest-
ing) N -party teleportation network senario. Notie that, by the dening struture
itself of the protools under onsideration, the employed resoures will be (both in
the two-party and in the general N -party ase) fully symmetri, generally mixed
Gaussian states (see Se. 2.4.3). Therefore the equivalene between optimal non-
lassial delity and entanglement stritly holds only for fully symmetri Gaussian
resoures. We will disuss this thoroughly in the following, and show how this inter-
esting onnetion atually is not valid anymore for nonsymmetri, even two-mode
resoures.
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Figure 12.1. Optial generation of two-mode symmetri mixed Gaussian
states, by superimposing two independently squeezed single-mode noisy beams
at a 50:50 beam-splitter. The output states an be employed as resoures
for CV teleportation of unknown oherent states. For r1 = r2 ≡ r and
n1 = n2 = 1 (meaning absene of noise), the output states redue to those of
Fig. 9.1.
12.2.1. Optimal delity of two-party teleportation and bipartite entanglement
The two-user CV teleportation protool [39℄ would require, to ahieve unit delity,
the sharing of an ideal (unnormalizable) EPR resoure state [73℄, i.e. the simul-
taneous eigenstate of relative position and total momentum of a two-mode radi-
ation eld. An arbitrarily good approximation of the EPR state, as we know, is
represented by two-mode squeezed Gaussian states of Eq. (2.22) with squeezing
parameter r→∞.
As remarked in Se. 9.2, a two-mode squeezed state an be, in priniple, pro-
dued by mixing a momentum-squeezed state and a position-squeezed state, with
squeezing parameters r1 and r2 respetively, through a 50:50 ideal (lossless) beam-
splitter. In pratie, due to experimental imperfetions and unavoidable thermal
noise the two initial squeezed states will be mixed. To perform a realisti analysis,
we must then onsider two thermal squeezed single-mode states,
30
desribed by the


















r2 pˆ02 , (12.6)
where the sux 0 refers to the vauum. The ation of an ideal (phase-free) beam-
splitter operation Bˆi,j(θ) on a pair of modes i and j, orresponding to a phase-spae
rotation of an angle θ, is dened by Eq. (2.25).
When applied to the two modes of Eqs. (12.5,12.6), the beam-splitter entangling
operation (θ = π/4) produes a symmetri mixed state [131℄, depending on the
squeezings r1,2 and on the thermal noises n1,2, as depited in Fig. 12.1. The CM
30
Any losses due to imperfet optial elements and/or to the bre or open-air propagation
of the beams an be embedded into the initial single-mode noise fators.
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−r2n2 0 er1n1 − e−r2n2 0
0 e−r1n1 + er2n2 0 e−r1n1 − er2n2
er1n1 − e−r2n2 0 er1n1 + e−r2n2 0




The noise an be diult to ontrol and redue in the lab, but we assume it is at
least quantiable (see Se. 9.2). Now, keeping n1 and n2 xed, all states produed
starting with dierent r1 and r2, but with equal average
r¯ ≡ r1 + r2
2
, (12.8)
are ompletely equivalent up to loal unitary operations and possess, by deni-
tion, the same entanglement. Let us reall that, as we are dealing with symmetri
two-mode Gaussian states, all oneivable entanglement quantiations are equiva-
lent, inluding the omputable entanglement of formation (see Se. 4.2.2), and are
all dereasing funtions of the smallest sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partially
transposed CM, omputable as in Eq. (4.13).





The entanglement thus depends both on the arithmeti mean of the individual
squeezings, and on the geometri mean of the individual noises, whih is related to
the purity of the state µ = (n1n2)
−1
. The teleportation suess, instead, depends
separately on eah of the four single-mode parameters. The delity F Eq. (12.2)
(averaged over the omplex plane) for teleporting an unknown single-mode oherent
state an be omputed by writing the quadrature operators in Heisenberg piture
[236, 235℄,
F ≡ φ−1/2, φ = {[〈(qˆtel)2〉+ 1] [〈(pˆtel)2〉+ 1]} /4 , (12.10)
where 〈(qˆtel)2〉 and 〈(pˆtel)2〉 are the varianes of the anonial operators qˆtel and
pˆtel whih desribe the teleported mode. For the utilized states, we have
qˆtel = qˆ







where the sux in refers to the input oherent state to be teleported. Realling
that, in our units (see Se. 2.1), 〈(qˆ0i )2〉 = 〈(pˆ0i )2〉 = 〈(qˆin)2〉 = 〈(pˆin)2〉 = 1, we an
ompute the delity from Eq. (12.10), obtaining
φ(r1,2, n1,2) = e
−2(r1+r2)(e2r1 + n1)(e2r2 + n2) .
It is onvenient to replae r1 and r2 by r¯, Eq. (12.8), and




φ(r¯, d, n1,2) = e
−4r¯(e2(r¯+d) + n1)(e2(r¯−d) + n2) . (12.13)
Maximizing the delity, Eq. (12.10), for given entanglement and noises of the
Gaussian resoure state (i.e. for xed n1,2, r¯) simply means nding the d = d
opt
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whih minimizes the quantity φ of Eq. (12.13). Being φ a onvex funtion of d, it








For equal noises (n1 = n2), d
opt = 0, indiating that the best preparation of the
entangled resoure state needs two equally squeezed single-mode states, in agree-
ment with the results presented in Ref. [32℄ for pure states. For dierent noises,
however, the optimal proedure involves two dierent squeezings, biased suh that





where ν˜− is exatly the smallest sympleti eigenvalue of the partial transpose σ˜
of the CM σ, Eq. (12.7), dened by Eq. (12.9).
Eq. (12.15) learly shows that the optimal teleportation delity depends only
on the entanglement of the resoure state, and vie versa. In fat, the delity
riterion beomes neessary and suient for the presene of the entanglement, if
Fopt is onsidered: the optimal delity is lassial for ν˜− ≥ 1 (separable state) and
it exeeds the lassial threshold for any entangled state. Moreover, Fopt provides a
quantitative measure of entanglement ompletely equivalent to the negativities and









with h(x) dened by Eq. (4.18). In the limit of innite squeezing (r¯ → ∞), Fopt
reahes 1 for any amount of nite thermal noise.
On the other extreme, due to the onvexity of φ, the lowest delity is attained
at one of the boundaries, d = ±r¯. Expliitly, the worst teleportation suess,
orresponding to the maximum waste of bipartite entanglement, is ahieved by
enoding zero squeezing in the more mixed mode, i.e. r1 = 0 if n1 ≥ n2, and r2 = 0
otherwise. For innite squeezing, the worst delity annot exeed 1/
√
max{n1, n2},
easily falling below the lassial bound Fcl ≡ 1/2 for strong enough noise.
12.2.2. Optimal delity of N-party teleportation networks and multipartite en-
tanglement
We now extend our analysis [GA9℄ to a quantum teleportation-network protool,
involving N users who share a genuine N -partite entangled Gaussian resoure, fully
symmetri under permutations of the modes [236℄ (see Se. 2.4.3 for the analysis of
fully symmetri Gaussian states).
Two parties are randomly hosen as sender (Alie) and reeiver (Bob), but this
time, in order to aomplish teleportation of an unknown oherent state, Bob needs
the results of N−2 momentum detetions performed by the other ooperating par-
ties. A nonlassial teleportation delity (i.e. F > Fcl ≡ 1/2) between any pair
of parties is suient for the presene of genuine N -partite entanglement in the
shared resoure, while in general the onverse is false [see e.g. Fig. 1 of Ref. [236℄,
reprodued in Fig. 12.3(b)℄. Our aim is to determine the optimal multi-user telepor-
tation delity, and to extrat from it a quantitative information on the multipartite
entanglement in the shared resoures.
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Figure 12.2. Optial generation of N-mode fully symmetri mixed Gaussian
states, by ombining N independently squeezed single-mode noisy beams (one
squeezed in momentum, and N − 1 in position) via a asade of N − 1 beam-
splitters with sequentially tuned transmittivities. The output states an be
employed as shared resoures for CV teleportation networks among N users.
For pure inputs (ni = 1) and N = 3 we reover the sheme of Fig. 10.3.
We begin with the state engineering of the shared N -partite resoure. Let us
onsider, generalizing Se. 12.2.1, a mixed momentum-squeezed state desribed by


















r2 pˆ0j , (12.18)
with j = 2, . . . , N . We then ombine the N beams into an N -splitter, whih is a
sequene of suitably tuned beam-splitters [236℄:
Nˆ1...N ≡ BˆN−1,N(π/4)BˆN−2,N−1(cos−1 1/
√
3) · . . . · Bˆ1,2(cos−1 1/
√
N) , (12.19)
where the unitary beam-splitter operator Bˆi,j(θ) ating on modes i and j is dened
by Eq. (2.25). Eq. (12.19) represents the generalization to N modes of the tritter,
Eq. (10.12).
The resulting state (see Fig. 12.2) is a ompletely symmetri mixed Gaussian
state of a N -mode CV system, with a CM σ of the form Eq. (2.60), parametrized
by n1,2, r¯ and d. One again, all states with equal {n1,2, r¯} belong to the same iso-
entangled lass of equivalene, up to loal unitaries. For r¯ → ∞ and for n1,2 = 1
(pure states), these states reprodue the (unnormalizable) CV generalized GHZ
state,
∫
dx|x, x, . . . , x〉, an eigenstate with total momentum ∑Ni=1 pˆi = 0 and all
relative positions qˆi − qˆj = 0 (i, j = 1, . . . , N).
Choosing randomly two modes, denoted by the indies k and l, to be respe-
tively the sender and the reeiver, the teleported mode is desribed by the following
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quadrature operators (see Refs. [236, 235℄ for further details):
qˆtel = qˆin − qˆrel ,
pˆtel = pˆin + pˆtot ,
(12.20)
with
qˆrel = qˆk − qˆl ,




where gN is an experimentally adjustable gain. To ompute the teleportation -
delity from Eq. (12.10), we need the varianes of the operators qˆrel and pˆtot of
Eq. (12.21). From the ation of the N -splitter, Eq. (12.19), we nd
〈(qˆrel)2〉 = 2n2e−2(r¯−d) ,
〈(pˆtot)2〉 =
{
[2 + (N − 2)gN ]2n1e−2(r¯+d) (12.22)
+ 2[gN − 1]2(N − 2)n2e2(r¯−d)
}
/4 .
The optimal delity an be now found in two straightforward steps: 1) minimiz-
ing 〈(pˆtot)2〉 with respet to gN (i.e. nding the optimal gain goptN ); 2) minimizing




(N − 2) + 2e4r¯n2/n1
]
, (12.23)






(N − 2) + 2e4r¯n2/n1
]
. (12.24)
Inserting Eqs. (12.2212.24) in Eq. (12.10), we nd the optimal teleportation-











2e4r¯ + (N − 2)n1/n2 . (12.25)
For N = 2, ν˜
(2)
− ≡ ν˜− from Eq. (12.9), showing that the general multipartite
protool omprises the standard bipartite one as a speial ase.
By omparison with Eq. (12.15), we observe that, for any N > 2, the quantity
ν˜
(N)
− plays the role of a generalized sympleti eigenvalue, whose physial meaning
will be lear soon. Before that, it is worth ommenting on the form of the optimal
resoures, fousing for simpliity on the pure-state setting (n1,2 = 1). The optimal
form of the shared N -mode symmetri Gaussian states, for N > 2, is neither
unbiased in the qi and pi quadratures (like the states disussed in Ref. [32℄ for
three modes), nor onstruted by N equal squeezers (r1 = r2 = r¯). This latter ase,
whih has been implemented experimentally for N = 3 [277℄, is learly not optimal,
yielding delities lower than 1/2 for N ≥ 30 and r¯ falling in a ertain interval
[236℄ [see Fig. 12.3(b)℄. The explanation of this paradoxial behavior, provided by
the authors of Ref. [236℄, is that their teleportation sheme might not be optimal.
Our analysis [GA9℄ shows instead that the problem does not lie in the hoie of
the protool, but rather in the form of the employed states. If the shared N -
mode resoures are prepared by suitable pre-proessing  or transformed by loal
unitary (sympleti on the CM) operations  into the optimal form of Eq. (12.24),
the teleportation delity is guaranteed to be nonlassial [see Fig. 12.3(a)℄ as soon
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Figure 12.3. (a) Optimal delity for teleporting unknown oherent states
from any sender to any reeiver hosen fromN (= 2, 3, 4, 8, 20, and 50) parties,
sharing pure N-party entangled symmetri Gaussian resoures and with the
aid of N−2 ooperating parties, plotted as a funtion of the average squeezing
used in the resoure prodution (expressed in deibels, for the denition of dB
see footnote 20 on page 144). The optimal delity is nonlassial (Fopt >
Fcl ≡ 0.5) for any N , if the initial squeezings are adjusted as in Eq. (12.24)
[GA9℄. At xed entanglement, states produed with all equal squeezers yield
lower-than-lassial delities (F < Fcl ≡ 0.5) for N ≥ 30, as shown in (b)
(adapted from Fig. 1 of Ref. [236℄). In the inset of Plot (a) we ompare, for
N = 3 and a window of average squeezing, the optimal delity (blue solid
line), the delity obtained with states having all unbiased quadratures [32℄
(green dashed line), and the delity obtained with equally squeezed states
[236℄ (red dotted line). The three urves are lose to eah other, but the
optimal preparation yields always the highest delity.
as r¯ > 0 for any N , in whih ase the onsidered lass of pure states is genuinely
multiparty entangled (we have shown this unambiguously in Se. 5.2). Therefore,
we an state the following [GA9℄.
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â Equivalene between entanglement and optimal delity of ontinuous
variable teleportation. A nonlassial optimal delity is neessary and suf-
ient for the presene of multipartite entanglement in any multimode sym-
metri Gaussian state, shared as a resoure for CV teleportation networks.
This equivalene silenes the embarrassing question that entanglement might
not be an atual physial resoure, as protools based on some entangled states
might behave worse than their lassial ounterparts in proessing quantum infor-
mation.
On the opposite side, the worst preparation sheme of the multimode resoure
states, even retaining the optimal protool (gN = g
opt
N ), is obtained setting r1 = 0 if
n1 > 2n2e
2r¯/(Ne2r¯+2−N), and r2 = 0 otherwise. For equal noises (n1 = n2), the
ase r1 = 0 is always the worst one, with asymptoti delities (in the limit r¯ →∞)
equal to 1/
√
1 +Nn1,2/2, and so rapidly dropping with N at given noise.
12.2.2.1. Entanglement of teleportation and loalizable entanglement. The meaning
of ν˜
(N)
− , Eq. (12.25), ruial for the quantiation of the multipartite entanglement,
stems from the following argument. The teleportation network [236℄ is realized
in two steps: rst, the N − 2 ooperating parties perform loal measurements
on their modes, then Alie and Bob exploit their resulting highly entangled two-
mode state to aomplish teleportation. Stopping at the rst stage, the protool
desribes a onentration, or loalization of the original N -partite entanglement,
into a bipartite two-mode entanglement [236, 235℄. The maximum entanglement
that an be onentrated on a pair of parties by loally measuring the others, is
known as the loalizable entanglement
31
of a multiparty system [248℄, as depited
in Fig. 12.4.
Here, the loalizable entanglement is the maximal entanglement onentrable
onto two modes, by unitary operations and nonunitary momentum detetions per-
formed loally on the other N − 2 modes. The two-mode entanglement of the
resulting state (desribed by a CM σloc) is quantied in general in terms of the
sympleti eigenvalue ν˜loc− of its partial transpose. Due to the symmetry of both
the original state and the teleportation protool (the gain is the same for every
mode), the loalized two-mode state σloc will be symmetri too. We have shown in
Se. 4.2.3 that, for two-mode symmetri Gaussian states, the sympleti eigenvalue
ν˜− is related to the EPR orrelations by the expression [GA3℄
4ν˜− = 〈(qˆ1 − qˆ2)2〉+ 〈(pˆ1 + pˆ2)2〉 .
For the state σloc, this means 4ν˜loc− = 〈(qˆrel)2〉+ 〈(pˆtot)2〉, where the varianes have
been omputed in Eq. (12.22). Minimizing ν˜loc− with respet to d means nding
the optimal set of loal unitary operations (unaeting multipartite entanglement)
to be applied to the original multimode mixed resoure desribed by {n1,2, r¯, d};
minimizing then ν˜loc− with respet to gN means nding the optimal set of momentum
detetions to be performed on the transformed state in order to loalize the highest
entanglement on a pair of modes. From Eq. (12.22), the optimizations are readily
solved and yield the same optimal goptN and d
opt
N of Eqs. (12.23,12.24).
31
This loalization proedure, based on measurements, is dierent from the unitary loaliza-
tion whih an be performed on bisymmetri Gaussian states, as disussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 12.4. Loalizable entanglement in the sense of [248℄. By optimal loal
measurements on N − 2 subsystems in a N-party system, a highly entangled
two-mode state is (probabilistially, in priniple) obtained between the two
non-measuring parties. For Gaussian states and measurements the loalization
proess in indeed deterministi, as the entanglement properties of the resulting
states are independent of the measurement outomes.
The resulting optimal two-mode state σloc ontains a loalized entanglement
whih is exatly quantied by the quantity
ν˜loc− ≡ ν˜(N)− .
It is now lear that ν˜
(N)
− of Eq. (12.25) is a proper sympleti eigenvalue, being
the smallest one of the partial transpose σ˜loc of the optimal two-mode state σloc
that an be extrated from a N -party entangled resoure by loal measurements on
the remaining modes (see Fig. 12.4). Eq. (12.25) thus provides a bright onnetion
between two operative aspets of multipartite entanglement in CV systems: the
maximal delity ahievable in a multi-user teleportation network [236℄, and the CV
loalizable entanglement [248℄.
This results yield quite naturally a diret operative way to quantify multipartite
entanglement in N -mode (mixed) symmetri Gaussian states, in terms of the so-



















and thus ranging from 0 (separable states) to 1 (CV generalized GHZ state). The
loalizable entanglement of formation ElocF of N -mode symmetri Gaussian states
σ of the form Eq. (2.60) is a monotonially inreasing funtion of E
(N)
T , namely:








with h(x) given by Eq. (4.18). For N = 2 the state is already loalized and ElocF ≡
EF , Eq. (12.16)
In the next subsetion we will see how the entanglement of teleportation relates,
for three-mode states, to the residual Gaussian ontangle introdued in Se. 7.2.2.
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12.2.3. Operational interpretation of tripartite Gaussian entanglement and how
to experimentally investigate its sharing struture
12.2.3.1. Entanglement of teleportation and residual ontangle. Let us fous, for the
following disussion, on the ase N = 3, i.e. on three-mode states shared as re-
soures for a three-party teleportation network. This protool is a basi, natural
andidate to operationally investigate the sharing struture of CV entanglement in
three-mode symmetri Gaussian states.
A rst theoretial question that arises is to ompare the tripartite entanglement
of teleportation Eq. (12.26), whih possesses a strong operational motivation, and
the tripartite residual (Gaussian) ontangle Eq. (7.36) (dened in Se. 7.2.2), whih
is endowed with a lear physial interpretation in the framework of entanglement
sharing and is built on solid mathematial foundations (being an entanglement
monotone under Gaussian LOCC, see Se. 7.2.2.1). Remarkably, in the ase of
pure three-mode shared resoures  i.e. CV GHZ/W states, obtained by setting
n1 = n2 = 1 in Eqs. (12.17,12.18), see Se. 7.3.1 and Fig. 10.3  the two measures
are ompletely equivalent, being monotonially inreasing funtions of eah other.
Namely, from Eq. (7.40),
Gresτ (σ
GHZ/W
s ) = log
2 2
√










ET (ET + 4) + 1
,
(12.28)
where ET ≡ E(3)T in Eq. (12.26). Let us moreover reall that Gresτ oinides with
the true residual ontangle (globally minimized in priniple over all, inluding non-
Gaussian, deompositions), Eq. (7.35), in these states (see Se. 7.3.1). The residual
(Gaussian) ontangle is thus enrihed of an interesting meaning as a resoure en-
abling a better-than-lassial three-party teleportation experiment, while no oper-
ational interpretations are presently known for the three-way residual tangle quan-
tifying tripartite entanglement sharing in qubit systems [59℄ (see Se. 1.4.3).
We remark that in the tripartite instane, the optimal teleportation-network
delity of Eq. (12.25) (N = 3) ahieves indeed its global maximum over all possible
Gaussian POVMs performed on the shared resoure, as an be onrmed with the
methods of Ref. [183℄.
12.2.3.2. The power of promisuity in symmetri three-mode resoures. The relation-
ship between optimal teleportation delity and residual (Gaussian) ontangle, em-
bodied by Eq. (12.28), entails that there is a `unique' kind of three-party CV entan-
glement in pure symmetri three-mode Gaussian states (alias CV nite-squeezing
GHZ/W states, introdued in Se. 7.3.1), whih merges at least three (usually
inequivalent) properties: those of being maximally genuinely tripartite entangled,
maximally bipartite entangled in any two-mode redution, and `maximally eient'
(in the sense of the optimal delity) for three-mode teleportation networks. Reall
that the rst two properties, taken together, label suh entanglement as promisu-
ous, as disussed in Se. 7.3.3. These features add up to the property of tripartite
GHZ/W Gaussian states of being maximally robust against deoherene eets
among all three-mode Gaussian states, as shown in Se. 7.4.1.
All this theoretial evidene strongly promotes GHZ/W states, experimentally
realizable with urrent optial tehnology [8, 34℄ (see Se. 10.1.2.1), as paradigmati
andidates for the enoding and transmission of CV quantum information and in
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general for reliable CV quantum ommuniation. Let us mention that, in parti-
ular, these tripartite entangled symmetri Gaussian states have been suessfully
employed to demonstrate quantum seret sharing [137℄, ontrolled dense oding
[128℄, and the above disussed teleportation network [277℄. Reently, a theoretial
solution for CV Byzantine agreement has been reported [161℄, based on the use of
suiently entangled states from the family of CV GHZ/W states.
Building on our entanglement analysis, we an preisely enumerate the peu-
liarities of those states whih make them so appealing for pratial implementations
[GA16℄. Exploiting a strongly entangled three-mode CV GHZ/W state as a quan-
tum hannel aords one with a number of simultaneous advantages:
(i) the guaranteed suess (i.e. with better-than-lassial gures of merit)
of any known tripartite CV quantum information protool;
(ii) the guaranteed suess of any standard two-user CV protool, beause
a highly entangled two-mode hannel is readily available after a unitary
(reversible) loalization of entanglement has been performed through a
single beam-splitter (see Fig. 5.1);
(iii) the guaranteed suess (though with nonmaximal eieny) of any two-
party quantum protool through eah two-mode hannel obtained disard-
ing one of the three modes.
Point (iii) ensures that, even when one mode is lost, the remaining (mixed) two-
mode resoure an be still implemented for a two-party protool with better-than-
lassial suess. It is realized with nonmaximal eieny sine, from Eq. (7.45), the
redued entanglement in any two-mode partition remains nite even with innite
squeezing (this is the reason why promisuity of tripartite Gaussian entanglement
is only partial, ompared to the four-partite ase of Chapter 8).
We an now readily provide an expliit proposal to implement the above hek-
list in terms of CV teleportation networks.
12.2.3.3. Testing the promisuous sharing of tripartite entanglement. The results just
eluidated pave the way towards an experimental test for the promisuous sharing
of CV entanglement in symmetri Gaussian states [GA9, GA16℄. To unveil this
peuliar feature, one should prepare a pure CV GHZ/W state  orresponding
to n1 = n2 = 1 in Eqs. (12.17,12.18)  aording to Fig. 10.3, in the optimal
form given by Eq. (12.24). It is worth remarking that, in the ase of three modes,
non-optimal forms like that produed with equal single-mode squeezings r1 = r2
[8, 277℄ yield delities really lose to the maximal one [see the inset of Fig. 12.3(a)℄,
and are thus pratially as good as the optimal states (if not even better, taking
into aount that the states with r1 = r2 are generally easier to produe in pratie,
and so less sensitive to imperfetions).
To detet the presene of tripartite entanglement, one should be able to im-
plement the network in at least two dierent ombinations [277℄, so that the tele-
portation would be aomplished, for instane, from mode 1 to mode 2 with the
assistane of mode 3, and from mode 2 to mode 3 with the assistane of mode
1. To be omplete (even if it is not stritly needed [240℄), one ould also realize
the transfer from mode 3 to mode 1 with the assistane of mode 2. Taking into
aount a realisti asymmetry among the modes, the average experimental delity
Fopt3 over the three possible situations would provide a diret quantitative measure
of tripartite entanglement, through Eqs. (12.25, 12.26, 12.28).
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To demonstrate the promisuous sharing, one would then need to disard eah
one of the modes at a time, and perform standard two-user teleportation between
the remaining pair of parties. The optimal delity for this two-user teleportation,







Again, one should implement the three possible ongurations and take the average
delity as gure of merit. As antiipated in Se. 12.2.3.2, this delity annot reah
unity beause the entanglement in the shared mixed resoure remains nite, and in
fat Fopt2:red saturates to 3/(3 +
√
3) ≈ 0.634 in the limit of innite squeezing.
Finding simultaneously both Fopt3 and Fopt2:red above the lassial threshold
Fcl ≡ 1/2, Eq. (12.1), at xed squeezing r¯, would be a lear experimental n-
gerprint of the promisuous sharing of tripartite CV entanglement. Theoretially,
this is true for all r¯ > 0, as shown in Fig. 12.5. From an experimental point of
view, the tripartite teleportation network has been reently implemented, and the
genuine tripartite shared entanglement unambiguously demonstrated by obtaining
a nonlassial teleportation delity (up to 0.64± 0.02) in all the three possible user
ongurations [277℄. Nevertheless, a nonlassial delity F2:red in the teleportation
exploiting any two-mode redution was not observed. This fat an be onsistently
explained by taking into aount experimental noise. In fat, even if the desired re-
soure states were pure GHZ/W states, the unavoidable eets of deoherene and
imperfetions resulted in the experimental prodution of mixed states, namely of
the noisy GHZ/W states disussed in Se. 7.4.2. It is very likely that the noise was
too high ompared with the pumped squeezing, so that the atual produed states
were still fully inseparable, but laid outside the region of promisuous sharing (see
Fig. 7.6), having no entanglement left in the two-mode redutions. However, in-
reasing the degree of initial squeezing, and/or reduing the noise soures might be
aomplished with the state-of-the-art equipment employed in the experiments of
Ref. [277℄ (see also [226℄). The onditions required for a proper test (to be followed
by atual pratial appliations) of the promisuous sharing of CV entanglement in
symmetri three-mode Gaussian states, as detailed in Se. 12.2.3.2, should be thus
met shortly. As a nal remark, let us observe that repeating the same experiment
but employing T states, introdued in Se. 7.3.2, as resoures (engineerable as de-
tailed in Se. 10.1.2.3), would be another interesting option. In fat, in this ase
the expeted optimal delity is stritly smaller than in the ase of GHZ/W states,
onrming the promisuous struture in whih the redued bipartite entanglement
enhanes the value of the genuine tripartite one.
With the same GHZ/W shared resoures (but also with all symmetri and
bisymmetri three-mode Gaussian states, inluding T states, noisy GHZ/W states
and basset hound states, all introdued in Chapter 7), one may also test the power
of the unitary loalization of entanglement by loal sympleti operations [GA5℄
(presented in Chapter 5), as opposed to the nonunitary loalization of entangle-
ment by measurements [248℄ (desribed in Fig. 12.4), needed for the teleportation
network. Suppose that the three parties Alie, Bob and Claire share a GHZ/W
state. If Bob and Claire are allowed to ooperate (non-loally), they an ombine
their respetive modes at a 50:50 beam-splitter, as depited in Fig. 5.1. The result
is an entangled state shared by Alie and Bob, while Claire is left with an unorre-
lated state. The optimal delity of standard teleportation from Alie to Bob with
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Figure 12.5. Expeted suess for an experimental test of the promisu-
ous sharing of CV tripartite entanglement in nite-squeezing GHZ/W states.
Referring to the hek-list in Se. 12.2.3.2: the solid urve realizes point (i),
being the optimal delity Fopt3 of a three-party teleportation network; the
dotted urve realizes point (ii), being the optimal delity Fopt2:uni of two-party
teleportation exploiting the two-mode pure resoure obtained from a unitary
loalization applied on two of the modes; the dashed urve realizes point (iii),
being the optimal delity Fopt2:red of two-party teleportation exploiting the two-
mode mixed resoure obtained disarding a mode. All of them lie above the
lassial threshold Fcl ≡ 0.5, providing a diret evidene of the promisuity of
entanglement sharing in the employed resoures.













Notie that F2:uni is larger than Fopt3 , as shown in Fig. 12.5. This is true for any
number N of modes, and the dierene between the two delities  the optimal
teleportation delity employing the unitarily-loalized two-mode resoure, minus
the N -party optimal teleportation-network delity, orresponding to a two-party
teleportation with nonunitarily-loalized resoures, Eq. (12.25)  at xed squeez-
ing inreases with N . This onrms that the unitarily loalizable entanglement of
Chapter 5 is stritly stronger than the (measurement-based) loalizable entangle-
ment [248℄ of Fig. 12.4, as disussed in Se. 5.1.3. This is of ourse not surprising,
as the unitary loalization generally requires a high degree of non-loal ontrol on
the two subset of modes, while the loalizable entanglement of Ref. [248℄ is dened
in terms of LOCC alone.
12.2.4. Degradation of teleportation eieny under quantum noise
In Se. 7.4.1 we have addressed the deay of three-partite entanglement (as quan-
tied by the residual Gaussian ontangle) of three-mode states in the presene of
losses and thermal noise. We aim now at relating suh an `abstrat' analysis to pre-
ise operational statements, by investigating the deay of the optimal teleportation
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Figure 12.6. Evolution of the optimal delity Fopt3 for GHZ/W states with
loal mixedness a = 2 (orresponding to r¯ ≃ 0.6842) (solid lines) and T states
with loal mixedness a = 2.8014. Suh states have equal initial residual Gauss-
ian ontangle. Uppermost urves refer to baths with n = 0 (`pure losses'), while
lowermost urves refer to baths with n = 1. T states aording for the same
initial delity as the onsidered GHZ/W state were also onsidered, and found
to degrade faster than the GHZ/W state.
delity, Eq. (12.25) (N = 3), of shared three-mode resoures subjet to environ-
mental deoherene. This study will also provide further heuristi justiation for
the residual Gaussian ontangle, Eq. (7.36), as a proper measure of tripartite en-
tanglement even for mixed (`deohered') Gaussian states. Notie that the eet of
deoherene ourring during the reation of the state on the teleportation delity
has been already impliitly onsidered in Eqs. (12.1712.18), by the noise terms n1
and n2. Here, we will instead fous on the deay of the teleportation eieny un-
der deoherene aeting the resoure states after their distribution to the distant
parties.
We will assume, realistially, a loal deoherene (i.e. with no orrelated noises)
for the three modes, in thermal baths with equal average photon number n. The
evolving states maintain their Gaussian harater under suh evolution (for a de-
tailed desription of the master equation governing the system and of its Gaussian
solutions, refer to Se. 7.4.1).
As initial resoures, we have onsidered both pure GHZ/W states, desribed
in Se. 7.3.1, and mixed T states, desribed in Se. 7.3.2. The results, showing the
exat evolution of the delity Fopt3 (optimized over loal unitaries) of teleportation
networks exploiting suh initial states, are shown in Fig. 12.6. GHZ/W states, al-
ready introdued as optimal resoures for teleportation networks, were also found
to allow for protools most robust under deoherene. Notie how the qualitative
behavior of the urves of Fig. 12.6 follow that of Fig. 7.5, where the evolution of
the residual Gaussian ontangle of the same states under the same onditions is
plotted. Also the vanishing of entanglement at nite times (ourring only in the
presene of thermal photons, i.e. for n > 0) reiproates the fall of the delity
below the lassial threshold of 0.5. The status of the residual Gaussian ontangle
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as a measure reeting operational aspets of the states is thus strengthened in
this respet, even in the region of mixed states. Notie, though, that Fig. 12.6
also shows that the entanglement of teleportation is not in general quantitatively
equivalent (but for the pure-state ase) to the residual Gaussian ontangle, as the
initial GHZ/W and T states of Fig. 12.6 have the same initial residual Gaussian
ontangle but grant manifestly dierent delities and, further, the times at whih
the lassial threshold is trespassed do not exatly oinide with the times at whih
the residual ontangle vanishes.
This onrms the speial role of pure fully symmetri GHZ/W Gaussian states
in tripartite CV quantum information, and the uniqueness of their entanglement
under manifold interpretations as disussed in Se. 12.2.3.2, muh on the same
footage of the uniqueness of entanglement in symmetri (mixed) two-mode Gauss-
ian states (see Se. 4.2.2)
12.2.5. Entanglement and optimal delity for nonsymmetri Gaussian resoures?
Throughout the whole Se. 12.2, we have only dealt with ompletely symmetri
resoure states, due to the invariane requirements of the onsidered teleportation-
network protool. In Ref. [GA9℄, the question whether expressions like Eq. (12.25)
and Eq. (12.26), onneting the optimal delity and the entanglement of telepor-
tation to the sympleti eigenvalue ν˜
(N)
− , were valid as well for nonsymmetri en-
tangled resoures, was left open (see also Ref. [182℄). In Se. 12.3, devoted to
teleloning, we will show with a spei ounterexample that this is not the ase,
not even in the simplest ase of N = 2.
In this respet, let us mention that the four-mode states of Chapter 8, exhibiting
an unlimited promisuous entanglement sharing, are not ompletely symmetri and
as suh they are not suitable resoures for eient implementations of four-partite
teleportation networks. Therefore, alternative, maybe novel ommuniation and/or
omputation protools are needed to demonstrate in the lab  and take advantage
of  their unonstrained distribution of entanglement in simultaneous bipartite
and multipartite form. A suggestion in terms of entanglement transfer from CV
systems to qubits was proposed in Se. 10.2.
12.3. 1Ý 2 teleloning with bisymmetri and nonsymmetri three-mode
resoures
12.3.1. Continuous variable loning at a distane
Quantum teleloning [159℄ among N + 1 parties is dened as a proess in whih
one party (Alie) owns an unknown quantum state, and wants to distribute her
state, via teleportation, to all the other N remote parties. The no-loning theorem
[274, 67℄ yields that the N − 1 remote lones an resemble the original input state
only with a nite, nonmaximal delity. In CV systems, 1 → N teleloning of
arbitrary oherent states was proposed in Ref. [238℄, involving a speial lass of
(N +1)-mode multiparty entangled Gaussian states (known as multiuser quantum
hannels) shared as resoures among the N + 1 users. The teleloning is then
realized by a suession of standard two-party teleportations between the sender
Alie and eah of the N remote reeivers, exploiting eah time the orresponding
redued two-mode state shared by the seleted pair of parties.
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Depending on the symmetries of the shared resoure, the teleloning an be real-
ized with equal delities for all reeivers (symmetri teleloning) or with unbalaned
delities among the dierent reeivers (asymmetri teleloning). In partiular, in
the rst ase, the needed resoure must have omplete invariane under mode per-
mutations in the N -mode blok distributed among the reeivers: the resoure state
has to be thus a 1 × N bisymmetri state [GA4, GA5℄ (see Se. 2.4.3 and Chapter
5).
Here, based on Ref. [GA16℄, we speialize on 1 → 2 teleloning, where Alie,
Bob and Claire share a tripartite entangled three-mode Gaussian state and Alie
wants to teleport arbitrary oherent states to Bob and Claire with ertain delities.
As the proess itself suggests, the ruial resoure enabling teleloning is not the
genuine tripartite entanglement (needed instead for a suessful `multidiretional'
teleportation network, as shown in the previous Setion), but the ouplewise entan-
glement between the pair of modes 1|2 and 1|3. We are assuming that the sender
(Alie) owns mode 1, while the reeivers (Bob and Claire) own modes 2 and 3.
12.3.2. Symmetri teleloning
Let us rst analyze the ase of symmetri teleloning, ourring when Alie aims
at sending two opies of the original state with equal delities to Bob and Claire.
In this ase it has been proven [51, 50, 238℄ that Alie an teleport an arbitrary
oherent state to the two distant twins Bob and Claire (employing a Gaussian





Very reently, unonditional symmetri 1→ 2 teleloning of unknown oherent
states has been demonstrated experimentally [134℄, with a delity for eah lone of
F = 0.58± 0.01, surpassing the lassial threshold of 0.5, Eq. (12.1).
The argument aompanying Eq. (12.31) inspired the introdution of the `no-
loning threshold' for two-party teleportation [104℄, basially stating that only a
delity exeeding 2/3  thus greater than the previously introdued lassial
threshold of 1/2, Eq. (12.1), whih implies the presene of entanglement  ensures
the realization of atual two-party quantum teleportation of a oherent state. In
fat, if the delity falls in the range 1/2 < F < 2/3, then Alie ould have kept
a better opy of the input state for herself, or sent it to a `maliious' Claire. In
this latter ase, the whole proess would result into an asymmetri teleloning,
with a delity F > 2/3 for the opy reeived by Claire. It is worth remarking
that two-party CV teleportation beyond the no-loning threshold has been reently
demonstrated experimentally, with a delity F = 0.70±0.02 [226℄. Another impor-
tant and surprising remark is that the delity of 1→ 2 loning of oherent states,
given by Eq. (12.31), is not the optimal one. As reently shown in Ref. [52℄, using
non-Gaussian operations as well, two idential opies of an arbitrary oherent state
an be obtained with optimal single-lone delity F ≈ 0.6826.
In our setting, dealing with Gaussian states and Gaussian operations only,
Eq. (12.31) represents the maximum ahievable suess for symmetri 1 → 2 tele-
loning of oherent states. As previously antiipated, the basset hound states σ
p
B of
Se. 7.4.3 are the best suited resoure states for symmetri teleloning. Suh states
belong to the family of multiuser quantum hannels introdued in Ref. [238℄, and
are 1 × 2 bisymmetri pure states (see Fig. 5.1), parametrized by the single-mode
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Figure 12.7. Bipartite entanglement G
1|l
τ (dashed green line) in 1|l (l = 2, 3)
two-mode redutions of basset hound states, and genuine tripartite entangle-
ment Gresτ (solid red line) among the three modes, versus the loal mixedness
a of mode 1. Entanglements are quantied by the Gaussian ontangle (see
Chapter 6). The delity F1→2sym of symmetri 1 → 2 teleloning employing
basset hound resoure states is plotted as well (dotted blue line, saled on the
right axis), reahing its optimal value of 2/3 for a = 3.
mixedness a of mode 1, aording to Eqs. (7.60, 7.61). In partiular, it is interesting
to study how the single-lone teleloning delity behaves ompared with the atual




The delity for teleporting a single-mode input Gaussian state σin via a two-
mode Gaussian entangled resoure σab is given by Eq. (12.4). In our ase, σin = 12
beause Alie is teleporting oherent states, while the resoure σab is obtained by
disarding either the third (a = 1, b = 2) or the seond (a = 1, b = 3) mode from
the CM σ
p
B of basset hound states. From Eqs. (7.60, 7.61, 12.4), the single-lone
delity for symmetri 1→ 2 teleloning exploiting basset hound states is:
F1→2sym =
4
3a− 2√2√a2 − 1 + 5 . (12.32)
Notie, remembering that eah of modes 2 and 3 ontains an average number of
photons n¯ = (a − 1)/2, that Eq. (12.32) is the same as Eq. (19) of Ref. [85℄,
where a prodution sheme for three-mode Gaussian states by interlinked nonlinear
interations in χ(2) media is presented, and the usefulness of the produed resoures
for 1→ 2 teleloning is disussed as well.
The basset hound states realize an optimal symmetri loning mahine, i.e. the
delity of both lones saturates Eq. (12.31), for the nite value a = 3. Surpris-
ingly, with inreasing a > 3, the delity Eq. (12.32) starts dereasing, even if the
two-mode entanglements Eq. (7.64) in the redued (nonsymmetri) bipartitions of
modes 1|2 and 1|3, as well as the genuine tripartite entanglement Eq. (7.62), in-
rease with inreasing a. As shown in Fig. 12.7, the teleloning delity is not a
monotoni funtion of the employed bipartite entanglement. Rather, it roughly fol-
lows the dierene G
1|l
τ −Gresτ , being maximized where the bipartite entanglement
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is stronger than the tripartite one. This fat heuristially onrms that in basset
hound states bipartite and tripartite entanglements are ompetitors, meaning that
the CV entanglement sharing in these states is not promisuous, as desribed in
Se. 7.4.3.
12.3.2.1. Entanglement and teleportation delity are inequivalent for nonsymmetri
resoures. The example of basset hound states represents a lear hint that the tele-
portation delity with generi two-mode (pure or mixed) nonsymmetri resoures
is not monotone with the entanglement. Even if an hypothetial optimization of
the delity over the loal unitary operations ould be performed (on the guidelines
of Se. 12.2 [GA9℄), it would entail a delity growing up to 2/3 and then staying
onstant while entanglement inreases, whih means that no diret estimation of
the entanglement an be extrated from the nonsymmetri teleportation delity,
at variane with the symmetri ase. To exhibit a quantitative argument, suppose
that Eq. (12.25) (with N = 2) held for nonsymmetri resoures as well. Applying it
to the 1|l (l = 2, 3) two-mode redued resoures obtained from basset hound states,
would imply an optimal delity reahing 3/4 in the limit a→∞. But this value is
impossible to ahieve, even onsidering non-Gaussian loning mahines [52℄: thus,
the simple relation between teleportation delity and entanglement, formalized by
Eq. (12.25), fails to hold for nonsymmetri resoures, even in the basi two-mode
instane [GA16℄.
This somewhat ontroversial result an be to some extent interpreted as fol-
lows. For symmetri Gaussian states, there exists a `unique type' of bipartite CV
entanglement. In fat, measures suh as the logarithmi negativity (quantifying the
violation of the mathematial PPT riterion), the entanglement of formation (re-
lated to the entanglement ost, and thus quantifying how expensive is the proess of
reating a mixed entangled state through LOCC), and the degree of EPR orrela-
tion (quantifying the orrelations between the entangled degrees of freedom) are all
ompletely equivalent for suh states, being monotoni funtions of only the small-
est sympleti eigenvalue ν˜− of the partially transposed CM (see Se. 4.2). As we
have seen, this equivalene extends also to the eieny of two-user quantum tele-
portation, quantied by the delity optimized over loal unitaries (see Se. 12.2.1).
For nonsymmetri states, the hain of equivalenes breaks down. In hindsight, this
ould have been somehow expeted, as there exist several inequivalent but legit-
imate measures of entanglement, eah of them apturing distint aspets of the
quantum orrelations (see e.g. the disussion in Se. 1.3.3.3).
In the spei instane of nonsymmetri two-mode Gaussian states, we have
shown that the negativity is neither equivalent to the (Gaussian) entanglement
of formation (the two measures may indue inverted orderings on this subset of
entangled states, see Se. 4.5) [GA7℄, nor to the EPR orrelation (see Se. 4.2.3)
[GA3℄. It is thus justied that a proess like teleportation emphasizes a distint
aspet of the entanglement enoded in nonsymmetri resoures. Notie also that
the riher and more omplex entanglement struture of nonsymmetri states, as
ompared to that of symmetri states, reets a ruial operational dierene in
the respetive (asymmetri and symmetri) teleportation protools. While in the
symmetri protools the hoie of sender and reeiver obviously does not aet
the delity, this is no longer the ase in the asymmetri instane: this physial
asymmetry between sender and reeiver properly exemplies the more omplex
nature of the two-mode asymmetri entanglement.
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Figure 12.8. Fidelities for asymmetri teleloning with three-mode pure
Gaussian resoures, at a xed a1 = 2, as funtions of a2 and a3, varying in the
allowed range of parameters onstrained by Ineq. (7.17) (see also Fig. 7.1). The
darker surfae on the right-hand side of the diagonal a2 = a3 (along whih the
two surfaes interset) is the delity of Bob's lone, F1→2asym:2, while the lighter,
`mirror-reeted' surfae on the left-hand side of the diagonal is the delity of
Claire's lone, F1→2asym:3. Only nonlassial delities (i.e. F > 1/2) are shown.
12.3.3. Asymmetri teleloning
We fous now on the asymmetri teleloning of oherent states, through generi pure
three-mode Gaussian states shared as resoures among the three parties. Consid-
ering states in standard form, Eq. (7.19) (see Se. 7.1.2), parametrized by the loal
single-mode mixednesses ai of modes i = 1, 2, 3, the delity F1→2asym:2 of Bob's lone
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Similarly, the delity F1→2asym:3 of Claire's lone an be obtained from Eq. (12.33) by
exhanging the roles of 2 and 3.
It is of great interest to explore the spae of parameters {a1, a2, a3} in order
to nd out whih three-mode states allow for an asymmetri teleloning with the
delity of one lone above the symmetri threshold of 2/3, while keeping the delity
of the other lone above the lassial threshold of 1/2. Let us keep a1 xed. With
inreasing dierene between a2 and a3, one of the two teleloning delities inreases
at the detriment of the other, while with inreasing sum a2 + a3 both delities
derease to fall eventually below the lassial threshold, as shown in Fig. 12.8. The
asymmetri teleloning is thus optimal when the sum of the two loal mixednesses of
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Figure 12.9. Optimal delities for asymmetri teleloning with three-mode
pure Gaussian resoures, as funtions of the single-mode mixedness a of mode
1, and of the parameter t determining the loal mixednesses of the other modes,
through Eqs. (12.34, 12.35). The darker, rightmost surfae is the optimal
delity of Bob's lone, Fopt:1→2asym:2 , while the lighter, leftmost surfae is the
optimal delity of Claire's lone, Fopt:1→2asym:3 . Along the intersetion line t = 1/2
the teleloning is symmetri. Only nonlassial delities (i.e. F > 1/2) are
shown.
modes 2 and 3 saturates its lower bound. From Ineq. (7.17), the optimal resoures
must have
a3 = a1 − a2 + 1 , (12.34)
A suitable parametrization of these states is obtained setting a1 ≡ a and
a2 = 1 + (a− 1)t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 . (12.35)
For t < 1/2 the delity of Bob's lone is smaller than that of Claire's one, F1→2asym:2 <
F1→2asym:3, while for t > 1/2 the situation is reversed. In all the subsequent disussion,
notie that Bob and Claire swap their roles if t is replaed by 1 − t. For t = 1/2,
the asymmetri resoures redue to the bisymmetri basset hound states useful for







and similarly for Fopt:1→2asym:3 replaing t by 1−t. The two optimal delities are plotted
in Fig. 12.9.
With these pure nonsymmetri resoures, further optimizations an be per-
formed depending on the needed task. For instane, one may need to implement
teleloning with the highest possible delity of one lone, while keeping the other
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In this ase the delity of Claire's lone saturates the lassial threshold, Fopt:1→2asym:3 =
1/2, while the delity of Bob's lone reahes Fopt:1→2asym:3 = 4/5, whih is the maximum
allowed value for this setting [204℄. Also, hoosing t = 1/5, Bob's delity gets
lassial and Claire's delity is maximal.
In general, a teleloning with Fopt:1→2asym:2 ≥ 2/3 and Fopt:1→2asym:3 ≥ 1/2 is possible






















and, for eah a falling in the region dened by Ineq. (12.38), in the spei range
a− 2√a+ 1 + 2






a− 1 . (12.39)
For instane, for a = 3, the optimal asymmetri teleloning (with Bob's delity
above no-loning and Claire's delity above lassial bound) is possible in the whole
range 1/2 ≤ t ≤ 2√2 − 1, where the boundary t = 1/2 denotes the basset hound
state realizing optimal symmetri teleloning (see Fig. 12.7). The sum
Sopt:1→2 = Fopt:1→2asym:2 + Fopt:1→2asym:3
an be maximized as well, and the optimization is realized by values of a falling
in the range 2.36 . a ≤ 3, depending on t. The absolute maximum of Sopt:1→2 is
reahed, as expeted, in the fully symmetri instane t = 1/2, a = 3, and yields
Sopt:1→2max = 4/3.
We nally reall that optimal three-mode Gaussian resoures, an be produed
by implementing the allotment operator (see Se. 10.1.1) [GA16℄, and employed to
perform all-optial symmetri and asymmetri teleloning mahines [238, 204℄.
CHAPTER 13
Entanglement in Gaussian valene bond
states
The desription of many-body systems and the understanding of multipartile en-
tanglement are among the hardest hallenges of quantum physis. The two issues
are entwined: reently, the basi tools of quantum information theory have found
useful appliations in ondensed matter physis. In partiular, the formalism of
valene bond states [2℄ and more generally that of the so-alled matrix produt
representations [180℄, have led to an eient simulation of many-body spin Hamil-
tonians [251℄ and to a deeper understanding of quantum phase transitions [271℄.
On the wave of the growing interest whih is being witnessed in the theoretial
and experimental appliations of CV systems to quantum information and ommu-
niation proessing [40℄, the extension of the valene bond framework to Gaussian
states of CV systems has been reently introdued [202℄. In this Chapter, based on
Refs. [GA13, GA17℄ we adopt a novel point of view, aimed to omprehend the or-
relation piture of the onsidered many-body systems from the physial struture
of the underlying valene bond framework. In the ase of harmoni latties, we
demonstrate that the quantum orrelation length (the maximum distane between
pairwise entangled sites) of translationally invariant Gaussian valene bond states
is determined by the amount of entanglement enoded in a smaller struture, the
`building blok', whih is a Gaussian state isomorphi to the valene bond pro-
jetor at eah site. This onnetion provides a series of neessary and suient
onditions for bipartite entanglement of distant pair of modes in Gaussian valene
bond states depending on the parameters of the building blok, as expliitly shown
for a six-mode harmoni ring.
For any size of the ring we show remarkably that, when single anillary bonds
onnet neighboring sites, an innite entanglement in the building blok leads to
fully symmetri (permutation-invariant, see Se. 2.4.3) Gaussian valene bond states
where eah individual mode is equally entangled with any other, independently of
the distane. As the blok entropy of these states an diverge for any bipartition of
the ring (see Se. 5.2), our results unveil a basi dierene with nite-dimensional
valene bond states of spin hains, whose entanglement is limited by the bond
dimensionality [250℄ and is typially short-ranged [82℄.
We nally fous on the experimental realization of Gaussian valene bond states
by means of quantum optis, provide a sheme for their state engineering, and
disuss the appliations of suh resoures in the ontext of CV teleloning (see
Se. 12.3) on multimode harmoni rings.
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Figure 13.1. Gaussian valene bond states. Γ
in
is the state of N EPR bonds
and γ is the three-mode building blok. After the EPR measurements (de-
pited as urly brakets), the hain of modes γx ollapses into a Gaussian
valene bond state with global state Γ
out
.
13.1. Gaussian valene bond states
Let us introdue the basi denitions and notations for Gaussian valene bond states
(GVBS), as adopted in Ref. [GA13℄. The so-alled matrix produt Gaussian states
introdued in Ref. [202℄ are N -mode states obtained by taking a xed number, M ,
of innitely entangled anillary bonds (EPR pairs) shared by adjaent sites, and
applying an arbitrary 2M → 1 Gaussian operation on eah site i = 1, . . . , N . Suh
a onstrution, more properly denable as a valene bond piture for Gaussian
states, an be better understood by resorting to the Jamiolkowski isomorphism
between quantum operations and quantum states [205, 90℄. In this framework, one
starts with a hain of N Gaussian states of 2M + 1 modes (the building bloks).





interest in GVBS lies mainly in their onnetions with ground states of Hamiltonians
invariant under translation [202℄, we an fous on pure (Det γ[i] = 1), translationally
invariant (γ[i] ≡ γ ∀i) GVBS. Moreover, in this Chapter we onsider single-bonded
GVBS, i.e. with M = 1. This is also physially motivated in view of experimental
implementations of GVBS, as more than one EPR bond would result in a building
blok with ve or more orrelated modes, whih appears tehnologially demanding.
However, our analysis an be easily generalized to multiple bonds (M > 1), and to
mixed Gaussian states as well.
Under the onsidered presriptions, the building blok γ is a pure Gaussian
state of three modes (see Se. 7.1.2 for an extended disussion on the strutural
properties of pure three-mode Gaussian states). As we aim to onstrut a trans-
lationally invariant GVBS, it is onvenient to onsider a γ whose rst two modes,
whih will be ombined with two idential halves of onseutive EPR bonds (see
Fig. 13.1), have the same redued CM. This yields a pure, three-mode Gaussian
building blok with the property of being a 2× 1 bisymmetri state (see Fig. 5.1),
that is with a CM invariant under permutation of the rst two modes. This hoie
of the building blok is further justied by the fat that, among all pure three-mode
Gaussian states, bisymmetri states maximize the genuine tripartite entanglement
(see Fig. 7.3): no entanglement is thus wasted in the projetion proess.
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The 6 × 6 CM γ of the building blok an be written as follows in terms of
2× 2 submatries (see Se. 2.4.3),
γ =







The 4× 4 CM of the rst two modes (eah of them having redued CM γs) will be
denoted by γss, and will be regarded as the input port of the building blok. On
the other hand, the CM γx of mode 3 will play the role of the output port. The
intermodal orrelations are enoded in the o-diagonal ε matries. Without loss of
generality, we an assume γ to be, up to loal unitary operations, in the standard
form of Eq. (7.19), with
γs = diag{s, s} , γx = diag{x, x} , (13.2)

















(x− 2s)2 − 1±
√
(x+ 2s)2 − 1
]
.
The valene bond onstrution works as follows (see Fig. 13.1). The global
CM Γ =
⊕N
i=1 γ ats as the projetor from the state Γ
in
of the N anillary EPR
pairs, to the nal N -mode GVBS Γout. This is realized by ollapsing the state Γin,
transposed in phase spae, with the `input port' Γss =
⊕
i γss of Γ, so that the
`output port' Γx =
⊕
i γx turns into the desired Γ
out
. Here ollapsing means that,
at eah site, the two two-mode states, eah onstituted by one mode (1 or 2) of
γss and one half of the EPR bond between site i and its neighbor (i − 1 or i+ 1,
respetively), undergo an EPR measurement i.e. are projeted onto the innitely
entangled EPR state [205, 90, 202℄. An EPR pair between modes i and j an be
desribed as a two-mode squeezed state σi,j(r) ≡ σsqi,j(r), Eq. (2.22), in the limit







where we have set periodi boundary onditions so that N + 1 = 1 in labeling the
sites. The projetion orresponds mathematially to taking a Shur omplement
(see Refs. [202, 205, 90℄ for details), yielding an output pure GVBS of N modes on
a ring with a CM
Γ
out = Γx − ΓTsx(Γss + θΓinθ)−1Γsx , (13.3)
where Γsx =
⊕N
γsx, and θ =
⊕N
diag{1, −1, 1, −1} represents transposition in
phase spae [218℄ (qˆi → qˆi, pˆi → −pˆi), see Eq. (3.2).
Within the building blok piture, the valene bond onstrution an be in toto
understood as a multiple CV entanglement swapping [237℄, as shown in Fig. 13.2:
the GVBS is reated as the entanglement in the bonds is swapped to the hain of
output modes via CV teleportation [39℄ (see Chapter 12) through the input port of
the building bloks. It is thus lear that at a given initialization of the output port
(i.e. at xed x), hanging the properties of the input port (i.e. varying s), whih
orresponds to implementing dierent Gaussian projetions from the anillary spae
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Figure 13.2. How a Gaussian valene bond state is reated via ontinuous-
variable entanglement swapping. At eah step, Alie attempts to teleport her
mode 0 (half of an EPR bond, depited in yellow) to Bob, exploiting as an
entangled resoure two of the three modes of the building blok (denoted at
eah step by 1 and 2). The urly braket denotes homodyne detetion, whih
together with lassial ommuniation and onditional displaement at Bob's
side ahieves teleportation. The state will be approximately reovered in mode
2, owned by Bob. Sine mode 0, at eah step, is entangled with the respetive
half of an EPR bond, the proess swaps entanglement from the anillary hain
of the EPR bonds to the modes in the building blok. The piture has to be
followed olumn-wise. For ease of larity, we depit the proess as onstituted
by two sequenes: in the rst sequene [frames (1) to (4)℄ modes 1 and 2 are
the two input modes of the building blok (depited in blue); in the seond
sequene [frames (5) to (8)℄ modes 1 and 2 are respetively an input and an
output mode of the building blok. As a result of the multiple entanglement
swapping [frame (9)℄ the hain of the output modes (depited in red), initially
in a produt state, is transformed into a translationally invariant Gaussian
valene bond state, possessing in general multipartite entanglement among all
the modes (depited in magenta).
to the physial one, will aet the struture and entanglement properties of the
target GVBS. This link is explored in the following Setion.
We note here that the Gaussian states generally onstruted aording to the
above proedure are ground states of harmoni Hamiltonians (a property of all
GVBS [202℄). This follows as no mutual orrelations are ever reated between the
operators qˆi and pˆj for any i, j = 1, . . . , N , due to the fat that both EPR bonds
and building bloks are hosen from the beginning in standard form. The nal CM
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Eq. (13.3) thus takes the form
Γ
out = C−1 ⊕ C , (13.4)
where C is a irulant N×N matrix [18℄ and the phase spae operators are assumed
here to be ordered as (qˆ1, qˆ2, . . . , qˆN , pˆ1, pˆ2, . . . , pˆN ). It an be shown that a CM












with the potential matrix given by V = C2 [11℄. The GVBS we are going to investi-
gate, therefore, belong exatly to the lass of blok-diagonal pure N -mode Gaussian
states whih, in Se. 11.2.1, have been shown to ahieve generi entanglement. We
will now interpret the entanglement and in general the distribution of orrelations
in GVBS in terms of the strutural and entanglement properties of the building
blok γ.
13.1.1. Properties of the building blok
In the Jamiolkowski piture of Gaussian operations [202, 205, 90℄, dierent valene
bond projetors orrespond to dierently entangled Gaussian building bloks. Let
us reall some results on the haraterization of bipartite entanglement from Part II
of this Dissertation.
Aording to the PPT riterion, a Gaussian state is separable (with respet
to a 1 × N bipartition) if and only if the partially transposed CM satises the
unertainty priniple, see Se. 3.1.1. As a measure of entanglement, for two-mode
symmetri Gaussian states γi,j we an adopt either the logarithmi negativity EN ,
Eq. (3.8), or the entanglement of formation EF , omputable in this ase [95℄ via the
formula Eq. (4.17). Both measures are equivalent being monotonially dereasing
funtions of the positive parameter ν˜i,j , whih is the smallest sympleti eigenvalue
of the partial transpose γ˜i,j of γi,j . For a two-mode state, ν˜i,j an be omputed
from the sympleti invariants of the state [GA3℄ (see Se. 4.2.1) , and the PPT
riterion Eq. (3.6) simply yields γi,j entangled as soon as ν˜i,j < 1, while innite
entanglement (aompanied by innite energy in the state) is reahed for ν˜i,j → 0+.
We are interested in studying the quantum orrelations of GVBS of the form
Eq. (13.3), and in relating them to the entanglement properties of the building blok
γ, Eq. (13.1). The building blok is a pure three-mode Gaussian state. As disussed
in Se. 7.1.2, its standard form ovarianes Eq. (13.2) have to vary onstrained to
the triangle inequality (7.17) for γ to desribe a physial state [GA11℄. This results
in the following onstraints on the parameters x and s,
x ≥ 1 , s ≥ smin ≡ x+ 1
2
. (13.5)
Let us keep the parameter x xed: this orresponds to assigning the CM of
mode 3 (output port). Straightforward appliations of the PPT separability on-
ditions, and onsequent alulations of the logarithmi negativity Eq. (3.8), reveal
that the entanglement between the rst two modes in the CM γss (input port) is
monotonially inreasing as a funtion of s, ranging from the ase s = smin when
γss is separable to the limit s → ∞ when the blok γss is innitely entangled.
Aordingly, the entanglement between eah of the rst two modes γs of γ and the
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(a) (b)
()
Figure 13.3. Entanglement properties of the three-mode building blok γ,
Eq. (13.1), of the Gaussian valene bond onstrution, as funtions of the
standard form ovarianes x and d ≡ s − smin. (a) Bipartite entanglement,
as quantied by the logarithmi negativity, between the rst two input-port
modes 1 and 2; (b) Bipartite entanglement, as quantied by the logarithmi
negativity, between eah of the rst two modes and the output-port mode 3;
() Genuine tripartite entanglement, as quantied by the residual Gaussian
ontangle, among all the three modes.
third one γx dereases with s. One an also show that the genuine tripartite en-
tanglement in the building blok, as quantied by the residual Gaussian ontangle
Eq. (7.36) (see Se. 7.2.3), inreases both as a funtion of x and with inreasing
dierene
d ≡ s− smin . (13.6)
The bipartite and tripartite entanglement properties of the building blok are sum-
marized in Fig. 13.3.
13.2. Entanglement distribution in Gaussian valene bond states
The main question we raise is how the initial entanglement in the building blok γ
gets distributed in the GVBS Γ
out
. The answer will be that the more entanglement
we prepare in the input port γss, the longer the range of the quantum orrelations
in the output GVBS will be [GA13℄. We start from the ase of minimum s.
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13.2.1. Short-range orrelations
Let us onsider a building blok γ with s = smin ≡ (x+ 1)/2. It is straightforward
to evaluate, as a funtion of x, the GVBS in Eq. (13.3) for an arbitrary number
of modes (we omit the CM here, as no partiular insight an be drawn from the
expliit expressions of the ovarianes). By repeatedly applying the PPT riterion,
one an analytially hek that eah redued two-mode blok γouti,j is separable for
|i−j| > 1, whih means that the output GVBS Γout exhibits bipartite entanglement
only between nearest neighbor modes, for any value of x > 1 (for x = 1 we obtain
a produt state).
While this ertainly entails that Γ
out
is genuinely multiparty entangled, due to
the translational invariane, it is interesting to observe that, without feeding entan-
glement in the input port γss of the original building blok, the range of quantum
orrelations in the output GVBS is minimum. The pairwise entanglement between
nearest neighbors will naturally derease with inreasing number of modes, being
frustrated by the overall symmetry and by the intrinsi limitations on entangle-
ment sharing (the so-alled monogamy onstraints [GA10℄, see Chapter 6). We an
study the asymptoti saling of this entanglement in the limit x → ∞. One nds
that the orresponding partially-transposed sympleti eigenvalue ν˜i,i+1 is equal to
(N − 2)/N for even N , and [(N − 2)/N ]1/2 for odd N : neighboring sites are thus
onsiderably more entangled if the ring size is even-numbered. Suh frustration
eet on entanglement in odd-sized rings, already devised in a similar ontext in
Ref. [272℄, is quite puzzling. An explanation may follow from ounting arguments
applied to the number of parameters (whih are related to the degree of pairwise
entanglement) haraterizing a blok-diagonal pure state on harmoni latties (see
Se. 11.2.1), as we will now show.
13.2.1.1. Valene bond representability and entanglement frustration. Let us make a
brief digression. It is onjetured that all pure N -mode Gaussian states an be
desribed as GVBS [202℄. Here we provide a lower bound on the number M of
anillary bonds required to aomplish this task, as a funtion of N . We restrit
to ground states of harmoni hains with spring-like interations, i.e. to the blok-
diagonal Gaussian states of Se. 11.2.1, whih have been proven to rely on N(N −
1)/2 parameters [GA14℄, and whih are GVBS with a CM of the form Eq. (13.4).
With a simple ounting argument using Eq. (11.1), the total number of param-
eters of the initial hain Γ of building bloks should be at least equal to that of the
target state, i.e.
N(2M + 1)(2M)/2 ≥ N(N − 1)/2 ,
whih means M ≥ IntPart[(√4N − 3 − 1)/4]. This implies, for instane, that to
desribe general pure states with at least N > 7 modes, a single EPR bond per
site is no more enough (even though the simplest ase of M = 1 yields interesting
families of N -mode GVBS for any N , as shown in the following).
The minimum M sales as N1/2, diverging in the eld limit N →∞. As inn-
itely many bonds would be neessary (and maybe not even suient) to desribe
general innite harmoni hains, the valene bond formalism is probably not helpful
to prove or disprove statements related to the entropi area saling law [187℄ for
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Figure 13.4. Pitorial representation of the entanglement between a probe
(green) mode and its neighbor (magenta) modes on an harmoni ring with an
underlying valene bond struture. As soon as the parameter s (enoding en-
tanglement in the input port of the valene bond building blok) is inreased,
pairwise entanglement between the probe mode and its farther and farther
neighbors gradually appears in the orresponding output Gaussian valene
bond states. By translational invariane, eah mode exhibits the same entan-
glement struture with its respetive neighbors. In the limit s → ∞, every
single mode beomes equally entangled with every other single mode on the
ring, independently of their relative distane: the Gaussian valene bond state
is in this ase fully symmetri.
ritial bosons, whih in general do not fall in speial sublasses of nite-bonded
GVBS.
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The valene bond piture however eetively aptures the entanglement dis-
tribution in translationally invariant N -mode harmoni rings [GA13℄, as we are
demonstrating in this Chapter. In this ase the GVBS building bloks are equal at
all sites, γ [i] ≡ γ ∀i, while the number of parameters Eq. (11.1) of the target state
redues, see Se. 11.2.4, to the number of independent pairwise orrelations (only
funtions of the distane between the two sites), whih by our ounting argument is
ΘN ≡ (N −N mod 2)/2. The orresponding threshold for a GVBS representation
beomes M ≥ IntPart[(√8ΘN + 1− 1)/4]. As ΘN is bigger for even N , so it is the
resulting threshold, whih means that in general a higher number of EPR bonds
is needed, and so more entanglement is inputed in the GVBS projetors and gets
distributed in the target N -mode Gaussian state, as opposed to the ase of an odd
N . This nally laries why nearest-neighbor entanglement in ground states of
pure translationally invariant N -mode harmoni rings (whih belong to the lass of
states haraterized by Proposition 1 of Se. 11.2.2) is frustrated for odd N [272℄.
13.2.2. Medium-range orrelations
Bak to the main trak, the onnetion between input entanglement in the building
blok and output orrelation length in the destination GVBS, an be investigated
in detail onsidering a general building blok γ with s > smin. The GVBS CM
in Eq. (13.3) an still be worked out analytially for a low number of modes, and
32
Reently, analytial progress on the area law issue (omplementing the known results for
the nonritial bosoni ase [187℄) has been obtained for the ontinuum limit of the real salar
Klein-Gordon massless eld [60℄. It is known [202℄ that the ground state of suh ritial model
does not admit a GVBS representation with a nite number M of anillary EPR bonds.
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Figure 13.5. Entanglement distribution for a six-mode GVBS onstruted
from (a) innitely entangled EPR bonds and (b) nitely entangled bonds given
by two-mode squeezed states of the form Eq. (2.22) with r = 1.1. The entan-
glement thresholds sk with k = 1 (solid red line), k = 2 (dashed green line)
and k = 3 (dotted blue line) are depited as funtions of the parameter x of
the building blok. For s > sk, all pairs of sites i and j with |i − j| ≤ k are
entangled (see text for further details).
numerially for higher N . Let us keep the parameter x xed; we nd that with in-
reasing s the orrelations extend smoothly to distant modes. A series of thresholds
sk an be found suh that for s > sk, two given modes i and j with |i− j| ≤ k are
entangled. While trivially s1(x) = smin for any N (notie that nearest neighbors
are entangled also for s = s1), the entanglement boundaries for k > 1 are in general
dierent funtions of x, depending on the number of modes. We observe however
a ertain regularity in the proess: sk(x,N) always inreases with the integer k.
These onsiderations follow from analyti alulations on up to ten-modes GVBS,
and we an infer them to hold true for higher N as well, given the overall saling
struture of the GVBS onstrution proess. This entails the following remarkable
result [GA13℄, pitorially summarized in Fig. 13.4.
â Entanglement distribution in Gaussian valene bond states. The maxi-
mum range of bipartite entanglement between two modes, i.e. the maximum
distribution of multipartite entanglement, in a GVBS on a translationally in-
variant harmoni ring, is monotonially related to the amount of entanglement
in the redued two-mode input port of the building blok.
Moreover, no omplete transfer of entanglement to more distant modes ours:
loser sites remain still entangled even when orrelations between farther pairs arise.
This feature will be preisely understood in the limit s→∞.
13.2.2.1. Example: a six-mode harmoni ring. To learly demonstrate the intriguing
onnetion desribed above, let us onsider the example of a GVBS with N = 6
modes. In a six-site translationally invariant ring, eah mode an be orrelated
with another being at most 3 sites away (k = 1, 2, 3). From a generi building
blok Eq. (13.1), the 12 × 12 CM Eq. (13.3) an be analytially omputed as a
funtion of s and x. We an onstrut the redued CMs γouti,i+k of two modes
with distane k, and evaluate for eah k the respetive sympleti eigenvalue ν˜i,i+k
of the orresponding partial transpose. The entanglement ondition s > sk will
orrespond to the inequality ν˜i,i+k < 1. With this onditions one nds that s2(x) is
the only aeptable solution to the equation: 72s8−12(x2+1)s6+(−34x4+28x2−
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Figure 13.6. Entanglement of formation between two sites i and j in a six-
mode GVBS, with |i− j| equal to: (a) 1, (b) 2, and () 3, as a funtion of the
parameters x and d ≡ s− smin determining the building blok. For eah plot,
the modes whose entanglement is displayed are shematially depited as well
(green balls).
34)s4+(x6−5x4−5x2+1)s2+(x2−1)2(x4−6x2+1) = 0, while for the next-next-
nearest neighbors threshold one has simply s3(x) = x. This enables us to lassify the
entanglement distribution and, more speially, to observe the interation sale in
the GVBS Γ
out
: Fig. 13.5(a) learly shows how, by inreasing initial entanglement
in γss, one an gradually swith on quantum orrelations between more and more
distant sites.
We an also study entanglement quantitatively. Fig. 13.6 shows the entangle-
ment of formation EF of γ
out
i,i+k for k = 1, 2, 3 (being omputable in suh symmetri
two-mode redutions, see Se. 4.2.2), as a funtion of the standard form ovari-
anes x and d, Eq. (13.6), of the building blok. For any (x, d) the entanglement
is a dereasing funtion of the integer k, i.e. quite naturally it is always stronger
for loser sites. However, in the limit of high d (or, equivalently, high s), the three
surfaes beome lose to eah other. We want now to deal exatly with this limit,
for a generi number of modes.
13.2.3. Long-range orrelations
The most interesting feature is perhaps obtained when innite entanglement is fed
in the input port of the building blok (s → ∞). In this limit, the expressions
greatly simplify and we obtain a N -mode GVBS Γout of the form Eq. (13.4), where
C and C−1 are ompletely degenerate irulant matries, with
(C−1)i,i = aq = [(N − 1) + x2]/(Nx) , (C−1)i,j 6=i = cq = (x2 − 1)/(Nx) ;
(C)i,i = ap = [1 + (N − 1)x2]/(Nx) , (C−1)i,j 6=i = cp = −cq .
For any N , thus, eah individual mode is equally entangled with any other, no
matter how distant they are.
The asymptoti limit of our analysis shows then that an innitely entangled in-
put port of the building blok results in GVBS with maximum entanglement range.
These N -mode Gaussian states are well-known as fully symmetri (permutation-
invariant) Gaussian states, introdued in Se. 2.4.3. The CM Γ
out
of these GVBS
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an indeed be put, by loal sympleti (unitary) operations, in a standard form
parametrized by the single-mode purity
µloc = 1/
√
Det γk = (aqap)
−1/2
as in Eq. (2.60). Remarkably, in the limit µloc → 0 (i.e. x → ∞), the entropy of
any K-sized (K < N) sub-blok of the ring, quantifying entanglement between K
modes and the remaining N −K, is innite, as shown in Se. 5.2 (see Fig. 5.4).
This observation unveils a striking dierene between nite-dimensional and
innite-dimensional valene bond states, as the former are by onstrution slightly
entangled for a low dimensionality of the bonds [250℄, and their entanglement is
short-ranged [82℄. We have just shown instead that pure, fully symmetri, N -mode
Gaussian states are exatly GVBS with minimum bond ardinality (M = 1): yet,
their entanglement an diverge aross any global splitting of the modes, and their
pairwise quantum orrelations have maximum range. How this feature onnets
with the potential validity of an area law for all ritial bosoni systems [187, 60℄,
as already remarked, is urrently an open question.
13.2.3.1. Permutation-invariane and promisuity from the valene bond onstrution.
Within the valene bond framework, we also understand the peuliar promisu-
ous entanglement sharing of fully symmetri N -mode Gaussian states (evidened
for N = 3 in Se. 7.3.3): being them built by a symmetri distribution of in-
nite pairwise entanglement among multiple modes, they ahieve maximum genuine
multiparty entanglement while keeping the strongest possible bipartite one in any
pair. Let us also note that in the eld limit (N → ∞) eah single pair of modes
is in a separable state, as they have to mediate a genuine multipartite entangle-
ment distributed among all the innite modes under a monogamy onstraint (see
Se. 6.2.2).
Keeping Fig. 13.2 in mind, we an onlude that having the two input modes ini-
tially entangled in the building bloks, inreases the eieny of the entanglement-
swapping mehanism, induing orrelations between distant modes on the GVBS
hain, whih enable to store and distribute joint information. In the asymptoti
limit of an innitely entangled input port of the building blok, the entanglement
range in the target GVBS states is engineered to be maximum, and ommuniation
between any two modes, independently of their distane, is enabled nonlassially.
In the next Setions, based on Ref. [GA17℄, we investigate the possibility of pro-
duing GVBS with linear optis, and disuss with a spei example the usefulness
of suh resoure states for multiparty CV quantum ommuniation protools suh
as 1→ (N − 1) teleloning of unknown oherent states [238℄ (see Se. 12.3).
13.3. Optial implementation of Gaussian valene bond states
The power of desribing the prodution of GVBS in terms of physial states, the
building bloks, rather than in terms of arbitrary non-unitary Gaussian maps, lies
not only in the immediay of the analytial treatment. From a pratial point
of view, the reipe of Fig. 13.1 an be diretly implemented to produe GVBS
experimentally in the domain of quantum optis. We rst note that the EPR mea-
surements are realized by the standard toolbox of a beam-splitter plus homodyne
detetion [90℄, as demonstrated in several CV teleportation experiments [89℄.
The next ingredient to produe a N -mode GVBS is onstituted by N opies
of the building blok γ. We provide here an easy sheme, following Se. 10.1.2.4
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Figure 13.7. Optial prodution of bisymmetri three-mode Gaussian states,
used as building bloks for the valene bond onstrution. (a) Three initial
vauum modes are entangled through two sequential twin-beam boxes, the rst
(parametrized by a squeezing degree r1,3) ating on modes 1 and 3, and the
seond (parametrized by a squeezing degree r1,2) ating on the transformed
mode 1 and mode 2. The output is a pure three-mode Gaussian state whose
CM is equivalent, up to loal unitary operations, to the standard form given
in Eq. (13.1). (b) Detail of the entangling twin-beam transformation. One
input mode is squeezed in a quadrature, say momentum, of a degree r (this
transformation is denoted by strething arrows →| |←); the other input mode
is squeezed in the orthogonal quadrature, say position, of the same amount
(this anti-squeezing transformation is denoted by the orresponding rotated
symbol). Then the two squeezed modes are ombined at a 50:50 beam-splitter.
If the input modes are both in the vauum state, the output is a pure two-mode
squeezed Gaussian state (twin-beam state), with entanglement proportional to
the degree of squeezing r, as in Fig. 9.1.
(see also Ref. [238℄), to realize bisymmetri three-mode Gaussian states of the
form Eq. (13.1). As shown in Fig. 13.7, one an start from three vauum modes
and rst apply a two-mode squeezing operation (twin-beam box) to modes 1 and 3,
haraterized by a squeezing r1,3, then apply another twin-beam operation to modes
1 and 2, parametrized by r1,2. The sympleti operation Ti,j(ri,j) desribing the
twin-beam transformation (two-mode squeezing plus balaned beam-splitter) ating
on modes i and j is given by Eq. (2.28) and pitorially represented in Fig. 13.7(b).
The output of this optial network is a pure, bisymmetri, three-mode Gaussian
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By means of loal sympleti operations (unitary on the Hilbert spae), like addi-
tional single-mode squeezings, the CM γB an be brought in the standard form of















For a given r1,3 (i.e. at xed x), the quantity r1,2 is a monotonially inreasing
funtion of the standard form ovariane s, so this squeezing parameter whih
enters in the prodution of the building blok (see Fig. 13.7) diretly regulates the
entanglement distribution in the target GVBS, as disussed in Se. 13.2.
The only unfeasible part of the sheme seems onstituted by the anillary EPR
pairs. But are innitely entangled bonds truly neessary? In Ref. [GA13℄ we have
onsidered the possibility of using a Γ
in
given by the diret sum of two-mode
squeezed states of Eq. (2.22), but with nite r. Repeating the analysis of Se. 13.2
to investigate the entanglement properties of the resulting GVBS with nitely en-
tangled bonds, it is found that, at xed (x, s), the entanglement in the various
partitions is degraded as r dereases, as somehow expeted.
Cruially, this does not aet the onnetion between input entanglement and
output orrelation length. Numerial investigations show that, while the thresholds
sk for the onset of entanglement between distant pairs are quantitatively modied
 namely, a bigger s is required at a given x to ompensate the less entangled
bonds  the overall struture stays untouhed. As an example, Fig. 13.5(b) depits
the entanglement distribution in six-mode GVBS obtained from nitely entangled
bonds with r = 1.1, orresponding to ≈ 6.6 dB of squeezing (an ahievable value
[224℄).
This ensures that the possibility of engineering the entanglement struture in
GVBS via the properties of the building blok is robust against imperfet resoures,
denitely meaning that the presented sheme is feasible. Alternatively, one ould
from the beginning observe that the triples onsisting of two projetive measure-
ments and one EPR pair an be replaed by a single projetion onto the EPR state,
applied at eah site i between the input mode 2 of the building blok and the on-
seutive input mode 1 of the building blok of site i + 1 [202℄. The output of all
the homodyne measurements would onditionally realize the target GVBS.
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Figure 13.8. 1 → 5 quantum teleloning of unknown oherent states ex-
ploiting a six-mode translationally invariant Gaussian valene bond state as
a shared resoure. Alie owns mode i. Fidelities F for distributing lones to
modes j suh as k = |i − j| are plotted for k = 1 [(a),(d)℄; k = 2 [(b),(e)℄;
and k = 3 [(),(f)℄, as funtions of the loal invariants s and x of the building
blok. In the rst row [(a)()℄ the delities are ahieved exploiting the non-
optimized Gaussian valene bond resoure in standard form. In the seond row
[(d)(f)℄ delities optimized over loal unitary operations on the resoure (see
Se. 12.2) are displayed, whih are equivalent to the entanglement in the or-
responding redued two-mode states (see Fig. 13.6). Only nonlassial values
of the delities (F > 0.5) are shown.
13.4. Teleloning with Gaussian valene bond resoures
The protool of CV quantum teleloning among multiple parties [238℄ has been
desribed in Se. 12.3. We an now onsider the general setting of asymmetri
1→ N − 1 teleloning on harmoni rings, where N parties share a N -mode GVBS
as an entangled resoure, and one of them plays the role of Alie (the sender)
distributing imperfet opies of unknown oherent states to all the N − 1 reeivers
[GA17℄. For any N , the delity an be easily omputed from the redued two-mode
CMs via Eq. (12.4) and will depend, for translationally invariant states, only on
the relative distane between the two onsidered modes.
We fous here on the pratial example of a GVBS on a translationally invariant
harmoni ring, with N = 6 modes. In Se. 13.2.2.1, the entanglement distribution
in a six-site GVBS has been studied, nding in partiular that, by inreasing initial
entanglement in γss, one an gradually swith on pairwise quantum orrelations
between more and more distant sites. Aordingly, it is interesting to test whether
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this entanglement is useful to ahieve nonlassial teleloning towards distant re-
eivers [i.e. with delity F > Fcl ≡ 1/2, see Eq. (12.1)℄. In this spei instane,
Alie will send two idential (approximate) lones to her nearest neighbors, two
other idential lones (with in priniple dierent delity than the previous ase) to
her next-nearest neighbors, and one nal lone to the most distant site. The deli-
ties for the three transmissions an be omputed from Eq. (12.4) and are plotted in
Fig. 13.8(a). For s = smin, obviously, only the two nearest neighbor lones an be
teleported with nonlassial delity, as the redued states of more distant pairs are
separable. With inreasing s also the state transfer to more distant sites is enabled
with nonlassial eieny, but not in the whole region of the spae of parameters
s and x in whih the orresponding two-mode resoures are entangled [see, as a
omparison, Fig. 13.5(a)℄.
As eluidated in Se. 12.2, one an optimize the teleloning delity onsider-
ing resoures prepared in a dierent way but whose CM an be brought by loal
unitary operations (single-mode sympleti transformations) in the standard form
of Eq. (13.3). We know that for symmetri resoures  in this ase the two-mode
redued Gaussian states relative to the sender and eah reeiver at a time  the
optimal teleportation delity obtained in this way is equivalent to the shared entan-
glement [GA9℄. For GVBS resoures, this loal-unitary freedom an be transferred
to the preparation of the building blok. A more general γ loally equivalent to the
standard form given in Eq. (13.2), an be realized by omplementing the presented
state engineering sheme for the three-mode building blok as in Eq. (13.7) [see
Fig. 13.7(a)℄, with additional single-mode rotations and squeezing transformations
aimed at inreasing the output delity in the target GVBS states, while keeping
both the entanglement in the building blok and onsequently the entanglement in
the nal GVBS unhanged by denition.
The optimal teleloning delity, obtained in this way exploiting the results of
Se. 12.2, is plotted in Fig. 13.8(b) for the three bipartite teleportations between
modes i and j with k = |i− j| = 1, 2, 3. In this ase, one immediately reovers a
non-lassial delity as soon as the separability ondition s ≤ sk is violated in the
orresponding resoures. Moreover, the optimal teleloning delity at a given k is
itself a quantitative measure of the entanglement in the redued two-mode resoure,
being equal to [see Eq. (12.15)℄
Foptk = 1/(1 + ν˜i,i+k) , (13.9)
where ν˜i,i+k is the smallest sympleti eigenvalue of the partially transposed CM in
the orresponding bipartition. The optimal delity is thus ompletely equivalent to
the entanglement of formation Eq. (4.17) and to the logarithmi negativity Eq. (3.8):
the optimal delity surfaes of Fig. 13.8(b) and the orresponding entanglement
surfaes of Fig. 13.6 exhibit indeed the same, monotoni, behavior.
In the limit s → ∞, as disussed in Se. 13.2.3, the GVBS beome fully
permutation-invariant for any N . Consequently, the (optimized and non-optimized)
teleloning delity for distributing oherent states is equal for any pair of sender-
reeiver parties. These resoures are thus useful for 1 → N − 1 symmetri tele-
loning. However, due to the monogamy onstraints on distribution of CV entan-
glement [GA10℄ (see Se. 6.2.2), this two-party delity will derease with inreasing
N , vanishing in the limit N →∞ where the resoures beome ompletely separable.
In this respet, it is worth pointing out that the fully symmetri GVBS resoures
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(obtained from an innitely entangled building blok) are more useful for teleporta-
tion networks as thoroughly disussed in Se. 12.2.2. In this ase, more eonomial
state engineering proedures are available than the impratial (requiring innite
entanglement) valene bond onstrution, as exemplied by Fig. 12.2.
13.5. Disussion
The valene bond piture is a valuable framework to study the struture of orre-
lations in quantum states of harmoni latties. In fat, the motivation for suh a
formalism is quite dierent from that underlying the nite-dimensional ase, where
valene bond/matrix produt states are useful to eiently approximate ground
states of N -body systems  generally desribed by a number of parameters expo-
nential in N  with polynomial resoures [180℄. In CV systems, the key feature
of GVBS lies in the understanding of their entanglement distribution as governed
by the properties of simpler strutures. We have in fat shown that the range of
pairwise quantum orrelations in translationally invariant N -mode GVBS is deter-
mined by the entanglement in the input port of the building blok [GA13℄. To the
best of our knowledge, suh an interesting onnetion had not been pointed out in
traditional disrete-variable matrix produt states, and further investigation in this
diretion, still resorting to the Jamiolkowski isomorphism, may be worthy.
Our analysis has also experimental impliations giving a robust reipe to en-
gineer orrelations in many-body Gaussian states from feasible operations on the
building bloks. We have provided a simple sheme to produe bisymmetri three-
mode building bloks with linear optis, and disussed the subsequent implemen-
tation of the valene bond onstrution. We have also investigated the usefulness
of suh GVBS as resoures for nonlassial ommuniation, like teleloning of un-
known oherent states to distant reeivers on a harmoni ring [GA17℄.
It would be interesting to employ the valene bond piture to desribe quantum
omputation with CV luster states [155℄, and to devise eient protools for its
optial implementation [242℄.
CHAPTER 14
Gaussian entanglement sharing in
non-inertial frames
In the study of most quantum information tasks suh as teleportation and quantum
ryptography, non-relativisti observers share entangled resoures to perform their
experiments [163℄. Apart from a few studies [61, 88, 6, 14, 7, 4℄, most works
on quantum information assume a world without gravity where spae-time is at.
But the world is relativisti and any serious theoretial study must take this into
aount. It is therefore of fundamental interest to revise quantum information
protools in relativisti settings [179℄. It has been shown that relativisti eets
on quantum resoures are not only quantitatively important but also indue novel,
qualitative features [88, 6, 14, 4℄. For example, it has been shown that the dynamis
of spae-time an generate entanglement [14℄. This, in priniple, would have a
onsequene in any entanglement-based protool performed in urved spae-time.
Relativisti eets have also been found to be relevant in a at spaetime where the
entanglement measured by observers in relative aeleration is observer-dependent
sine it is degraded by the Unruh eet [88, 6, 4℄. In the innite aeleration limit,
the entanglement vanishes for bosons [88, 4℄ and reahes a non-vanishing minimum
for fermions [6℄. This degradation on entanglement results in the loss of delity of
teleportation protools whih involve observers in relative aeleration [7℄.
Understanding entanglement in a relativisti framework is not only of interest to
quantum information. Relativisti entanglement plays an important role in blak
hole entropy [26, 46, 187℄ and in the apparent loss of information in blak holes
[228℄, one of the most hallenging problems in theoretial physis at the moment
[108, 109℄. Understanding the entanglement between modes of a eld lose to the
horizon of a blak hole might help to understand some of the key questions in blak
hole thermodynamis and their relation to information.
In this Chapter, based on Ref. [GA20℄, we interpret the loss of bipartite en-
tanglement between two modes of a salar eld in non-inertial frames as an eet
of entanglement redistribution. We onsider two observers, eah with a detetor
sensitive to a single mode. The observers make measurements on the eld and look
for orrelations to determine the degree to whih the eld modes are entangled.
Suppose that the observers are inertial and that the two eld modes measured are
entangled to a given degree. The state will appear less entangled if the observers
move with uniform aeleration in a non-inertial frame [88℄. This is beause eah in-
ertial mode beomes a two-mode squeezed state in non-inertial oordinates [63, 233℄.
Therefore, the two-mode entangled state in the inertial frame beomes a three-mode
state when one observer is in uniform aeleration and a four-mode state if both
observers are aelerated. The observers moving with uniform aeleration have
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aess only to one of the non-inertial modes. Therefore, when measuring the state
(whih involves traing over the unaessible modes) the observers nd that some
of the orrelations are lost. This eet, from the quantum information perspetive,
was rst studied for bosoni salar elds [88℄ (onsidering one inertial observer and
the other one undergoing uniform aeleration) and later for a fermioni Dira eld
[6℄. Although entanglement is in both ases degraded as a funtion of the aeler-
ation, there are important dierenes in the results. For example, in the innite
aeleration limit, the entanglement reahes a non-vanishing minimum value for
fermions, while it ompletely disappears in the bosoni ase. The loss of entangle-
ment was explained in the fermioni ase in the light of the entanglement sharing
framework (see Se. 1.4) as an eet of the redistribution of entanglement among
all, aessible and unaessible, modes. Although the loss of entanglement was rst
studied for salar elds (onsidering an inertial entangled state whih is maximally
entangled in a two-qubit spae, |ψ〉 ∼ |00〉 + |11〉), entanglement sharing was not
analyzed in that instane, due to the diulty of omputing entanglement in suh
a hybrid qubitontinuous-variable system. Fortunately, as we have thoroughly
demonstrated in the previous Parts of this dissertation, the theory of CV entan-
glement has been in reent times developed, allowing for the exat, quantitative
study of bipartite entanglement and its distribution in the speial lass of Gaussian
states.
Here, we onsider a free salar eld whih is, from an inertial perspetive, in a
two-mode squeezed state. The hoie of the state is motivated by dierent obser-
vations. We have seen that it is the paradigmati entangled state of a CV system,
approximating to an arbitrarily good extent the EPR pair [73℄, and as member of
the Gaussian family it admits an exat desription of lassial and quantum or-
relations. Sine the Unruh transformations are Gaussian themselves, it is possible
to haraterize analytially the redistribution of orrelations (see Chapter 6) due
to relativisti eets. Furthermore, the two-mode squeezed state plays a speial
role in quantum eld theory. It is possible to dene partile states (neessary in
any entanglement disussion) when the spaetime has at least two asymptotially
at regions [25, 14℄. In this ase, the most general partile states orrespond to
multi-mode squeezed states in whih all eld modes are in a pair-wise squeezed en-
tangled state. The state we onsider in our entanglement disussion is the simplest
multi-mode squeezed state possible in whih all modes are in the vauum exept
for two entangled modes.
A rst investigation on the degradation of CV entanglement in a two-mode
squeezed state due to the Unruh eet has been reently reported [4℄. The en-
tanglement loss, quantied by the logarithmi negativity [253℄ [see Eq. (3.8)℄, was
analyzed when one of the observers is aelerated and found to derease more dras-
tially when the entanglement in the inertial frame is stronger and to vanish in the
innite aeleration limit.
We perform an extensive study of both quantum (entanglement) and lassi-
al orrelations of the two-mode squeezed state in non-inertial frames. Our work
aims at a onlusive understanding and haraterization of the relativisti eets
on shared orrelations deteted by observers in uniform aeleration. Therefore,
we evaluate not only the bipartite entanglement as degraded by the Unruh ther-
malization, but remarkably, the multipartite entanglement whih arises among all
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modes in Rindler oordinates. Our analysis is possible thanks to the analytial re-
sults on entanglement sharing and the quantiation of multipartite entanglement
in Gaussian states, presented in Part III of this Dissertation. This analysis relays
on the (Gaussian) ontangle [GA10℄, Eq. (6.13), introdued in Se. 6.1.2.1. The
Gaussian ontangle for mixed states is not fully equivalent to the negativity (the
former belonging to the Gaussian entanglement measures, see Se. 4.5). Therefore,
in the ase of a single aelerated observer, our results will evidene signiant
dierenes with the results presented in Ref. [4℄. The main novel result we nd in
this ase, is that in the innite aeleration limit, all the bipartite entanglement
in the inertial frame is exatly redistributed into genuine tripartite orrelations in
the non-inertial frame. We also analyze total orrelations, nding that the lassial
orrelations are invariant under aeleration when one observer is non-inertial.
Furthermore, we present an original analysis of the Unruh eet on CV entan-
glement when both observers undergo uniform aeleration. This analysis yields
a series of signiant new results. First, the bipartite entanglement measured by
observers in non-inertial frames may vanish ompletely at nite aeleration even
when the state ontains an innite amount of entanglement in the inertial frame.
Seond, the aeleration indues a redistribution of entanglement, suh that the
modes in the non-inertial frame share genuine four-partite entanglement. This en-
tanglement inreases unboundedly with the aeleration, easily surpassing the orig-
inal inertial bipartite entanglement (the parametri four-mode state one obtains
is exatly the same as that disussed in Chapter 8). Third, lassial orrelations
are also degraded as funtion of the aeleration. The degradation is of at most
one unit with respet to the ase of a single non-inertial observer. Moreover, we
study the dependene of the bipartite entanglement on the frequeny of the modes
deteted by the non-inertial observers, nding that with inreasing aeleration the
range of entangled frequenies gets narrower and narrower, beoming empty in the
limit of innite aeleration.
Our results are on one hand an interesting appliation of the Gaussian quantum-
information mahinery, developed in this Dissertation (and ommonly onned to
quantum optis or lightmatter interfaes, as we have seen in the previous Chapters)
to a relativisti setting. On the other hand, they provide a deeper understanding
of the haraterization of the inherent relativisti eets on the distribution of
information. This may lead to a better understanding of the behavior of information
in presene of a blak hole [GA21℄.
14.1. Entanglement in non-inertial frames: the Unruh eet
To study entanglement from the point of view of parties in relative aeleration
is neessary to onsider that eld quantization in dierent oordinates is inequiva-
lent. While an inertial observer onludes that the eld is in the vauum state, an
observer in relative aeleration detets a thermal distribution of partiles propor-
tional to his/her aeleration. This is known as the Unruh eet [63, 233℄ and it has
important onsequenes on the entanglement between (bosoni and/or fermioni)
eld modes and its distribution properties [88, 6℄. We will unveil suh onsequenes
in the ase of bosoni salar elds and a two-mode squeezed state shared by two
observers in an inertial perspetive. Let us rst disuss how the Unruh eet arises.
Consider an observer moving in the (t, z) plane (c = 1) with onstant ael-
eration a. Rindler oordinates (τ, ζ) are appropriate for desribing the viewpoint
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of an uniformly aelerated observer. Two dierent sets of Rindler oordinates,
whih dier from eah other by an overall hange in sign, are neessary for overing
Minkowski spae. These sets of oordinates dene two Rindler regions (I and II)
that are ausally disonneted from eah other:
at = eaζ sinh(aτ), az = eaζ cosh(aτ);
at = −eaζ sinh(aτ), az = −eaζ cosh(aτ).
A partile undergoing eternal uniform aeleration remains onstrained to either
Rindler region I or II and has no aess to the opposite region, sine these two
regions are ausally disonneted.
Now onsider a free quantum salar eld in a at bakground. The quantization
of a salar eld in the Minkowski oordinates is not equivalent to its quantization
in Rindler oordinates. However, the Minkowski vauum state an be expressed in













and U(r) is the two-mode squeezing operator introdued in Eq. (2.21). Eah
Minkowski mode of frequeny |ωρ| has a Rindler mode expansion given by Eq. (14.1).
The relation between higher energy states an be found using Eq. (14.1) and
the Bogoliubov transformation between the reation and annihilation operators,
aˆρ = cosh rbˆρI − sinh rbˆ†ρII , where aˆρ is the annihilation operator in Minkowski
spae for mode ρ and bˆρI and bˆρII are the annihilation operators for the same mode
in the two Rindler regions [63, 233℄. A Rindler observer moving in region I needs
to trae over the modes in region II sine he has no aess to the information in
this ausally disonneted region. Therefore, while a Minkowski observer onludes
that the eld mode ρ is in the vauum |0〉ρM , an aelerated observer onstrained







whih is a thermal state with temperature T = a2πkB where kB is Boltzmann's
onstant.
14.2. Distributed Gaussian entanglement due to one aelerated ob-
server
We onsider two inertial observers with detetors sensitive to modes α and ρ, re-
spetively. All eld modes are in the vauum state exept for modes α and ρ whih
are originally in a two-mode squeezed state with squeezing parameter s, as in [4℄.
This Gaussian state, whih is the simplest multi-mode squeezed state (of entral
importane in quantum eld theory [25℄), learly allows for the exat quantiation
of entanglement in all partitions of the system in inertial and non-inertial frames.
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From an inertial perspetive, we an desribe the two-mode squeezed state via
its CM [see Eq. (2.22)℄
σ
p
AR(s) = SαM ,ρM (s)14S
T
αM ,ρM (s) , (14.4)
where 14 is the CM of the vauum |0〉αM ⊗ |0〉ρM . If the observer (Rob) who
detets mode ρ is in uniform aeleration, the state orresponding to this mode
must be desribed in Rindler oordinates, so that the Minkowski vauum is given
by |0〉ρM = UˆρI ,ρII (r) (|0〉ρI⊗|0〉ρII ), with Uˆ(r) given by Eq. (2.21). Namely, the
aeleration of Rob indues a further two-mode squeezing transformation, with
squeezing r proportional to Rob's aeleration [see Eq. (14.2)℄. As a onsequene
of this transformation, the original two-mode entanglement in the state Eq. (14.4)
shared by Alie (always inertial) and Rob from an inertial perspetive, beomes
distributed among Alie, the aelerated Rob moving in Rindler region I, and a
virtual anti-Rob (R¯) theoretially able to detet the mode ρII in the omplimentary
Rindler region II.
Our aim is to investigate the distribution of entanglement indued by the purely
relativisti eet of Rob's aeleration. It is lear that the three-mode state shared
by Alie, Rob and anti-Rob is obtained from the vauum by the appliation of
Gaussian unitary operations only, therefore, it is a pure Gaussian state. Its CM,
aording to the above desription, is (see also [4℄)
σARR¯(r, s) = [1αM ⊕ SρI ,ρII (r)] · [SαM ,ρI (s)⊕ 1ρII ]
· 16 · [STαM ,ρI (s)⊕ 1ρII ][1αM ⊕ STρI ,ρII (r)] ,
(14.5)
where the sympleti transformations S are given by Eq. (2.24), and 16 is the CM
of the vauum |0〉αM⊗|0〉ρI⊗|0〉ρII . Expliitly,
σARR¯ =










σA = cosh(2s)12 ,
σR = [cosh(2s) cosh
2(r) + sinh2(r)]12 ,
σR¯ = [cosh
2(r) + cosh(2s) sinh2(r)]12 ,
εAR = [cosh
2(r) + cosh(2s) sinh2(r)]Z2 ,








. We remind the reader to Chapter 7 for an introdution to the
strutural and informational properties of three-mode Gaussian states.
As pointed out in Ref. [88℄ the innite aeleration limit (r → ∞) an be
interpreted as Alie and Rob moving with their detetors lose to the horizon of a
blak hole. While Alie falls into the blak hole Rob esapes the fall by aelerating
away from it with uniform aeleration a.
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14.2.1. Bipartite entanglement
We now turn to an analysis of the entanglement between the dierent observers.
As already mentioned, we adopt the Gaussian ontangle [GA10℄ (see Se. 6.1.2.1) as
entanglement quantier. Hene we refer to the notation of Eq. (6.13) and write, for
eah partition i|j, the orresponding parameter mi|j involved in the optimization
problem whih denes the Gaussian ontangle for bipartite Gaussian states.
The Gaussian ontangle Gτ (σ
p
A|R), whih quanties the bipartite entanglement
shared by two Minkowski observers, is equal to 4s2, as an be straightforwardly
found by inserting mpA|R = cosh(2s) in Eq. (6.13).
Let us now ompute the bipartite entanglement in the various 1× 1 and 1× 2
partitions of the state σARR¯. The 1 × 2 (Gaussian) ontangles are immediately
obtained from the determinants of the redued single-mode states of the globally
pure state σARR¯, Eq. (14.6), yielding
mA|(RR¯) =
√
DetσA = cosh(2s) , (14.7)
mR|(AR¯) =
√
DetσR = cosh(2s) cosh




2(r) + cosh(2s) sinh2(r) .
For any nonzero value of the two squeezing parameters s and r (i.e. entanglement
in the inertial frame and Rob's aeleration, respetively), eah single party is in
an entangled state with the blok of the remaining two parties, with respet to
all possible global splitting of the modes. This lassies the state σARR¯ as fully
inseparable aording to the sheme of Se. 7.1.1 [94℄: it ontains therefore genuine
tripartite entanglement, whih will be preisely quantied in the next subsetion,
thanks to the results of Se. 7.2.3.
Notie also that mA|(RR¯) = m
p
A|R, i.e. all the inertial entanglement is shared,
from a non-inertial perspetive, between Alie and the group {Rob, anti-Rob}, as
expeted sine the oordinate transformation SρI ,ρII (r) is a loal unitary operation
with respet to the onsidered bipartition, whih preserves entanglement by deni-
tion. In the following, we will always assume s 6= 0 to rule out trivial irumstanes.
Interestingly, as already pointed out in Ref. [4℄, Alie shares no diret entan-
glement with anti-Rob, beause the redued state σA|R¯ is separable by inspetion,
being Det εAR¯ ≥ 0. Atually, we notie that anti-Rob shares the minimum possible
bipartite entanglement with the group onstituted by Alie and Rob. This follows
by realling that, in any pure three-mode Gaussian state σ123, the loal single-mode
determinants have to satisfy the triangle inequality (7.22) [GA11℄, whih reads
|m1 −m2|+ 1 ≤ m3 ≤ m1 +m2 − 1 ,
with mi ≡
√
Detσi. In our ase, identifying mode 1 with Alie, mode 2 with Rob,
and mode 3 with anti-Rob, Eq. (14.7) shows that the state σARR¯ saturates the
leftmost side of the triangle inequality (7.22),
mR¯|(AR) = mR|(AR¯) −mA|(RR¯) + 1 .
In other words, the mixedness of anti-Rob's mode, whih is diretly related to his
entanglement with the other two parties, is the smallest possible one. The values
of the entanglement parameters mi|(jk) from Eq. (14.7) are plotted in Fig. 14.1 as
a funtion of the aeleration r, for a xed degree of initial squeezing s.
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Figure 14.1. Plot, as a funtion of the aeleration parameter r, of the
bipartite entanglement between one observer and the group of the other two,
as expressed by the single-mode determinants mi(jk) dened in Eq. (14.7).
The inertial entanglement is kept xed at s = 1. The solid red line represents
mA|(RR¯), the dashed green line orresponds to mR|(AR¯), while the dotted blue
line depits mR¯|(AR).
On the other hand, the PPT riterion (see Se. 3.1.1) states that the redued
two-mode states σA|R and σR|R¯ are both entangled. To ompute the Gaussian
ontangle in those partitions, we rst observe that all the two-mode redutions of
σARR¯ belong to the speial lass of GMEMMS [GA3℄, mixed Gaussian states of
maximal negativities at given marginal mixednesses, introdued in Se. 4.3.2 [see
Fig. 4.1(a)℄ This is a urious oinidene beause, when onsidering entanglement of
Dira elds in non-inertial frames [6℄, and desribing the eetive three-qubit states
shared by the three observers, also in that ase all two-qubit redued states belong
to the orresponding family of MEMMS [GA1℄, mixed two-qubit states of maximal
entanglement at xed marginal mixednesses [see Fig. 4.1(b)℄. Bak to the CV ase,
this observation is useful as we know that for two-mode GMEMMS the Gaussian
entanglement measures, inluding the Gaussian ontangle, are omputable in losed
form [GA7℄, as detailed in Se. 4.5.2. GMEMMS are indeed simultaneous GMEMS
and GLEMS (see Se. 4.3.3.1), therefore either Eq. (4.74) or Eq. (4.76) an be used
to evaluate their Gaussian ontangle. We have then
mA|R =
2 sinh2(r) + (cosh(2r) + 3) cosh(2s)
2 cosh(2s) sinh2(r) + cosh(2r) + 3
, (14.8)
mR|R¯ = cosh(2r) . (14.9)
Let us rst omment on the quantum orrelations reated between the two
Rindler regions I and II, given by Eq. (14.9). Note that the entanglement in the
mixed state σRR¯ is exatly equal, in ontent, to that of a pure two-mode squeezed
state with squeezing r, irrespetive of the inertial Alie-Rob entanglement quanti-
ed by s. This provides a learut interpretation of the Unruh mehanism, in whih
the aeleration alone is responsible of the reation of entanglement between the
aessible degrees of freedom belonging to Rob, and the unaessible ones belonging
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(a)
(b)
Figure 14.2. Bipartite entanglement between Alie and the non-inertial ob-
server Rob, who moves with uniform aeleration parametrized by the eetive
squeezing r. From an inertial perspetive, the two observers share a two-mode
squeezed state with squeezing degree s. Plot (a) depits the Gaussian ontan-
gle Gτ (σA|R), given by Eqs. (6.13, 14.8), as a funtion of r and s. In plot (b)




) = 4s2. Notie in (a) how the bipartite Gaussian ontan-
gle is an inreasing funtion of the entanglement, s, while it dereases with
inreasing Rob's aeleration, r, vanishing in the limit r → ∞. This deay is
faster for higher s, as learly visible in (b).
to the virtual anti-Rob. By omparison with Ref. [4℄, we remark that if the loga-
rithmi negativity is used as an entanglement measure, this insightful piture is no
longer true, as in that ase the entanglement between Rob and anti-Rob depends
on s as well. While this is not surprising given the aforementioned inequivalene
between negativities and Gaussian entanglement measures in quantifying quantum
orrelation of nonsymmetri mixed Gaussian states [GA7℄ (see Se. 4.5), it gives
an indiation that the negativity is probably not the best quantier to apture the
transformation of quantum information due to relativisti eets.
The proper quantiation of Gaussian entanglement, shows that the bipar-
tite quantum orrelations are regulated by two ompeting squeezing degrees. On
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measured by inertial observers. On the other hand, the aeleration parameter r
regulates the uprising entanglement Gτ (σR|R¯) = 4s2 between the non-inertial Rob
and his alter ego anti-Rob. The latter entanglement, obviously, inreases to the
detriment of the Alie-Rob entanglement Gτ (σA|R) = g[m2A|R] pereived by the
aelerating observer. Eq. (14.8) shows in fat that Gτ (σA|R) is inreasing with s
and dereasing with r, as pitorially depited in Fig. 14.2. Interestingly, the rate at
whih this bipartite entanglement deays with r, |∂Gτ (σA|R)/∂r|, inreases with s:
for higher s Alie and Rob share more entanglement (in the inertial frame whih
orresponds to r = 0), but it drops faster when the aeleration (r) omes into play.
The same behavior is observed for the negativity [4℄. For any inertial entanglement
s, no quantum orrelations are left in the innite aeleration limit (r →∞), when
the state σA|R beomes asymptotially separable.
It is instrutive to ompare these results to the analysis of entanglement when
the eld (for r = 0) is in a two-qubit Bell state
√
1
2 (|0〉αM |0〉ρM + |1〉αM |1〉ρM ),
where |1〉 stands for the single-boson Fok state [88℄. When one observer is non-
inertial, the state belongs to a three-partite Hilbert spae with dimension 2×∞×∞.
The free entanglement in the state is degraded with the aeleration and vanishes
in the innite aeleration limit. Fig. 14.3 plots the entanglement between Alie
and the non-inertial Rob in suh a qubit-CV setting [88℄, ompared with the fully
CV senario onsidered here [GA20℄. When the eld in the inertial frame is in
a two-mode squeezed Gaussian state with s > 1/2, the entanglement is always
stronger than the entanglement in the Bell-state ase. We also observe that, even
for s < 1/2, the deay of entanglement with aeleration is slower for the Gaussian
state. The exploitation of all the innitely-many degrees of freedom available in
the Hilbert spae, therefore, results in an improved robustness of the entanglement
against the thermalization indued by the Unruh eet.
In this ontext, we an pose the question of how muh entanglement, at most,
an Alie and the non-inertial Rob hope to maintain, given that Rob is moving
with a nite, known aeleration r. Assuming that from an inertial perspetive the
state is a perfet EPR state, we nd
lim
s→∞mA|R = 1 + 2/ sinh
2(r) , (14.10)
meaning that the maximum entanglement left by the Unruh thermalization, out of
an initial unlimited entanglement, approahes asymptotially
Gτ
max







Only for zero aeleration, r = 0, this maximum entanglement diverges. For any
nonzero aeleration, the quantity Gτ
max
r (σA|R) is nite and rapidly deays with
r. This provides an upper bound to the eetive quantum orrelations and thus,
the eieny of any oneivable quantum information protool that Alie and the
non-inertial Rob may wish to implement. For example, if Rob travels with a modest
aeleration given by r = 0.5, no more than 8 ebits of entanglement are left between
Alie and Rob, even if they shared an innitely entangled state in the Minkowski
frame. This apparent `loss' of quantum information will be preisely understood
in the next subsetion, where we will show that the initial bipartite entanglement
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Figure 14.3. Bipartite entanglement between Alie and the non-inertial Rob
moving with uniform aeleration parametrized by r. The dotted red urve
depits the evolution of the logarithmi negativity between Alie and Rob in
the instane of them initially sharing a two-qubit Bell state, as omputed in
Ref. [88℄. The other solid urves orrespond to
q
Gτ (σA|R) (the square root
of the Gaussian ontangle is taken to provide a fair dimensional omparison)
as omputed in Ref. [GA20℄ [see Eq. (14.8)℄, in the instane of Alie and Rob
initially sharing a two-mode squeezed state, with dierent squeezing param-
eters s = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 (referring to the purple, blue, green and gold urve,
respetively). As a further omparison, the entanglement between Rob and
anti-Rob, given by
q
Gτ (σR|R¯) = 2r [see Eq. (14.9)℄ independently of s, is
plotted as well (dashed blak diagonal line).
does not disappear, but is redistributed into tripartite orrelations among Alie,
Rob and anti-Rob.
14.2.2. Tripartite entanglement
We have introdued a proper measure of genuine tripartite entanglement for all
three-mode Gaussian states in Chapter 7 [GA10, GA11℄, see Eq. (7.36). This mea-
sure, known as the residual Gaussian ontangle, emerges from the monogamy in-
equality (6.17) and is an entanglement monotone under tripartite Gaussian LOCC
for pure states, as proven in Se. 7.2.2.1. The residual Gaussian ontangleGτ (σi|j|k)
of a generi three-mode (i, j, and k) pure Gaussian state σ has been omputed in
Se. 7.2.3.
We an promptly apply suh denition to ompute the shared tripartite entan-
glement in the state σARR¯. From Eq. (14.7), we nd that mR¯|(AR) < mA|(RR¯) for
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Figure 14.4. Genuine tripartite entanglement, as quantied by the residual
Gaussian ontangle Eq. (14.12), among the inertial Alie, Rob in Rindler re-
gion I, and anti-Rob in Rindler region II, plotted as a funtion of the initial
squeezing s and of Rob's aeleration r. The tripartite entanglement inreases
with r, and for r →∞ it approahes the original entanglement ontent 4s2
shared by Alie and Rob in the Minkowski modes.
r < r∗, with
r∗ = arccosh
√
tanh2(s) + 1 ,
while mR|(AR¯) is always bigger than the other two quantities. Therefore, by using
Eqs. (6.13, 7.36, 14.7, 14.8, 14.9) together with Gτ (σA|R¯) = 0, we nd that the






















The tripartite entanglement is plotted in Fig. 14.4 as a funtion of r and s. Very
remarkably, for any initial squeezing s it inreases with inreasing aeleration r.
In the limit of innite aeleration, the bipartite entanglement between Alie and
Rob vanishes so we have that
lim




Preisely, the genuine tripartite entanglement tends asymptotially to the two-mode
squeezed entanglement measured by Alie and Rob in the inertial frame.
We have now all the elements neessary to fully understand the Unruh eet on
CV entanglement of bosoni partiles, when a single observer is aelerated. The
aeleration of Rob, produes basially the following eets:
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• a bipartite entanglement is reated ex novo between the two Rindler re-
gions in the non-inertial frame. This entanglement is only funtion of the
aeleration and inreases unboundedly with it.
• the bipartite entanglement measured by two inertial observers is redis-
tributed into a genuine tripartite entanglement shared by Alie, Rob and
anti-Rob. Therefore, as a onsequene of the monogamy of entanglement,
the entanglement between Alie and Rob is degraded and eventually dis-
appears for innite aeleration.
In fat, bipartite entanglement is never reated between the modes measured by
Alie and anti-Rob. This is very dierent to the distribution of entanglement of
Dira elds in non-inertial frames [6℄, where the fermioni statistis does not allow
the reation of maximal entanglement between the two Rindler regions, implying
that the entanglement between Alie and Rob is never fully degraded; as a result of
the monogamy onstraints on entanglement sharing, the mode measured by Alie
beomes entangled with the mode measured by anti-Rob and the entanglement in
the resulting three-qubit system is distributed in ouplewise orrelations, and a
genuine tripartite entanglement is never reated in that ase [6℄.
In the next Setion, we will show how in the bosoni ase the piture radi-
ally hanges when both observers undergo uniform aeleration, in whih ase the
relativisti eets are even more surprising.
14.2.3. Mutual information
It is interesting to ompute the total (lassial and quantum) orrelations between
Alie and the non-inertial Rob, enoded in the redued (mixed) two-mode state
σA|R of Eq. (14.6), using the mutual information I(σA|R), Eq. (2.40). The sym-
pleti spetrum of suh state is onstituted by ν−(σA|R) = 1 and ν+(σA|R) =√
DetσR¯: sine it belongs to the lass of GMEMMS, it is in partiular a mixed
state of partial minimum unertainty (GLEMS), whih saturates Ineq. (2.19) (see








with f(x) given by Eq. (2.39)
Expliitly:
I(σA|R)
= log[cosh2(s) sinh2(r)] sinh2(r) cosh2(s) + log[cosh2(s)] cosh2(s)
+ log[cosh2(r) cosh2(s)] cosh2(r) cosh2(s)− log[sinh2(s)] sinh2(s)
− 12 log{ 12 [cosh(2s) cosh2(r) + sinh2(r)− 1]}[cosh(2s) cosh2(r) + sinh2(r) − 1]
− 12 log{ 12 [cosh2(r) + cosh(2s) sinh2(r) + 1]}[cosh2(r) + cosh(2s) sinh2(r) + 1].
The mutual information of Eq. (14.14) is plotted in Fig. 14.5(a) as a fun-
tion of the squeezing degrees s (orresponding to the entanglement in the iner-
tial frame) and r (reeting Rob's aeleration). It is interesting to ompare the
mutual information with the original two-mode squeezed entanglement measured
between the inertial observers. In this ase, it is more appropriate to quantify
the entanglement in terms of the entropy of entanglement, EV (σ
p
A|R), dened
as the Von Neumann entropy of eah redued single-mode CM [see Eq. (1.25)℄,
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(a) (b)
Figure 14.5. Total orrelations between Alie and the non-inertial observer
Rob, moving with aeleration given by the eetive squeezing parameter r.
In an inertial frame the two observers shared a two-mode squeezed state with
squeezing degree s. Plot (a) depits the evolution of the mutual information
I(σA|R), given by Eq. (14.14), as a funtion of r and s. In plot (b) the same




), Eq. (14.15). Notie in (a) how the mutual information
is an inreasing funtion of the initial shared entanglement, s; at variane with
the entanglement (see Fig. 14.2), it saturates to a nonzero value in the limit
of innite aeleration. From plot (b), one learly sees that this asymptoti
value is exatly equal to the inertial entropy of entanglement.
EV (σ
p
A|R) ≡ SV (σpA) ≡ SV (σpB). Namely,
EV (σ
p
A|R) = f(cosh 2s) , (14.15)
with f(x) given by Eq. (2.39). In the inertial frame (r = 0), the observers share a
pure state, σA|R ≡ σpA|R and the mutual information is equal to twie the entropy
of entanglement of Eq. (14.15), meaning that the two parties are orrelated both
quantumly and lassially to the same degree. When Rob is under aeleration
(r 6= 0), the entanglement shared with Alie is degraded by the Unruh eet (see
Fig. 14.2), but the lassial orrelations are left untouhed. In the limit r →
∞, all entanglement is destroyed and the remaining mutual information I(σA|R),
quantifying lassial orrelations only, saturates to EV (σ
p
A|R) from Eq. (14.15).
For any s > 0 the mutual information of Eq. (14.14), one normalized by suh
entropy of entanglement [see Fig. 14.5(b)℄, ranges between 2 (1 normalized unit
of entanglement plus 1 normalized unit of lassial orrelations) at r = 0, and 1
(all lassial orrelations and zero entanglement) at r → ∞. The same behavior
is found for lassial orrelations in the ase of Alie and Rob sharing a bosoni
two-qubit Bell state in an inertial perspetive [88℄.
14.3. Distributed Gaussian entanglement due to both aelerated ob-
servers
A natural question arises whether the mehanism of degradation or, to be pre-
ise, distribution of entanglement due to the Unruh eet is qualitatively modied
aording to the number of aelerated observers, or it only depends on the estab-
lishment of some relative aeleration between the observers. One might guess that
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when both observers travel with onstant aeleration, basially the same features
as unveiled above for the ase of a single non-inertial observer will manifest, with
a merely quantitative resaling of the relevant gures of merit (suh as bipartite
entanglement deay rate). Indeed, we will now show that this is not the ase [GA20℄.
We onsider here two non-inertial observers, with dierent names for ease of
larity and to avoid onfusion with the previous piture. Leo and Nadia both travel
with uniform aelerations aL and aN , respetively. They have single-mode dete-
tors sensitive to modes λ and ν, respetively. We onsider, that in the inertial
frame all the eld modes are in the vauum exept for modes λ and ν whih are in
the pure two-mode squeezed state σ
p
LN (s) of the form Eq. (2.22), with squeezing
parameter s as before. Due to their aeleration, two horizons are reated so the
entanglement is redistributed among four parties: Leo, anti-Leo (living respetively
in Rindler region I and II of Leo's horizon), Nadia, anti-Nadia (living respetively
in Rindler region I and II of Nadia's horizon). These four (some real and some
virtual) parties will detet modes λI , λII , νI , νII , respetively. By the same argu-
ment of Se. 14.2, the four observers will share a pure, four-mode Gaussian state,
with CM given by
σL¯LNN¯(s, l, n) = SλI ,λII (l)SνI ,νII (n)SλI ,νI (s) · 18
· STλI ,νI (s)STνI ,νII (n)STλI ,λII (l) ,
(14.16)
where the sympleti transformations S are given by Eq. (2.24), 18 is the CM of
the vauum |0〉λII⊗|0〉λI⊗|0〉νI⊗|0〉νII , while l and n are the squeezing parame-






















2(x) + cosh(2s) sinh2(x)]12 ,
σX = [cosh
2(x) cosh(2s) + sinh2(x)]12 ,
εX¯X = εXX¯ = [cosh
2(s) sinh(2x)]Z2 ,
εX¯Y = εY X¯ = [cosh(y) sinh(2s) sinh(x)]12 ,
εX¯Y¯ = [sinh(2s) sinh(x) sinh(y)]Z2 ,






; X,Y = {L,N} with X 6= Y , and aordingly for the lower-ase
symbols x, y = {l, n}.
The innite aeleration limit (l, n → ∞) an now be interpreted as Leo and
Nadia both esaping the fall into a blak hole by aelerating away from it with
aeleration aL and aN , respetively. Their entanglement will be degraded sine
part of the information is lost through the horizon into the blak hole [GA21℄. Their
aeleration makes part of the information unavailable to them. We will show that
this loss involves both quantum and lassial information.
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14.3.1. Bipartite entanglement





two inertial observers is preserved under the form of bipartite four-mode entan-
glement Gτ (σ(L¯L)|(NN¯)) between the two horizons, as the two Rindler hange of
oordinates amount to loal unitary operations with respet to the (L¯L)|(NN¯) bi-
partition. The omputation of the bipartite Gaussian ontangle in the various 1×1
partitions of the state σL¯LNN¯ is still possible in losed form thanks to the results
of Se. 4.5.2 [GA7℄. From Eqs. (4.74, 4.76, 6.13, 14.17), we nd
mL|N¯ = mN |L¯ = mL¯|N¯ = 1 , (14.18)





tanh(s) ≤ sinh(l) sinh(n) ;
2 cosh(2l) cosh(2n) cosh2(s)+3 cosh(2s)−4 sinh(l) sinh(n) sinh(2s)−1
2[(cosh(2l)+cosh(2n)) cosh2(s)−2 sinh2(s)+2 sinh(l) sinh(n) sinh(2s)] ,
otherwise .
(14.20)
Let us rst omment on the similarities with the setting of an inertial Alie
and a non-inertial Rob, disussed in the previous Setion. In the present ase of
two aelerated observers, Eq. (14.18) entails (we remind that m = 1 means sep-
arability) that the mode deteted by Leo (Nadia) never gets entangled with the
mode deteted by anti-Nadia (anti-Leo). Naturally, there is no bipartite entangle-
ment generated between the modes deteted by the two virtual observers L¯ and N¯ .
Another similarity found in Eq. (14.19), is that the redued two-mode state σXX¯
assigned to eah observer X = {L,N} and her/his respetive virtual ounterpart
X¯, is exatly of the same form as σRR¯, and therefore we nd again that a bipartite
Gaussian ontangle is reated ex novo between eah observer and her/his alter ego,
whih is a funtion of the orresponding aeleration x = {l, n} only. The two
entanglements orresponding to eah horizon are mutually independent, and for
eah the X |X¯ entanglement ontent is again the same as that of a pure, two-mode
squeezed state reated with squeezing parameter x.
The only entanglement whih is physially aessible to the non-inertial ob-
servers is enoded in the two modes λI and νI orresponding to Rindler regions
I of Leo and Nadia. These two modes are left in the state σLN , whih is not a
GMEMMS (like the state σAR in Se. 14.2) but a nonsymmetri thermal squeezed
state (GMEMS [GA3℄), for whih the Gaussian entanglement measures are avail-
able as well [see Eq. (4.76)℄. The Gaussian ontangle of suh state is in fat given
by Eq. (14.20). Here we nd a rst signiant qualitative dierene with the ase
of a single aelerated observer: a state entangled from an inertial perspetive
an beome disentangled for two non-inertial observers, both traveling with nite
aeleration. Eq. (14.20) shows that there is a trade-o between the amount of en-
tanglement (s) measured from an inertial perspetive, and the aelerations of both
parties (l and n). If the observers are highly aelerated  namely, if sinh(l) sinh(n)
exeeds tanh(s)  the entanglement in the state σLN vanishes, or better said, be-
omes physially unaessible to the non-inertial observers. Even in the ideal ase,
where the state ontains innite entanglement (orresponding to s → ∞) in the
inertial frame, the entanglement ompletely vanishes in the non-inertial frame if
sinh(l) sinh(n) ≥ 1. Conversely, for any nonzero, arbitrarily small aelerations
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l and n, there is a threshold on the entanglement s suh that, if the entangle-
ment is smaller than the threshold, it vanishes when observed in the non-inertial
frames. With only one horizon, instead (Se. 14.2), any innitesimal entanglement
will survive for arbitrarily large aeleration, vanishing only in the innite ael-
eration limit. The present feature is also at variane with the Dira ase, where
entanglement never vanishes for two non-inertial observers [6℄.
To provide a better omparison between the two settings, let us address the
following question. Can the entanglement degradation observed by Leo and Nadia
(with aeleration parameters l and n respetively) be observed by an inertial Alie
and a non-inertial Rob traveling with some eetive aeleration reff? We will
look for a value of reff suh that the redued state σAR of the three-mode state
in Eq. (14.6) is as entangled as the redued state σLN of the four-mode state in
Eq. (14.17). The problem an be straightforwardly solved by equating the orre-







sinh(s)−cosh(s) sinh (l) sinh(n)
]
,
tanh(s) > sinh(l) sinh(n) ;
∞, otherwise.
(14.21)
Clearly, for very high aelerations l and n (or, equivalently, very small inertial
entanglement s) the information loss due to the formation of the seond horizon is
only mathed by an innite eetive aeleration in the ase of a single horizon. In
the regime in whih entanglement does not deay ompletely, the eetive aeler-
ation of Rob in the equivalent singlenon-inertialobserver setting is a funtion of
the inertial entanglement s, as well as of the aelerations of Leo and Nadia.
14.3.1.1. Entanglement between dierent frequeny modes. The ondition on the a-
eleration parameters l and n for whih the entanglement of the maximally en-
tangled state (s → ∞) vanishes, from Eq. (14.20), orresponds to the following
ondition
eπΩL + eπΩN − eπ(ΩL+ΩN ) ≥ 0 ,
where ΩL = 2λ/(aL) and ΩN = 2ν/(aN ). Here we reall that aL,N are the proper
aelerations of the two non-inertial observers and λ, ν the frequenies of the re-
spetive modes, see Eq. (14.2). We assume now that Leo and Nadia have the same
aeleration aL = aN ≡ a¯ and that they arry with them single-frequeny detetors
whih an be tuned, in priniple, to any frequeny. We ask the question of, given
their aeleration, whih frequeny modes would they nd entangled. This pro-
vides a dierent, more operationally-oriented view on the setting of this Chapter
and in general on the eet of the Unruh thermalization on the distribution of CV
orrelations.
Our results immediately show that in this ontext the entanglement vanishes
between eld modes suh that
e
2π
a¯ λ + e
2π
a¯ µ − e 2πa¯ (λ+ν) ≥ 0 . (14.22)
This means that if the eld is in a two-mode squeezed state with frequenies sat-
isfying Eq. (14.22), Leo and Nadia would detet no entanglement in the eld. We
have thus a pratial ondition to determine whih modes would be entangled from
Leo and Nadia's non-inertial perspetive, depending on their frequeny.
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(a) (b)
Figure 14.6. Entanglement ondition, Ineq. (14.22), for dierent frequeny
modes assuming that Leo and Nadia have the same aeleration (a) a¯ = 2π and
(b) a¯ = 10π. Entanglement is only present in the frequeny range where the
plotted surfaes assume negative values, and vanishes for frequenies where the
plots beome positive; the threshold [saturation of Ineq. (14.22)℄ is highlighted
with a blak line. Only modes whose frequenies are suiently high exhibit
bipartite entanglement. For higher aelerations of the observers, the range of
entangled frequeny modes gets narrower, and in the innite aeleration limit
the bipartite entanglement between all frequeny modes vanish.
In Fig. 14.6 we plot the ondition (14.22) on entanglement for dierent fre-
queny modes. The modes beome disentangled when the graph takes positive
values. We see that only modes with the highest frequenies exhibit bipartite en-
tanglement for a given aeleration a¯ of the observers. The larger the aeleration
the less modes remain entangled, as expeted. In the limit of innite aeleration,
λ/(aL), ν/(aN )≫ 0, the set of entangled modes beomes empty.
Considering one more equally aelerated observers, aL = aN ≡ a¯ with nite
a¯, it is straightforward to ompute the Gaussian ontangle of the modes that do
remain entangled, in the ase of a maximally entangled state in the inertial frame.
From Eq. (14.20), we have
mL|N(s→∞) = cosh(2l) cosh(2n)− 4 sinh(l) sinh(n) + 3
2[sinh(l) + sinh(n)]2
. (14.23)
In Fig. 14.7 we plot the entanglement between the modes, Eq. (14.23), as a funtion
of their frequeny λ and ν [using Eq. (14.2)℄ when Leo and Nadia travel with the
same aeleration a¯ = 2π. We see that, onsistently with the previous analysis, at
xed aeleration, the entanglement is larger for higher frequenies. In the innite
aeleration limit, as already remarked, entanglement vanishes for all frequeny
modes.
14.3.1.2. Equal aeleration parameters. We return to onsider detetors sensitive to
a single mode frequeny and, for simpliity, we restrit our attention to the ase
where Leo and Nadia's trajetories have the same aeleration parameter
l = n ≡ a . (14.24)
This means that λ/aL = ν/aN . While the following results do not rely on this
assumption, it is partiularly useful in order to provide a pitorial representation
of entanglement in the four-mode state σL¯LNN¯ , whih is now parametrized only
by the two ompeting squeezing degrees, the inertial quantum orrelations (s) and
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Figure 14.7. Entanglement between dierent frequeny modes assuming
that Leo and Nadia have the same aeleration a¯ = 2π.
the aeleration parameter of both observers (a). In this ase, the aeleration
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whih we plot in Fig. 14.8. The entanglement inreases with s and dereases with a
with a stronger rate of deay for inreasing s. The main dierene with Fig. 14.2 is
that entanglement here ompletely vanishes at nite aeleration. Even for innite
entanglement in the inertial frame, entanglement vanishes at a ≥ arcsinh(1) ≈
0.8814.
14.3.2. Residual multipartite entanglement
It is straightforward to show that the four-mode state σL¯LNN¯ of Eq. (14.17) is
fully inseparable, whih means that it ontains multipartite entanglement shared
among all the four parties involved. This follows from the observation that the
determinant of eah redued one- and two-mode CM obtainable from σL¯LNN¯ is
stritly bigger than 1 for any nonzero squeezings. This in addition to the global
purity of the state means that there is entanglement aross all global bipartitions
of the four modes. We now aim to provide a quantitative haraterization of suh
multipartite entanglement. This analysis in the general ase l 6= n is performed in
Ref. [GA21℄.
Here, following Ref. [GA20℄, we fous one more for ease of simpliity on the
ase of two observers with equal aeleration parameters l = n ≡ a. The state un-
der onsideration is obtained from Eq. (14.17) via the presription Eq. (14.24), and
it turns out to be exatly the four-mode state desribed in Chapter 8 in an optial
setting, Eq. (8.1). The entanglement properties of this four-mode pure Gaussian
state have been therefore already investigated in detail in Chapter 8 [GA19℄, where
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(a)
(b)
Figure 14.8. Bipartite entanglement between the two non-inertial observers
Leo and Nadia, both traveling with uniform aeleration given by the ee-
tive squeezing parameter a. From an inertial perspetive the two observers
share a two-mode squeezed state with squeezing degree s. Plot (a) depits the
Gaussian ontangle Gτ (σL|N ), given by Eqs. (6.13, 14.26), as a funtion of
a and s. In plot (b) the same quantity is normalized to the ontangle in the
Minkowski frame, Gτ (σ
p
L|N
) = 4s2. Notie in (a) how the bipartite Gaussian
ontangle is an inreasing funtion of the inertial entanglement, s, while it
dereases with inreasing aeleration, a. This deay is faster for higher s, as
learly visible in (b). At variane with the ase of only one aelerated observer
(Fig. 14.2), in this ase the bipartite entanglement an be ompletely destroyed
at nite aeleration. The blak line depits the threshold aeleration a∗(s),
Eq. (14.25), suh that for a ≥ a∗(s) the bipartite entanglement shared by the
two non-inertial observers is exatly zero.
we showed in partiular that the entanglement sharing struture in suh state is
innitely promisuous. The state admits the oexistene of an unlimited, gen-
uine four-partite entanglement, together with an aordingly unlimited bipartite
entanglement in the redued two-mode states of two pair of parties, here referred
to as {Leo, anti-Leo}, and {Nadia, anti-Nadia}. Both four-partite and bipartite
orrelations inrease with a. We will now reall the main results of the study of
multipartite entanglement in this four-partite Gaussian state, with the partiular
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aim of showing the eets of the relativisti aeleration on the distribution of
quantum information.
We have that the residual Gaussian ontangle [see Eq. (8.5)℄,
Gresτ (σL¯LNN¯ ) ≡ Gτ (σL¯|(LNN¯))−Gτ (σL¯|L) (14.27)
= arcsinh2
{√
[cosh2 a+ cosh(2s) sinh2 a]2 − 1
}
− 4a2 ,
quanties preisely the multipartite orrelations that annot be stored in bipartite
form. Those quantum orrelations, however, an be either tripartite involving three
of the four modes, and/or genuinely four-partite among all of them.
The tripartite portion (only present in equal ontent in the tripartitions L¯|L|N
and L|N |N¯) an be estimated as in Fig. 8.2, and speially it deays to zero in the
limit of high aeleration. Therefore, in the regime of inreasingly high a, eventually
approahing innity, any form of tripartite entanglement among any three modes in
the state σL¯LNN¯ is negligible (exatly vanishing in the limit of innite aeleration).
It follows that, exatly like in Chapter 8, in the regime of high aeleration a,
the residual entanglement Gresτ determined by Eq. (14.27) is stored entirely in the
form of four-partite quantum orrelations. Therefore, the residual entanglement in
this ase is a good measure of genuine four-partite entanglement among the four
Rindler spaetime modes. It is now straightforward to see that Gresτ (σL¯LNN¯) is
itself an inreasing funtion of a for any value of s (see Fig. 8.3), and it diverges in
the limit a→∞.
The four-mode state Eq. (14.27) obtained with an arbitrarily large aeleration
a, onsequently, exhibits a oexistene of unlimited genuine four-partite entangle-
ment, and pairwise bipartite entanglement in the redued two-mode states σL|L¯ and
σN |N¯ . This peuliar distribution of CV entanglement in the onsidered Gaussian
state has been dened as innitely promisuous in Chapter 8, where its onse-
quenes are disussed in a pratial optial setting [GA19℄. It is interesting to note
that in the relativisti analysis we present here [GA20℄, the genuine four-partite
entanglement inreases unboundedly with the observers' aeleration. This is in
fat in strong ontrast with the ase of an inertial observer and an aelerating one
(Se. 14.2), where we nd that, in the innite aeleration limit, the genuine tripar-
tite entanglement saturates at 4s2 (i.e. the original entanglement enoded between
the two inertial observers).
In the senario onsidered in this Setion, the aeleration of Leo and Nadia
reates ex novo entanglement (funtion of the aeleration) between the respetive
Rindler regions of both observers independently. The information loss at the double
horizon is suh that even an innite entangled state in the inertial frame ontains
no quantum orrelations when deteted by two observers traveling at nite ael-
eration. If one onsiders even higher aeleration of the observers, it is basially
the entanglement between the Rindler regions whih is redistributed into genuine
four-partite form. The tripartite orrelations tend to vanish as a onsequene of
the thermalization whih destroys the inertial bipartite entanglement. The multi-
partite entanglement, obviously, inreases innitely with aeleration beause the
entanglement between the Rindler regions inreases without bound with aelera-
tion. It is remarkable that suh promisuous distribution of entanglement an our
without violating the fundamental monogamy onstraints on entanglement sharing
(see Chapter 6).
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To give a simple example, suppose the bipartite entanglement in the inertial
frame is given by 4s2 = 16 for s = 2. If both observers travel with an eetive
aeleration parameter a = 7, the four-partite entanglement [given by Eq. (14.27)℄
among all Rindler modes is 81.2 ebits, more than 5 times the inertial bipartite
entanglement. At the same time, a bipartite entanglement of 4a2 = 196 is generated
between region I and region II of eah observer.
A nal aveat needs to be stated. The above results show that unbounded
entanglement is reated by merely the observers' motion. This requires of ourse an
unlimited energy needed to fuel their spaeships. Unfortunately, in this setting suh
entanglement is mostly unaessible, as both Leo and Nadia are onned in their
respetive Rindler region I. The only entangled resoure that an be used is the
degraded two-mode thermal squeezed state of modes λI and νI , whose entanglement
soon vanishes for suiently high, nite aeleration.
Let us remark, one more, that in the pratial setting of quantum optis
the same four-mode Gaussian states of light beams an be instead aessed and
manipulated, as shown in Chapter 8. The role of the aeleration on the detetion
of the eld is played in that ase by the eets of a nonlinear rystal through the
mehanism of parametri down-onversion. In suh a non-relativisti ontext, the
dierent types of entanglement an be readily used as a resoure for bipartite and/or
multipartite transmission and proessing of CV quantum information [GA19℄.
14.3.3. Mutual information
It is very interesting to evaluate the mutual information I(σL|N) between the states
measured by Leo and Nadia, both moving with aeleration parameter a.
In this ase the sympleti spetrum of the redued (mixed) two-mode CM
σL|N of Eq. (14.17) is degenerate as it belongs to the family of GMEMS (see





. From Eq. (2.40), the












with f(x) dened by Eq. (2.39).
Expliitly:
I(σL|N) = 2 cosh
2(a) cosh2(s) log[cosh2(a) cosh2(s)]−[cosh(2s) cosh2(a)+sinh2(a)−
1] log{ 12 [cosh(2s) cosh2(a) + sinh2(a) − 1]} + 12{[2 cosh(2s) sinh2(2a) + cosh(4a) +
3]
1
2 − 2} log{[2 cosh(2s) sinh2(2a) + cosh(4a) + 3] 12 − 2} − 12{[2 cosh(2s) sinh2(2a) +
cosh(4a) + 3]
1
2 + 2} log{[2 cosh(2s) sinh2(2a) + cosh(4a) + 3] 12 + 2}+ log(16).
We plot the mutual information both diretly, and normalized to the inertial
entropy of entanglement, whih is equal to Eq. (14.15),
EV (σ
p
L|N) = f(cosh 2s) , (14.29)
with f(x) given by Eq. (2.39). We immediately notie another novel eet. Not only
the entanglement is ompletely destroyed at nite aeleration, but also lassial
orrelations are degraded, see Fig. 14.9(b). This is very dierent to the ase of a
single non-inertial observer where lassial orrelations remain invariant.
The asymptoti state deteted by Leo and Nadia, in the innite aeleration
limit (a→∞), ontains indeed some residual lassial orrelations (whose amount
is an inreasing funtion of the squeezing s). But these orrelations are always
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(a) (b)
Figure 14.9. Total orrelations between the two non-inertial observers Leo
and Nadia, traveling with equal, uniform aeleration given by the eetive
squeezing parameter a. In the inertial frame, the modes are in a two-mode
squeezed state with squeezing degree s. Plot (a) shows the mutual information
I(σL|N ), given by Eq. (14.28), as a funtion of a and s. In plot (b) the same




), Eq. (14.29). Notie in (a) how the mutual information is
an inreasing funtion of the squeezing parameter s and saturates to a nonzero
value in the limit of innite aeleration; in ontrast, the entanglement vanishes
at nite aeleration (see Fig. 14.8). Plot (b), shows that this asymptoti
value is smaller than the entropy of entanglement in the Minkowski frame
(whih is equal to the lassial orrelations deteted by the inertial observers).
Therefore, lassial orrelations are also degraded when both observers are
aelerated, in ontrast to the ase where only one observer is in uniform
aeleration (see Fig. 14.8).
smaller than the lassial orrelations in the inertial frame given by Eq. (14.29).
Classial orrelations are robust against the eets of the double aeleration only
when the lassial orrelations in the inertial frame are innite (orresponding to
innite shared entanglement in the inertial frame, s → ∞). The entanglement,
however, is always fragile, sine we have seen that it is ompletely destroyed at a
nite, relatively small aeleration parameter a.
Another intriguing fat is that, omparing Figs. 14.5(a) and 14.9(a), one sees
that in both ases (either one or two non-inertial observers) the mutual information
between the two real observers is a funtion of the aeleration parameter and
of the initial squeezing. In the ase of both aelerated observers, however, the
mutual information is always smaller, as we have just disussed. We an study
the dierene between them, one we set for ease of omparison equal aeleration
parameters, r = a, where r regulates Rob's aeleration when Alie is inertial, and
a is related to the aeleration of both Leo and Nadia in the present situation:
D(a, s) = I(σA|R)
∣∣
r=a
− I(σL|N) . (14.30)
The quantity D(a, s) is plotted in Fig. 14.10: surprisingly, it is stritly bounded. It
inreases both with s and a, but in the asymptoti limit of innite inertial shared
entanglement,D(a, s→∞) saturates exatly to 1 (as it an be heked analytially)
for any a > 0. We remark that both mutual informations I(σA|R) and I(σL|N)
diverge in this limit: yet their dierene is nite and equal to one. Clearly, the
small deit of the mutual information seen when both observers are aelerated,
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Figure 14.10. Plot, as a funtion of the aeleration parameter a and the
squeezing parameter s, of the dierene between the mutual information shared
by the inertial Alie and the non-inertial Rob, and the mutual information
shared by the uniformly aelerating Leo and Nadia, as given by Eq. (14.30).
is deteted as loss of lassial orrelations, as plotted in Fig. 14.9(b). Mysteriously,
the Unruh thermalization aets lassial orrelations when both observers are
aelerated: however, it degrades at most one absolute unit of lassial orrelations.
This means that in the ase when both Leo and Nadia esape the fall into a blak
hole, not only their entanglement is degraded but there is also a loss of lassial
information.
14.4. Disussion and outlook
In this Chapter, based on Ref. [GA20℄, we presented a thorough study of lassial
and quantum orrelations between modes of a salar eld measured by observers in
relative aeleration. By onsidering the state of the eld in the inertial frame in the
simplest multi-mode squeezed state possible (the two-mode ase) we were able to
investigate in detail the entanglement in all partitions of the system. We onsidered
two observers arrying single mode detetors and disussed the orrelations on their
measurements when both observers are in uniform aeleration and when only one
of them is non-inertial. We nd that in both settings entanglement is degraded
with aeleration and we explain this degradation as an eet of re-distribution of
the entanglement measured in an inertial frame.
Our main results an be summarized as follows. When one of the observers
is non-inertial the entanglement lost between the modes measured by him and the
inertial observer is re-distributed in tripartite orrelations. No entanglement is gen-
erated between the modes measured by the inertial observer and the modes in the
ausally disonneted region II. This shows that indeed the behavior for bosoni
elds is very dierent to the Dira ase where the entanglement lost in the non-
inertial frame is re-distributed not into tripartite orrelations but into bipartite
orrelations between the mode measured by the inertial observer and the mode in
region II. The analysis of the mutual information shows that in this ase lassial
orrelations are onserved independently of the aeleration. The situation hanges
drastially by onsidering that both observers are non-inertial. In this ase the
entanglement lost between two non-inertial observers is re-distributed into mainly
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four-partite orrelations although some tripartite orrelations exist for nite aeler-
ation. The surprising result here (though expeted in the framework of distributed
entanglement, as the additional fourth mode omes into play) is that entanglement
vanishes ompletely at a nite aeleration. This is also strikingly dierent to the
results in the Dira ase where entanglement remains positive for all aelerations
(as a diret onsequene of the restrited Hilbert spae in that instane). Another
surprising result in this ase is that we nd that lassial orrelations are no longer
invariant to aeleration but are also degraded to some extent. We analyzed the en-
tanglement between the modes of the eld deteted by two non-inertial observers as
a funtion of the frequenies of their modes, and found that for a xed aeleration
high frequeny modes remain entangled while lower frequeny modes disentangle.
In the limit of innitely aelerated observers, the eld modes are in a separable
state for any pair of frequenies.
The take-home message of this Chapter is the following.
â Continuous variable entanglement in non-inertial referene frames. The
degradation of entanglement due to the Unruh eet is analytially studied
for two parties sharing a two-mode squeezed state in an inertial frame, in the
ases of either one or both observers undergoing uniform aeleration. For
two non-inertial observers moving with nite aeleration, the entanglement
vanishes between the lowest frequeny modes. The loss of entanglement
is preisely explained as a redistribution of the inertial entanglement into
multipartite quantum orrelations among aessible and unaessible modes
from a non-inertial perspetive. Classial orrelations are also lost for two
aelerated observers but onserved if one of the observers remains inertial.
The tools developed in this Chapter an be used to investigate the problem of
information loss in blak holes [GA21℄. There is a orrespondene [233℄ between the
Rindler-Minkowski spaetime and the Shwarzshild-Kruskal spaetime, that allows
us to study the loss (and re-distribution) of quantum and lassial orrelations for
observers outside the blak hole, extending and re-interpreting the results presented
in Se. 14.3. In that ase the degradation of orrelations an be understood as
essentially being due to the Hawking eet [108, 109℄.
The next step onerns the study of lassial and quantum orrelations in the
most general partile states denable in a spaetime with at least two asymptot-
ially at regions, represented by multi-mode squeezed states whih involve all
modes being pair-wise entangled (like in the phase-spae Shmidt deomposition,
see Se. 2.4.2.1). The study of entanglement in this state, from a relativisti per-
spetive, will provide a deeper understanding of quantum information in quantum
eld theory in urved spaetime [25℄.
Part VI
Closing remarks
Entanglement Puzzle. Tom Jolly, 2005.
http://www.abstratstrategy.om/2-entanglement.html
Conlusion and Outlook
Entanglement of Gaussian states: what next?
The entrality of Gaussian states in CV quantum information is motivated not only
by their peuliar strutural properties whih make their desription amenable of an
analytial analysis, but also by the ability to produe, manipulate and detet suh
states with remarkable auray in realisti, experimental settings.
The sope of this Dissertation has been almost entirely theoretial. We provided
important advanes for what onerns the strutural and informational harateri-
zation of bipartite entanglement, and the denition and quantiation of multipar-
tite entanglement in Gaussian states. State engineering presriptions and several
appliations to diverse elds (quantum ommuniation, quantum optis, many-
body physis, relativity) were disussed as well. We are not going here to list again
the individual and numerous results obtained in all those ontexts  retrievable
in Refs. [GA2GA20℄ and in the previous Parts of this Dissertation  to avoid
unneessary repetitions with the front matter. We will try instead to frame our
results into a broader perspetive, with the aim of providing an as self-ontained as
possible outlook of the urrent diretions of the CV quantum information researh,
with and beyond Gaussian states.
For reasons of spae and time, we annot disuss in suient detail all the
additional proposals and experimental demonstrations onerning on one hand the
state engineering of two-, three- and in general N -mode Gaussian states, and on
the other hand the use of suh states as resoures for the realization of quantum
information protools, whih were not overed by the present Dissertation. Exel-
lent review papers are already available for what onerns both the optial state
engineering of multiphoton quantum states of disrete and CV systems [65℄, and
the implementations of quantum information and ommuniation with ontinuous
variables [235, 40℄.
Let us just mention that, from a pratial point of view, Gaussian resoures
have been widely used to implement paradigmati protools of CV quantum in-
formation, suh as two-party and multiparty teleportation [39, 89, 236, 277, 182℄
(see Chapter 12), and quantum key distribution [102, 160, 103℄; they have been
proposed for ahieving one-way quantum omputation with CV generalizations of
luster states [155℄, and in the multiparty setting they have been proven useful
to solve Byzantine agreement [161℄. Gaussian states are urrently onsidered key
resoures to realize light-matter interfaed quantum ommuniation networks. It
has been experimentally demonstrated how a oherent state of light an be stored
onto an atomi memory [130℄, and teleported to a distant atomi ensemble via a
hybrid light-matter two-mode entangled Gaussian resoure [216℄.
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Gaussian states also play a prominent role in many-body physis, being ground
and thermal states of harmoni lattie Hamiltonians [11℄. Entanglement entropy
saling in these systems has been shown to follow an area law [187, 60℄. Ther-
modynamial onepts have also been applied to the haraterization of Gaussian
entanglement: reently, a miroanonial measure over the seond moments of
pure Gaussian states under an energy onstraint has been introdued [209℄ (see also
Se. 11.4), and employed to investigate the statistial properties of the bipartite en-
tanglement in suh states. Under that measure, the distribution of entanglement
onentrates around a nite value at the thermodynamial limit and, in general,
the typial entanglement of Gaussian states with maximal energy E is not lose to
the maximum allowed by E.
A rather reent eld of researh onerns the investigation of Gaussian states in
a relativisti setting [4, GA20℄, as we have seen in Chapter 14. Within the general
framework of relativisti quantum information [179℄, suh studies are of relevane
to understand the phenomenon of information loss through a blak hole horizon
[GA21℄, and more generally to gain some knowledge on the struture of the urved
spaetime [25, 14℄.
In a non-relativisti framework, the investigation of the struture of entangle-
ment in hybrid CV-qubit systems is not only of oneptual importane, but it is
relevant for appliations as well. From the monogamy point of view (see Chapter 6),
some interesting hints ome from a reent study of the ground-state entanglement in
highly onneted systems made of harmoni osillators and spin-1/2 systems [83℄.
On a more pratial ground, we should at least mention a proposal for a quan-
tum optial implementation of hybrid quantum omputation, where qubit degrees
of freedom for omputation are ombined with Gaussian modes for ommunia-
tion [241℄, and a suggested sheme of hybrid quantum repeaters for long-distane
distribution of quantum entanglement based on dispersive interations between o-
herent light with large average photon number and single, far-detuned atoms or
semiondutor impurities in optial avities [136℄. A hybrid CV memory realized
by indiret interations between dierent Gaussian modes, mediated by qubits,
has been reently shown to have very appealing features ompared to pure-qubit
quantum registers [175℄.
It seems tting to onlude this overview by ommenting on the intriguing
possibility of observing CV (Gaussian) entanglement at the interfae between mi-
rosopi and marosopi sales. In this ontext, it is enouraging that the exis-
tene of optomehanial entanglement between a marosopi movable mirror and
a avity eld has been theoretially demonstrated and predited to be quite robust
in realisti experimental situations, up to temperatures well in reah of urrent
ryogeni tehnologies [256℄.
Entanglement of non-Gaussian states: a new arena
The innite-dimensional quantum world, however, is not onned to Gaussian
states. In fat, some reent results demonstrate that basially the urrent state-of-
the-art in the theoretial understanding and experimental ontrol of CV entangle-
ment is strongly pushing towards the boundaries of the oasis of Gaussian states and
Gaussian operations. For instane, the entanglement of Gaussian states annot be
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inreased (distilled) by resorting to Gaussian operations only [78, 205, 90℄. Simi-
larly, for universal one-way quantum omputation using Gaussian luster states, a
single-mode non-Gaussian measurement is required [155℄.
There is indeed a fundamental motivation for investigating entanglement in
non-Gaussian states, as the extremality of Gaussian states imposes that they are
the minimally entangled states among all states of CV systems with given seond
moments [269℄. Experimentally, it has been reently demonstrated [172℄ that a two-
mode squeezed Gaussian state an be de-Gaussied by oherent subtration of a
single photon, resulting in a mixed non-Gaussian state whose non-loal properties
and entanglement degree are enhaned (enabling a better eieny for teleporting
oherent states [132℄). Theoretially, the haraterization of even bipartite entan-
glement (let alone multipartite) in non-Gaussian states stands as a formidable task.
One immediate observation is that any (non-Gaussian) multimode state with a
CM orresponding to an entangled Gaussian state is itself entangled too [235, 269℄.
Therefore, most of the results presented in this Dissertation may serve to detet en-
tanglement in a broader lass of states of innite-dimensional Hilbert spaes. They
are, however, all suient onditions on entanglement based on the seond mo-
ments only of the anonial operators. As suh, for arbitrary non-Gaussian states,
they are in general very ineient  meaning that most entangled non-Gaussian
states fail to be deteted by these riteria. The desription of non-Gaussian states
requires indeed (an innite set of) high order statistial moments: as an obvi-
ous onsequene, also an inseparability riterion for these states should involve
high order orrelations. Reently, some separability riteria based on hierarhies
of onditions involving higher moments of the anonial operators have been in-
trodued to provide a sharper detetion of inseparability in generi non-Gaussian
states [3, 162, 114, 157℄.
In partiular, Shhukin and Vogel [214℄ introdued an elegant and unifying
approah to separability based on the PPT requirement, that is onstruted in
the form of an innite series of inequalities, and inludes as speial ases all the
above ited results (inluding the onditions on seond moments [70, 218℄ qualifying
separability in Gaussian states, see Se. 3.1.1), thus demonstrating the important
role of PPT in building a strong riterion for the detetion of entanglement. The
onditions by Shhukin and Vogel an be applied to distinguish between the several
separability lasses in a multipartite CV system [215℄. To this aim, entanglement
witnesses are useful as well [125℄.
The eieny of some of the above-mentioned inseparability riteria based on
higher order moments, for deteting bipartite entanglement in the non-Gaussian
family of squeezed number states of two-mode radiation elds, has been reently
evaluated [64℄. We mention a further interesting approah to non-Gaussian en-
tanglement reported by MHugh et al. [154℄, who showed that entanglement of
multiphoton squeezed states is ompletely haraterized by observing that with re-
spet to a new set of modes, those non-Gaussian states atually assume Gaussian
harater.
Future perspetives
Many open issues and unanswered intriguing questions naturally arise when peeping
out of the parental house of Gaussian states. There is always the risk of being
trapped in the innite mathematial omplexity of the CV Hilbert spae losing the
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ompass whih points towards the physis under investigation. However, the brief
hints summarized above onerning the study of non-Gaussian entanglement in its
atual infany, seem to suggest at least two things. On one hand, that it is worth
taking the risk, as the possibilities oered by non-Gaussian states may be really
intriguing; on the other hand, that wise footpaths in the CV labyrinth may be
traed and followed bak and forth, leading to physially insightful, novel results
on both fundamental and pratial grounds, obtainable with a nite, aountable
omplexity rise ompared to the Gaussian ase.
The most exiting hallenge for me is to enter this huge, largely unexplored
treasure island aiming to draw a map rst of its underworld (foundations), and
then of its olorful surfae (appliations). The struture and distribution of en-
tanglement in non-Gaussian states have to be understood, qualied and quantied
properly, at least in restrited families of states, in order to single out their use-
fulness for quantum information (and not only) implementations. For instane, we
have learned (see Part III) how the monogamy onstraint imposes a natural hierar-
hial struture on multipartite entanglement of Gaussian states. In this ontext,
the promisuity of some lasses of Gaussian states was established, opening new
frontiers for the implementation of suh resoures for multiparty ommuniation
purposes. Inspired by these results, and bearing in mind that Gaussian states are
extremal in the sense of possessing minimal entanglement ompared to the non-
Gaussian ousins, it appears as an exiting perspetive to look for exoti states
in the CV arena with an enhanedly promisuous sharing struture of quantum
orrelations, with a monogamy of entanglement strethed to its limits, and so with
exeptional predispositions for the transfer of quantum information.
These onsiderations, along with the few other examples mentioned above,
should sue to onvine the reader that CV entanglement of Gaussian and non-
Gaussian states, together with its appliations in fundamental quantum mehanis,
quantum multimedia, and several other areas of physis, is a very ative and
lively eld of researh, where more progress and new fasinating developments may
be foreast in the near future. The results of this Dissertation, while of inherent
fundamental interest for quantum information theory, are thus expeted to play
 either diretly or as premises for new advanes  an inreasingly important
role in the pratial haraterization of the physial proesses whih underlie these
multifaeted, sometimes stunningly revolutionary situations.
APPENDIX A
Standard forms of pure Gaussian states
under loal operations
In this Appendix, based on Ref. [GA18℄, we study the ation of loal unitary opera-
tions on a general CM of a pure N -mode Gaussian state and ompute the minimal
number of parameters whih ompletely haraterize pure Gaussian states up to
loal unitaries.
A.1. Euler deomposition of sympleti operations
Central to our analysis will be the following general deomposition of a sympleti
transformation S (referred to as the Euler or Bloh-Messiah deomposition [10,
37℄):
S = O′ZO, (A.1)








with zj ≥ 1 ∀ j. The set of suh Z's forms a non-ompat subgroup of Sp(2N,R)
omprised of loal (single-mode) squeezing operations (borrowing the terminology of
quantum optis, where suh transformations arise in degenerate parametri down-
onversion proesses). Moreover, let us also mention that the ompat subgroup
K(N) is isomorphi to the unitary group U(N), and is therefore haraterized
by N2 independent parameters. To aquaint the reader with the avor of the
ounting arguments whih will aompany us through this Appendix (and with the
nontrivial aspets ontained therein), let us ombine the Williamson and the Euler
deompositions to determine the number of degrees of freedom of a generi N -mode
Gaussian state (up to rst moments), given by N + 2N2 + N − N = 2N2 + N .
The N subtrated from the sum of the numbers of sympleti eigenvalues and of
degrees of freedom of a sympleti operation takes into aount the invariane under
single-mode rotations of the loal Williamson forms  whih `absorbs' one degree
of freedom per mode of the sympleti operation desribing the state aording to
Eq. (2.29). Atually, the previous result is just the number of degrees of freedom of a
2N×2N symmetri matrix (in fat, the only onstraint σ has to fulll to represent
a physial state is the semidenite σ + iΩ ≥ 0, whih ompatly expresses the
unertainty relation for many modes [208℄).
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A.2. Degrees of freedom of pure Gaussian states
Pure Gaussian states are haraterized by CMs with Williamson form equal to the
identity. As we have seen (Se. 2.2.2.1), the Williamson deomposition provides a
mapping from any Gaussian state into the unorrelated produt of thermal (gener-
ally mixed) states: suh states are pure (orresponding to the vauum), if and only
if all the sympleti eigenvalues are equal to 1.
The sympleti eigenvalues of a generi CM σ are determined as the eigenvalues
of the matrix |iΩσ|, where Ω stands for the sympleti form. Therefore, a Gaussian
state of N modes with CM σ is pure if and only if
− σΩσΩ = 12N . (A.2)
It will be onvenient here to reorder the CM, and to deompose it in the three
sub-matries σq, σp and σqp, whose entries are dened as
(σq)jk = Tr [̺qˆj qˆk], (σp)jk = Tr [̺pˆj pˆk], (σqp)jk = Tr [̺{qˆj , pˆk}/2], (A.3)







Let us notie that the matries σq and σp are always symmetri and stritly posi-
tive, while the matrix σqp does not obey any general onstraint.
Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) straightforwardly lead to the following set of onditions
σqσp = 1N + σ
2
qp , (A.5)
σqpσq − σqσTqp = 0 , (A.6)
σpσq = 1N + σ
T 2
qp , (A.7)
σTqpσp − σpσqp = 0 . (A.8)
Now, the last two equations are obviously obtained by transposition of the rst
two. Moreover, from (A.5) one gets
σp = σ
−1
q (1N + σ
2
qp) , (A.9)
while Eq. (A.6) is equivalent to
σ−1q σqp − σTqpσ−1q = 0 (A.10)
(the latter equations hold generally, as σq is stritly positive and thus invertible).
Eq. (A.10) allows one to show that any σp determined by Eq. (A.9) satises the
ondition (A.8). Therefore, only Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) onstitute independent on-
straints and fully haraterize the CM of pure Gaussian states.
Given any (stritly positive) matrix σq and (generi) matrix σqp, the fulllment
of ondition (A.6) allows to speify the seond moments of any pure Gaussian state,
whose sub-matrix σp is determined by Eq. (A.9) and does not involve any additional
degree of freedom.
A straightforward ounting argument thus yields the number of degrees of free-
dom of a generi pure Gaussian state, by adding the entries of a generi and sym-
metri N ×N matrix and subtrating the equations of the antisymmetri ondition
(A.6): N2 +N(N +1)/2−N(N − 1)/2 = N2+N , in ompliane with the number
ditated by the Euler deomposition of a sympleti operation:
σ = ST12NS = O
TZ2O . (A.11)
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Notie that, if either σq or σqp are kept xed, the onstraint (A.6) is just a linear
onstraint on the entries of the other matrix, whih an be always solved; in fat,
it annot be overdetermined, sine the number of equations N(N − 1)/2 is always
smaller than the number of variables, either N2 or N(N + 1)/2.
A preliminary insight into the role of loal operations in determining the num-
ber of degrees of freedom of pure CMs is gained by analyzing the ounting of
free parameters in the CV version of the Shmidt deomposition, as introdued in
Se. 2.4.2.1. The CM of any pure (M+N)-mode Gaussian state is equivalent, up to
loal sympleti transformations on the M -mode and N -mode subsystems, to the
tensor produt ofM deoupled two-mode squeezed states (assuming, without loss of
generality, M < N) and N −M unorrelated vaua [29℄. Besides the M two-mode
squeezing parameters, the degrees of freedom of the loal sympleti transforma-
tions to be added are 2N2+N +2M2+M . However, a mere addition of these two
values leads to an overestimation with respet to the number of free parameters of
pure CMs determined above. This is due to the invariane of the CM in `Shmidt
form' under spei lasses of loal operations. Firstly, the (N −M)-mode vauum
(with CM equal to the identity) is trivially invariant under loal orthogonal sym-
pletis, whih aount for (N −M)2 parameters. Furthermore, one parameter is
lost for eah two-mode squeezed blok with CM σ2m given by Eq. (2.22): this is due
to an invariane under single-mode rotations peuliar to two-mode squeezed states.
For suh states, the sub-matries σ2mq and σ
2m
p have idential  and all equal 
diagonal entries, while the sub-matrix σ2mqp is null. Loal rotations embody two
degrees of freedom  two loal `angles' in phase spae  in terms of operations.
Now, beause they at loally on 2 × 2 identities, rotations on both single modes
annot aet the diagonals of σ2mq and σ
2m
p , nor the diagonal of σ
2m
qp , whih is
still null. In priniple, they ould thus lead to two (possibly dierent) non-diagonal






















However, elementary onsiderations, easily worked out for suh 2×2matries, show
that Eqs. (A.6) and (A.9) imply
c1 = −c2 , y = z and a2 − c21 = 1 + y2 .
These onstraints redue from ve to two the number of free parameters in the state:
the ation of loal single-mode rotations  generally embodying two independent
parameters  on two-mode squeezed states, allows for only one further independent
degree of freedom. In other words, all the Gaussian states that an be ahieved
by manipulating two-mode squeezed states by loal rotations (phase-shifters, in
the experimental terminology) an be obtained by ating on only one of the two
modes. One of the two degrees of freedom is thus lost and the ounting argument
displayed above has to be reast as M + 2N2+N +2M2+M − (M −N)2 −M =
(M +N)2 + (M +N), in ompliane with what we had previously established.
As we are about to see, this invariane peuliar to two-mode squeezed states
also aounts for the redution of loally invariant free parameters ourring in pure
two-mode Gaussian states.
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A.2.1. Redution under single-mode operations
Let us now determine the redution of degrees of freedom ahievable for pure Gauss-
ian states by applying loal single-mode sympleti transformations. Notie that
all the entanglement properties (both bipartite and multipartite) of the states will
solely depend on the remaining parameters, whih annot be aneled out by loal
unitaries.
In general, for N -mode systems, loal sympleti operations have 3N degrees
of freedom, while N -mode pure Gaussian states are speied, as we just saw, by
N2 + N quantities. The subtration of these two values yields a residual number
of parameters equal to N2 − 2N . However, this number holds for N ≥ 3, but fails
for single- and two-mode states. Let us analyze the reasons of this ourrene.
For single-mode systems, the situation is trivial, as one is allowing for all the
possible operations apable, when ating on the vauum, to unitarily yield any
possible state. The number of free parameters is then learly zero (as any state
an be redued into the vauum state, with CM equal to the 2 × 2 identity). The
expression derived above would instead give −1. The reason of this mismath is
just to be sought in the invariane of the vauum under loal rotations: only two of
the three parameters entering the Euler deomposition atually aet the state. On
the other hand, one an also notie that these two latter parameters, haraterizing
the squeezing and subsequent last rotation of the Euler deomposition ating on the
vauum, are apt to ompletely reprodue any possible single-mode state. Clearly,
this situation is the same as for any N -mode pure Gaussian state under global
operations: the rst rotation of the Euler deomposition is always irrelevant, thus
implying a orresponding redution of the free parameters of the state with respet
to the most general sympleti operation.
As for two-mode states, the above ounting argument would give zero loally
invariant parameters. On the other hand, the existene of a lass of states with a
ontinuously varying parameter determining the amount of bipartite entanglement
[the two-mode squeezed states of Eq. (2.22)℄, learly shows that the number of free
parameters annot be zero. Atually, loal sympleti operations allow one to bring
any (pure or mixed) two-mode Gaussian state in a standard form with σqp = 0
and with idential diagonals for σq and σp. Imposing then Eq. (A.6) on suh matri-
es, one nds that the only pure states of suh a form have to be two-mode squeezed
states. Therefore, we know that the orret number of loally invariant free param-
eters has to be one. Even though loal sympleti operations on two-mode states
are determined by 6 parameters, they an only anel 5 of the 6 parameters of pure
two-mode states. This is, again, due to the partiular transformation properties
of two-mode squeezed states under single-mode rotations, already pointed out in
the previous Setion when addressing the ounting of degrees of freedom in the
Shmidt-like deomposition: loal rotations ating on a two-mode squeezed state
add only one independent parameter. The most general two-mode pure Gaussian
state results from a two-mode squeezed state by a single loal rotation on any of
the two modes, followed by two loal squeezings and two further rotations ating
on dierent modes. Notie that the same issue arises for (M +N)-mode states to
be redued under loal M - and N -mode sympleti operations. A mere ounting
of degrees of freedom would give a residual number of loal free parameters equal
to (M + N)2 + M + N − 2M2 − 2N2 −M − N = −(M − N)2. This result is
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obviously wrong, again due to a loss of parameters in the transformations of par-
tiular invariant states. We have already inspeted this very ase and pointed out
suh invarianes in our treatment of the Shmidt deomposition (previous Setion):
we know that the number of loally irreduible free parameters is just min(M,N)
in this ase, orresponding to the tensor produt of two-mode squeezed states and
unorrelated vaua.
For N ≥ 3, loal single-mode operations an fully redue the number of degrees
of freedom of pure Gaussian states by their total number of parameters. The
issue enountered for two-mode states does not our here, as the rst single-mode
rotations an at on dierent non-diagonal bloks of the CM (i.e., pertaining to
the orrelations between dierent pairs of modes). The number of suh bloks is
learly equal to (N2 − N)/2 while the number of loal rotations is just N . Only
for N = 1, 2 is the latter value larger than the former: this is, ultimately, why the
simple subtration of degrees of freedom only holds for N ≥ 3. To better larify
this point, let us onsider a CM σ3m in the limiting instane N = 3. The general
standard form for (mixed) three-mode states implies the onditions (see Se. 2.4.1)










The diagonal of σ3mq oinides with that of σ
3m
p (whih always results from the loal
single-mode Williamson redutions) while six entries of σ3mqp an be set to zero. Let
us now speialize to pure states, imposing the onditions (A.5) and (A.6). Eq. (A.6)
results into a linear system of three equations for the non-null entries of σ3mqp , with
oeients given by the entries of σ3mq . The denite positivity of σ
3m
q implies that
the sub-system on s and t is determinate and thus imposes s = t = 0. This fat
already implies (σ3mqp )




. As for u, the system entails
that, if a 6= 0, then the entry (σ3mq )13 = 0. But, as is apparent from Eq. (A.2) (and
from σ > 0), the determinant of the CM of any pure state has to be equal to 1. Now,
working out the determinant of the global CM σ3m under the assumptions (A.12),
(A.13) and s = t = (σ3mq )13 = 0 one gets Detσ
3m = (α + (u2 − σ)β)/(α − σβ)
with β > 0 (again from the strit positivity of σ3m), whih is equal to 1 if and only
if u = 0. Therefore, for pure three-mode Gaussian states, the matrix σ3mqp an be
made null by loal sympleti operations alone on the individual modes. The entries
of the symmetri positive denite matrix σ3mq are onstrained by the neessity of
Eqs. (A.5)  whih just determines σ3mp  and (A.12), whih is omprised of three
independent onditions and further redues the degrees of freedom of the state to
the predited value of three. An alternative proof of this is presented in Se. 7.1.2
[GA11℄.
Let us also inidentally remark that the possibility of reduing the sub-matrix
σqp to zero by loal single-mode operations is exlusive to two-mode (pure and
mixed) and to three-mode pure states. This is beause, for general Gaussian states,
the number of parameters of σqp after the loal Williamson diagonalizations is given
by N(N − 1) (two per pair of modes) and only N of these an be aneled out by
the nal loal rotations, so that only for N < 3 an loal operations render σqp null.
For pure states and N > 2 then, further N(N −1)/2 onstraints on σqp ensue from
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the antisymmetri ondition (A.6): this number turns out to math the number of
free parameters in σqp for N = 3, but it is no longer enough to make σqp null for
pure states with N ≥ 4. This is further disussed in Chapter 11.
Summing up, we have rigorously determined the number of loally irreduible
free parameters of pure Gaussian states [GA18℄, unambiguously showing that the
quantiation and qualiation of the entanglement (whih, by denition, is pre-
served under loal unitary operations) in suh states of N modes is ompletely
determined by 1 parameter for N = 2 and (N2 − 2N) parameters for N > 2, as
reported in Eq. (2.56).
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